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Introduction
Jobs and Economic Development
in Minority Communities
Realities, Challenges, and Innovation

Community economic development (ced) offers a promise
of improving economic and employment opportunities for low-income
minority communities. Impoverished neighborhoods of color are inherent to
our nation, rooted in fundamental failings of the postindustrial economy.
The shift to a service economy and the decline of traditional manufacturing
has disproportionately impacted such communities by undercutting their
employment bases. The concomitant spatial restructuring, with the in-
creasing geographic separation of people and jobs, has added to their woes.
Economic globalization has boosted the profits of multinational corpora-
tions by depressing labor wages within the United States and exporting
jobs overseas to lower-wage and nonunionized environments. All these
have contributed to structural unemployment, poverty, and welfare depen-
dency, a process most pronounced for the residents of minority neighbor-
hoods.

But the plight of minority neighborhoods is not merely an outcome of
economic restructuring or globalization. Caught in a vicious circle, dis-
advantaged communities concentrate poverty and accentuate inequality as
they segregate and isolate poor people of color. Their location often denies
residents access to employment and business opportunities and may hinder
civic and political participation. Their existence serves as a mechanism that
infects and distorts basic social services, such as public education and health
care, creating a two-tier system of citizens. These neighborhoods have
emerged as the dumping grounds for environmental ills. Many of today’s
ghettos, ethnic enclaves, barrios, and reservations are the visible manifes-
tations of America’s festering domestic shortcomings, which should not be
hidden or ignored.

Efforts to address the plight of poor neighborhoods are not new. A
systematic response to poverty as a matter of public policy dates back to
President Lyndon B. Johnson’s War on Poverty (1964–1968). There is
considerable debate about the effectiveness and long-term accomplishments
of this effort. Some have argued that little has been achieved because poverty
has not been eliminated or even reduced. Indeed, the poverty rate in 2003
was 12.5 percent, not much different from 1968’s 12.8 percent. This simple
yardstick, however, ignores some important positive legacies, such as the
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dramatic decrease of poverty of the elderly (from 28.5 percent in 1968 to
10.2 percent in 2003) and the important benefits supplied by Medicare.
While the effort to address youth poverty has been less effective (from 15.3
percent in 1968 to 17.2 percent in 2003), there is no doubt that the War on
Poverty has left a legacy of policies seeking to respond to the structural issue
of poverty in systematic and concerted ways.

One such legacy is community development, which was a key ingredient
to fighting neighborhood problems during the 1960s. The economic part of
community development, that is, ced, remains central to efforts to address
the myriad of employment problems blighting many low-income minority
communities. There are, of course, social, cultural, and political issues that
should be addressed by community development, but improving economic
and employment opportunities is critical to the material well-being of any
community. Moreover, it is far easier to address the noneconomic aspects of
community development when residents are not overwhelmed by a daily
struggle to pay the rent, buy food, and cover the other necessities of everyday
life. The core challenge for ced today is the same as it was two generations
ago—developing effective strategies that are economically sound and in-
corporate social, cultural, and political realities.

While the core challenge for ced remains unchanged, the realities have
altered dramatically since the late 1960s. The five most relevant are the
restructuring of the economy, the increase in foreign competition in product
markets, a shift in the ethnic composition of the population, a recon-
figuration of the urban spatial structure, and a transformation of social
policy. These phenomena are interdependent, overlapping, and mutually
reinforcing and affect all corners of our society. Nonetheless, the impacts are
more pronounced for those at the lower end of the economic ladder both
because the forces at work are disproportionately felt there and because the
people in that segment are the least able to successfully adjust to change.
While the impacts of some of these transformations are discussed in the
following chapters, it is useful to provide a summary of how they affect low-
income minority communities.

The key feature of the restructuring of the economy is deindustrialization,
or the declining importance of manufacturing. In the mid-1960s, the pro-
duction of durable and nondurable goods accounted for about 27 percent of
all value added in the United States. In the last few years, the percentage has
fallen to about 13 percent. This decline translated into a corresponding
decline in what was once a major source of well-paying jobs for those with
limited education. For low-income minority communities, this resulted in a
displacement of workers and a subsequent downward mobility. Many of the
jobs that have replaced production jobs require more education because
of technological change and therefore do not offer the same opportunities
for advancement for those without more schooling. The constriction on the
avenues of upward mobility has made it more difficult for those at the
bottom to work their way out of poverty.

The driving source behind two of the changes comes from beyond the
borders of the United States. The increase in foreign competition in the
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product market, referred to as the globalization of the economy, has
contributed to deindustrialization. In the early 1960s imported goods were
equal to about 4 percent of gross domestic product; by 2003 they had
climbed to 15 percent. Many of the imports come from developing coun-
tries with labor-intensive industries that utilize low-wage, low-skilled
workers. This has created an enormous downward wage pressure in the
American industries that rely disproportionately on minority workers. The
international movement of people, the other face of globalization, has also
affected low-income minorities. Unequal development at the global scale
and the demand for low-wage workers within the United States, in part to
respond to growing foreign competition, have contributed to a renewal of
large scale immigration to the United States. While in 1970, only 5 percent
of the total population were foreign born, by 2004 this share reached
12 percent. Because the primary sending countries are located in Asia and
Latin America, the ethnic composition of the total population has also
changed. In 1970, Asians and Latinos comprised less than 6 percent of the
total population, but by 2004, they comprised over 18 percent. A dis-
proportionate number of the new immigrants have limited skills and lim-
ited English language ability, and these factors have contributed to their
concentration in low-income neighborhoods.

The last two transformations are domestic. Over the last few decades, the
urban landscape has been spatially reconfigured as freeways and increased
automobile usage facilitated the dispersion of people and employment,
creating an increased geographic separation of places of residence from
places of work. While this phenomenon has affected the whole urban pop-
ulation, the impact on low-income minorities has taken on the form of a
‘‘spatial mismatch.’’ Because of housing discrimination and a lack of af-
fordable housing in many suburbs, many disadvantaged minorities are
trapped in the inner city and have limited transportation resources to access
the more adequate job opportunities in the outlying areas. The problems
created by this spatial mismatch are compounded by the second domestic
change, the transformation of social policy. A part of the change has taken
on the form of a retreat from civil rights, including dismantling affirmative
action programs and ending forced school integration. The former restricts
the immediate economic and employment opportunities for low-income
minorities, while the latter diminishes the long-term prospects for their
children. In some states, the movement against race-based policies and
programs has taken on an anti-immigrant spin. The other part of the policy
change is a radical shift in the programs for the poor from income support to
moving people into employment. The latter can potentially generate positive
outcomes, but this can only come about with adequate support (e.g., job
training, transportation, child care services, etc.) to give workers an op-
portunity to move beyond wages that fail to lift them and their families out
of poverty.

The five changes outlined above have not only created new realities and
hurdles for community economic development but have also necessitated
new approaches. The demographic recomposition brought about by the
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growth of the Latino and Asian population requires that ced strategies
are more sensitive to issues of language, assimilation, and citizenship. Im-
migrant neighborhoods face many of the same daily struggles for survival as
traditional inner-city communities but may have their own cultural and
institutional support systems. These realities require different approaches,
and this diversity presents a risk of fragmenting the ced movement. Worse,
immigrants are at times pitted against other poor ethnic and native minority
groups for the same very small piece of the economic pie.

Despite these differences, there is still a common thread, the struggle to
improve economic and employment opportunities. Given the new realities,
answers to the economic shortfalls have been elusive. The challenge is made
more difficult by the fact that many solutions are constrained by a lack of
political will, a tendency to ‘‘blame the victims,’’ and an inadequacy of re-
sources. Despite themagnitude of the problems and the plethora of hurdles, or
perhaps because of them, we need to renew the goal of enhancing employment
opportunities as central to community economic development. For the over-
whelmingmajority of poor neighborhoods, the single largest source of income
comes from paid work. Unfortunately, wages are low, benefits are scarce, and
work is unstable.What is critically needed is a rethinking and reformulation of
community economic development that takes into account the particularities
of differentminority groups. For a problem so pervasive and deep as structural
unemployment and underemployment, we cannot hope to devise a panacea or
a solution that ‘‘fits all.’’ We need innovative strategies to respond to the new
challenges, but we must be careful not to change just for change’s sake.

Charting a new course for ced requires not only action but also thought-
ful reflection, discussion, and debate. This book contributes to the evolving
literature by adopting a multipronged perspective to examine specific case
studies of economic development and job creation in different physical and
social settings. The book contains work by leading scholars who seek to
forge a new agenda for community economic development in minority
neighborhoods.

The book is divided into four parts. The first part, ‘‘The Context,’’ ex-
amines some of the larger demographic, economic, social, and physical is-
sues as well as policies that determine or influence the characteristics and
problems of low-income minority neighborhoods. These communities are
marginalized but not completely insulated from developments beyond
their borders. The second part, ‘‘Labor Market Development,’’ discusses
factors and forces that shape labor demand and supply, including strat-
egies, policies, and practices of workforce development. The focus is on
understanding the impacts on minority communities from multiple per-
spectives. The third part, ‘‘Business Development,’’ examines what has been
traditionally viewed as a way to create jobs. This section concentrates on the
opportunities and barriers encountered by minority-owned businesses and
investigates the role and contributions of ethnic entrepreneurs in minority
communities. The last part, ‘‘Complementary Strategies,’’ explores the
connections with other community development strategies. This includes
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social and survival networks, affordable housing, and social services. These
approaches complement economic strategies by addressing the complex
daily realities of workers.

Part 1 starts with Evelyn Blumenberg’s examination of the recent changes
in the demographic and spatial structure of U.S. metropolitan areas, which
in turn have changed the characteristics of neighborhoods (Chapter 1). Over
the last few decades, renewed large-scale immigration has driven popula-
tion growth and increased ethnic diversity. Immigrants and their children
have reshaped the urban landscape by transforming many central-city
neighborhoods and older suburbs. Despite overall growth, the pattern
within metropolitan areas has been very uneven. Suburbs have grown in
population, but the populations of many central cities have declined. An-
other feature of the new urban configuration is the spatial mismatch dis-
cussed earlier. For residents trapped in low-income neighborhoods in the
inner city, the dispersion of employment has created a geographic barrier to
economic opportunities. While all metropolitan areas have been affected by
demographic and economic changes, there is nonetheless diversity in out-
comes. Although poverty is still concentrated in central-city neighborhoods,
many inner-ring suburbs have become blighted while the cores of some cities
are prosperous. Because of the diversity in spatial configuration and popu-
lation composition among and within metropolitan areas, community eco-
nomic developers must tailor strategies and programs to meeting the needs
of the residents of the neighborhoods in which they work.

Public policy determines how governmental resources and power are used
to address the problems of low-income people, and one of the most im-
portant is the dramatic shift in social policy mentioned earlier. Welfare
reform ended income entitlements for the poor and replaced them with tax
credits for the working poor. But has this shift eliminated poverty and
welfare dependency? Chapter 2 by Douglas Houston and Paul Ong ex-
plores the impacts of welfare reform’s ‘‘new policy regime’’ on poor
neighborhoods in the nation’s three largest metropolitan areas: New York,
Los Angeles, and Chicago. They find a mixed picture, with a decline in rolls
and concentrated poverty, but progress being very uneven across regions and
across communities within regions. Even under the best conditions, many
have not been able to escape poverty and have moved only from depending
on welfare to being a part of the working poor. The authors conclude with a
discussion of the implication of these findings for community economic
development.

Low-income minority communities have often been pictured as islands,
cut off from the job opportunities, services, resources, and amenities of the
rest of the metropolitan area. Manuel Pastor, Chris Benner, and Martha
Matsuoka explore the opportunities presented and the challenges faced by
‘‘community-based regionalism,’’ the marriage of community concerns with
regional perspectives (Chapter 3). This concept is premised on the idea that
by engaging in regional strategies, ethnic community-based organizations
(cbos) can identify new opportunities, connect to new allies, and affect
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policies that structure their local environment. The authors try to take a
‘‘realistic look’’ at the potential of community-based regionalism to affect
community economic development for minority communities by drawing on
the experiences of cbos in the San Francisco Bay Area. They conclude that
community regionalism as a strategy for local economic development may
benefit some groups, but not others. They propose a ‘‘regional audit,’’ a
framework by which communities can identify if regionalism might be a
good match for them.

Given this book’s focus on employment outcomes, we clearly need
to understand how the labor market functions with respect to minority
neighborhoods. This is addressed in Part 2, which discusses labor force
development policies in the United States that aim to enhance the employ-
ment earnings of low-income, low-skilled workers. Such policies have met
with mixed success. This is partly the outcome of the programs’ inability to
train workers in skills that employers demand, with a resulting mismatch
between jobs and available skills. The challenges of mounting successful
workforce development programs are further compounded in low-income
and minority communities because of the economic conditions there. Resi-
dents of such neighborhoods lack the resources to extend their job search to
outlying areas. Travel to areas where jobs are more abundant presents
economic and logistical challenges. Drawing from empirical data, with some
concrete examples from Los Angeles, Michael Stoll gives a detailed account
of how low-skill labor markets function (Chapter 4). He also examines best
practices in workforce development and explores a variety of potential
policies that can lead to a better matching of low-skilled workers in minority
communities to jobs.

Overcoming the geographic barriers that separate low-income workers
from employment opportunities is the focus of Chapter 5 byMichela Zonta.
The phenomenon of spatial mismatch has been widely used to explain poor
labor-market outcomes. Most of the studies on this topic examine job search
from the supply side, focusing on the characteristics of job seekers. Zonta’s
chapter takes an alternative approach. Focusing on the demand side, she
examines the effects of firm location on job applicant rates amongminorities.
Her study discusses the employment patterns and practices of over one
thousand firms in New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta, and Los Angeles. Her
findings confirm the spatial mismatch hypothesis, as firms closer to minority
communities tend to have more Latino and African American job seekers.
She suggests that a key component of economic development strategies for
minority communities is the lowering of spatial barriers.

While the working poor face common struggles to survive, contingent
workers employed by the informal economy represent a significant and ex-
tremely disadvantaged subsegment of the immigrant labor force. In Chapter 6,
Abel Valenzuela sheds light on the complex characteristics and special needs
of Latino contingent workers. Contingent workers exist at the very margins of
the economy and have little formal and ongoing relationship with those who
use their labor. In many ways they are independent contractors, but they lack
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the benefits and freedom enjoyed by contractors in professional fields.
Valenzuela identifies three key areas that economic development strategists
should consider to improve the economic status of this group, including
promoting small-scale entrepreneurship. The first is a place-based strategy
that emphasizes the role of community institutions, ethnic networks, busi-
nesses, churches, and civic organizations. Second is the need for specialized
training programs with a clearly defined market niche. Finally, Valenzuela
highlights the importance of accountability. Contingent workers are partic-
ularly vulnerable to exploitation, and strategies like living wage ordinances
and campaigns to expose unduly harsh and illegal working conditions can
greatly improve their plight.

One way to enhance employment opportunities is to revitalize the eco-
nomic base of minority communities, and Part 3 contains three examples of
the potentials and limitations of this approach. While most revitalization
strategies view job generation as a critical component, few have focused on
the role of minority businesses. Chapter 7 by Thomas Boston fills this gap by
examining the contribution of minority-owned businesses to community
development. Using Atlanta as a case study, he demonstrates the employ-
ment impact of such businesses when they are fully integrated in the de-
velopment process. About half of the planning, design, and construction
contracts in Atlanta’s revitalization effort have gone to minority-owned
firms. In examining black-owned contracting companies, Boston finds that
they tend to hire more minority employees than firms owned by non-
minorities and often offer better employment conditions as well. He con-
cludes that the promotion of minority business involvement in communities
with high concentrations of minority populations is a sound economic de-
velopment strategy.

Minority-owned businesses in ethnic economies are often small family
businesses. While these businesses create employment opportunities for
workers of the same ethnicity, they usually operate with limited resources
and are very vulnerable to external circumstances. In Chapter 8, Tarry Hum
examines the challenges faced by the Chinese immigrant economy in
New York City in the aftermath of September 11, 2001. The impacts of
the tragedy on Manhattan’s Chinatown economy have been devastating.
While focusing on the impacted immigrant economy, Hum also outlines
the components of an economic development strategy that transcends the
narrow boundaries of the ethnic enclave and promotes linkages to the re-
gional economy.

Not all business development for minority communities is situated in
urban settings, and this is particularly true for American Indians. In the last
few decades Indian gaming emerged as a significant, albeit controversial,
strategy of ethnic entrepreneurship among many Indian tribes. Since Con-
gress passed the Indian Self-Determination Act of 1975, a number of tribes
have departed significantly from self-reliant development strategies, which
drew primarily on local tribal government resources, and have instead
pursued gaming enterprises, which encourage interaction and economic
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alliances with outsiders. Chapter 9 by Ted Jojola and Paul Ong examines the
economic impacts of Indian gaming on eleven Native American tribes re-
siding within a fifty-mile radius from the city of Albuquerque. They carefully
document the effects of gaming on the quality of life of Native Americans,
their economicwell-being, and the leverage they have to influence their every-
day landscape.

While the narrow focus of economic development strategies is to increase
employment opportunities and wages for workers, a broader definition
should also incorporate complementary strategies. Part 4 examines three
approaches that complement economic strategies for low-income, minority
workers.

One of the most important lessons learned over the last decade is the
importance of networks. What is it about neighborhoods and reciprocity
that enhances economic development? What types of social networks and
ties exist in ethnic communities, and do they lead people to ‘‘get by’’ or ‘‘get
ahead?’’ These are the questions addressed in Chapter 10 by Anastasia
Loukaitou-Sideris and JudithHutchinson. Focusing on the Pico Union neigh-
borhood of Los Angeles, the authors illuminate the activities, alliances, and
collaborations among different Latino groups in the area. They find that
Latinos in Pico Union engage in multiple informal associations revolving
around the family, the school, the church, and the recreation center. Such
associations serve more as survival networks to help people get by than as
venues for major economic advancement. Nevertheless, the emotional
and practical support they provide often allows individuals to enter the job
market. The authors also identify different strategies for economic ad-
vancement followed by two different ethnic groups in the neighborhood, the
Oaxacans and the Salvadorans. They conclude that policy responses for
economic development strategies may differ significantly from one ethnic
group to another and should be tailored to the particularities of needs,
cultural norms, and circumstances.

Because the working poor spend more on housing than any other major
item, a lack of affordable housing can make a bad financial situation worse.
Jacqueline Leavitt asserts the importance and interdependence of strate-
gies for economic development with efforts to ensure affordable housing
(Chapter 11). Campaigns for a living wage ordinance go hand in hand with
efforts to preserve the existing housing stock in the community, as activists
see housing and economic development as two sides of the same coin.
Leavitt details a new tool for community economic development, the com-
munity benefits agreement, as exercised by the FigueroaCorridorCoalition, an
alliance of unions, community-based organizations, clergy, businesses, and
neighborhood groups that strives for economic development, business im-
provement, and affordable housing in Los Angeles.

Low-income communities of color are often dependent on social service
agencies to provide basic needs, such as food, child care, health care, and
transportation. Lois Takahashi argues that effective community economic
development strategies must not only seek to match the job skills of
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individuals and households with appropriate jobs but also should consider
their need to access social services at the same time they are seeking and
maintaining employment (Chapter 12). She uses data froman empirical study
of minority populations in Orange County, California, to show that sus-
tainable participation in the labor force by low-income minority households
requires an effective system of flexible social services to counteract rising
living costs, low wages, and lack of health care benefits. She argues that the
social service delivery system should ‘‘synchronize more closely with the
complex and dynamic daily routines of working persons of color.’’

This book does not pretend to offer a magic recipe that will end chronic
unemployment and underemployment in communities of color. Collectively,
however, the chapters, which cover diverse communities and practices, send
several unambiguous messages. While the broader goal remains to improve
employment opportunities through community economic development, a
single strategy that ‘‘fits all’’ is impossible. Concrete policies, programs, and
practices must be tailor-made, taking into account the particularities, needs,
and skills of individuals and their communities. Access and linkages emerge
as key words for the economic development of minority communities. Ac-
cess to education, training programs, housing, and social services are es-
sential for workforce development and for finding and maintaining decent
jobs. Linkages, in the form of alliances to and collaborations with the wider
community and region, the labor movement and unions, and other inner-
city and suburban groups, can counteract the historic tendencies of isolation
and segregation experienced by communities of color. Finally, the prom-
ise for economic development lies with complementary strategies that, de-
pending on the context, may incorporate aspects of both the formal and
informal economy and ensure access to affordable housing and social
services.

These lessons are central to today’s community economic development,
but they are also pivotal to success in the future. The same structural factors
and underlying dynamics that create impoverished minority neighborhoods
now are likely to become even more powerful in the future. The twenty-first
century will witness a heightening, deepening, and intensifying of globali-
zation, economic and spatial restructuring, and the ethnic recomposition of
the population. In this book, we have covered some of the new paths that
ced must follow, but much more reflection, discussion, and debate will
be needed to help formulate the requisite innovations to address old and
emerging problems.

Note

We would like to thank Margaret Johnson and Lucy Tran for helping prepare
the manuscript for submission and Mike Manville for his copyediting skills. We
should also acknowledge the Ralph and Goldy Lewis Center for its support of this
book project and the UCLA Department of Urban Planning for supporting the
initial seminar on the topic of economic development in minority communities. We
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for its support of research on disadvantaged neighborhoods. Finally, we wish to
express our gratitude to the anonymous reviewers for their constructive comments
and to the staff of Temple University Press for their ample and efficient help during
the different stages of the book’s production.
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I The Context

Community economic development affects people and places
and in turn is affected by specific political and economic circumstances. Part
One of this book contains three chapters that craft the all-important back-
drop for economic and jobs development in minority communities. This is
nothing less but the social, economic, policy, and physical landscape of
urban America. Evelyn Blumenberg’s chapter documents the considerable
changes experienced by U.S. cities over the last couple of decades. Popula-
tion diversity has increased with the rise in the number of Latino and Asian
immigrants, who have partially offset the decline due to white flight from the
urban core. Uneven growth has certainly affected the spatial layout of the
American metropolis. As geographers have informed us, many metropolitan
areas have witnessed a simultaneous recentralization and decentralization
in the last decade. While central cities grew by attracting a deluge of new
immigrants and at times middle-class gentrifiers, the most significant ex-
pansion took place in the suburbs and urban periphery. Indeed, the 1990s
experienced an unprecedented urban sprawl, with new communities push-
ing outward the boundaries of metropolitan areas.

Some residents of minority neighborhoods, who for the first part of the
century could only find shelter and jobs in the ghettos, barrios, and ethnic
enclaves of the central city, discovered the path to the suburbs. Many more,
however, remained locked in disadvantaged communities of the central city.
Nevertheless, the perception of ‘‘white suburbs—colored central city’’
started becoming rather blurred in the 1990s. While it is true that central
cities remained the ports of entry for new immigrants, second- and third-
generation immigrants fled to the suburbs. As a result, many suburbs ac-
quired their own ethnic parts, and suburban ethnic communities started
dotting the metropolitan landscape. Significantly, and as a result of mu-
nicipal revitalization efforts, some downtown areas witnessed a renaissance
that brought new middle-class, white-collar residents back to the central
city. Where it happened, this return of the wealthy may have brought vi-
brancy to downtowns but has also contributed to an increase of land values
and rents for downtown housing.

The policy landscape has also changed, and one of the most dramatic
changes is welfare reform, which has tossed aside a long-standing policy of
income entitlement in favor of work requirements for the poor. This ap-
proach has been complemented by the Earned Income Tax Credit for those
who work. As Douglas Houston and Paul Ong show, this drastic change in
social policy coupled with the economic boom of the 1990s is generally
favored as the explanation for the substantial decline in minority poverty
and the relative closing of the gap between white and minority poverty that



took place in the 1990s. Most metropolitan areas witnessed a decrease in
concentrated poverty across racial and ethnic groups from the previous
decades. Unfortunately, the success of the new policies has not been universal
and has certainly not cut across all regions of the country, or even across
communities within the same region, equally.Many of those who left welfare
moved into unstable, minimum-wage jobs; poverty remains a problem in
even the neighborhoods that have experienced the ‘‘best’’ results; and the gap
between white and minority poverty rates remained high.

While the new policy regime emphasizes work, many of the better jobs are
inaccessible to the poor. The post-Fordist restructuring and globalized out-
sourcing have eliminated a significant share of the better-paid jobs in man-
ufacturing. The geographic separation of employment opportunities has also
occurred at the regional level: domestically, jobs seemed to follow the trend to
the suburbs, which proved to be the most dynamic part of the metropolitan
landscape in terms of new job development. A large number of minority
households are unable to capitalize from these ‘‘outlying’’ jobs, suffering
from what is known as spatial mismatch of jobs and places of residence. The
central city poor have been most hurt by this phenomenon. Manuel Pastor,
Chris Benner, and Martha Matsuoka address this problem and offer a solu-
tion in the form of community-based regionalism.
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1 Metropolitan Dispersion and Diversity
Implications for Community
Economic Development

Introduction

The image of blighted central-city neighborhoods surrounded by white,
affluent suburbs is one that continues to dominate the literature on urban
poverty and community development. While this image has merit, recent
changes in the composition and spatial structure of U.S. metropolitan areas
suggest that it is also overly simplistic. The structure of metropolitan areas
has become increasingly complex, defying most generalizations across U.S.
metropolitan areas and defying simple dichotomous central city—suburban
characterizations as well.

Metropolitan areas are diverse. They differ with respect to population
and employment dynamics, ethnic and racial composition, the extent of
central-city decline and the concentration of poverty, their levels of em-
ployment growth, and the locations where that growth takes place. When
almost 50 percent of the poor live in the suburbs, it is no longer acceptable to
simply contrast poor, central-city neighborhoods with their more affluent
suburbs. Although poverty is still concentrated in central-city neighbor-
hoods, it is also increasingly a suburban problem, particularly in older,
inner-ring suburbs. Nor are central cities necessarily synonymous with
blight. New York and San Francisco are very prosperous inner cities, and
revitalized urban neighborhoods can be found in metropolitan areas across
the country.

As diverse as metropolitan areas are, however, in one way they are all
similar: all are dispersing. The outward movement of both people and em-
ployment from the city center is one seemingly universal feature of met-
ropolitan areas. ‘‘Sprawl,’’ as this phenomenon has been termed, has taken
the blame for urban decline. Critics of urban sprawl have long argued that it
exacerbates social inequities and increases the spatial isolation of the poor
(Duany, Plater-Zyberk, and Speck 2000). The data, however, do not sup-
port these conclusions. It is the underlying factors that accompany urban
growth—and not sprawl itself—that have contributed to urban decline
and spatial inequities. And while equity arguments have helped buttress
efforts to slow sprawl, efforts to curtail sprawl have not necessarily led
to greater equity; measures designed to stem decentralization have done little
to improve the economic opportunities of low-income families and their
communities.

Evelyn Blumenberg



To address the underlying problems facing the urban poor, community
economic developers must go beyond simple, uniform explanations for pov-
erty and address some of the more subtle dynamics that perpetuate economic
inequality. These include the lack of affordable housing, racial discrimina-
tion, spatial isolation, and the absence of adequate transportation. More-
over, community developers must recognize that metropolitan diversity
requires the consideration of local context in developing effective programs
and policies.

Population Growth, Decline, and Location

Since the turn of the previous century, the U.S. population has grown steadily.
While population growth—the percentage increase in the population—
was certainly higher in the early 1900s than it is today, the absolute number
of new people added was at an all-time high during the 1990s, when the
United States added an additional 33 million people to its population.

The 1990s marked the first time in U.S. history that every state gained
population. But not all regions of the country, nor all neighborhoods within
metropolitan areas, experienced this population growth equally. The South
and theWest accounted for nearly two-thirds of the U.S. population increase
since 1900, pushing the mean center of the U.S. population westward
(Hobbs and Stoops 2002). Of this increase, one third can be attributed to
four states—California, Texas, Florida, and New York, all of which have
populations of over 15million. (NewYork, of course, is neither southern nor
western, making it a bit of an anomaly.) California, with almost 34 million
people, has the largest population, followed by Texas (20.9 million), New
York (19 million), and Florida (16 million).

These trends also have contributed to the restructuring of U.S. urban
centers. Over the course of the twentieth century, the U.S. population be-
came metropolitan, with the vast majority of the population living in dense
urban areas.1 Where in 1910 less than 30 percent of the U.S. population
lived in metropolitan areas, by 1950 a majority of the U.S. population was
metropolitan, and by 2000 the percentage had jumped to over 80 percent
(see Figure 1.1). These figures represent continued population growth in
large urban centers like New York and Chicago and rampant population
growth in smaller urban areas such as Phoenix and Las Vegas—areas that,
over time, grew large enough to achieve metropolitan status.

The biggest changes, however, have occurred in the suburbs of metro-
politan areas. America became not just metropolitan but suburban.
Although the central-city population has increased over time, in each decade
the percentage increase in the suburban population has far surpassed that of
the central city. The percentage of the U.S. population living in the central
city grew during the first few decades of the twentieth century, but has since
remained steady at approximately 30 percent of the population. While some
central cities have continued to grow, albeit at a slower rate than their
suburbs, others have suffered large population losses; from 1970 to 2000,
more than 100 central cities experienced a net decline in population. These
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losses were greatest in the metropolitan areas of theMidwest and Northeast,
where employment in heavy manufacturing industries like auto and steel
declined and took with them the economic base of their communities.2 In
contrast, the percentage of the population living in the suburbs has continued
to expand rapidly, growing from less than 10 percent of the population in
1910 to more than half in 2000. Sixty-two percent of the metropolitan
population—almost two-thirds—now lives in the suburbs.

Historically, higher-income central-city residents have moved to the sub-
urbs to enhance the quality of their lives through larger homes and lot sizes (at
lower prices), better schools and infrastructure, plentiful open space, and
other amenities associated with a suburban lifestyle (Jackson 1987). They
also fled from declining inner-city neighborhoods and thereby contributed to
the plight of the places they were abandoning. The movement of higher-
income residents to the suburbs continues. Between 1979 and 1999, the
proportion of households with high incomes declined in 79 of the 100 largest
U.S. cities (Berube and Thacher 2004).

Not all families have been able to participate in the migration out of the
central city. Poverty and discrimination have limited the residential mobility
of low-income and minority families, and they remain disproportionately
concentrated in low-income, central-city neighborhoods. From the late
1960s through the 1980s, poverty became increasingly concentrated in inner-
city neighborhoods (Quillian 1999; Kingsley and Pettit 2003)—contributing
to a set of associated problems such as blight, crime, welfare dependency, and
joblessness (Wilson 1987). In the 1980s, the percentage of metropolitan poor
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living in extreme poverty neighborhoods (census tracts with poverty rates of
40 percent or more) grew from 13 to 17 percent; and the percentage living in
high poverty neighborhoods (census tracts with poverty rates of 30 percent or
more) grew from 25 to 31 percent (Kingsley and Pettit 2003). From 1980 to
1990, the absolute number of poor people living in high poverty neighbor-
hoods almost doubled, from 4.9 to 7.1 million people (Jargowsky 2003;
Kingsley and Pettit 2003). The concentration of poverty in the central city has
also been accompanied by a growth in the physical size of blighted central-
city areas (Jargowsky 2003) contributing to the ‘‘doughnut and hole’’ por-
trayal ofmetropolitan areas—hollowed-out urban cores surrounded bymore
affluent suburbs.

But white flight and concentrated poverty—although still occurring—are
by no means the only story to be told about central cities. The problems of
central cities and the residents living in them are quite varied. During the
1990s most central cities grew, and some became increasingly vibrant places
in and of themselves, even if their suburbs grew more rapidly. Much of this
central-city growth occurred in the Sun Belt, and particularly in states—such
as California, Florida, and Texas—that have rapidly growing Hispanic pop-
ulations. However, the population in other eastern cities—Boston, Chicago,
and New York—also expanded during the 1990s. For example, during the
1980s the population of central-city Chicago declined by almost 6 percent,
but in the 1990s this trend was more than reversed, and the central-city
population grew by almost 7 percent.

The 1990s also brought a decrease in concentrated poverty. Overall, the
share of the poor living in extreme poverty neighborhoods fell to 12 percent
in 2000 (Kingsley and Pettit 2003), and during the 1990s the absolute num-
ber of people living in extreme-poverty neighborhoods decreased by 24
percent, or 2.5 million people (Jargowsky 2003). Concentrated poverty
declined across all racial and ethnic groups, particularly among African
Americans (Jargowsky 2003). Detroit (MI), San Antonio (TX), Flint (MI),
Columbus (OH), and Lafayette (LA) were among the metropolitan areas
experiencing the greatest percentage reductions in the population living in
extreme poverty neighborhoods.

Although these trends are promising, some caveats are necessary. Most
of the central-city population growth (60 percent) occurred in outer-ring
neighborhoods close to the city edge and adjacent to inner-ring suburbs
(Berube and Forman 2002). Most inner-city neighborhoods continued to
decline and captured only 11 percent of the central-city population growth
(Berube and Forman 2002). The one exception to this pattern is the increase
in the population living in ‘‘downtowns,’’ neighborhoods defined by their
location within the city’s central business district. Between 1990 and 2000
two-thirds of all downtown census tracts gained population (Berube and
Forman 2002). And in an analysis of population trends in downtowns
from 1990 to 2000, Sohmer and Lang (2001) find that three-quarters of the
24 downtowns in their study gained population, 6 of which grew even as
their cities lost population. Much of the downtown population growth was
fueled by a resurgence of white downtown residents, a trend that defies the
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typical pattern of white-out migration. Although symbolically important as
an indicator of urban revitalization, downtown population growth is a rel-
atively small contributor to overall citywide population dynamics.

Demographic Dynamism and Diversity

The character of U.S. metropolitan areas has also been fundamentally
shaped by decades of demographic dynamism. As a consequence of im-
migration coupled with ethnic variation in birthrates (African Americans
and especiallyHispanics have higher birth rates than the general population),
U.S. metropolitan areas have become increasingly ethnically and racially
diverse. Ethnic and racial diversity is more pronounced in central-city
neighborhoods, which are both the traditional ports of entry for immigrants
and the location of 52 percent of African Americans (U.S. Census Bureau
2003b). However, decades of demographic dynamism have also transformed
suburbs, many of which no longer look and feel like the suburbs of the 1950s.
Lily-white, middle-class enclaves of suburban stereotypes might still exist in
neighborhoods located on the urban periphery, but they stand in sharp
contrast to many of today’s suburban neighborhoods, which are increasingly
diverse both racially and ethnically and share many of the problems tradi-
tionally associated with the inner city.

Demographic change has been driven, first and foremost, by immigration,
the foundation upon which the United States was established. Figure 1.2
presents two different, but important, patterns: legal immigration to the
United States, and, on the secondary y axis, the foreign born as a percentage
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of the U.S. population. As the graph shows, the United States experienced
high levels of immigration during the early 1900s as immigrants fled the
famine- and war-torn countries of Europe, among them Austria, Hungary,
Italy, and Russia. This early immigration was responsible for the dramatic
growth in U.S. cities during the first part of the twentieth century. Cities’
difficulties in accommodating this growth fueled a host of urban problems,
including overcrowding, poor sanitary conditions, and the prevalence of
slum housing.

Immigration slowed during the Second World War but subsequently
increased, and in the 1990s it reached levels exceeding those of any pre-
vious decade. The composition of the immigrant population, however, has
changed substantially. Today immigrants are largely from Latin America
(37 percent) and Asia (31 percent), while Europeans, once the dominant
group, comprise less than 15 percent of all immigrants to the United States.
Of the foreign-born population, over 70 percent lives in 6 gateway states
(California, Florida, Illinois, New Jersey, New York, and Texas), which in
turn house only 39 percent of all U.S. residents (Schmidley 2001). In Cali-
fornia, the state with the highest percentage of immigrants, more than one
quarter of the population is foreign born. However, one of the more recent
trends is the dispersion of foreign-born immigrants away from these six
magnet states to Sun Belt states such as Arizona, Georgia, Nevada, and
North Carolina, whose growing employment opportunities are fueled in
part by domestic migration (Frey 2002). Cities such as Atlanta, Dallas,
Seattle, and the Twin Cities have emerged as new or reemerging gateway
communities and cities such as Salt Lake City (UT) and Raleigh-Durham
(NC) are now ‘‘preemerging’’ gateway communities, communities that are
about to experience large increases in foreign-born residents (Singer 2004).

Relative to the total population, the foreign-born population is more
likely to reside in metropolitan areas. Ninety-five percent of immigrants live
in metropolitan areas, with the greatest concentration of foreign born (45
percent) settling in 3 regions—Southern California (Los Angeles, Riverside,
and Orange Counties), New York (New York, New Jersey, and Long Island)
and South Florida (Miami and Fort Lauderdale). The concentration of im-
migrants in a few gateway metropolitan areas greatly affects the composi-
tion of these areas. Table 1.1 shows the 10 metropolitan areas with the
highest percentages of foreign born. Miami–Fort Lauderdale and Southern
California are areas at the top of the list.

Years of immigration have led to greater overall racial and ethnic di-
versity. Data from the 2000 census show that approximately one-third of the
U.S. population is minority, with Hispanics now the largest and fastest
growing ethnic group—a result of both immigration and higher than
average fertility rates.3 As of 2000, less than half of all metropolitan areas
were predominantly white (with ‘‘predominantly white’’ meaning that at
least 80 percent of the population was white, and that no minority group
represented more than 10 percent of the population), and 5 percent, or 15
metropolitan areas, was predominantly minority (having at least 50 percent
of their population of oneminority group, andwith no otherminority group
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representing more than 10 percent of the population). But more than half of
all metropolitan areasweremixed-race, whereminority groups comprised a
sizeable percentage of the population (between 10 and 50 percent).4

Within metropolitan areas, minorities and foreign born are dispropor-
tionately concentrated in central cities. Over 60 percent of African Americans,
over half of Hispanics, and close to half of both Asians and foreign born reside
in the central city, compared to less than 30 percent of non-Hispanic whites.
As a consequence, approximately 50 percent of central-city residents are
nonwhite and 17 percent of central-city residents are foreign born. This is not
to say, however, that minority and foreign-born families have not sub-
urbanized. They have, albeit at lower rates than non-Hispanic white families.
For the foreign-born population, the rate of suburbanization tends to vary
with assimilation as measured by length of time in the United States. Thirty-
three percent of immigrants who arrived prior to 1970 live in the central city,
compared to 48 percent of more recent immigrants.

Despite overall racial and ethnic diversity, residential segregation remains
a prominent feature of metropolitan life, particularly in metropolitan areas
with large nonwhite populations. Over the last twenty years residential
segregation has declined for African Americans but has remained relatively
unchanged for both Hispanics and Asians (Iceland,Weinberg, and Steinmetz
2002; Logan, Stults, and Reynolds 2004). These trends suggest progress, but
also mask other, more disconcerting findings. One positive trend for African
Americans is that black/nonblack residential segregation is at its lowest
point since 1920 (Glaeser and Vigdor 2001). Further, the reduction in resi-
dential segregation for African Americans during the 1990s was almost
universally positive across U.S. metropolitan areas with all but 19 met-
ropolitan areas more integrated in 2000 than they had been in 1990. These
trends are due predominantly to African Americans’ moving out of over-
whelmingly African American neighborhoods and into previously all-white
neighborhoods (Glaeser and Vigdor 2001). Finally, suburbs are associated

Table 1.1. Metropolitan areas with the highest percentage of foreign born

Area State
Percentage

Foreign Born

Miami–Fort Lauderdale (CMSA) Florida 40%
Los Angeles–Riverside–Orange

County (CMSA) California 31%
McAllen-Edinburg-Mission (MSA) Texas 30%
Laredo (MSA) Texas 29%
Salinas (MSA) California 29%
El Paso (MSA) Texas 27%
San Francisco–Oakland–San

Jose (CMSA) California 27%
Brownsville–Harlingen–San

Benito (MSA) Texas 26%
Merced (MSA) California 25%
New York–Northern New

Jersey–Long Island (CMSA)
New York–New Jersey–

Connecticut–Pennsylvania
24%
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with lower levels of reductions in residential separation, particularly in
immigrant gateway cities (Alba, Logan, and Stults 2000; Clark and Blue
2004), which may be evidence that status or income trumps racial and ethnic
considerations (Hwang and Murdock 1998).

Yet despite these encouraging trends, residential segregation among
African Americans remains high, and significantly higher than segregation
amongHispanics andAsians (Iceland andWeinberg 2002; Logan, Stults, and
Reynolds 2004). Sixty-four percent of African Americans would have to
change residences for African Americans and whites to be evenly distributed
across metropolitan neighborhoods; this percentage—termed the dissim-
ilarity index—is 51 percent for Hispanics and 41 percent among Asians
(Iceland and Weinberg 2002). Moreover, the decline in residential segrega-
tion acrossmetropolitan areas—for all threemajor racial/ethnic groups—can
be explained in part by greater integration in metropolitan areas that had
small minority populations (Glaeser and Vigdor 2001; Logan and Stults
2001). Many of the largest and most racially and ethnically diverse U.S.
metropolitan areas, in other words, remain highly segregated. For example,
Detroit has the highest white/black segregation index of any metropolitan
area in the country, followed closely by Chicago. In both of these metro-
politan areas, more than 80 percent of African Americans would have to
move in order to bring about racial integration. Although less segregated than
African Americans, Hispanics are highly segregated in Los Angeles and
Asians in San Francisco.5

Finally, many immigrants also live in segregated communities or im-
migrant enclaves—thought, by some scholars, to allow new arrivals to better
assimilate to conditions in the United States (Logan, Alba, and Zhang 2002).
Many higher-income immigrants also prefer to live in ethnic neighborhoods
(Logan, Alba, and Zhang 2002). This desire may have contributed to the
development of suburban ethnic enclaves, particularly in metropolitan areas
with sizeable Hispanic and Asian populations (Logan 2001).6 For example,
Chinese ‘‘ethnoburbs’’ have developed in the San Gabriel Valley, an area in
eastern Los Angeles County that by 1990 had the largest suburban con-
centration of Chinese in the nation (Li 1998). Also in Los Angeles (ap-
proximately 9 miles from downtown Los Angeles), the city of Glendale has
emerged as the third most heavily immigrant large city in the United States
(Rodriguez 2003). To be sure, older ethnic enclaves, such as the Lower East
Side inNewYorkCity or San Francisco’s Chinatown, remain and continue to
provide a home for recent immigrants to the United States. But current pop-
ulation and housing trends suggest that immigrants, like other demographic
groups, increasingly reside in suburban communities, perhaps enticed by and,
at the same time, contributing to the growth of suburban ethnic enclaves.

Jobs and Job Sprawl

The employment landscape in metropolitan areas is characterized by the
rapid growth of the service economy and the dispersion of employment from
central business districts. Employment in the service sector fueled the job
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growth of the 1990s, as manufacturing employment continued its decline as
a percentage of total employment. However, manufacturing jobs are not,
contrary to the conventional wisdom, disappearing; total manufacturing
employment has been remarkably stable over time, and in fact there are
slightly more manufacturing jobs today than there were in 1960 (Figure 1.3).
Nor is manufacturing declining in productivity. Productivity growth in the
manufacturing sector has been tremendous, but because much of this growth
is owed to improved technology and capital goods, it has not resulted in a
corresponding surge in employment. Output has increased without an ex-
pansion in hiring (Congressional Budget Office 2004).

Manufacturing is in decline not because of its failure to grow but because
its meager rate of growth has been swamped by the dramatic expansion of
employment in the service sector, which has grown by over 200 percent since
1960. The steady increase in service-sector employment has been accom-
panied by a growth in low-wage jobs, many of which offer few benefits and
are part time. As of August 2004, average weekly earnings for production
workers (nonsupervisory employees) in the manufacturing sector were $659,
compared to $502 in the private service-producing sector; service workers,
in other words, earned on average only three-quarters what manufacturing
employees did (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2004). Approximately one-third
of all low-wage workers work in service sector occupations, compared to
only 16 percent of all workers (Schochet and Rangarajan 2004). Low-wage
workers in smaller firms and those in the retail trade and services are typi-
cally paid lower wages and have higher turnover rates, even controlling for
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the individual characteristics of the workers (Andersson, Holzer, and Lane
2003).

The location of employment, like the location of the population, also is
shifting. Although employment remains concentrated in large metropolitan
areas such as New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Washington D.C., and
Philadelphia (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2003), employment growth has
been more rapid in some smaller metropolitan areas. Table 1.2 lists the
9 metropolitan areas that experienced the largest percentage change in total
private employment from 1990 to 2003. Las Vegas stands out with an
almost 100-percent increase in total employment; the other areas listed had
growth rates exceeding 60 percent.

Change has also occurred within metropolitan areas as jobs—again like
the population—have dispersed. No longer are downtowns the locations of
the vast majority of metropolitan employment; outlying areas have long since
surpassed the central business district. Amongst the 100 largest metropolitan

Table 1.2. Employment change from 1990 to 2003—9 top metropolitan areas

State Area
Percentage Change
in Employment

Nevada Las Vegas 98.0%
Texas Austin 81.2%
Arkansas Fayetteville-Springdale 76.1%
Texas Mcallen-Edinburg-Mission 74.7%
Idaho Boise City 72.9%
Utah Provo-Orem 63.9%
Texas Laredo 63.4%
Florida Sarasota 61.2%
Arizona Phoenix 61.0%

Table 1.3. Densest and most decentralized metropolitan areas

3-mile Employment
Share

10þ mile Employment
Share

Densest Employment Metropolitan Areas
Honolulu, HI MSA 59% 13%
Lexington, KY MSA 49% 26%
New York, NY PMSA 45% 23%
Providence–Fall River–Warwick,

RI-MA, MSA 45% 20%
San Francisco, CA PMSA 45% 39%

Extremely Decentralized Employment Metropolitan Areas
Baton Rouge, LA MSA 5% 20%
Detroit, MI PMSA 5% 78%
Tampa–St Petersburg–Clearwater,

FL MSA 6% 75%
West Palm Beach–Boca Raton,

FL MSA 7% 59%
Los Angeles–Long Beach,

CA PMSA 7% 62%

Source: Glaeser and Kahn (2001). Used by permission of the Brookings Institution, Metropolitan
Policy Program, http://www.brookings.edu/metro.
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areas in the United States, only 22 percent of the population works within
3 miles of the city center, while over a third (35 percent) work more than
10 miles away from it (Glaeser, Kahn, and Chu 2001). Table 1.3 shows the 5
most dense and the 5 most decentralized metropolitan areas according to the
percentage of employment located within a 3-mile buffer from the city center.
In general, metropolitan areas in the Northeast have the least job sprawl, and
those in the South the most. There are some exceptions, however. Some
western metropolitan areas, for example—including San Francisco (CA),
Portland (OR-WA), Salt Lake City (UT), and Fresno (CA)—are quite cen-
tralized andwould appear on a slightly longer list of densemetropolitan areas.

These figures reflect the rapid growth of suburban employment. Between
1992 and 1997, central cities increased their employment by 8.5 percent;
suburban employment grew at over twice that rate (U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development 2000). By 1990 a plurality of metro-
politan residents (40 percent) both lived and worked in the suburbs; growth
in suburb-to-suburb trips comprised 58 percent of the growth in commuting
between 1980 and 1990 (Pisarski 1996), and although figures are not yet
available for 1990 to 2000, the suburb-to-suburb share is expected to have
increased even more.7

Metropolitan Dispersion and

Low-Income Families

What are the implications of dispersion for the poor? Overall, studies show
that sprawl benefits low-income families if they are able to take advantage of
its opportunities—such as lower-cost housing. Not all families can do this,
however, and while dispersion itself cannot be blamed for economic in-
equality or urban decline, other underlying factors exclude many low-income
families from the opportunities associated with the suburbs. Ultimately, for
these families, metropolitan change can be economically debilitating.

Sprawl and Equity

Advocates of creating more compact urban environments argue that sprawl
increases inequality by depleting central-city resources, concentrating pov-
erty in the inner city, and separating central-city residents from available
suburban job opportunities (Duany, Plater-Zyberk, and Speck 2000).
The evidence, however, suggests just the opposite; economic opportunity
increases—not decreases—with sprawl. Downs (1999) used 1980 and 1990
data on 162 urbanized areas to examine whether urban decline is related to
suburban sprawl and found, to his surprise, no statistical relationship be-
tween the two. More recently, Foster-Bey (2002) examined the relationship
between economic opportunity and sprawl in 34 metropolitan areas for
1980 and the change in economic opportunity from 1980 to 1990.8 He
found a positive relationship between the two. Metropolitan areas with the
most compact growth—areas such as Portland or Minneapolis-St. Paul—
experienced less sprawl but also less economic opportunity (Foster-Bey
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2002). Finally, Pendall and Carruthers (2003) examine the relationship
between density and income segregation in U.S. metropolitan areas from
1980 to 2000 and find that income segregation first rises and then falls as
densities increase. They conclude that ‘‘sprawl—at least in its low-density
manifestation—is neither directly associated with nor causes income segre-
gation’’ (Pendall and Carruthers 2003:581). Urban growth and residential
dispersion may actually increase the availability of affordable homes, al-
lowing low-income households opportunities to move out of the central city.

Moreover, there is a positive association between suburban living and a
number of economic and social measures. Data from the 1997 American
Housing Survey show that black households living in more sprawling met-
ropolitan areas consume larger housing units and are more likely to own
their homes than black households living in less sprawling areas (Kahn
2001). And in some metropolitan areas—Dallas, Los Angeles, New York,
andWashington—a suburban residential location increases the employment
probability of blacks (Cooke 1996). Moreover, evaluations of housing mo-
bility programs—programs that enable low-income families to move from
high-poverty, central-city neighborhoods to the suburbs—show a number of
positive outcomes for participants who successfully relocate to the suburbs.
These outcomes include reductions in welfare usage, higher employment
rates, health status improvements, better educational outcomes, and lower
rates of youth criminal offenses (Johnson, Ladd, and Ludwig 2002).9

But even if urban poverty and decline cannot be attributed tometropolitan
dispersion, they exist and are reproduced as part of the overall metropolitan
development process. Community economic development must, therefore,
address the underlying factors that exclude some low-income families from
the emerging economic opportunities within metropolitan areas, whether
these opportunities lie in the central city or the suburbs. These underlying
issues include the lack of affordable housing, housing and employment dis-
crimination, the changing nature of employment, and the negative con-
sequences of gentrification.

The Affordable-Housing Crisis

In many metropolitan areas a rapidly growing population has contributed
to rising real estate markets and, consequently, to increasing rents. These
trends—combined with both the imminent expiration of subsidies and
contracts on much of the nation’s publicly regulated housing and suburban
zoning and development restrictions—have resulted in a severe shortage of
affordable housing, and have diminished the effects of policies aimed at
increasing housing mobility.

Since 1993, multifamily housing construction has barely kept up with
housing stock losses. Although 1.8 million new rentals were added over this
period, the housing stock expanded byonly 100,000 (Joint Center forHousing
Studies 2003). As a consequence, housing remains unaffordable for many
families. In 2001 renters in the bottom income quintile outnumbered the
supply of low-cost housing units by 2 million, a figure that expands to 4.7
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million when you account for the fact that high-income households occupied
2.7 million of the affordable units (Joint Center for Housing Studies 2003).

The affordable housing shortage is most pronounced in metropolitan areas
located along the two coasts—on the west coast in San Francisco, San Jose,
andOrange Counties (California) and on the east coast inNassau-Suffolk and
Westchester Counties, both in New York (Low Income Housing Coalition
2003). Within metropolitan areas, the shortage is most acute in the suburbs
where land use and development restrictions have limited the construction of
multifamily housing (Belsky and Lambert 2001; Glaeser and Gyourko 2002;
Ihlanfeldt 2004; Joint Center for Housing Studies 2003).10 Data from the
1999 American Housing Survey show that there are 1.7 very-low-income
households for every affordable unit in the central city, compared to 2 very-
low-income households for every affordable unit in the suburbs (Belsky and
Lambert 2001).11And these calculations underestimate themismatch between
supply and demand, for two reasons: first, many of the residents of affordable
units have incomes higher than the low-income cutoff and second, there is a
mismatch in location as well as in absolute quantity—the supply is often
lowest in places where the demand may be highest. For example, some resi-
dents living in the central city would prefer housing located in the suburbs.12

The housing affordability crisis has many repercussions. Three out of ten
families who find rental units experience affordability problems, meaning
they spend more than 30 percent of their incomes on housing (Joint Center
for Housing Studies 2003). High housing expenses put pressure on house-
hold budgets, making it difficult for families to manage other household
expenses, such as those for transportation, food, and clothing. The afford-
able housing shortage also forces some households into inadequate units;
over 9,000,000 households live in units that are either overcrowded or
physically inadequate (Joint Center for Housing Studies 2003).

The lack of affordable housing also limits the benefits of residential mo-
bility programs—tenant-based rental subsidies that, in theory, enable low-
income families to move to more affluent suburban neighborhoods. While
residential mobility programs have helped some participants successfully
relocate, ‘‘lease up rates’’ have varied substantially across programs, from as
low as 19 percent to as high as 60 percent (Johnson, Ladd, and Ludwig
2002). In all cases, some families were prevented from successfully leasing
units in more advantaged neighborhoods. Among families that successfully
find units in suburban neighborhoods, many locate in low-income suburban
neighborhoods with high proportions of minorities; it is these suburban
neighborhoods that typically have higher concentrations of rental units
(Hartung and Hening 1997; McClure 2004; Pendall 2000).

Housing and Employment Discrimination

Overlapping with the lack of affordable housing are housing and employment
discrimination that, combined, also limit access to suburban opportunities.
Ample evidence confirms the prevalence of housing discrimination with
respect to both homeownership as well as housing rentals, although the extent
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of this discrimination has declined over time (Turner et al. 2002). Household
wealth is the largest determinant of home ownership; however, minority
homebuyers are more likely to have their loan applications rejected compared
to comparable white buyers (Charles and Hurst 2002; Wyly 2002).13 When
minorities do obtain loans, discrimination often limits the geographic location
of their purchases to segregated neighborhoods in the central city. Although
illegal under the Fair Housing Act, ‘‘steering,’’ the process by which real
estate agents steer minority homebuyers toward segregated neighborhoods
and less actively marketed properties in white neighborhoods, continues to
exist and appears to be increasing (Ondrich, Ross, and Yinger 2003; Turner
et al. 2002). Although their primary constraint is the lack of affordable rental
units in more affluent suburban neighborhoods, minority renters face similar
discrimination. Landlords discriminate against minority renters by restricting
their access to certain types of units and by engaging in actions that aid or
hinder the rental of units (Ondrich, Stricker, and Yinger 1999). For example,
white renters are both consistently more likely to receive information about
available housing units and have greater opportunities to inspect units than
minority renters (Turner et al. 2002).

Housing discrimination may prevent some minority families from finding
homes in the suburbs. At the same time, employment discrimination reduces
the likelihood of their being hired by suburban firms. Some studies suggest
that suburban employers discriminate against African American applicants.
Black applicants, particularly less-educated black men, are less likely to be
hired in suburban establishments than in central-city firms (Holzer and
Reaser 2000). In a study of Cleveland, Gottlieb and Lentnek (2001) found
that residents of a black Cleveland suburb had longer commutes than resi-
dents of a similar white suburb, despite the fact that the black suburb was
accessible to more ‘‘skill-matched’’ jobs. They found that many more black
residents commuted into the central city, suggesting, perhaps, suburban
‘‘hiring discrimination or industry sector preferences.’’ These findings might
result from the relationship between the racial composition of an estab-
lishment’s customers and the race of who gets hired, particularly in jobs that
involve direct contact with customers (Holzer and Ihlanfeldt 1998).

In contrast, Zenou (2002) finds that employers discriminate not explicitly
by race but by distance. He argues that because workers commuting longer
distances provide lower effort levels than those residing closer to jobs, firms
are less likely to hire them. Therefore, if nonwhite or low-income workers
are more likely to live in the central city, they—by the nature of their resi-
dential location—would be less likely to be hired by suburban firms.

Geographic Isolation and the Lack
of Adequate Transportation

Therefore, some low-income families—both in the central city and in the
suburbs—remain isolated from employment, and the distance between these
families and employment opportunities is frequently amplified by a lack of
adequate transportation.
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For low-income, central-city residents, geographic access to employment
can vary depending on the metropolitan area, the particular neighborhood
within the metropolitan area, and the household’s access to reliable trans-
portation. In some metropolitan areas, the movement of low-wage jobs
away from inner-city neighborhoods, the lack of affordable suburban
housing, and housing discrimination have created a spatial mismatch be-
tween low-income residents and suburban employment opportunities
(Holzer, Ihlanfelt, and Sjoquist 1994; Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist 1998; Kain
1968; Raphael 1998; Stoll 1999). The effects of the spatial mismatch are
particularly relevant in larger metropolitan areas where distances between
central-city and suburban neighborhoods can be lengthy (Blumenberg and
Shiki 2004; Cooke 1996; Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist 1998; Weinberg 2004).

But the rapid increase of employment in the suburbs does not necessarily
indicate that entry-level jobs no longer exist in central cities; nor does it
mean that all central-city residents have limited geographic access to jobs. In
contrast to many older metropolitan areas of the Northeast and Midwest,
metropolitan areas such as Atlanta, Las Vegas, and Boston have experienced
strong central-city job growth (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development 2000). Much of this growth can be attributed to the strength
of the economy during the late 1990s.

Further, care must be taken to distinguish between net new job growth
and turnover in existing jobs. There is plentiful evidence suggesting that job
turnover rates in metropolitan areas can actually exceed the rate of suburban
job growth. In other words, in some metropolitan areas, there may be more
entry-level job vacancies in the central city than there are in its suburbs (Shen
2001). Also, central-city residents often have greater job proximity than
families living in the suburbs where employment is typically dispersed across
large land areas (Boardman and Field 2002; Gottlieb and Lentnek 2001;
Shen 2001; Wang 2003). But the relevant issue is not simply the sheer
number of jobs but rather the relative ratio between job openings and the
number of potential applicants. In aggregate the studies show that for
households living in job-poor neighborhoods—whether they reside in the
central city or the suburbs—travel time to employment may be lengthy and
overall access to employment opportunities limited (Blumenberg and Hess
2003; Blumenberg and Ong 2001; Boardman and Field 2002; Kawabata
2003; Shen 1998; Shen 2001; Taylor and Ong 1995; Wyly 1998).

The problems associated with spatial isolation are compounded by the
lack of adequate transportation. While most low-income households own at
least one automobile, auto ownership is still not universal. According to
data from the 2001 National Household Travel Survey, 92 percent of all
households have at least one vehicle, but only 73.5 percent of households
with incomes less than $20,000 do (Pucher and Renne 2003). Therefore,
more than a quarter of all low-income, residents suffer from a modal mis-
match, a drastic divergence in the relative advantage between those who
have access to automobiles and those who do not (Blumenberg and Hess
2003, Blumenberg and Ong 2001, Kawabata 2003; Shen 1998; Taylor
and Ong 1995; Wyly 1998). The lack of an automobile can have negative
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economic consequences since automobiles are pivotal to improving em-
ployment rates and earnings among the poor (Cervero, Sandoval, and
Landis 2002; Ong 1996; Ong 2002; Taylor and Ong 1995).

Those individuals who do not have access to automobiles are reliant on
public transit. However, the same forces that have dispersed employment—
suburbanization and deindustrialization—have created serious challenges
for transit agencies, which have had to contend with expanded service areas,
decreasing ridership (Pucher and Renne 2003), and an emerging work/
residence pattern in which the dominant commute is now from suburb to
suburb (Pisarski 1996). Public transportation systems have been designed
for middle-class suburban riders heading inbound to downtown areas, and
not for those traveling within the suburbs or heading outbound from the
central city. Transit clearly works best in the inner city, where there are
dense clusters of jobs and residents, and where employment is frequently
located adjacent to transit stops (Levinson 1992). In the suburbs, the op-
posite exists. Employment typically is dispersed and often distant from
transit stops (Bania, Coulton, and Leete 1999; Ihlanfeldt and Young 1996).

These difficulties explain the weak statistical relationship between access
to public transportation and employment rates among low-income adults.
Sanchez et al. find no statistical relationship between the two (Sanchez, Shen,
and Peng 2004). However, a few studies show the positive effects of public
transit on economic outcomes for low-income adults. For example, among
low-income adults without household cars, improved access to public transit
appears to increase employment rates ‘‘moderately’’ (Ong and Houston
2002). In another study, 36 percent of the difference in the racial composi-
tion of suburban employment was attributed to the fact that suburban firms
are less frequently served by public transit (Ihlanfeldt and Young 1996); and,
more recently, the expansion of heavy rail to a San Francisco Bay Area
suburb resulted in a sizable increase in the hiring of Latinos, but not blacks,
near newly opened stations (Holzer, Quigley, and Raphael 2003).

Economic Insecurity

Even if low-income adults overcome housing and transportation barriers,
many have difficulty finding jobs that pay livable wages and, ultimately rely,
at least in part, on public benefits. Finding employment—whether in the
central city or the suburbs—is no longer a guarantee of economic security.
Numerous adults work full-time year-round, only to have earnings that leave
them well below the poverty line. As of 2000, almost 5 percent of persons in
the labor market for 27 weeks or more (or 6.4 million people) had incomes
below the poverty line (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2002). More troublesome
than the sheer presence of low-wage work, however, are two related
trends—the reduction in employment security and the decline in economic
mobility. These trends leave many low-income families economically vul-
nerable and trapped in jobs that offer few, if any, avenues for advancement.

The problem of the working poor is often attributed to the rise of the
service economy and the concomitant proliferation of low-wage jobs. How-
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ever, the shift in employment toward lower-paying industries is only one of a
number of factors influencing income. Wage inequality is also affected by the
change in the size and composition of the workforce and would, for example,
increase with the rise in the percentage of less-skilled workers. The in-
troduction of new production technologies that require a more skilled
workforce also benefits more highly educated workers and increases in-
equality. Finally, low-skilled central-city residents could suffer from a skills
mismatch as manufacturing jobs leave the central city and are replaced by
firms seeking higher-skilled professional employees (Burtless and Mishel
1993). In combination, these trends contribute to the growth in the proportion
of the low-wage workforce and to rising wage inequality.

Low-wage jobs, by themselves, are not necessarily a sign of a labor
market gone awry. Low-wage employment always has been a part of the
U.S. economy providing immigrants, youth, and other newcomers inroads
into the economy, and low-wage workers have contributed to the vitality of
labor-intensive industries. However, employees in today’s labor market
have much less job security and fewer opportunities for advancement than in
previous years. During the postwar period, employees tended to have careers
in large organizations, where they would work their way up well-defined
career ladders. Employers benefited from these internal labor markets by
reducing their recruitment and training costs; at the same time, employees
received lifetime job security and opportunities for occupational advance-
ment within the firm. In recent years, however, this career structure has
collapsed contributing to declining tenure, increasing job turnover and
layoff rates, and declining occupational and earnings mobility (Osterman
1999).

Moreover, public education may also contribute to this problem. While
public schools are not ‘‘turning out worse workers now than twenty-five
years ago,’’ many have not adjusted to the increasing and changing skill
requirements demanded by today’s jobs (Blank 1997:65). Further, residential
segregation and the concentration of minority children in low-achieving,
inner-city schools perpetuate the achievement gap among racial and ethnic
groups (Kain 2004) and disproportionately limit the job prospects and mo-
bility of minority, central-city residents.

Gentrification

Finally, what about gentrification? Gentrification is a topic that has received
substantial attention from scholars and the media as evidence of revitali-
zation in blighted, central-city neighborhoods. At the same time, gentrifi-
cation has sparked concern by residents, scholars, and planners that
reinvestment in the inner city,whileworthwhile, can increaseproperty values,
displace existing residents, increase racial and class selectivity in the housing
market, and intensify racial and ethnic discrimination. Although a popular
issue premised on the rebirth of the city’s urban core, gentrification and
its consequences are somewhat limited relative to overall patterns of met-
ropolitan development.
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Data on mortgage lending show that suburban home loans—one measure
of investment—have outpaced loans in gentrified inner-city neighborhoods
(Wyly and Hammel 2004). Gentrification occurs, but in relatively few neigh-
borhoods. The growth of homepurchase loans in gentrified neighborhoods has
increased more than twice the suburban rate (Wyly andHammel 2004). Some
core districts, such as neighborhoods in Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Chicago, and San Francisco, have experienced substantial recentralization;
even higher rates can be found in smaller gentrifying neighborhoods in Fort
Worth,Milwaukee,NewOrleans, andSan Jose.Newergentrifyingareas, areas
that are in the early stages of gentrification, can be found in some older cities of
the Northeast and Midwest.

There are many benefits of gentrification, some of which can, both di-
rectly and indirectly, improve the quality of life for low-income families.
Cash-strapped cities can benefit from increased property and retail tax
revenues that they then can reinvest in urban areas. Working-class home-
owners who remain in gentrifying neighborhoods may benefit directly from
urban revitalization through improved employment opportunities, greater
retail and cultural services, lower levels of concentrated poverty, better in-
frastructure (e.g., schools), and greater socioeconomic and racial integra-
tion. Other working-class homeowners may capitalize on the increase
in their property values by selling their homes and moving elsewhere, per-
haps to the suburbs. Cashing out allows other middle-class families to move
into the neighborhood and, consequently, perpetuates the gentrification
process (Hamnett 2003).

For renters, however, the outcome is more uncertain. Gentrification may
not result in displacement but rather may be associated with lower pro-
pensities of low-income families to move, perhaps because residents in these
neighborhoods experience improved satisfaction with their neighborhoods
(Freeman and Braconi 2004; Vigdor 2002). So how do neighborhoods
gentrify? As families move out of these neighborhoods through the normal
succession process, higher-income families move in and take up residence
slowly changing the character of the neighborhood. Hence, gentrification
appears to limit the opportunities of low-income families in two ways:
lower-income residents are less likely than higher-income families to move
into gentrifying neighborhoods (Freeman and Braconi 2004), and low-
income families who leave gentrifying neighborhoods through the normal
succession process are more likely to move into less desirable neighborhoods
due to their lack of resources, the shortage of affordable housing, and
housing discrimination.

Metropolitan Change and

Community Development

Metropolitan areas are both similar to and different from each other in ways
that have significant implications for community economic development. As
the data show, metropolitan areas are dynamic, experiencing cycles of
growth and decline spurred in part by fluctuations in the economy and by
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demographic change. It would be natural to expect a lag in response to these
new conditions as planners and community developers adjust to new sets of
opportunities and constraints. However, much can be learned from met-
ropolitan areas that have reversed their fortunes after periods of decline. For
example, numerous scholars have written on revitalization efforts in old
industrialized metropolitan areas. These studies are related to the literature
on efforts to increase downtown development through tourism and large-
scale investments in projects such as sports arenas, convention centers, en-
tertainment districts, and malls (Fainstein and Stokes 1998). Finally, other
scholars have focused on the role of urban containment in motivating
central-city reinvestment such as the creation of urban growth boundaries
(Nelson et al. 2004). For community economic developers, of course, the
empirical question is to what extent these strategies or combinations of
strategies benefit low-income, minority residents.

The centerpiece of these revitalization efforts typically is the central
city with the goal of bringing back the urban core and, at the same time,
curtailing sprawl. However, as the numbers show, metropolitan areas—
regardless of their size or density—have dispersed. A focus, therefore, on the
central city, while important, is too narrow. Almost half of all low-income
families now live in the suburbs and would benefit only indirectly from
central-city urban revitalization efforts. Many other low-income families are
hurt because they are cut off from opportunities—jobs, better schools, open
space, and so on—increasingly located in the suburbs. Therefore, policies
and programs to increase central-city residents’ access to suburban housing
and employment are essential, as are efforts to improve economic oppor-
tunities in suburban neighborhoods—particularly older, inner-ring suburbs.
Further, policies to slow sprawl may have the unintended consequence of
increasing land values and therefore pricing low-income families out of the
housing market. With appropriate institutional interventions, this effect can
be mitigated (Nelson 2002).

Most metropolitan areas also share a similar demographic trend—
increasing racial and ethnic diversity. Major metropolitan areas such as Los
Angeles, New York, and Miami continue to serve as gateway communities,
ports of entry for immigrants arriving primarily from Latin America and
Asia. Other metropolitan areas are diversifying through secondary migra-
tion as immigrant families resettle in search of improved opportunities. In
contrast, most central-city revitalization strategies—particularly in large
metropolitan areas—focus on extracting resources from upper-income
white residents. These strategies include enticing young singles to live in
downtown neighborhoods or attracting affluent suburban residents into the
central city to frequent museums, concert halls, and sports facilities. Re-
vitalization efforts can also take another path by supporting and enhancing
existing minority, immigrant, and low-income communities. For example,
immigrants have transformed many historically neglected and abandoned
neighborhoods into thriving, vibrant ethnic communities and economies
(Lin 1998). In some areas, housing developers have worked successfully
to deconcentrate the poor and increase moderate-income homeownership,
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simultaneously revitalizing the neighborhood while benefiting working- and
middle-class minority families (Newman and Ashton 2004).

Although metropolitan areas share many of these underlying trends, they
also vary substantially—by size, demographic composition, and economic
character and vitality. Within metropolitan areas, neighborhoods are diverse,
and this diversity defies simple geographic categorizations such as central city/
suburb. The image of blighted central city and resource-rich suburb, while
certainly valid in some neighborhoods, does not begin to capture the enor-
mous variation within both the central city and the suburbs. For example,
some central-city neighborhoods are job-poor; others are proximate to nu-
merous employment opportunities. Some suburban neighborhoods are com-
prised primarily of white, affluent homeowners while others are ethnic
enclaves. Therefore, community economic developers must put aside gen-
eralizations about metropolitan areas and tailor their strategies and pro-
grams to meeting the needs of the residents of the neighborhoods in which
they work.

Notes

1. The United States Office of Management and Budget defines a metropolitan
statistical area (MSA) as ‘‘a core area containing a substantial population nucleus,
together with adjacent communities having a high degree of economic and social
integration with that core’’ (U.S. Census Bureau 2003a).

2. Data from the State of the Cities Data Systems of the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development show the following metropolitan areas sustained
the largest percentage of decline in their central-city populations from 1970 to 2000:
Johnstown (PA), Gary (IN), Youngstown-Warren (OH), Buffalo–Niagara Falls
(NY), St. Louis (MO-IL), Pittsburgh (PA), Flint (MI), Wheeling (WV-OH), Detroit
(MI), Utica-Rome (NY). All ten of these central cities continued to sustain large
population losses into the 1990s.

3. The fertility rate—live births per 1,000 women aged 15 to 44 years—is 65.3
for all races, 68 for African Americans, 64 for Asians, and 96 for Hispanics (U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services 2004).

4. This typology of metropolitan areas is based on that developed by Fasenfest,
Booza, and Metzger (2004) for their analysis of neighborhoods.

5. The indices of dissimilarity for the four metropolitan areas are the following:
African Americans in Detroit and Chicago, 85.5 and 81; Hispanics in Los Angeles 63;
and Asians in San Francisco, 50.7 (These data are from the Racial Residential
Segregation Measurement Project produced by the Population Studies Center,
University of Michigan, http://enceladus.isr.umich.edu/race/racestart.asp.)

6. Data from the 2000 census shows that the foreign-born population comprises
over one quarter of the population inMiami (FL); Laredo, El Paso, andMcAllen (TX);
Yuma (AZ); and Visalia, Los Angeles, Salinas, and Merced (CA); and Honolulu (HI).
In six of these areas (Laredo, El Paso,McAllen, Yuma, Visalia,Merced), the percentage
of foreign born in the suburbs exceeds that in the central city.

7. Central city to central city commutes comprised approximately 27 percent of
all metropolitan commutes; central city to suburb commutes comprised just over 6
percent of all commutes, suburb to central city commutes comprised 17 percent of all
commutes, and the remainder began or ended in another metropolitan area (Pisarski
1996).
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8. To create the measures of economic opportunity, Foster-Bey (2002)
incorporated the following measures: the poverty rate, the spatial concentration of
poverty, living wage employment, the proportion of less-educated African American
males employed and earning a wage high enough to keep a family out of poverty, and
the gap in living wage employment between white and black less-educated males.

9. Johnson, Ladd, and Ludwig (2002) review the benefits and costs of residential
mobility programs for the poor.

10. Publicly subsidized suburban housing is also limited. Rohe and Freeman
(2001) find that during the 1980s, publicly assisted housing continued to be built in
neighborhoods with high percentages of minority households, despite regulations
discouraging this practice.

11. Very-low-income households are defined as households with incomes greater
than or equal to 50 percent of the area median income.

12. In a study of participants in Chicago’s Moving to Opportunity Demonstra-
tion project, over 20 percent of the sample indicated a preference for moving to the
suburbs (Rosenbaum and Harris 2001). In a study of Section 8 housing voucher and
certificate participants in Alameda County, California, 13 percent of movers opted
for suburban housing authority jurisdictions (Lahr and Gibbs 2002).

13. When, for example, blacks purchase homes, they are also more likely to pay
more for these homes—approximately 10 percent—than comparable white home-
buyers (Myers 2004).
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2 Impacts of the New Social
Policy Regime

Introduction

Poor urban neighborhoods changed substantially in the 1990s. One mani-
festation of this has been a reversal in the concentration of poverty. Al-
though the percentage of the urban poor living in high-poverty areas
increased from 1970 to 1990, the last decade witnessed a deconcentration in
most metropolitan areas (Jargowsky 1997, 2003). This meant that many
poor urban neighborhoods became less poor. The dispersal of poverty has
profound implications for community development in minority neighbor-
hoods, which have historically been plagued by disinvestment, declining
property values, deteriorated housing, limited business opportunities, in-
surance redlining, and poor schools (Jaret, Reid, and Adelman 2003; Pettit,
Kingsley, and Coulton 2003; Ong 2002; Squires 2003). Declines in con-
centrated poverty could signal substantial neighborhood socioeconomic
transformations and changes in community needs and priorities.

The neighborhood-level changes in poverty in the 1990s coincided with a
major restructuring of national social policy, which moved from income
entitlements for the poor to income supports for the working poor. President
Clinton captured the frustration over soaring welfare rolls as well as the
growing convergence between political parties on the question of poverty
when in his 1993 State of the Union address he said ‘‘we will offer a plan to
end welfare as we know it,’’ and followed that statement with another: ‘‘if
you work full time, you should not be poor.’’ These points encapsulated the
new social agenda for the poor—an end to welfare checks and an emphasis
instead on financial support tied to employment. The first charge of this
agenda was a major transformation of the nation’s welfare program. En-
acted in 1996, the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Rec-
onciliation Act (prwora) replaced the Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (afdc) benefit entitlement program with tanf (Transitional As-
sistance for Needy Families), which embraced a ‘‘work-first’’ approach that
promoted transitioning from public assistance into the labor force as soon as
possible. A simultaneous expansion of the Earned Income Tax Credit (eitc)
was aimed at enabling low-income working families with children to rise
above the federal poverty level. These changes, along with a robust econo-
my, are credited with drastic declines in welfare caseloads nationwide and a
substantial increase in the number of working families taking advantage of
the eitc as a form of income support.
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This chapter explores how these shifts in social policy impacted low-
income minority communities. Trends at the national level are consistent
with the goals of the new social policy regime. Welfare usage declined, eitc
usage increased, and poverty declined. Unfortunately, some were left be-
hind. Many former welfare recipients were unable to find employment, and
many that did get jobs had tenuous relationships with the labor market and
were unable to climb from poverty.

This mixed picture and the potential limitations of the new policy regime
become more apparent when we look at the geographic variability in out-
comes across regions. We analyze local-level differences by examining poor
neighborhoods in the nation’s three largest metropolitan areas: New York,
Los Angeles and Chicago.1 The welfare caseloads in these regions, histori-
cally the largest in the nation, shrank dramatically in the 1990s. Simulta-
neously, working families in these areas received more annual eitc tax
dollars than any other metropolitan area. The socioeconomic trends of these
regions provide a context for understanding the community-level responses
to shift from transfer payments to earnings.

While all three of the study areas have been affected by the change in social
policy, Chicago’s outcomes were most consistent with the expressed goals of
the new policy regime. Outcomes in Los Angeles were the most problematic,
while the changes in New York fell between these extremes. Within each
metropolitan area, there were considerable differences across communities,
with some experiencing economic upswings and others experiencing eco-
nomic declines.

The remainder of this chapter is organized into three parts. The first
provides a political and historical overview of the shift away from entitle-
ments and toward income support in the 1990s and discusses corresponding
nationwide declines in the welfare caseload, the expansion of eitc usage, and
the declines in minority poverty rates. The second part discusses these trends
at a regional level for the Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York metropolitan
areas. The third part analyzes the community-level implications of policy
changes on poverty rates, welfare usage, employment levels, and earned in-
come tax usage, with particular attention on the outcomes of poor and very
poor areas. Finally, we broadly discuss the implications of these trends for
community development activities.

The New Policy Context—National Trends

Welfare Reform

[O]ur goal must be to liberate people and lift them from dependence to
independence, from welfare to work, from mere childbearing to responsible
parenting. Our goal should not be to punish them because they happen to
be poor.

—President Bill Clinton, 1995 State of the Union Address

Calls for welfare reform are not new. The American welfare state has
historically been categorical in nature with separate relief programs for
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segments of the poor population that were not expected to work. Initially,
these included the disabled, the elderly, and widows with children. Until the
late1950sandearly1960s,poorsinglemothersandtheir childrenwere treated
as ‘‘undeserving’’ and were largely denied relief. The tumult of the 1960s,
with the massive migration of African Americans to northern cities, the
influx of women into the paid labor force, and social movements for civil,
voting, and welfare rights—combined with the federal War on Poverty—
established welfare as a ‘‘right’’ for many groups, among them African
Americans and divorced, deserted, or never-married women. (Handler and
Hasenfeld 1997).

Welfare policy remained hotly contested as welfare rolls expanded from
2,000,000 in 1950 to 9,000,000 in 1970. On the left, Piven and Cloward
(1971) suggested that relief programs for the poor served the function of
stemming the more disruptive outbreaks of social disorder, such as those
experienced in the 1960s, but did little to address the fragmentation of the
lower class. Furthermore, they argued that the American welfare system
ensured the availability of marginal labor through administrative practices
such as underbudgeting welfare families and excluding recipients in ac-
cordance with regional labor requirements.

Conservative critics such as Lawrence Mead (1986) argued that the
welfare system fostered a culture of dependency, that giving poor mothers
cash assistance took away their incentive to work and created an inter-
generational dependent population that lacked work experience, skills, and
the desire for employment-based self-sufficiency. Welfare, conservatives
contended, had become a ‘‘way of life’’ for poor single mothers, rather than
the transitional step it more properly should have been. In the conservative
critique, single mothers entered into a social contract by accepting welfare,
and their obligation under that contract was to seek employment; they were
not entitled to federal assistance.

Until the late 1980s, liberals generally opposed efforts to integrate work
requirements into the afdc entitlement program, out of a belief that the
‘‘truly needy’’ deserved public assistance and that it was unfair to require
them to work. As the poor became more concentrated in distressed urban
neighborhoods in the 1970s and 1980s, however, welfare rolls continued to
grow, and they became increasingly comprised of nonwhite single mothers
who had never been married. And as women began to participate more
actively in the labor market, the prevailing liberal belief changed. Like
conservatives, they argued that welfare recipients who were able to work
had an obligation to support themselves and their family.

Supported by both liberals and conservatives, the Family Support Act
(fsa) of 1988 strove to help families obtain the education, training, and
employment experience necessary to avoid long-term welfare dependency.
It established the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills (jobs) training pro-
gram and required states to place a percentage of afdc recipients in edu-
cation and training activities. Ironically, the fsa corresponded with a
drastic growth in the welfare rolls (Figure 2.1).2 The program was criticized
for not being sufficiently focused on employment since many families were
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exempt from participating and less than a third of those required to parti-
cipate were able to because of limited state matching funds (United States
General Accounting Office 1994; Handler and Hasenfeld 1997).

The growing consensus, given the expanding rolls, was that jobs was a
failure—and that stronger work requirements were needed to curb welfare
dependency. This belief was enforced by the perceived success of a number
of state-based welfare experiments that occurred once the federal Health
and Human Services Department allowed state ‘‘waivers’’ of federal welfare
rules, allowing them to experiment with ways of administering welfare
(Ventry 2000; Handler and Hasenfeld 1997; United States General Ac-
counting Office 1996). In response, many states conducted welfare-to-work
demonstration programs. Early results from these efforts, particularly the
Greater Avenues to Independence (gain) program in Riverside, California,
between 1998 and 2000, suggested that families in welfare programs with an
emphasis on immediate work made considerable short-run gains when
compared with programs with a training and skills-based focus (Freedman,
Friedlander, and Riccio 1994; Ventry 2000).

Responding to the success of state-based ‘‘work-first’’ programs, the
dramatic increases in welfare caseloads, and growing concerns of welfare
dependency among single, unwed mothers, presidential candidate Bill
Clinton positioned himself as a ‘‘new’’ Democrat by proposing to set up a
welfare system with strong work requirements (Jencks 2002). After vetoing
two early welfare-reform bills, Clinton signed a third in 1996. prwora

replaced afdc with a program intended to fight welfare dependency by
pressuring recipients to find employment and leave public assistance as
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Figure 2.1. The national welfare caseload and unemployment, 1975–1999.2
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quickly as possible. prwora established a system of block grants in which
states were no longer obligated to provide assistance to poor families. It
ended federal entitlements, established new regulations to limit cash sup-
port, established a lifetime limit on benefits, and mandated strong work
requirements.

prwora’s ‘‘work-first’’ approach stressed rapid entry into the labor force
through short-term training in immediate job search activities and ‘‘soft
skills’’ such as dress, punctuality, and workplace expectations. Whereas
previous job-training programs under the Job Training and Partnership Act
stressed skill development and completion of high school or its equivalency,
‘‘work-first’’ programs encourage immediate job placement under the
assumption that on-the-job training and immediate work experience were
more important than skills development for their success in the labor
market.

It is this shift in national welfare policy, combined with the robust
economy that is credited with cutting welfare rolls by half during the late
1990s. The decline began before the federal implementation of prwora at
the national level in 1996, in part because of the state-based welfare-to-work
experiments using federal ‘‘waivers.’’ State and national studies suggest that
over 60 percent of those who left welfare after prwora worked at some
point during the year they left. This connection to the labor force was ten-
uous, though, given that only about 40 percent worked consistently
throughout the year, and most earned very low wages and often remained
below the federal poverty level. Another 40 percent of those who left welfare
were not employed; these former recipients were more likely to have limited
education or work experience, or other barriers to employment (Bernstein
and Greenberg 2001; Work, Welfare, and Families and the Chicago Urban
League 2000; Grogger, Karoly, and Klerman 2002; Children’s Defense Fund
2000). Handler and Hasenfeld (1997) suggest that welfare reform is mis-
directed and that the problem is not welfare, but poverty. They propose
measures, including job creation and an expansion of the eitc, that reform
the low-wage job market and ensure that every person who wants to work
can find a job.

The Earned Income Tax Credit

By expanding the Earned Income Tax Credit, we will make history: We
will help reward work for millions of working poor Americans. Our new
direction aims to realize a principle as powerful as it is simple: If you work
full time, you should not be poor.

—President Bill Clinton, 1993 State of the Union Address

The eitc became an important policy mechanism for encouraging labor
market participation among the poor as prwora and tanf took effect in
the late 1990s. Policy debates in the 1960s and early 1970s had explored
ways of using the tax system as a mechanism to remove individuals from
poverty and keep them from turning to welfare. The eitc was established in
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1975 to encourage employment, to reduce the unemployment rate, and to
reduce welfare rolls while keeping would-be claimants in the labor force.
The program remained relatively small until the early 1990s, when it was
greatly expanded with bipartisan support (Figure 2.2).3 President George
Bush initiated the 1990 expansion, and in 1993 Bill Clinton initiated a
second expansion to ‘‘make work pay’’ (Ventry 2000). Clinton’s expansion
raised the maximum credit for families with three or more children by
five hundred dollars and expanded the credit for married, double-income
families.4 Between 1993 and 1999 the maximum credit nearly tripled,
an increase of two thousand dollars for multiple-child families (Grogger
2003).

The program provides a credit against federal income tax liability for
working families who have children and whose earnings is less than double
the federal poverty line. Unlike other tax credits, eitc is refundable: if the
credit amount exceeds the amount of taxes owed, the taxpayer receives
the difference from the Internal Revenue Service (irs). The eitc thus has the
potential to be a negative tax, or essentially a tax-based form of welfare—
poor families can collect an irs check for working, rather than pay into the
irs out of their earnings. The credit amount increases with the amount of
earned income under the maximum allowed credit. In 2000, a family with
one child could receive a maximum credit of about $2,300 while a family
with two children could receive a maximum of about $3,800. Once a
household’s income rises above $12,000, the credit phased out to zero by
about $30,000 (Berube and Tiffany 2004). For a minimum-wage worker
with two children, the eitc means a 40 percent increase in annual earnings
(Jencks 2002).
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The tax credit played an important role in ‘‘making work pay’’ by effec-
tively raising the income level of many poor families above the federal poverty
level. In 1999, almost 19.5 million impoverished families received over
$31 billion in eitc payments (Hotz, Mullin, and Scholz 1999).

The expansion of eitc made a substantial impact on the labor market
participation of single women with children. Meyer and Rosenbaum (1999)
estimate that changes to eitc account for 37 percent of the increase in the
employment rate of single women with children from 1992 to 1996.
Grogger (2003) ties eitc to the decrease in welfare use and the increase in
employment, labor supply, and earnings. Ellwood (2000) suggests that ‘‘20
percent of the growth in work can be traced to the economy, perhaps an-
other 50 percent is linked to welfare reform, and the remaining 30 percent
can be traced to the eitc and other work supports.’’ Hotz, Mullin, and
Scholz (1999) examined the effects of the eitc in helping former recipients to
work and found that eitc played an important role in increasing the em-
ployment rates among low-skilled workers, particularly among those who
received public assistance.

Although these findings suggest the eitc may have had its desired policy
impact, little is known about its geographic implications. We don’t know
whether poor mothers with children leaving welfare in high-poverty areas
are taking advantage of the tax credit. Furthermore, rates of leaving welfare
for work are sensitive to the business cycle (Fitzgerald 1995; Blank 2001); a
survey of employers in the largest cities in Michigan suggests that the de-
mand for workers leaving welfare varied and was highly dependent on the
business cycle (Holzer 1999). Former welfare recipients already occupy a
disadvantaged position in urban labor markets and could be particularly
vulnerable in a recession, especially if they live in distressed areas with
limited job access, high unemployment, and weak job-related social net-
works (Coulton 2003; Danziger et al. 2000).

National Poverty Trends

The shift from entitlements to tax credits corresponded with a substantial
decline in minority poverty in the late 1990s. Nationwide, the poverty rate
among blacks fell from about 33 percent to 22 percent, while among His-
panics it declined from about 30 percent to 21 percent. While the minority
rates remained substantially higher than the 8 percent poverty rate for non-
Hispanic whites in 2000, the difference between minority and non-Hispanic
white poverty was reduced significantly.5

The Federal Poverty Level (fpl) provides a standard national measure
tracking poverty over time but may underestimate poverty, especially in
urban areas with a high cost of living. The fpl was developed in the 1960s
and is set at three times the ‘‘breadbasket,’’ the minimum acceptable level of
food for a particular family size and composition, and is adjusted annually
based on inflation. The 1999 fpl for a family of four was an annual income
of $16,700. This index of poverty is the primary indicator used to measure
changes in the size of the poor population and is a fundamental policy
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indicator. Although adjusted annually for inflation, the fpl is not geo-
graphically adjusted. Thus in relatively expensive areas such as Chicago, Los
Angeles, and New York, estimates of the poverty level using the fpl likely
underestimate the size of the poor population. Despite continued con-
troversy over whether the level is too low, the federal poverty guidelines
provide a nationwide standard for tracking changes for low-income popu-
lations over time and across different population groups.

National poverty rates fluctuate with the business cycle, so it is not sur-
prising that poverty rates declined with the unemployment level in the late
1990s. Policy changes could also have played an important role in the na-
tional decline of poverty. Many former welfare recipients responded to new
limits on welfare usage by successfully transitioning into steady jobs that
lifted their households above the fpl. Even some facing barriers to steady
employment may have increased their labor market participation sub-
stantially. In addition, tax credits could have raised the annual household
income for many former welfare and other poor families to just over the
poverty level.

Regional Patterns

This section investigates how the robust economy and the overhaul of social
programs for the poor in the late 1990s impacted minority communities in
the three regions with historically high rates of concentrated poverty and
welfare usage: Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York. The section begins
with a consideration of the regional impacts of welfare reform on public
assistance, household income and labor force participation followed by a
discussion of eitc usage rates. Finally, we discuss regional declines in pov-
erty within these regions.

Regional Welfare

Welfare usage in the three study regions mirrored national patterns. Usage
dramatically increased in the early 1990s, peaked in the mid-1990s, and
began a sharp decline by 1996 when welfare reform was passed at the
federal level. The decline continued into the late 1990s as state and regional
implementation of welfare reform became a reality. The State of Illinois and
the Chicago area experienced the most dramatic decline from a combined
average monthly caseload of about 638,000 in 1990 to about 293,000 in
2000. New York had the highest overall number of welfare recipients into
the mid-1990s, with over one million persons on welfare in an average
month, but the number of persons on public assistance declined substantially
in the late 1990s and by 2000 had reached a monthly average of about
573,000, a level comparable to Los Angeles. Los Angeles, which had a
swollen monthly caseload just over 850,000 in the mid-1990s, experienced a
much slower decline to about 553,000 in 2000. The region had roughly the
same number on public assistance in 2000 as it had in 1990. Its welfare rolls
continued to fall after 2000, however.6
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The public assistance rates of these regions tell a similar story (Table
2.1).7 Between 1990 and 2000, Chicago experienced the largest drop in
public assistance followed by New York, which experienced a lesser decline.
Using 1990 and 2000 as guideposts, Los Angeles did not experience a net
decline. Likewise, the dollar amount of public assistance divided by the
number of regional households declined by about 50 percent in Chicago and
by over 60 percent in New York.8

We see similar patterns when we consider the subset of households within
each region that have an income below 200 percent of the fpl. In Chicago,
the rate of public assistance of these households decreased by roughly half,
while New York had a more modest decline and Los Angeles only a minimal
decline. Noticeably, the overall amount of public assistance received by poor
households in Los Angeles declined between 1990 and 2000, although not as
much as in Chicago and New York.

The work requirements of welfare reform could have the consequence of
pressuring single mothers into marriage or household partnerships in order
to bolster household income. However, we do not see substantial regionwide
changes in the percentage of female-headed households, which suggests that
welfare reform has not resulted in widespread restructuring of households.

Given welfare reform’s stress on employment as a means toward financial
self-sufficiency, we expect the labor force participation rate to increase,
particularly among the poor who could be significantly impacted by welfare
reform.9 Surprisingly, the percentage of the working-age population work-
ing or looking for work dropped in the study regions, with the largest decline
being in Los Angeles (Table 2.2). Despite this decline, there was a modest
increase in the per capita earnings in Chicago while the per capita earning
levels in New York and Los Angeles remained fairly constant. This pattern
held for households under 200 percent of the fpl, with the exception of
poor households in Los Angeles that experienced a slight increase in per
capita earnings.10

Table 2.1. Regional public assistance, all households and households under
200 percent of federal poverty level

Chicago Los Angeles New York

1990 2000 1990 2000 1990 2000

Percentage of households receiving public assistance
All households 5 3 5 5 6 5
Poor householdsa 15 8 12 11 15 11

Per household public assistanceb

All households $167 $84 $269 $252 $797 $575
Poor householdsa $581 $225 $290 $186 $807 $439

Percentage of female-headed households
All households 15 14 13 14 17 18
Poor householdsa 27 26 21 21 28 28

aIncludes households under 200 percent of the federal poverty line.
bAmounts in 1999 dollars.
Source: Census (1990 & 2000 Public Use Micro Sample).
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Earned Income Tax Credit

In the 1990s, the study regions received more eitc tax dollars than any
other metropolitan areas. Residents of Los Angeles in 1998 received the
most eitc tax dollars,—just under $1.3 million—followed by New York
with about $1.2 million and Chicago with over $700,000.11 Although Los
Angeles had a lower rate of tax return filings than the other study regions,
persons filing a return had a higher rate of claiming eitc in Los Angeles
than Chicago or New York (Table 2.3). Since 200 percent poverty is the
cutoff line below which working families qualify for filing eitc, we ex-
amine eitc claim rates as a percentage of total persons under 200 percent
poverty. This rate is over 20 percent for all three metropolitan areas and the
eitc claim amount is over $340 per person under 200 percent poverty. This
indicates that although Chicago and New York seem to have a lower overall
rate of claiming the credit based on total returns, poor households in these
regions have an equal or slightly higher rate of claiming eitc than Los
Angeles.12

These regional differences are consistent with findings that eitc usage
rates vary by geographic regions of the country, especially in relation to the

Table 2.2. Regional labor force participation and earnings of the total population, and
persons in households under 200 percent of federal poverty level

Chicago Los Angeles New York

1990 2000 1990 2000 1990 2000

Labor force participation rate
Total population 80% 77% 78% 71% 76% 71%
Poor populationa 61% 56% 64% 56% 54% 52%

Per capita earningsb

Total population $18,391 $20,190 $17,492 $16,916 $19,074 $19,635
Poor populationa $3,785 $4,036 $4,269 $4,323 $3,565 $3,708

aIncludes households under 200 percent of the federal poverty line.
bAmounts in 1999 dollars.
Source: Census (1990 & 2000 Public Use Micro Sample).

Table 2.3. Regional usage of the Earned Income Tax Credit (eitc), 1998

Chicago Los Angeles New York

Total population
Percentage of tax returns

claiming eitc 14 21 19
Per-return eitc amount $225 $359 $305
Percentage of persons filing

returns 45 38 40

Poor population
Percentage of poor population

claiming eitc 24 20 22
Per capita eitc amount $382 $343 $345

Sources: 1998 Internal Revenue Service zip code level data and 2000 Census SF3 ZCTA-level data.
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concentration of working poor within regions (Berube and Foreman 2001;
Berube and Tiffany 2004).

Regional Poverty

The overall poverty rate was lower in Chicago than in New York and Los
Angeles (Table 2.4). Of the three regions, Chicago also experienced the
largest reduction in poverty between 1990 and 2000. Although minorities in
all areas had a higher poverty rate than that of the general population, the
minority poverty rate in Chicago declined by five percentage points. Al-
though the poverty level in New York was steady between 1990 and 2000,
Hispanics experienced a slight decline. The general population and minor-
ities in Los Angeles had a slight increase in poverty.

Examining households below 200 percent poverty is instructive since this
income level is roughly the cutoff for claiming the eitc. It also provides
insight into the concentration of families near the fpl (Table 2.4). For in-
stance, although 52 percent of households under 200 percent poverty in
Chicago were under 100 percent poverty in 1990, only 41 percent of these
households were under 100 percent poverty in 2000. This trend holds for
New York and Los Angeles as well, suggesting that while the shift from
entitlements to credits helped a large percentage of the poorest households
earn enough to lift themselves above the fpl, they were not able to escape this
higher, arguably more realistic, threshold of poverty. For most purposes
these families remained poor, albeit now ‘‘working poor’’ and no longer
classified as poor by the federal government. Of those families that did

Table 2.4. Regional poverty rates and minority poverty rates of the total population, &
persons in households under 200 percent poverty

Chicago Los Angeles New York

1989 1999 1989 1999 1989 1999

Poverty Rate
Total population 14% 12% 17% 18% 19% 19%
Population <200

percent fpl
52% 41% 47% 42% 57% 49%

Minority Poverty Rate
Total population 25% 20% 21% 22% 26% 25%
Population <200

percent fpl
56% 46% 45% 43% 57% 51%

Non-Hispanic Black Poverty Rate
Total population 29% 25% 21% 23% 23% 23%
Population <200
percent fpl

58% 52% 47% 51% 52% 52%

Hispanic Poverty Rate
Total Population 20% 17% 23% 24% 31% 29%
Population <200

percent fpl 41% 38% 40% 42%
56% 52%

Source: Census (1990 & 2000 Public Use Micro Sample).
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remain under both the fpl and the 200 percent poverty threshold, a dis-
proportionate share were minorities. While a fair percentage of poor mi-
nority families moved slightly above the poverty line, Hispanic and black
families in Los Angeles fell farther under it. The poverty distribution of black
families in New York remained constant.

The ‘‘snapshot’’ poverty rates provided by census data for 1989 and 1999
do not capture the substantial fluctuation in poverty levels in the 1990s. Los
Angeles experienced the highest poverty rate of the three regions in the
1990s, which ranged from around 15 percent to 20 percent. New York’s
overall poverty rate fluctuated near 15 percent in the mid-1990s with a slight
drop by 2000. Chicago experienced the smallest rise in poverty in the early
1990s with the greatest decline to about 10 percent by 2000.13

Regional poverty comparisons obscure the different rates of poverty
within regions. The percentage of persons in poverty in each region varies
greatly between central city and non–central city areas (Table 2.5). Between
20 to 26 percent of the residents of central cities were in poverty, compared
to 5 percent to 14 percent in non–central cities. The greatest discrepancies
were in Chicago, where the poverty rate in the central city was 4 to 5 times
more than the poverty rate outside it. New York experienced a similar
differential, while the central city poverty rate in Los Angeles was less than
twice the poverty rate of non–central city areas—suggesting that the poor in
Los Angeles have a stronger presence in non–central city areas.

Local Patterns

Although the ‘‘gap’’ between central city poverty and non–central city
poverty closed somewhat in Chicago and New York, socioeconomic dif-
ferences persist at the subregional level. The policy shift from entitlements
toward work-based credits could detrimentally impact high-poverty areas,
particularly since high-poverty minority neighborhoods are often plagued
by disinvestment, declining property values, deteriorated housing, limited
business opportunities, insurance redlining, and poor schools (Jaret, Reid,

Table 2.5. Poverty rates of central cities and non-central cities, 1981–1999

Chicago Los Angeles New York

Central City—Average Poverty Rate
1981–1991 26% 20% 23%
1992–1999 21% 24% 24%

Non–Central City—Average Poverty Rate
1981–1991 5% 12% 6%
1992–1999 6% 14% 7%

Central City to Non–Central City—Ratio
1981–1991 5.1 1.6 4.2
1992–1999 3.8 1.7 3.5

Source: Current Population Survey, U.S. Bureau of labor Statistics and the
Bureau of the Census.
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and Adelman 2003; Pettit, Kingsley, and Coulton 2003; Ong 2002; Squires
2003). William Wilson (1987) suggests that larger structural forces con-
tribute to the high rates of public assistance and unemployment in distressed
minority neighborhoods. For instance, the movement of middle-class Afri-
can American residents from inner-city, mixed-income neighborhoods in the
1970s contributed to the concentration of poverty by leaving behind dis-
advantaged segments of the black population in inner-city neighborhoods
that are far from suburban job opportunities.

Given these subregional structural forces, communities represent im-
portant geographic contexts for understanding the impact of the social
policy changes of the 1990s. Claudia Coulton (2003) suggests that ‘‘in-
equities within cities, metropolitan labor markets, and neighborhoods are an
important context for understanding the effects of welfare reform and for
promoting the welfare-to-work transition.’’ Recent findings for Los Angeles
suggest that the severity of business cycle effects in the 1990s varied across
neighborhoods in the region and that the safety net for the poor does not
increase in relation to increased need in poor neighborhoods during eco-
nomic downturns (Ong et al. 2003).

This section investigates subregional patterns of public assistance,
labor force participation, earnings, and eitc usage across communities by
their poverty status. Geographic distinctions between central city and non–
central city areas may not adequately distinguish between poor and nonpoor
areas given the historic residential patterns of these regions, especially given
the uneven growth patterns in Los Angeles. Therefore, we conduct analysis
based on communities defined by their poverty status. We approximate
communities in the study regions using census-based Public Use Micro-
sample Areas (pumas), a census-based level of geography that contains a
minimum of 100,000 people.14 The Census Bureau defines poor areas as
communities with over 20 percent of persons in poverty. Research and lit-
erature on urban underclass and neighborhoods define high-poverty areas as
communities with over 40 percent of persons in poverty. Drawing from both
definitions, we define communities with between 20 percent to 40 percent of
residents below the fpl as poor, communities with over 40 percent poverty
as very poor, and those with less than 20 percent poverty as not poor. For the
purpose of analysis, we classify communities based on their 1990 poverty
status in order to examine the impact of policy changes on poor neighbor-
hoods.15

The large majority of residents in each region live in nonpoor areas (Table
2.6). Roughly 30 percent of the population lives in poor or very poor
neighborhoods. Poor communities in Los Angeles are concentrated in the
central and south portions of the region and stretch from the downtown area
through South Los Angeles, Compton, and Long Beach. In New York, poor
communities are spread through Brooklyn, Queens, upper Manhattan, and
the Bronx. Poor neighborhoods in Chicago stretch toward Cicero west of
downtown and south into the South Side. Minority populations in all three
regions experienced growth in the 1990s. Although they remained roughly
40 percent of the population of poor or very poor areas, this percentage
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declined in the 1990s, suggesting that minorities became more dispersed in
these regions, whether by overall growth or by residential mobility.

Public Assistance and Labor Force Participation

Public assistance rates declined most substantially in poor and very poor
neighborhoods in Chicago, followed by poor and very poor neighborhoods
in New York (Table 2.7). Comparable areas in Los Angeles experienced no
decrease or only a slight decrease in public assistance. The public assistance
dollars received per household in these areas declined along the same lines as
the overall public assistance rates, with poor and very poor neighborhoods
in Chicago experiencing the greatest declines, followed by New York. The
amount of per household public assistance remained highest in Los Angeles,
where declines were modest. Among households that continued to receive
public assistance in 2000, the amount they received fell, particularly in
Chicago and New York. The percentage of female-headed households de-
clined in very poor neighborhoods in Los Angeles and New York suggesting
that some families may have reorganized in light of the increased pressure
toward employment in the 1990s.

The pressure of welfare reform to transition from public assistance to the
labor market may have affected the labor force participation of residents
in poor and nonpoor areas. As discussed above, the overall labor force
participation rate declined in all three regions among all working-age per-
sons and those in poverty (Table 2.2). Even though there was an overall
decline in labor force participation, the gap between the rate of participation
in nonpoor and very poor areas declined in Chicago and New York (Table
2.8). In Chicago, where this gap decreased the most, earnings increased in
poor and very poor areas. The earnings in very poor neighborhoods in New
York and Los Angeles increased to a lesser degree.

Table 2.6. Population and minority distribution by 1990 community poverty status

Total
Population Minority

Non-Hispanic
Black Hispanic

1990 2000 1990 2000 1990 2000 1990 2000

Chicago
Very poor 5% 5% 13% 9% 19% 15% 4% 3%
Poor 24% 23% 49% 39% 54% 48% 48% 35%
Not poor 71% 72% 38% 52% 27% 37% 48% 62%

Los Angeles
Very poor 4% 4% 7% 6% 11% 8% 7% 7%
Poor 31% 28% 41% 35% 49% 44% 42% 36%
Not poor 65% 67% 52% 59% 40% 48% 51% 57%

New York
Very poor 11% 11% 20% 18% 22% 19% 24% 22%
Poor 23% 22% 31% 28% 28% 25% 36% 33%
Not poor 66% 67% 49% 55% 50% 55% 40% 45%

Source: Census (1990 & 2000 Public Use Micro Sample).
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Neighborhood-Level Earned Income Tax Credits

Not surprisingly, the percentage of people claiming eitc is higher in poor
and very poor communities, in part because poor working families who
qualify for the tax credit are more concentrated in poor areas where the cost
of living is lower (Table 2.9).16 The number of eitc claims as a percentage of
the number of persons under 200 percent poverty suggests that working

Table 2.7. Public assistance by 1990 community poverty status

Percentage of
Public

Assistance
Households

Percentage of
Female-Headed

Households

Public
Assistance

Amount per
Householda

Public Assistance
Amount per Public

Assistance
Household

1990 2000 1990 2000 1990 2000 1990 2000

Chicago
Very poor 20 11 35 34 $767 $288 $3,764 $2,532
Poor 11 6 23 22 $371 $181 $3,441 $3,072
Not poor 2 1 10 11 $62 $43 $3,212 $3,077

Los Angeles
Very poor 16 14 27 22 $949 $765 $5,950 $5,325
Poor 7 7 16 17 $413 $379 $5,689 $5,273
Not poor 4 3 11 13 $172 $178 $4,712 $5,228

New York
Very poor 22 15 40 37 $1,066 $587 $4,917 $3,952
Poor 10 8 23 23 $498 $317 $4,912 $4,214
Not poor 3 2 12 13 $116 $89 $4,361 $4,104

aIn 1999 dollars.
Source: Census (1990 & 2000 Public Use Micro Sample).

Table 2.8. Regional labor force participation and earnings by 1990
community poverty status

Labor Force
Participation Rate Per capita earnings

1990 2000 1990 2000

Chicago
Very poor 63% 63% $8,601 $10,683
Poor 75% 70% $12,626 $14,964
Not poor 83% 79% $21,059 $22,446

Los Angeles
Very poor 65% 57% $6,453 $6,762
Poor 75% 67% $12,844 $12,431
Not poor 80% 74% $20,453 $19,452

New York
Very poor 59% 57% $7,762 $8,179
Poor 70% 66% $12,791 $12,807
Not poor 80% 75% $23,153 $23,791

Source: Census (1990 & 2000 Public Use Micro Sample).
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families in nonpoor areas have a slightly higher rate of claiming. Noticeably,
this higher rate of claiming eitc in nonpoor areas did not necessarily
translate into a higher amount of credits per person. The rate of filing a tax
return varies by community poverty status. Persons in nonpoor areas are
more likely to file a tax return than residents of poor and very poor com-
munities. As discussed in the conclusion, the success of eitc in poor
neighborhoods could be hampered by the low rate of persons filing tax
returns.

Local-Level Poverty

The fall in Chicago’s poverty rate occurred in both poor and very poor
communities (Table 2.10). The declines in overall poverty in New York and
Los Angeles, by contrast, were mainly concentrated in very poor commu-
nities. Minorities, again, are more concentrated in poor and very poor
communities compared to the whole population in the three regions. Mi-
nority poverty rates in Chicago declined in all community types. The poverty
rate among Hispanics in Los Angeles rose, particularly in very poor com-
munities. The poverty rate among blacks in poor and nonpoor areas rose in
both Los Angeles and New York.

These findings suggest that the rate of poverty among minorities as a
whole declined or held constant in poor and very poor areas of Chicago and
New York, while it increased slightly in poor and very poor areas of Los
Angeles. Jargowsky’s (2003) analysis of concentrated poverty provides
further context for understanding the regional differences in outcomes.
While the concentration of the poor in urban neighborhoods doubled from
1970 to 1990, this trend was reversed in the 1990s in most metropolitan

Table 2.9. Usage of the Earned Income Tax Credit by 1990 community poverty status

Percentage
Claiming
eitc of

Tax Returns

eitc Amount
per Tax
Return

Percentage
of Persons

Filing a
Tax Return

Percentage
Claiming
eitc of

Persons Under
200 Percent

Poverty

eitc Amount
per Persons
Under 200

Percent
Poverty

Chicago
Very poor 53 $953 29 23 $410
Poor 33 $569 35 23 $402
Not poor 10 $147 47 25 $366

Los Angeles
Very poor 47 $893 24 15 $291
Poor 34 $613 32 19 $345
Not poor 15 $235 43 22 $348

New York
Very poor 46 $822 29 20 $357
Poor 31 $518 35 21 $352
Not poor 12 $183 44 23 $333

Source: 1998 Internal Revenue Service zip code level data and 2000 census SF3 ZCTA-level data.
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areas, including Chicago and New York. In these regions, a smaller per-
centage of poor blacks and Hispanics lived in poor neighborhoods in 2000
than in 1900. In Los Angeles the opposite was true: a higher percentage of
Blacks and Hispanics lived in poor neighborhoods (McConville and Ong
2003).

Subregional trends suggest that the impact of welfare reform and the
expansion of eitc have affected communities differently across Chicago,
New York and Los Angeles. In many ways neighborhoods in Chicago and to
a lesser degree New York experienced outcomes consistent with the goals of
these programs. Although Los Angeles began the decade with lower welfare
and poverty rates in the poorest areas, the region’s gains on these counts
were generally less dramatic compared to those of Chicago and New York.

Conclusion and Discussion

The national restructuring of American social policy in the late 1990s oc-
curred in the midst of a national economic boom. Previous attempts to
integrate work requirements into the nation’s welfare system had failed to
substantially reduce welfare rolls despite favorable economic conditions.
Although many who left welfare during the recent wave of reform face
barriers to self-sufficiency and a tenuous relationship with the labor
force, the policy changes were the first in recent history to dramatically
reduce soaring welfare rolls. This policy shift from public entitlements
corresponded with extensive tax credits for low-income working families
that have enabled many families to rise above the federal poverty level.

Our analysis of the three regions with the highest historic welfare case-
loads suggests there were regional discrepancies in how policy changes and
economic forces impacted low-income minority communities in the 1990s.

Table 2.10. Poverty rates and minority poverty rates by 1990 community poverty status

Poverty
Rate

Minority
Poverty Rate

Non-Hispanic
Black

Poverty Rate
Hispanic

Poverty Rate

1990 2000 1990 2000 1990 2000 1990 2000

Chicago
Very Poor 45% 35% 45% 37% 46% 38% 34% 30%
Poor 27% 23% 29% 26% 30% 28% 26% 24%
Not poor 7% 7% 14% 13% 16% 15% 13% 13%

Los Angeles
Very poor 40% 38% 37% 39% 41% 41% 34% 39%
Poor 25% 25% 26% 27% 21% 26% 28% 29%
Not poor 12% 13% 15% 17% 14% 18% 17% 19%

New York
Very poor 47% 39% 44% 39% 37% 36% 49% 42%
Poor 29% 28% 31% 31% 26% 28% 34% 33%
Not poor 11% 12% 15% 17% 14% 17% 17% 20%

Source: Census (1990 & 2000 Public Use Micro Sample).
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Chicago experienced the most sizeable reduction in welfare usage and
poverty; these changes were experienced in both poor and very poor areas.
The reduction in public assistance and poverty in New York was more
tempered, but was most pronounced in the poorest neighborhoods. The
welfare rate in Los Angeles, the region that experienced the greatest spike in
the welfare rolls in the mid-1990s, by 2000 fell to the level it was at the start
of the decade.

In all three regions, overall earnings increased modestly or held even as
the amount of public assistance dropped. Chicago had the greatest gain in
per capita earnings in both poor and very poor communities. Per capita
earnings remained fairly constant in poor communities in New York and
Los Angeles between 1990 and 2000. Chicago also experienced the most
sizeable decrease in the gap between the labor force participation in nonpoor
and very-poor neighborhoods. Low-income residents seem to be taking
advantage of eitc; very poor communities receive the largest per-return
credits.

These results suggest that while the policy changes aimed at reducing
welfare dependency succeeded on many levels, their impact varied across
regions. Regional differences may persist for multiple reasons, including
community-level job availability, transportation access, and housing mar-
kets. Some scholars, including Popkin et al. (2004), have documented the
large-scale demolition of public housing in Chicago under the federal hope
vi program, which may help explain the decline of concentrated poverty in
that region. hope vi represented a dramatic shift from physically deterio-
rated public housing to less-dense mixed-income communities carried out
under the assumption that the interaction between unemployed public
housing residents and working adults would promote greater access to job
networks and labor market connection for the poor. This approach resulted
in a net loss of public housing units and the relocation of many poor families
in Chicago to less poor areas throughout the region. Although many of the
displaced residents relocated to communities with lower poverty levels, the
program had little impact on racial segregation, since most moved to areas
that were predominantly minority. Despite substantial relocation assistance,
many dislocated residents faced a tight rental market and unwillingness by
some landlords to accept vouchers.

The community-level declining welfare participation and increasing
eitc usage described in this chapter should be understood in the context of
similar regional and community-level forces. In the case of Chicago, the
large-scale geographic reorganization of poverty within the region and
changes to welfare and eitc may have helped low-income residents rise out
of poverty and away from welfare dependency. While this may be the suc-
cess story of many families, it also may be that the economic struggles of
lower-income families are masked by the community-level results presented
in this chapter. That is, as these families became more dispersed within the
region and their former neighborhoods became more mixed-income, their
experience becomes ‘‘washed out’’ by their increased dispersion among
families with higher income levels.
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Regional and community-level differences in the reduction of welfare and
increase in eitc usage may be also due to differences in the implementation
of policy changes within the study regions. In fact, difference may persist in
eitc usage in part because of local outreach and administration. In 1999,
Chicago launched the first large-scale municipal campaign to promote eitc

usage among working poor families, which may help explain why the number
of eitc claimants had risen faster in Chicago than comparable cities. Such
campaigns are important given that many eligible families are not aware
of the credit. In addition, some fear they will owe taxes and don’t file
or fear they will lose eligibility for other benefits if they claim the eitc.
Results in this chapter suggesting families in high-poverty areas are less
likely to file a tax return reinforce the need to strengthen outreach efforts.
Currently, about 100 cities have eitc campaigns, including Los Angeles and
New York and the number of eitc filers nationally continues to grow
(Berube 2004). Such campaigns often provide important tax preparation
resources through volunteer sites that give information often not provided
by commercial tax preparers. This is an important service for low-income
taxpayers that are more likely to use tax preparation services and to pur-
chase a refund anticipation loan. The use of such volunteer sites has in-
creased nationwide.

While the shift from welfare entitlements to tax credits has not solved the
ongoing problem of poverty, the changes were instrumental in helping many
families embrace the labor market and climb from poverty. But given the
tenuous nature of the low-wage labor market, it remains unclear whether
the gains of many poor families in the late 1990s will provide adequate
support in leaner economic times. Many may find increased difficulty re-
taining employment and may once again seek public assistance. Some fam-
ilies may intermittently return to welfare in their transition to the labor
force. Other poor families may rely heavily on public assistance given that
they face substantial barriers to employment. Public assistance may be in-
sufficient to help low-income households through lean economic times since
many will hit their lifetime limit on welfare assistance under welfare reform
and will no longer be able to receive benefits.

Community-based organizations, policy makers, and practitioners can
pursue a number of strategies that help low-income families avoid or
overcome periods of unemployment, especially since tax credits only benefit
households with an employed adult. The job training programs advocated
in Chapter 4 are critical for assisting less-skilled workers. Increasing
the number of businesses and jobs in low-income minority communities
as advocated in Chapter 7 can help residents in their transition from
public assistance to tax-based income supports. At the same time, renewed
efforts are needed to help residents overcome the geographic barriers to
employment identified in Chapter 7. While these strategies are not new
within community economic development, they take on a greater importance
within the new policy regime.

Many states, including Illinois and New York, have taken important
steps to expand support for low-income families by implementing eitc
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programs. State-based tax credits provide an important mechanism to in-
crease the overall level of income retained within low-income communities
and provide an additional incentive for participation in the labor market.
Community-based organizations can help raise awareness about tax credits
in low-income communities and help facilitate tax preparation for house-
holds that previously felt little incentive to prepare a tax return. Tax-based
income support fails to address the needs of low-wage workers in the in-
formal labor market since their work and contribution to the economy is
unreported. While some may argue that these workers should not benefit
from public support or credits since they do not pay taxes, community-
based organizations and antipoverty strategies must recognize that these
workers comprise a sizeable source of income for many poor minority
communities.

The increased poverty levels among blacks and Hispanics in New York
and Los Angeles and the lower use of tax credits in high-poverty commu-
nities suggest that the success of the new policy regime has not been uni-
versally successful despite the widespread gains of the late 1990s. Now that
these initial gains have been realized, it is important that policy makers and
practitioners understand and address the distinct needs and realities of
particular communities if low-income minority families are to overcome the
remaining limitations of the new policy regime.
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1. The Los Angeles and New York metropolitan areas correspond with
boundaries of Metropolitan Statistical Areas as defined by the United States Office
of Budget and Management. The Chicago metropolitan area corresponds with Cook
County and Du Page County.

2. U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Ways and Means, 2000 Green
Book: Background Material and Data on Programs within the Jurisdiction of the
Committee on Ways and Means, aspe.hhs.gov/2000gb/sec7.txt.

3. U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Ways and Means, 2000 Green
Book: Background Material and Data on Programs within the Jurisdiction of the
Committee on Ways and Means, aspe.hhs.gov/2000gb/sec7.txt.

4. Represents proposed amounts.
5. Based on tabulations from the Current Population Survey.
6. Caseload information for the study areas were derived from the Illinois

Department of Human Services, the California Department of Social Services, and
the City of New York. Summary statistics on Chicago were not available. The
majority of welfare recipients in Illinois have been historically concentrated within
the city of Chicago.

7. For consistent definition of public assistance between 1990 and 2000 Public
Use Micro Sample (pums) data, we define a household receiving public assistance as a
household that had income from public assistance or supplemental security income
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and had a child in the household. Since having a child is a condition of receiving
afdc/tanf, this definition allows us to estimate households for which this income is
received as afdc/tanf-based support rather than income supports such as General
Relief or disability payments.

8. Original analysis of pums data and irs data for this chapter define Chicago
as Cook and Dupage counties. We define Los Angeles as Los Angeles County and
New York as Kings, New York, Queens, Richmond, Rockland, and Westchester
counties.

9. The Labor Force Participation Rate represents the percentage of the
population between 18 and 65 who were not enrolled in school and who were in
the labor force. That is, they were employed or were actively looking for work.

10. Analysis of the growth or fluctuation of economic sectors and jobs in the
study regions could provide useful context for understanding the employment
patterns and earnings of low-wage workers. Such analysis is not included in this
chapter since the classification of industries in 1990 pums data, based on the
Standard Industrial Classification, does not correspond directly with classification of
industries in 1990 pums data, based on the North American Industry Classification
System.

11. Although analysis of tax data from the early 1990s could provide useful
insight into the changes in eitc usage before and after the expansion of the pro-
gram, analysis in this chapter is based on 1998 irs data since earlier data were not
available.

12. eitc and tax return analysis is conducted at the zip code–Zip Code
Tabulation Area (zcta) level since irs data were not available at the puma level.
Therefore, the very poor, poor, and nonpoor communities are not directly
comparable with communities defined by puma boundaries.

13. Based on tabulations from the Current Population Survey.
14. The puma geographic level represents the lowest level of census geography

for which we are able to derive a consistent definition of public assistance between
1990 and 2000 for the purposes of this analysis. puma boundaries are the lowest level
of aggregation possible using 1990 and 2000 pums data, which represent a sample of
individual-level responses to the census long form, including sources of household
income. As described earlier, these data were required for our analysis in order to
derive a common definition of public assistance between 1990 and 2000. Tract-level
data released by the census contains different definitions of public assistance for 1990
and 2000.

15. In some cases, puma boundaries changed from 1990 to 2000. These changes
were largely inconsequential to the summary classifications used here. In instances
where boundary changes occurred on the border of area classifications, we ensured
that the impact of boundary changes were minimal to reported statistics. We also
normalize reported statistics to avoid inflating patterns.

16. eitc and tax return analysis is conducted at the zip code–zcta level since
irs data were not available at the puma level. Therefore, the very poor, poor, and
nonpoor communities are not directly comparable with communities defined by
puma boundaries.
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3 The Regional Nexus
The Promise and Risk of Community-Based
Approaches to Metropolitan Equity

Introduction

In recent years, community-based organizations (cbos) have sought to
broaden their economic development activities by adding a regional compo-
nent to theirwork.The fundamental rationale is simple: regional strategies that
complement neighborhood-based approaches can help community-based or-
ganizations recognize new opportunities, connect to new resources and allies,
and affect broad policies that structure the environment for all their activities.
In the Delaware Valley around Philadelphia, for example, community leaders
developed a regional Reinvestment Fund, which has provided valuable finan-
cing for affordable housing, community service, and workforce development
programs in the region. InMilwaukee in the late 1990s, labor and community
groups developed a regional plan that included a living wage ordinance, re-
directed transportation funds to central city workers to access regional job
opportunities, and helped establish the Milwaukee Jobs Initiative, which over
its first 6 years resulted in 1,400 residents gaining full-time employment in
living wage jobs. In Los Angeles, a coalition of churches, labor organizations,
and community organizations won a Community Benefits Agreement related
to the expansion of a regional attraction—the Staples Convention Center—
that included $1 million worth of parks improvement, $100,000 in seed
funding to create job training programs through community organizations,
local hiring, and the construction of 160 affordable housing units.

While the results seem impressive, engaging in these regionally oriented
strategies also creates its own set of difficulties for community groups. It
requires developing a whole new set of capacities beyond those required for
neighborhood-based organizing and economic development. It means en-
gaging with people with significantly different agendas and working to re-
solve the emerging conflicts without losing sight of one’s own agenda.
Indeed, one risk of regionalism is that it can take energy and focus away
from other activities more directly linked to neighborhoods. Being effective
at developing regional strategies thus requires a careful assessment of both
the possibilities and challenges involved.

This chapter tries to take a realistic look at community-based re-
gionalism’s potential to affect community development and particularly
community economic development in low-income and working poor urban
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neighborhoods. We begin with a discussion of why regionalism has become
a new focus of both urban affairs literature and some policy practioners. We
then focus on the promise this holds for those interested in promoting equity
and community development, elaborating along the way on several different
approaches to metropolitan equity, including a municipality-based ap-
proach that focuses on jurisdictional equity; a labor-based approach that
considers new strategies for improving workers’ outcomes; and a ‘‘com-
munity-based regionalism’’ (cbr) that has at its center community-based
organizations in specific geographies. In this section of the chapter, we also
offer specific examples of the successful application of such strategies; most
of the analysis that follows takes this promise as a premise and so instead
emphasizes the challenges involved in community adoption and imple-
mentation.

Given this emphasis on implementation issues, we then highlight the
experience of one group of communities in the San Francisco Bay Area. All
have been engaged in a foundation-sponsored set of ‘‘comprehensive com-
munity initiatives’’ or ccis that seek to marry project-based community
development with social network and citizen engagement approaches of
community building. Each of these ccis added a regional component to their
work sometime in the development of their planning, providing an inter-
esting set of experiments with different communities and different
approaches, all within the same larger region. The communities include
West Oakland, a large swath of East Palo Alto, and the Mayfair neigh-
borhood in East San Jose. We believe that these cases may offer several
interesting lessons for other community-based regional initiatives around
the country, particularly those that focus on community economic devel-
opment efforts.

We conclude the chapter by lifting up two of those lessons. The first is
that cbr is not one-size-fits-all: for some neighborhoods interested in com-
munity development, cbr might make great sense; others may find them-
selves unable to agree on a regional agenda or preoccupied with internal
issues of self-organization. The second main lesson we draw from both our
cases and national practice is that cbr should not be thought of as devel-
opment per se but rather as advocacy to affect development possibilities.
The problem for ccis is that this can draw organizations into sharp political
conflicts, something that may run against the intersectoral collaboration
emphasis typical of such initiatives.

Despite these complications, we argue that cbr, with its political/policy
emphasis and its focus on scaling networks up to the region, actually reflects
a return to some of the original purposes and activities of the community
development field. Moreover, cbr is consistent with ongoing developments
in the regional economy as well as increasing regional organizing by business
interests, municipal actors, environmental advocates, and planning author-
ities. Therefore, getting into the regionalist game early in its arrival (or,
some say, revival) might therefore be of great utility for those worried about
the constraints America’s urban landscape has placed on community devel-
opment in many communities of color.
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Why Regionalism?

One of the most important recent developments in the United States in the
field of urban affairs is the emergence of the ‘‘new regionalism’’—a frame-
work that stresses the importance of the region as a fundamental scale for
understanding and addressing urban problems (see Dreier, Mollenkopf, and
Swanstrom 2001, chapter 6; Henton, Melville, and Walesh 1997; Bullard
1998, Katz 2000, Pastor et al. 2000). The economic argument for a regional
approach is partly derived from a scale argument about government ser-
vices, many of which might be more efficiently delivered on a regional basis.
Consolidating services could also level the regional playing field, reducing
the hassles many businesses experience when grappling with multiple juris-
dictions and regulations.

But this scale argument itself derives from an underlying notion that the
regional economy is an increasingly important scale of economic organi-
zation: it is where businesses clusters and investments stick. No longer
limited to industrial manufacturing industries, the driving industrial clusters
of today are more likely to be in information- and knowledge-driven sectors,
including computer technology, telecommunications, pharmaceuticals, en-
tertainment, finance, or advanced business services. Success in these ‘‘clus-
ter’’ industries is often driven again not directly by global competition, but
instead by the skill level of the local workforce, the quality of life in the
region (which attracts more talented labor), and the nature of regional
physical and institutional infrastructure, with the latter running the gamut
from transportation systems to the community college and regional uni-
versity systems. Partly as a result, a wide range of business organizations,
such as the Silicon Valley Manufacturing Group and Chicago Metropolis
2020, have taken the lead in promoting regional investments in transpor-
tation and affordable housing, while other business organizations, such as
Joint Venture: Silicon Valley Network and the Hampton Roads Partnership
around the Norfolk, Virginia area, have worked to encourage regional
business clusters and development strategies (FutureWorks 2004; Lampe,
Parr, and Woodward 2004).

The focus on the regional economy has also led to new efforts and di-
mension in workforce development. Groups representing both employers
and employees have recognized that industrial clusters are often defined by
the regional commute shed for workers and have begun to work together to
provide the sort of job training efforts that can keep labor skilled and
businesses rooted. The result has been the emergence of numerous innova-
tive workforce intermediaries, including the Wisconsin Regional Training
Partnership, a joint effort by employers and unions that started with training
incumbent workers to help manufacturing firms stay competitive and has
since gone on to train entry-level workers. Many of these regional workforce
intermediary efforts have also been useful at addressing issues of low wages
and job loss, including efforts by Project QUEST in San Antonio, Texas,
to train displaced workers for new jobs in the health sector and by Cleve-
land’s WIRE-Net to train unemployed residents for positions in precision
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manufacturing (Benner et al. 2001; Bernhardt et al. 2001; Giloth 2004;
Kazis 2004).

The regional level has also captured the interest of people working to
address persistent poverty in inner-city neighborhoods, particularly neigh-
borhoods of color (Barron 2003). Regional and racial inequalities are, after
all, inextricably linked, as institutionalized racism reflected in a range of
local, state, and federal government policies have contributed to the creation
of racially and economically segregated space (Wilson 1996; Pastor 2001a;
Chapter 1 in this volume). Discriminatory housing lending policies based on
race, for example, offered metropolitan mobility to some but locked others
into designated inner-city areas (powell 1998). Exclusionary zoning prac-
tices, including the prohibition of multifamily housing in upscale neighbor-
hoods, created additional obstacles for poor families in search of affordable
housing in white suburban communities (Powell 1998). Racial disparities,
then, are frozen into the regional landscape of opportunity—and in the view
of Powell and others, a regional approach will be necessary to reverse the
trend.

Noting the relationship between inner-city decline and suburban sprawl,
some have argued that ‘‘Smart Growth’’—with attention to redirecting
growth to central cities in order to prevent the consumption of open space
and farmland—could be part of a recipe for poverty reduction and racial
equity (PolicyLink 2002). Others have suggested that the metropolitan
agenda could also help both theorists and practioners move past the place
versus people debate so prevalent in community development—that is, the
concern that fragmented approaches to improving conditions in poorer
communities (for example, separate efforts at housing and workforce de-
velopment) will lead to economic and social imbalance, with successful
housing development chasing out poor residents, or successful job place-
ment via workforce intermediaries leading some to abandon old neighbor-
hoods. Regionalism offers the possibility to think about both people and
place, trying to simultaneously raise living standards by connecting to em-
ployment anywhere in a region and improving local livability to retain
successful residents.

However, regionalism also challenges community development think-
ing itself. Many past approaches to such development tend to be inward-
looking, focused on neighborhood problems and assets, even when major
decisions about jobs, housing, and transportation are made at a regional
level. David Rusk (1999) in Inside Game, Outside Game argues this position
forcefully. In a striking analysis of poor neighborhoods, Rusk finds that
locally focused community development efforts generally have quite modest
economic impacts (compared to the effects of overarching regional forces
such as the state of the metro economy) and instead suggests that the route to
development relies on a regional focus. A similar position is taken by Jeremy
Nowak (1997:7), who argues that the ‘‘future of a more effective commu-
nity development requires an explicit emphasis on poverty alleviation, which
in turn requires linking the possibilities of the inner city to the regional
economy.’’ Certainly, the workforce development efforts briefly reviewed
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above are all about making the connections for individual workers to the
broader economy.

But the key question for community developers goes beyond individual
fortunes: can an equity-oriented regional approach can really help poor
neighborhoods? Even if Rusk, Nowak, and others overstate the case about
the limits to community development and the advantages of a regional
strategy, the emphasis on regional levers and levels may offer a useful
counterbalance to the traditional approach. Before we explore these strat-
egies further, we need to more clearly specify community-based regionalism
and its relationship to community development.

What Is Community-Based Regionalism?

Community-based regionalism is a subset of a broader category of equity-
oriented regionalism. One variant of this equity-oriented regionalism is fo-
cused on the relationship between cities and suburbs, stressing the key role
of municipal authorities as regional actors. This perspective itself has two
strands. The first emphasizes the possible mutual gain from recognizing the
common fortunes of all those situated in a region (see, for example, Voith
1992 and Pastor et al. 2000). Another strand of this perspective is less
concerned about widespread mutual gain and instead focuses on the com-
mon interests of inner cities and lower-income inner-ring suburbs vis-à-vis
outlying and more recent suburbs. In his seminal book Metropolitics, Myron
Orfield (1997) notes that older inner-ring suburbs are suffering from eco-
nomic dislocations and experiencing a rising presence of poor and minority
residents; as such, their dilemmas have become more connected to the cities
many of their residents once sought to escape. Orfield suggest that the best
way to address this dilemma is through regional tax-sharing to redistribute
funds to central cities and more distressed suburbs.

But alliance building between municipalities is difficult: older, problem-
ridden inner-ring suburbs are faced with the choice of striking a deal with
their often minority central cities or seeking alliances with the whiter ex-
burbs, where many inner-ring residents wish eventually to escape. More-
over, the implications for community development of municipal equity are
somewhat unclear: fiscal balance between cities and suburbs, a key tenet of
this ‘‘municipal-based regionalism,’’ holds the promise of improvement for
central cities, but there is no guarantee that this will translate to develop-
ment opportunities in the poorest areas of the central city.

A second broad variant of equity-oriented regionalism is rooted in the
labor movement. Recent years have seen the revitalization of central la-
bor councils, federations of local unions organized at the level of regional
labor markets (Ness and Eimer 2001). This ‘‘metro union’’ approach com-
bines a bit of carrot and a bit of stick: there are attempts to work with
employers to raise skill levels and retain ‘‘good jobs’’ even as there are
strategies to raise the floor for the lowest-skilled workers (AFL-CIO Hu-
man Resources Development Institute 1998; Luria and Rogers 1997).
Some of these efforts focus on workforce development, such as the
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previously mentioned Wisconsin Regional Training Partnership. What
concerns us here is when regional union-allied institutions go beyond
workforce per se and begin to address broader issues of community de-
velopment and planning.

One of the most sophisticated examples of this sort of approach is the
South Bay Labor Council and its affiliated policy research arm, Working
Partnerships USA (wpusa), in San Jose, California. The council rose up
partly to counter the influence of several business-oriented regional ini-
tiatives to stir economic recovery, including the efforts of Joint Venture:
Silicon Valley Network. One of its initial policy successes was a typical
‘‘bread and butter’’ labor issue: the 1998 passage of a Living Wage law in
San Jose that at the time gave the city the highest wage level of any such
ordinance in the country. But both the labor council and wpusa quickly
went well beyond Living Wages per se, participating in debates about smart
growth, suggesting new approaches to affordable housing (see Bhargava
et al. 2001), and pushing for a broad array of community benefits from
redevelopment efforts (see Muller et al. 2003).

While there is much to be said for this approach, particularly its ability to
improve outcomes for broad groups of workers within a region, the tie to
community development in minority communities can sometimes be tenta-
tive. The best of the union efforts are rooted in the emerging workforce,
including immigrant workers, and eschew the racial exclusivity of past
union practices (see Vargas and Ong in this volume). Yet community wari-
ness about unions remains, particularly given the estrangement of many
minorities from unions in the past, and the very strength of unions—at least,
relative to poor inner-city communities—makes some community organi-
zers concerned that their specific development and neighborhood interests
will get downplayed in any coalition.

A third variant of equity-oriented regionalism has emerged from both the
earlier principles of the community development field and some frustrations
with how it has evolved over time. This approach, emerging from the ac-
tivities of a range of community-based actors around the country, represents
a distinct new way to address problems of persistent poverty in poor
neighborhoods. The emergence of different types of community develop-
ment organizations—community-based organizations (cbos), community
development corporations (cdcs), and comprehensive community initiatives
(ccis)—reflect political and economic trends and changes.

Though there is obviously a long history of community-based activity in
this country, community-based organizations saw a significant resurgence
in the late 1950s and 1960s. In the context of opposition to urban renewal,
the civil rights movement, the urban crisis and the social upheaval of the
era, cbos emerged as specific attempts to improve the social and economic
circumstances of residents of poor, primarily inner-city neighborhoods.
With organic ties to social movements both large and small, cbos during
this period tended to be strongly focused on mobilization of community
residents, frequently advocating not only for specific services and projects
that would benefit neighborhood residents but also for changes in local and
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federal urban policies, with an explicit goal of transforming power rela-
tions in society.1 Over time, however, many cdcs became primarily fo-
cused on more concrete services such as building affordable housing,
providing meaningful job training, and promoting neighborhood business
districts.

The narrowing of the community development movement to this ‘‘bricks
and mortar’’ approach received significant criticism in the early 1990s, as
the U.S. urban crisis deepened and the inability of narrow cdc-based ap-
proaches to transform conditions in poor neighborhoods became readily
apparent. As a result, the community development movement has begun to
pay more attention to broadening the focus of community development
efforts, particularly paying more attention to the social dimensions of urban
poverty and the importance of consolidating community voice as part of a
strategy for confronting persistent urban poverty (Walsh 1997). As part of
this attempt to return to the roots of community development in community
organizing, foundations around the country began developing CCIs, place-
based strategies that integrate social network approaches to project-based
development approaches.

What does this trinity of cbos, cdcs, and ccis imply for community-
based regionalism (cbr)? In our view, cbr takes as its starting point the
need to understand, challenge, and work with outside forces in the pro-
cess of community development. It recognizes that the lack of develop-
ment in inner-city minority neighborhoods is not merely the result of a
failure to invest in the local neighborhood, which often results in the
escape of both consumer dollars (due to a lack of retail amenities) and the
middle-class consumers themselves. It is also the result of isolation from
positive regional economic trends, and the only way to secure appropriate
regional support for local issues may be to fight for attention, a task that
takes advantage of the traditional strength in organizing and conflict of
cbos.

Why would cdcs and ccis, both of which are so spatially or geo-
graphically focused, want to purse cbr? It is partly because the cbr

perspective appropriately complicates the notion that the answer for neigh-
borhood poverty lies primarily in the attraction of business back to the
central city in order to overcome the spatial mismatch induced by the sub-
urbanization of employment (see Pastor 2001b; Wilson 1996; Chapter 5 this
volume). cbr instead notes that highly successful neighborhoods, particu-
larly those that are higher income, are often quite jobs-scarce; they are,
however, rich in amenities, available transportation, and networks to
employment. As Nowak (1997:9) argues, ‘‘Strong neighborhoods are des-
tination places and incubators; they are healthy, not because they are self-
contained or self-sufficient but because their residents are appropriately
linked to non-neighorhood opportunities.’’ In this view, the task of work-
force development is to prepare people for available opportunities, the task
of community development is to make communities livable so that residents
do not depart, and the task of cbr is crafting the connective tissue and
supportive policies that will make this possible.
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Examples of Community-Based Regionalism

What are the strategies of cbr? In general, cbr includes linkage efforts that
connect low-income residents to dynamic growth sectors in the regional
economy; advocacy initiatives that try to make equity more central in re-
gional policy decisions such as transportation, environment, and workforce
development; strategies that seek to place affordable housing in suburban
areaswith higher accessibility to employment or to improve indigenous home
ownership in low-income neighborhoods on the edge of gentrification; and
economic reform initiatives that target the quality of jobs being created in the
regional economy and seeking to promote economic and workforce devel-
opment that better serves the needs of low-income residents (PolicyLink
2002). The potential effectiveness of these strategies can be seen in the work
of a range of groups around the country.

In South Los Angeles, for example, a locally based group of organizers
under the banner of a grassroots organizing project named agenda

sought to challenge the decision of the City of Los Angeles to award a
$70 million subsidy to persuade the Dreamworks Studio to locate in West
Los Angeles. Rather than what might be thought of as the usual neigh-
borhood approach—either kill the subsidy to redistribute the funds to
local needs, or insist that the place of employment be situated in South
Los Angeles—agenda instead catalyzed and anchored the Metropolitan
Alliance, a coalition of community, labor, social service providers, and
churches to fight for a commitment to train young students from inner-
city communities of color for jobs in this powerful (and persistent) re-
gional industry.

Faced with a local problem of development, agenda had targeted a re-
gional industry and adopted a regionalist approach to job training: its focus
was not on bringing jobs near workers—as it was highly unlikely that
Hollywood would suddenly build studios in South Los Angeles—but rather
on generating accessible training opportunities that would, in turn, allow
job seekers to gain a foothold in a growing and regionally rooted ‘‘cluster’’
industry. Both the workforce perspective and the political organizing to
make this happen had to occur on a regional scale, with alliances needed
between agenda’s grassroots membership in South L.A. and progressive
efforts in other parts of the Los Angeles landscape. The result, one brought
about in conjunction with the efforts of sympathetic public officials, was a
multimillion-dollar program involving the community college system that
has since morphed into a larger program involving multiple studios called
Workplace Hollywood (see Pastor et al. 2000; Pastor 2001a; Soja 2000;
PolicyLink 2000.)

One of the cbr examples most rooted in the community development
world itself has occurred in Chicago’s West Garfield Park.2 There, members
of the small Bethel Lutheran Church began in 1979 trying to fight the
poverty and hopelessness that characterized the neighborhood. Over the
next twenty years, Bethel New Life, Inc., has grown to be a nationally
recognized, innovative cdc with over 300 employees and has created over
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1,000 new housing units, placed over 7,000 people in living wage jobs, and
brought $110 million into its community.

Bethel’s regional perspective first emerged in the group’s efforts to re-
develop the Garfield Park Conservatory, a once nationally renowned at-
traction that had fallen into disrepair. Arguing that this local resource was
an underused regional attraction, Bethel worked with the Chicago Park
District to renovate the site and to host a Dale Chihuly glass exhibit that
drew over 500,000 visitors in the first nine months. The park and con-
servatory is now a vibrant site for multiple cultural events and exhibits
throughout the year, and brings significant numbers of visitors to the
neighborhood.

A more far-reaching example of Bethel’s regional perspective emerged in
1992, when the Green Line, a rail line that ran through the neighborhood,
was threatened with closure due to low ridership. The cdc recognized that
closure would damage the ability of neighborhood residents to reach sub-
urban areas where lower-skill employment was growing. But Bethel’s lead-
ership also recognized that suburban residents further out on the Green Line
had a common interest in maintaining the route, because they used it to
access downtown employment. As a result, the cdc was able to form an
unusual alliance of city and suburb. The two eventually convinced the
Chicago Transit Authority not only to maintain the line but also to make
$300 million in capital improvements and upgrade its service. The Lake-
Pulsaski station in the neighborhood has now become the hub of Bethel’s
transit-oriented development strategy, with a 23,000-square-foot commer-
cial center that will house a day care facility, commercial enterprises, a
clinic, employment services, and job training.

The notion of unusual alliances also lies at the heart of the work of the
Northwest Indiana Federation of Interfaith Organizations.3 The effort be-
gan in 1994 when three neighborhoods in the greater Gary, Indiana, region,
with the help of the Gamaliel Foundation, formed a regional federation of
churches to begin tackling the shared conditions facing the urban core. Their
first campaign, ‘‘Operation Holy Ground,’’ sought to rid their neighbor-
hoods of drug houses. In the wake of progress in this arena, however, the
federation realized that no matter how many abandoned buildings were
removed, the systemic causes of concentrated poverty still remained.

The federation thus began focusing on regional transportation as a
strategy to ensure that residents had access to jobs and basic goods and
services, and organizers and leaders began to call for regional transportation
that would link urban core residents to outlying opportunities. They soon
realized that an efficient regional transportation system was being hindered
by the fragmentation of local transportation systems, which were often
designed to make access to white suburban areas more difficult for central-
city blacks. This fragmentation, however, also inconvenienced city-bound
suburban commuters, whose treks to higher-paying downtown employment
were made more difficult by the transit system’s inefficiency.

Recognizing that the issues and voices of the predominantly white sub-
urban communities were also ignored through the fragmented transit
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authorities, the Interfaith Federation reframed its transportation program
and redesigned its organizing and advocacy strategy to work in coali-
tion with these suburban interests. The result: establishment of a regional
community-based coalition with enough influence and power over elected
officials to direct establishment of a single transportation authority that
meets the needs of the region, including and particularly the urban core.

The positive impacts of these regional strategies communities are clear.
What is murkier is how we go from ‘‘here’’ to ‘‘there.’’ How can minority
communities already under economic stress effectively engage regionally,
build coalitions, and bring the real benefits of regional development to their
areas? Which neighborhoods are more or less ripe for taking on a regional
view? What difference does it make if the actor is involved in a cci trying to
combine elements from both the cbo and cdcmodels—and what difference
does it make that many ccis are foundation-sponsored place-based in-
itiative? We take up these questions below in the context of a specific set of
cases in the Bay Area.

cbr and ccis in the San Francisco Bay Area

In this section, we consider the experience of three comprehensive com-
munity initiatives grappling with a regional perspective in the San Francisco
Bay Area. Each of the ccis considered was part of an effort funded and
supported by the Hewlett Foundation’s Neighborhood Improvement Ini-
tiative. These Hewlett-sponsored ccis emerged just as several other foun-
dation-sponsored cci efforts were sprouting in other parts of the United
States, including Los Angeles, Atlanta, and Baltimore. The foundation made
its first planning investment in the Mayfair neighborhood of East San Jose in
1996, when it funded the Mayfair Improvement Initiative (mii). It later
made investments in West Oakland’s 7th Street/McClymonds Corridor in
1998, which led to the establishment of the 7th Street/McClymonds Ini-
tiative organization (also known as 7th Street), and in a section of East Palo
Alto in 1999 which led to the creation of a group called One East Palo Alto,
or oepa (see Figure 3.1 for a map; basic demographics and other data for the
three are shown in Table 3.1, with comparison made to the counties of
which they are a part).

Initially, connecting the neighborhoods to regional dynamics was not an
explicit part of the early programming. The ‘‘new regionalism’’—new in
that it incorporates equity and economic competitiveness as well as ad-
ministrative efficiency and an antisprawl environmental agenda—was just
emerging as a refined concept in the mid-1990s. Newer still was the move-
ment for cbr. However, the element was added to the cci programming and
the sites had varying experiences. The mii became actively engaged in
regional discussions and explicitly incorporated regionalism into their
agenda. The 7th Street Initiative, which had a significant presence of com-
munity organizers, went regional early in its thinking and alliance building,
but did not fully attend to local tensions and was thus unsustainable as
a cci. oepa struggled to gain significant traction on the regional level
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although it eventually became a key part of its strategic thinking; while this
had something to do with its internal evolution as a program, a striking
challenge was that the internal dynamics of the site actually led to different
regionalist interests. We develop these points further below.4

Seeing the Bay

The ccis began in the midst of a period in which the Bay Area was seen as the
heart not only of the New Economy but of the world economy. At the center
of the region’s economic engine was the Silicon Valley: its tech industry—the
manufacture of computer components, software engineering, and eventually
web design—comprised a full 27.3 percent of private employment in the San
Jose metro area in the 1998–2001 period, well above the state share of 7.1
percent in the same era.5 This proved to be a great boon to growth—but it
has also meant the region suffered disproportionately in the subsequent
downturn, as business investment plunged and the tech and tele-
communication sectors began a sharp collapse in early 2001.

It was, however, not simply rapid economic growth—with its more
abundant fiscal resources, clearer reasons to connect to employment, and
upward pressures on housing prices, even in neglected areas—that set the
context. Equally important was a strong regional consciousness that had
emerged in the Bay Area. There were, of course, precedents for regional
business and social organization in the Bay Area. Public officials in the
9-county area have long been brought together under the rubric of the As-
sociation of Bay Area Governments (abag), and the Bay Area Council, a
group of private-sector leaders across the region, has been in operation since

Figure 3.1. Neighborhood improvement initiatives in the San Francisco Bay Area mapped

against tract-level poverty and labor force participation. Note: Blank area in West Oakland

contains no persons. Dotted area is lightly populated and not included in analysis.
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Table 3.1. Comparing the nIIs to the counties

One East
Palo Alto

San Mateo
County Mayfair

Santa
Clara
County

West
Oakland

Alameda
County

Population 13,855 707,161 8,349 1,682,585 14,127 1,443,741

Anglo 3.1% 49.7% 2.9% 44.0% 5.6% 40.8%

Latino 61.6% 21.8% 79.8% 24.0% 17.3% 19.0%

African American 25.1% 3.3% 1.8% 2.5% 65.7% 14.4%

Asian Pacific Islander 7.9% 21.1% 13.6% 25.7% 7.9% 20.8%

Other 2.3% 4.1% 2.0% 3.7% 3.5% 5.0%

Foreign born 43.2% 32.3% 59.2% 34.1% 16.9% 27.2%

Noncitizen 34.1% 16.5% 42.2% 20.0% 10.6% 15.4%

Foreign born, entered

in 1990s 44.8% 36.5% 50.2% 46.3% 34.7% 42.3%

Foreign born, entered

in 1980s 34.0% 29.5% 33.2% 29.8% 48.8% 32.1%

Foreign born,

entered early 21.2% 33.9% 16.6% 23.9% 16.5% 25.6%

Median age of

population 25.3 36.8 26.6 34.0 29.3 34.5

Median age of African

Americans 37.3 37.4 33.0 32.3 30.5 33.5

Median age of

Latinos 21.8 27.3 24.7 26.1 24.1 26.3

Median household

income $53,056 $70,819 $53,833 $74,335 $22,073 $55,946

Median family

income $50,929 $80,737 $51,685 $81,717 $23,360 $65,857

Per capita income $13,391 $36,045 $12,233 $32,795 $12,996 $26,680

Total households 2,784 254,103 1,711 565,863 4,874 523,366

Single-person

households 10.8% 24.6% 11.6% 21.4% 30.8% 26.0%

Married-couple

households 55.1% 53.0% 58.6% 54.9% 21.1% 47.0%

Households with a

single male head 8.0% 4.3% 9.9% 4.9% 7.3% 4.9%

Households with a

single female head 22.0% 10.1% 15.7% 10.0% 32.7% 13.0%

Nonfamily

households 4.0% 8.0% 4.2% 8.7% 8.1% 9.2%

Households with

children 1,460 78,959 898 197,245 1,706 170,762

Married-couple

households with

children 72.8% 79.3% 75.8% 79.7% 34.2% 72.1%

Single-male-headed

households

with children 6.6% 5.6% 7.5% 5.8% 9.0% 6.4%

Single-female-headed

households with

children 20.5% 15.1% 16.7% 14.5% 56.9% 21.5%

Housing tenure:

owners 59.3% 61.4% 40.2% 59.8% 22.7% 54.7%

Housing tenure:

renters 40.7% 38.6% 59.8% 40.2% 77.3% 45.3%



1945. The South Bay has had its own set of organizations, including the
Santa Clara Valley (now Silicon Valley) Manufacturing Group, an organi-
zation founded by David Packard that has long lobbied for improvements in
regional infrastructure and been willing to persuade both business and
consumers to pay increased taxes to foot the bill.

But the slumpof the early1990s, inducedbydefense spendingcutbacks and
a tech slowdown, created the conditions for a new business-led organization
called Joint Venture: Silicon Valley Network (jv:svn). jv:svn developed a
regional indicators project, promoted economic clusters based on network
models, and developed the notion that firms and cities in the region should
‘‘collaborate to compete.’’ It was soon celebrated as the archetype for a new
set of approaches that were eventually encouraged throughout the state by an
Irvine Foundation–sponsored project to incubate ‘‘civic entrepreneurs.’’

In short, regionalism was in the air. But critics also rightly noted that a
rising regional tide was not lifting all boats. San Jose’s wpusa, the labor-
affiliated think tank arm of the South Bay Central Labor Council, docu-
mented growing disparities in its own Silicon Valley backyard, warned of
the growth of temporary work and volatile work lives, and pursued such
issues as a living wage ordinance, housing policy, and community benefits
agreements. Urban Habitat, an Oakland-based group long focused on issues
of environmental justice, began to identify issues of gentrification as critical
to community stability, issued an important report calling for regional tax-
sharing, and organized a Social Equity Caucus to bring together various
community leaders who were concerned about the region’s evolution.

The business sector, at least in the heady days of the 1990s boom, became
increasingly sympathetic to the calls for change. The motivation behind this
sympathy was, in part, purely economic: with demand high and land scarce,
developers were interested in the economic development of areas they might
once have passed by. Business leaders were also interested in improving the
general level of human capital in the Bay Area, noting that the labor shortages
of the 1990s might be addressed not only by importing immigrant engineers
but also by developing ‘‘home-grown’’ talent (Joint Venture, 2002). But it
wasmore than just crass economic interest—the policy orientation and style of
the business groups had shifted as well. The business-dominated Bay Area
Council began working with community organizations and a series of im-
portant intermediaries—including the National Economic Development and
Law Center and PolicyLink in Oakland—to develop a Community Capital
Investment Initiative designed to spur private investment in distressed areas.
Joint Venture: Silicon Valley revised its signature Annual Index of Silicon
Valley to includemeasures of poverty, incomedistribution, andhuman capital.

Other business groups teamed up with housing advocates to lobby for
affordable housing in communities that were willing to take on in-fill
housing and higher density. This was of special interest to communities like
West Oakland, East Palo Alto, and East San Jose, all of whom felt the sting
of rising housing prices. Displacement of current residents became a partic-
ular worry as longer and more painful traffic jams—caused by the region’s
explosive growth and the failure of its housing production to keep pace—led
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some newly wealthy young workers to buy property in inner-city areas.
While housing prices in Mayfair were about 60 percent of the Santa Clara
County average during 1996–1997, they rose to seventy percent by 2001–
2002. West Oakland also saw a dramatic rise in relative prices, from around
30 percent of the Alameda County average to nearly 60 percent over the
same period. But the most important and displacing surge took place in East
Palo Alto; here the ratio of local prices to the county average rose from
55 percent in 1996–1997 to nearly 80 percent in 2001–2002.6

This, then, was the scenario facing the three ccis as they began their
various journeys: a robust economy, a business sector beginning to think
regionally, an increasingly vibrant set of progressive regional intermediaries
and advocates, pressures on housing stock and hence community stability,
and even some interest by businesses boxed out of other areas by over-
development and more open to investment opportunities in poorer neigh-
borhoods. In short, there seemed to be a real possibility for neighborhood
initiatives to hook up with sympathetic regional actors and even market
forces and finally leverage the region to make a difference in their commu-
nities.

Taking up the Torch

Were the ccis able to pick up the regional torch? One fact to keep in mind in
any assessment is that the Bay Area economy collapsed as 2001 dawned, a
slowdown driven mainly by the sharp decline in the technology sector and its
affiliates in telecommunications and web design. Like any first-mover, the
earliest cci organization out the door, the MII, already had ties to business
and regional leaders before its attention was diverted to overall recupera-
tion, giving this case a special edge compared to the others.

But the fact that these ties were built at all speaks volumes: early on in its
process, Mayfair staff developed a regional advisory board to keep the cci in
touch with broader trends. It also had a singular consciousness-raising ex-
perience when it combined its local organizing around health education in
the community with an effort led by local unions and community-based
networks to lobby county and city authorities to use dollars from a tobacco
tax settlement to extend health insurance to all children regardless of doc-
umentation status. The resulting victory had especially positive impacts in
the highly immigrantMayfair neighborhood—and it illustrated the power of
complementing a local approach with a regional alliance.

The power of combining local organizing and a regional perspective was
also seen when the mii decided to participate in the Strong Neighbor-
hoods Initiative (sni) launched in 2000 by the City of San Jose and its
Redevelopment Agency. sni stemmed from a city commitment to use re-
development money to help neighborhoods after years of supporting down-
town development; because mii was highly organized and understood the
larger context, it was able to quickly form a neighborhood advisory council
for the sni and consequently became one of the largest recipients of sni
aid.
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Thus, as mii prepared to wean itself off Hewlett Foundation funding, it
went through a strategic planning exercise in which a regional scan was one
of the prominent elements. As a result, MII shifted from a relative smor-
gasbord of projects to three focus areas: employment, housing, and educa-
tion. It also came to a clearer idea of its role—that of an intermediary linking
regional resources and local needs—and Mayfair staff began to participate
actively in activities organized by one of the cbr umbrellas for the Bay,
Urban Habitat. Mayfair, in short, had caught the regionalist bug.

West Oakland would seem to have been uniquely positioned to take
advantage of a regionalist strategy. The East Bay itself was on a special
economic lift-off as the 7th Street Initiative came online, partly because
development opportunities on the peninsula were being exhausted. A new
mayor, Jerry Brown, came to power in 1998 with an agenda aimed at re-
vitalizing the downtown so proximate to West Oakland. West Oakland
itself is very near the Port of Oakland, a place where employment was slated
to grow and local authorities were open to the creation of opportunities for
nearby residents.

The 7th Street Initiative did develop some regional momentum. Several of
the early board members were disposed toward a regionalist approach, in-
cluding one who received a special leadership award from the Bay Area
Transportation and Land Use Coalition for his work on a project launched
by abag, the area’s regional council of governments. The first executive
director had also been involved in the environmental justice movement, a
framework that lends itself to regional thinking, and several leaders in the
neighborhood passed through a leadership training program organized by
Urban Habitat that was viewed as the precursor to the creation of a new
community-based cadre for progressive regionalism.

Unfortunately, board and staff turnover meant that those interested in
regionalism were soon looking for other venues for their political and
community commitments. The first executive director left and the organi-
zation proved itself unable to find and agree on a replacement. For a com-
plex set of reasons, the Hewlett Foundation made a decision to pull the plug,
and the 7th Street Initiative was disbanded. Interestingly, this did not end
regionalist impulses; as it turns out, many of the initiative’s leaders partic-
ipated in a special summit of community-based regionalists in the Bay Area
entitled ‘‘Bridging the Bay’’ organized by Urban Habitat. Without the base
of the cci organization itself, however, this stands as a tale of separation of
the cci from the local constituency rather than a regional-local link.

The third story unfolded in East Palo Alto. The newest of the initiatives, it
was still getting its sea legs on a community plan when it was presented with
a regional challenge: the discount retail chain ikea announced its desire to
place a store in East Palo Alto, which the company saw as a valuable
crossroads of regional transportation networks and one of the few areas in
the region with readily developable land. The city and some advocates
painted ikea as a potential source of sales tax revenue and generator of
entry-level positions. However, ikea was also viewed as a potential dis-
ruption to the local community, primarily because it would add to a traffic
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problem already exacerbated by commuters who passed through East Palo
Alto on their way to jobs in the Silicon Valley. ikea, according to these
critics, was an external imposition: in criticizing the idea, one resident
suggested that ‘‘ikea will serve the Bay Area, not East Palo Alto.’’7

This was, of course, exactly the point: attracting a branch of this home
furnishing chain was supposed to capture retail dollars that were being spent
elsewhere in the region and thereby address some of the fiscal disparities
plaguing East Palo Alto. Despite being a pressing issue through 2001–2002
and one in which the regional-community connection was clear, oepa, the
Hewlett funded cci, took no explicit or implicit position in a crucial election
in which the issue was decided by the voters. Caution on the regional front
remained characteristic of oepa for some time. While this reflected the fact
that oepa was a new organization focused on the initial steps of building
community, the caution also stemmed from some sharp differences within
the community that resulted in different regional interests. These differences
could not be easily negotiated or resolved, an issue we highlight below.

In 2003, however, oepa became increasingly interested in the regional
dimension, with recent organizational goals including the capacity to broker
regional resources and develop leadership to advocate for policy change in
the areas of economic independence, education, and neighborhood safety.
This suggests the importance of phasing: oepa required significant internal
work before its leadership and staff could look outward.

Analyzing the Patterns

In these three neighborhood initiatives we have one cci that became deeply
engaged in regional processes relatively early and saw that as a way to
accomplish local goals, one cci which sought engagement but found itself
vulnerable at home, and one cci which was very preoccupied with internal
affairs and thus eschewed early action when directly presented with a re-
gional opportunity. What explains the pattern, particularly given that these
were all in the same broad political economy and were, in fact, part of a
family of comprehensive initiatives funded and guided by the same foun-
dation?

First, the nature of poverty seems to matter. Much of the thinking around
community-based regionalism assumes that poorer neighborhoods suffer
from a problem of isolation, particularly economic isolation, and that the
main tasks are to devise employment programs to connect employees and
employers, create transportation programs to insure that workers can get to
jobs, and attract business investors into the areas to take advantage of a
workforce that is ready and willing (Pastor 2001b). Regional workforce
intermediaries can help the process along, particularly the sort that provide
training to both equip employees with better skills and help regional in-
dustries upgrade their competitiveness (Giloth 2004). However, when jobs
are out of reach for other reasons, such as child care needs, disability, lack of
basic education, and other issues, it may matter little that regional oppor-
tunities are available.
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Glancing at Table 3.1, note that of the three sites, West Oakland had the
highest rate of individuals living below the poverty line but the lowest rate of
those living between 150 and 200 percent line, a usual marker of the
working poor. Indeed, West Oakland’s share in that category was not far off
that of its host county, while both Mayfair and oepa diverged sharply from
their respective counties in this measure. This is further seen in Figure 3.1,
which shows those Bay Area census tracts where the percent of those above
the 150 percent poverty cut-off exceeds 25 percent and the male labor force
participation rates exceeds the regional average for such poor tracts. Note
that Mayfair falls entirely into this category, while most of oepa and a
significant portion of an adjoining neighborhood is working poor.8 West
Oakland, by contrast, tends more to the nonworking poor, with an extra-
ordinarily high rate of employment disability and rates of female-headed
households with children twice as high (at about twenty percent of all
households) as inMayfair or oepa. Thus, we would expect regionalism to be
a harder immediate fit with West Oakland, even though a broad group of
activists were interested.

Second, the size of the neighborhood relative to its immediate jurisdic-
tion seems to matter. Mayfair is a small neighborhood in the third largest
city in California; even thinking about local authorities requires a pseudo-
regionalist framework simply because of the scale of the municipality. oepa
was about half of the city of East Palo Alto, and residents were therefore able
to act at the scale of the city itself; but since East Palo Alto is a small city, this
led to more inward-looking thought and action. West Oakland is a dis-
tressed neighborhood in a medium-sized city, a seemingly perfect fit for
engaging on a higher scale and forming alliances with other neighborhoods.
The problem for the area is that other Oakland neighborhoods, such as
Fruitvale and San Antonio, were already attracting city, foundation, and
regional attention and having great success at understanding regional op-
portunities (such as Fruitvale’s decision to turn a rapid transit station into an
opportunity for local economic and retail development). West Oakland was
thus less prominent.

Third, the three neighborhoods seem to have faced different opportunity
structures and experienced different comfort levels with regard to drawing
upon external resources. Mayfair was a poor area in one of the most dy-
namic economies in the state, and, as such, it attracted the attention of
business and civic leaders, for whom it represented both a significant con-
tradiction to the image of regional prosperity and a significant opportunity
to do better. The city of San Jose was also under considerable pressure to do
better by its neighborhoods after decades of redevelopment activity focused
on its downtown. Thus, Mayfair found itself with ready allies, including city
officials.

West Oakland, by contrast, faced a less dynamic business sector—the
East Bay was still limping forward in the 1990s even as the Silicon Valley
turned into an economic dynamo—and the attention of its new mayor was
focused on the central business district. As for oepa, SanMateo business had
a less distinct personality: important tech companies are there but they seem
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to draw their geographic identity from Silicon Valley to the south and the
San Francisco financial center to the north.

With regard to external resources, Mayfair was the only one of the three
ccis to sustain an advisory board of prominent officials, policy makers, and
private sector actors. Mayfair was more used to outsiders in general: while
many of the leaders of themiiwere long-time residents, this was also an area
that had traditionally been an immigrant portal. The 2000 census indicated
that about 48 percent of residents above the age five had been living in the
same house for five years, three percentage points lower than that for the
county as awhole. By contrast, 57 percent of residents inoepahadbeen living
in their homes for at least five years, slightly higher than that for the county in
which the neighborhood is situated.

Fourth, the areas also had different populations and tensions around
identifying regional issues and strategies. Mayfair was predominantly Latino
and largely low-income but working, hence there were broad commonalities
around getting access to health insurance, improving basic adult education,
and other such measures. Tensions did exist between native born and more
recent immigrants, but the history of the local area as an immigrant gateway
meant that even native-born residents were aware of and somewhat com-
fortable with addressing the needs of the immigrant population.9

West Oakland is largely African American and actually has a level of
foreign-born residents that is below the county average, a contrast to the
relatively high immigrant presence in the rest of the niis; partly as a result,
West Oakland was slightly out of touch with immigrant empowerment
dynamics occurring elsewhere in the region and tended to be more reflective
of the perspective and needs of its overwhelmingly African American com-
munity. Moreover, as noted above, West Oakland is not ranked in the Bay
Area census tracts we have deemed working poor and it is also predomi-
nantly renters rather than home owners; these two facts gave the community
common ground in maintaining social welfare programs and resisting gen-
trification.

oepa was the most complex of the sites. First, consider home owner-
ship: glancing back at the data in Table 3.1, we see a startling fact: nearly
60 percent of homes were owned in oepa, essentially the same as in San
Mateo County as a whole and much higher than the figures for Mayfair and
West Oakland.10 What this meant was that the pressure of rising housing
prices that led many in the other sites to worry about the regional influence
of gentrification was also giving some locals in oepa a reason to celebrate:
assets held for years through tougher times were finally coming up in value.
Renters and homeowners had potentially very different interests.

This difference in renting and ownership was complicated by demo-
graphics. While all the areas had experienced an influx of Latinos, particu-
larly immigrants, during the 1990s, East Palo Alto had experienced the most
massive demographic shift, with a 32 percent decline in the African Amer-
ican population (from 9,727 to 6,641) and a doubling of the Latino popu-
lation (from 8,527 to 17,346).11 Interestingly, the home ownership rates for
African Americans and the burgeoning Latino populationwere divergent but
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not wildly so: 66 percent of black households in the oepa area were owners
versus 50 percent of Latino households. What was truly different was how
each group got to realizing this part of the American dream. Latino house-
holds seemed to be stretching to ownership through resource pooling: if one
glances at Figure 3.2, one can see that nearly 50 percent of Latino-owned
households have 7 or more members; by contrast, 42 percent of black-owned
households had 1 to 2 members. Looked at another way, around 80 percent
of Latino-owned households had 5 or more members; 80 percent of black-
owned households had four or fewer members.

The Latino statistics imply that both ends of the households may
be stretched: older adults, often family members, pooling resources and
the younger children that were attached to primary and other families. The
African American statistics suggest a different story: older, often solo, res-
idents hanging on after decades of residency. The pattern is reflected in the
results for median age, 37.3 for African Americans and 21.8 for Latinos, a
gap of 15.5 years that far exceeds the statewide gap between these two ethnic
groups of only about 6.5 years. This large age gap played out in regionalist
agendas: older African Americans had fresher memories of a history of ex-
clusion by regional actors, were therefore wary of regionalist agendas, and
tended to be more interested in quality of life issues; Latinos had a blanker
historical slate and also had interests that were more clearly focused on jobs
and development, even at the cost of further clogging traffic corridors.

Regionalist agendas around housing and transportation, in short, were
complicated by internal considerations and diverging interests. In that light,
it is unsurprising that oepa was not eager to quickly pick up the region-
alist banner, at least until its leadership had built internal unity of pur-
pose. Rightly so, they focused more on internal planning, interethnic
communications, and improving local schools and safety. As noted above,
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oepa is now more engaged in the regional dimension, with the organization
now aiming to broker regional resources and develop leadership to advocate
for policy change in the areas of economic independence, education, and
neighborhood safety.

Conclusion: Waiting for Regionalism

Excitement about community-based regionalism seems to be building
around the country. Many organizations have adopted the mantra, as dem-
onstrated by the over 600 participants, the vast majority working with
communities of color—who attended a National Summit on Regional
Equity organized by PolicyLink and the Funders Network on Smart Growth
and Livable Communities in Los Angeles in November 2002.12 Supporting
the movement are a growing number of examples how local community
groups have tried ‘‘thinking and linking’’ to the region, and found new ways
to achieve their traditional goals of community development and empow-
erment. Community-based regionalism also opens up the way to new com-
mon ground, particularly since business leaders may share an interest in
workforce development for low-income residents while progressive envi-
ronmentalists may be happy to find new allies in the struggle to curtail
sprawl and protect open space.

We share the excitement about regionalism’s potential. However, the
analysis we offer here suggests that when regionalism hits the ground, it can
stumble as easily as succeed.

We offer two central lessons. The first is that regionalism may not fit all
communities, and it is not likely to be the first thing on a community de-
velopment agenda. As we have noted, an in-depth analysis can help reveal
the degree of fit: we think that cbr is an easier match when working poverty
is an important factor, when the neighborhood is in a larger area and used
to working at a larger scale, and when interests within the community are
more closely aligned. More of this sort of pre-preparation—analysis and
selection—may be necessary as cbr becomes a more common approach (see
Pastor, Benner, and Rosner 2003 for one effort at just such a ‘‘regional
audit’’).

However, even under the best of circumstances, it is important to let the
regional component of community development strategies evolve at its own
pace. cbr requires new capacities for analysis and coalition building, and it
also requires the credibility that comes from first demonstrating that one is
targeting and meeting local needs. cbr is essentially asking neighbors to
make a leap of faith, believing that regional levers can move local solutions
and that the organization is strong enough to not lose sight of its own
interests on that larger playing field. Mayfair was able to make the con-
nection, West Oakland lost its local base (at least in the cci form), and oepa

was still trying to establish itself before branching out and away.
Our second and more complex lesson involves which sort of local com-

munity strategies are necessary for regional engagement. The striking fact is
that rather than focusing primarily on specific projects and services provided
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within poor neighborhoods, cbr involves communities searching for op-
portunities that exist within broader regional political and economic pro-
cesses. Sometimes these opportunities represent potential mutual gains, as
when regional workforce intermediaries solve labor market problems for
both job seekers and struggling employers. But getting what neighborhoods
need from regional decision makers, as with the challenges Bethel New Life
launched against the Chicago Transit Authority or the Community Benefits
fight during the expansion of the Los Angeles Staples Center, can be a re-
solutely political process—and many cdcs, focused on local projects and
worried about funders and government allies, have found this perspective a
harder sell than their sometimes more policy-oriented and politically or-
iented colleagues in cbos.

ccis may have more potential to move the agenda. cci organizations have
multiple purposes—they are supposed to both make deals and empower
residents, which puts them somewhere between the practical focus of cdcs
and the political purpose of many cbos. cbos face fewer political constraints
(but often more economic constraints since they may not have the property
assets cdcs may control). cbos, in fact, can thrive by enhancing their scale,
impact, and perceived level of power. It is little wonder that cbos dominate
in the community-oriented part of equity regionalism (as reflected in the
presence of various organizing federations that themselves are regional in
scope) or that these groups see the regional policy agenda as a way to pursue
organizing that is consistent with the interconnections they are trying to
promote.13

This more political organizing strategy, however uncomfortable a fit with
community development, may be necessary. Our experience with cbr

clarifies the ongoing debate within the broad community development field
between project-based community development and ‘‘power-based com-
munity development’’ by lifting up the necessity of political activism and
community-based agenda setting as an important factor for community
development and community-based regionalism.14 Indeed, Reverend Cheryl
Rivera, executive director of the Northwest Indiana Interfaith Federation,
has argued that: ‘‘Metropolitan organizing is about changing the rules of the
game so that those who have not, will have. . . . Metropolitan organizing is
the new civil rights movement, and we must be persistent.’’15

Casting the phenomenon in that light may be instructive: as with civil
rights, any new movement must be prepared to challenge both itself and its
allies. But it is also a characterization that can fill one with hope. Progress,
however imperfect and incomplete, was made in America as a result of the
civil rights generation. Perhaps regionalist thinking and action can help
further the field of minority community economic development as well.

Notes

The authors thank the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation as well as the
Ford Foundation for funding the research behind this work. We thank Paul Ong and
two anonymous reviewers for comments on earlier drafts and acknowledge the able
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research support of Javier Huizar, Julie Jacobs, Rachel Rosner, and Justin Scoggins.
Finally, we thank the leaders in the movement for regional equity, particularly those
in the Bay Area neighborhoods we describe here, for pointing the way to a new
approach to community development and empowerment.

1. Labor organizing campaigns of the 1930s and 1940s also provided early
models for community organizing and set the context for Alinsky’s community-based
organizing efforts in Chicago. Labor union and worker organizing as well efforts by
faith-based institutions are highly visible in community-based regionalism organizing
and coalition building strategies.

2. Presentation byMary Nelson, President, Bethel New Life at the Fourth Annual
Cross-site Retreat of the Hewlett Neighborhood Investment Initiative, November 15–
17, 2002, Milpitas, California. See www.bethelnewlife.org for organizational history
and campaign background. See also PolicyLink 2000; and Nelson 2000.

3. See also www.interfaithfederation.org. Information from Cheryl Rivera,
keynote address for Bridging the Bay, a conference organized by the Social Equity
Caucus, Santa Cruz, California, April, 2003.

4. For a longer analysis, see Pastor et al. 2004.
5. Employment data taken from the Labor Market Information Division of

California’s Employment Development Department.
6. Housing data is not available at the tract level. Hence, the data for East Palo

Alto is for the city as a whole while the Mayfair and West Oakland figures are for the
zip codes that include those areas. As such, these are similar to but not exactly the
prices in the neighborhoods themselves. Data come from statistics maintained by
the Rand Corporation which were originally derived from data collected by the
California Association of Realtors.

7. Reported in Nalepa 2001.
8. The geographic areas mapped are tracts, with an overlay of the nii

boundaries and a block-level shape to determine potential areas where there are
no residents. It is the latter procedure that allows us to determine the low number of
people in the working poor area in the north of West Oakland.

9. Indeed, in 2003, the Mayfair neighborhood took the initiative, along with
oepa, in organizing a conference, ‘‘From Shadows to Strategies: A Symposium on
Undocumented Labor, Workforce Development, and Community Improvement,’’
which considered how best to incorporated undocumented workers into local de-
velopment.

10. Home ownership in the oepa footprint was also much higher than the
average 43 percent for the City of East Palo Alto as a whole, suggesting some
potential differences from the rest of the city as well.

11. The data on demographic change are for East Palo Alto as a whole while all
other figures and data are constrained to the ‘‘footprint’’ or subset of the city (that is.
the oepa service area). We did this to ensure maximum consistency between the
geographies over the two census years when calculating change.

12. Over 1,200 people participated in a follow-up summit in May 2005 in
Philadelphia, signally growing interest in the field.

13. See the discussion of the Gamaliel approach in Rusk (1999:333–335), and the
description of the Industrial Areas Foundation experience with a regional strategy in
one part of California in Pastor, Benner, and Rosner (2003).

14. See Callahan, Mayer, et al. (1999) and Hess (1999).
15. Quote is taken from a keynote address by Cheryl Rivera for Bridging the Bay,

a conference organized by the Social Equity Caucus, Santa Cruz, California, April,
2003.
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II Labor Market Development

As shown in the previous three chapters, the lack of meaningful
employment is at the core of the economic problem facing low-income mi-
nority neighborhoods. Labor market development is arguably the most sig-
nificant aspect of community economic development because the single largest
component of household incomecomes fromemployment.This is even true for
low-income neighborhoods. The residents of poor minority communities,
however, face a number of hurdles in finding employment that generates
enough income to lift them into the middle class. Training the labor force to
acquire timely, relevant, and job-appropriate skills is an absolute prerequisite
for economic development. Michael Stoll addresses some of the challenges in
improving the stock of human capital. In contrast to more affluent commu-
nities, poor minority communities have lower levels of education and higher
school dropout rates. Residents of immigrant communities may also lack
English language skills and references that can testify to their prior work ex-
periences. At a time when skill requirements for even entry-level jobs are in-
creasing, low levels of human capital have negative consequences for the
employment efforts of minority residents. The American workplace has ex-
perienced significant computerization in recent decades. Having less access
to educational resources and computers, minority workers find themselves
handicapped when competing for jobs.

The hurdles are not just limited education and skills. Some lie in the lack of
appropriate social networks that can give information about existing jobs and
link job seekers to appropriate job networks. Members of ethnic communities
may have strong social capital within the compounds of their neighborhoods
but often lack the bridging capital that can effectively connect them to the
resources of the outside world. By relying exclusively on neighborhood-based
social networks of friends and family, many inner-city residents have poor
knowledge of job opportunities that exist in the broader metropolitan area.
Other hurdles are structural. Racism and employer prejudice often determine a
firm’s hiring behavior. Employers are typically more likely to hire employees of
similar racial backgrounds and can perceive as unreliable or even threatening
job applicants fromother races. Fearing discrimination,minority job seekers are
also more likely to apply for jobs in firms characterized by a racial diversity of
their labor pool. Both weak social networks and discrimination contribute to
the difficulty for residents of low-income minority neighborhoods of finding
jobs in the larger regional labor market. But even for less-skilled jobs, these
residents are disadvantaged. Michela Zonta examines how spatial mismatch
works from the demand side.

Perhaps the most disadvantaged segment of the minority population is
those who are here illegally. Because of immigration restrictions, millions



have entered this country without proper documents. As Abel Valenzuela
discusses, undocumented workers must work in the shadow of the economy,
in what is known as the informal sector. By their very clandestine nature,
this population is extremely difficult to study. Being invisible, however, is
not the same as being insignificant. Undocumented immigrants work hard
and contribute to the economy, and their plight tells us much about how the
poor are exploited. One does not have to be undocumented to be trapped in
unstable low-wage jobs with little or no benefits.
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4 Workforce Development in
Minority Communities

Introduction

Workforce development policy and programs in the United States have
aimed to enhance the employment and earnings of disadvantaged workers,
including less-educated workers in low-income minority communities.1 But
most evaluations of these programs have shown mixed to limited success. In
these situations, policy attention usually remains focused on efforts to im-
prove the effectiveness of such programs, particularly if the labor market
difficulties of less-educated workers remain part of the public policy agenda.

This focus may have attenuated during the economic boom of the 1990s.
Over this period, the economic fortunes of the less educated improved on
many counts. Poverty declined sharply, so much that its deepening con-
centration in minority communities—a pattern throughout the 1970s and
1980s—slowed and in most cases reversed (Jargowsky 2003). Black un-
employment reached a 30-year low (7 percent) in 2000, while real wages for
the less educated rose for the first time in almost two decades (Bureau of
Labor Statistics 2003). Coupled with historic lows in interest rates, these
developments increased housing demand amongminority households, and as
a consequence minority homeownership rates also increased (U.S. Census
2005). These developments led to slightly greater minority representation in
inner-suburban communities (Lewis Mumford Center 2001), which con-
tributed to modest improvements in minorities’ physical access to jobs over
the 1990s (Raphael and Stoll 2002). Of course, key policy changes over this
period, such as the expansion of the earned income tax credit, could have
contributed to these developments as well.

Despite these successes, other trends suggested that not all was well in the
1990s. In contrast to other young adults, young black men experienced
declines in employment over this period (Holzer and Offner 2001). Similarly
counter to national trends, neighborhood poverty grew significantly in
California (the state with the largest population in the country), and espe-
cially within its Latino communities (Jargowsky 2003). Moreover, while the
growth in job development that accompanied the economic boom slowed
and in most cases reversed the 20-year trend of central-city job loss, little of
this growth occurred in inner-city minority communities (Rosen, Kim, and
Patel 2003).

The economic bust that occurred right after the boom probably ac-
celerated these disturbing trends and brought other pain as well. Poverty and
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unemployment rates rose sharply, with Latinos and blacks suffering dis-
proportionately from these increases. Indeed, the black unemployment rate
rose faster than other groups over this period and topped 10 percent in 2003,
over 5 percentage points higher than the rate for whites (Bureau of Labor
Statistics 2003).

No doubt these events will raise questions once again about the need
for and effectiveness of policies designed to improve the labor market out-
comes of less-skilled groups, and particularly minority groups. This paper
addresses these questions by critically examining workforce development
policies that aim to enhance the employability and earnings of low-skilled,
low-income minorities. In order to do this effectively, an examination of
how low-skill labor markets function, and of the unique challenges that less-
educated minority workers face, is also warranted. The paper argues that the
challenges of mounting successful workforce development programs are
compounded in minority communities because of the economic conditions
there. Many minority communities, particularly those that are African
American, suffer from significant job shortages, and travel to areas where
jobs are more abundant is difficult for a variety of reasons. Moreover, many
minority communities are located in or near central-city areas, where the
skill requirements of jobs are greater. These features, in addition to persis-
tent discrimination, require workforce development policies and programs
that take into consideration the spatial dimensions of employment, and that
engage in effective skill enhancement practices. But in order to do the latter
effectively, newly identified best practices in employment and training
must be incorporated as key features of workforce development policy
design.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II discusses the
labor market for less-skilled workers more generally, paying particular at-
tention to the spatial and skills issues relevant to minority communities.
Section III discusses various policies that address the labor market difficul-
ties of those residing in jobs-poor neighborhoods. Section IV and V examine
the record of employment and training policy, and looks at practices in
employment and training that are likely to be effective in improving em-
ployment and wage outcomes of less-educated minority workers. Section VI
concludes the paper.

The Labor Market for Less-Skilled Workers

Employer Hiring Behavior in Low-Wage Labor Markets

Before considering practices and policies that might improve the effective-
ness of workforce development programs on the employment and earnings
of those in minority communities, it is useful to provide some context by
reviewing some general facts about employer hiring behavior more broadly
in the low-wage labor market.

The following generalizations can be made about employer hiring be-
havior in low-wage and low-skill labor markets2:
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� Virtually all employers seek basic ‘‘work-readiness’’ in prospective
employees, while many seek additional ‘‘hard’’ and ‘‘soft’’ skills, even in
low-wage markets;

� Since most skills are not directly observable at the time of hiring,
employers generally seek applicants with certain credentials that signal
employability and skill and tend to avoid those with certain stigmas,
such as ex-felons and others with criminal records;

� Employers vary in the amounts of resources they can apply to hiring
and compensation decisions, as well as in their information and expertise
on these matters;

� Recruiting and screening choices (as well as compensation, promotion,
and retention decisions) are often made informally and can reflect
employer prejudices, perceptions, and experiences;

� Employers’ access to a reliable and steady pool of applicants is also
affected by their physical proximity to various neighborhoods and
groups, their employee networks, and the tightness of both the local
and national labor markets.

The basic work-readiness that virtually all employers seek involves per-
sonal qualities such as honesty and reliability, an inclination to arrive
at work on time every day, a positive attitude towards work, and so on.
Avoidance of problems that might be associated with high absenteeism and
poor work performance, such as drug abuse or physical or mental health
difficulties, is often viewed as critical (Holzer 1996; Moss and Tilly 2001).

Beyond these, even low-wage jobs require basic cognitive skills such
as reading and writing, arithmetic skills (for tasks like making change),
and often the rudimentary use of a computer. The relevant ‘‘soft’’ skills
frequently include the ability to interact with customers or coworkers. Of
course, the exact requirements vary greatly with the occupation and industry
under consideration, and many unskilled blue-collar or service jobs in
construction or manufacturing require fewer such skills than those in the
retail trade and some parts of the service sectors (Holzer 1996). Even some
service-sector jobs (such as cleaning and maintenance of buildings and
grounds or food preparation and service) require many fewer of these skills
than others.

Since many of the desirable qualities and skills can not be directly ob-
served, employers use ‘‘credentials’’—such as attainment of a high school
diploma, previous work experience, and references—to gain such informa-
tion. In a minority of cases, drug tests and a variety of background checks
are also used. Skill tests are even more rare. Many employers make in-
ferences regarding basic skills on the basis of the quality of writing on the
application as well as the interview, though these judgments are notoriously
unreliable. Employers avoid applicants with criminal records, as they con-
sider prior criminality a signal of poor skills or reliability.

Small and medium-sized employers without human resources depart-
ments often lack the time, staff, or financial resources to invest in more-
formal recruitment and screening techniques, so they are more likely to
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make their selections informally. They may post ‘‘help-wanted’’ signs or
seek referrals from their current employees when recruiting, and they often
rely on simple written applications or verbal interviews for screening. While
larger and more experienced employers may increasingly use Internet-based
searches, temporary agencies, or other private firms to perform their human
resource functions, these strategies remain relatively rare among small retail
trade or service employers in the low-wage market.

Accordingly, the personal experiences and perceptions of employers will
play a comparatively larger role in smaller establishments in hiring, and the
potential for discriminatory judgments rises there as well (Holzer 1998).
Discrimination might arise out of the employers’ own biases, the perceived
biases of their customers or existing employees (Holzer and Ihlanfeldt 1998),
or simply their lack of information about individual qualities and attributes
among their applicants and therefore a reliance on group characteristics.

Employers seem most reluctant to hire young and less-educated black
men, whom they often see as threatening, either generally or on the basis of
perceived criminality (Holzer, Raphael, and Stoll 2002b; Kirschenman and
Neckerman 1991). In contrast, immigrants are frequently perceived as being
reliable and having good work attitudes and are therefore preferred, par-
ticularly in jobs where cognitive skill or language demands are minimal.
Indeed, some low-wage employers make use of ethnic ‘‘niches’’ by obtaining
workers whom current employees recommend and who are therefore
deemed trustworthy.

Many employers, including smaller ones, can also access a steady stream
of desirable applicants by virtue of their geographic location and can simi-
larly avoid applicants whom they do not want to consider (Holzer and
Ihlanfeldt 1996). All else equal, however, smaller firms are much less likely
to hire minorities, especially blacks, and are more likely to engage in sta-
tistical discrimination against black men on the basis of perceived crimi-
nality (Holzer, Raphael, and Stoll 2002b).

Still, the ability of employers to generate sufficient numbers of applicants
through these largely informal practices depends in part on the tightness
of labor markets, both locally and nationally. During the late 1990s, when
unemployment rates sank to 30-year lows, job vacancy rates climbed and
many employers had difficulty attracting (or retaining) employees through
their traditional sources. Accordingly, employers seemed relatively open to
hiring welfare recipients (Holzer and Stoll 2001a) and other groups they
might otherwise have largely avoided. It is quite possible that racially dis-
criminatory hiring patterns could have diminished, as they had in previous
boom periods (Freeman and Rodgers 2000). If so, the positive effects of the
boom on the employment prospects of minorities and the disadvantaged
could have been long term had the attitudes or behaviors of employers been
changed by any positive experiences they had in hiring minorities during that
time. Recent evidence on black unemployment rates after the boom casts
doubt on this possibility, however; black unemployment rates rose dra-
matically relative to those of whites and Latinos during the immediate years
after the boom (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2003).
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The Space Issue

Despite this, proximity to public transit and poor neighborhoods has large
effects on the applicant pools employers face. Indeed, the quality of appli-
cants desired appears to influence employer locational decisions (Moss and
Tilly 2001), and outer suburban areas have had the highest rates of employer
location and job growth over the past few decades. In combination with the
existence of racial residential segregation in which blacks, and to a lesser
extent Latinos, are concentrated in the central cities and whites in the sub-
urbs, these factors tend to generate a ‘‘spatial mismatch’’ between the inner-
city neighborhoods in which many poor minorities live and the outlying
suburbs in which most low-wage jobs are found (Holzer and Ihlanfeldt
1996; Stoll, Holzer, and Ihlanfeldt 2000).3

Geographic isolation from areas with skill-appropriate jobs can increase
workers’ costs in several ways and thereby reduce their employment op-
portunities. First, search costs, such as the additional time and out-of-pocket
costs of an extra mile of travel while looking for work, vary with the distance
one is from job-rich areas. For example, each additional mile of private auto
travel during search requires more out-of-pocket costs for items like gas,
while traffic congestion and the use of public transportation increase time
costs.4 Thus workers who live far from areas with skill-appropriate jobs
must travel farther and paymore to access opportunities for work. Second, it
is harder for workers who live far from skill-appropriate jobs to even find
out about those jobs; they have to exert more effort to learn about openings
and other opportunities, and the time costs of gathering this information are
high.

Table 4.1 presents some recent evidence on the spatial unevenness of
minorities and jobs in Los Angeles. This table uses employer data from
the Los Angeles portion of the 1992–94 Multi-City Study of Employers
(mces)5 and the 2001 Los Angles Survey of Employers (lase)6 as well as
population data from the 2000 U.S. Census. The employer data are used to
examine the spatial distribution of all jobs and low-skill jobs7 across areas
within the central city and suburbs that are characterized by the racial res-
idential concentration of these areas.8 The population data (ages 25 to 65)
are used to define areas within the central city and suburbs by their racial
residential concentration and to examine the spatial distribution of people
over these areas.9 These areas include the central business district (cbd),
black central city, Latino central city, white central city, black suburbs,
integrated suburbs, and white suburbs.10 Firms in the employer databases
were geocoded to one of these seven submetropolitan areas based on their
business location.

Table 4.1 also shows the spatial distributions of recently filled noncollege
jobs and people (total and by race) across the 7 submetropolitan areas in Los
Angeles.11 In the early 1990s the central city had 41.0 percent of all newly
filled jobs and 38.6 percent of the people, while the suburbs had 59.0 percent
of the jobs and 61.5 percent of the people. Thus people in central cities,
considered as a whole, had about the same proximity to newly filled jobs as
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people in the suburbs, considered as a whole. By 2001, however, the spatial
distribution of jobs in Los Angeles shifted towards the suburbs. In 2001,
28.2 percent of all newly filled jobs and 38.6 percent of the people were in
the central city, while the suburban share of jobs had increased to 71.9
percent, while 61.5 percent of the people were in the suburbs. Of course, the
continuing decentralization of metropolitan areas could explain part of this
pattern, but so too could the timing of the employer surveys. The 1992–94
employer survey was taken during Los Angeles’s emergence from the re-
cession of the early 1990s, when both central cities and suburbs had already
been affected by the downturn, while the 2001 survey was conducted at the
beginning of the 2001 recession—when central-city, relative to suburban,
employment was likely hit particularly hard.

Still, when we look within cities and suburbs we find not only that people
and recently filled jobs are not evenly distributed, but also that they weren’t
evenly distributed in the early 1990s either. For example, the share of people
residing in black central cities (9.3 percent) is significantly greater than the
share of jobs located in this submetropolitan area (6.9 percent). On the other
hand, the share of jobs is greater than the share of people in the white
suburbs, black suburbs, and the cbd. By 2001, these patterns became even
more extreme, and even those residing in Latino central cities began ex-
periencing severe relative job shortages.

The spatial distributions shown in Table 4.1 suggest that at the general
level residents of black central cities have an employment disadvantage
when compared to residents of white suburban areas, because of the black
residents’ relatively worse physical proximity to jobs.12 Furthermore,
though there appear to be jobs in the cbd that are spatially accessible for
blacks and Latinos, many of these jobs may be inaccessible for other, non-
spatial reasons. cbd jobs tend to be highly competitive (Stoll 2000), and data
from mces show that a high percentage of them require a college degree,
while the percentage of residents who are high school dropouts is greatest in
the black and Latino central cities.

Low-Skill Jobs and Less-Educated People

Table 4.1 also shows the spatial distributions of recently filled low-skill jobs
and people (total and by race) and high school dropouts (total and by race)
in Los Angeles. The spatial distribution of low-skill jobs across the sub-
metropolitan areas is very similar to that of all jobs for both years, except that
low-skill jobs are slightly more decentralized, a finding consistent with na-
tional trends and previous research (Glaeser andKahn 2001). At the broadest
geographic comparison (i.e., central city versus total suburbs), in the early
1990s, 60.4 percent of the Los Angeles area’s lowest-skilled jobs were in the
suburbs, but only 42.6 percent of the least-educated people (i.e., those with
no high school degree) were located there. These patterns remained as stark
in 2001. But at a more disaggregated level—looking at the seven sub-
metropolitan areas—the spatial disparity between jobs and people is worse.
Consider two areas—white suburbs and black central city. The former
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contains 32.5 and 47.3 percent of the lowest-skilled jobs in 1992–94 and
2001, respectively, but only 20.9 percent of the least-educated people. The
latter holds 5.3 and 4.5 percent of these jobs in 1992–94 and 2001, re-
spectively, relative to 13.7 percent of the least-educated people. In 2001, this
imbalance relative to white suburbs was even more extreme for those re-
siding in Latino central-city areas.

These comparisons suggest that job proximity, as measured by the
number of nearby jobs available per resident, is markedly higher in the area
where most of the least-educated whites reside in comparison to the area
where most of the least-educated blacks and Latinos reside. But these pat-
terns are not unique to Los Angeles, even though urban scholars and pol-
icymakers often consider Los Angeles unique in its economic geography.
Indeed, the patterns shown here also appear across very different met-
ropolitan areas, such as Atlanta, Boston, and Detroit (Stoll, Holzer, and
Ihlanfeldt 2000).

These geographic imbalances between minorities and jobs, especially
low-skill jobs, are magnified by minorities’ relative lack of access to cars. As
noted earlier, mode of transit, in addition to location, is a major factor
influencing geographic job search. Blacks, and to a lesser extent Latinos, are
significantly less likely than whites to have access to cars, and these differ-
ences are greater for the less educated (Raphael and Stoll 2001; Holzer,
Ihlanfeldt, and Sjoquist 1994). For example, in the mid-1990s for those with
a high school degree or less in the United States, the car ownership rates for
whites, blacks, and Latinos were 74.2 percent, 47.0 percent, and 48.0 per-
cent, respectively. Moreover, these patterns were similar despite alternative
definitions of car access, such as presence of a car in the household, and were
similar across all large metropolitan areas (Raphael and Stoll 2001). To
be sure, the problem could be circular: the relative lack of car access for
blacks and Latinos could be influenced by their lack of income—without
which they cannot support car payments, insurance, and maintenance—and
their lack of income could be because they are more likely to live in job-poor
areas where employability is difficult without a car.

Still, lack of access to a car for those living in such neighborhoods di-
minishes their employment prospects for a number of reasons. Because they
own fewer cars, blacks and Latinos are much more likely to travel by public
transportation, which increases their search costs in a number of ways.
Commuting times on public transit are considerably longer than those for
private travel. Moreover, ‘‘reverse commutes’’ from central cities to suburbs
are difficult via transit because transit is often designed to carry riders into
city workplaces, not bring city riders out to dispersed suburban location
sites. Transit, and particularly rail routes, that serves suburban workplaces
is sparse (Wachs and Taylor 1998), and suburban firms are more physically
distant from public transit stops than are central-city firms, making many
suburban employment opportunities that much more inaccessible (Holzer
and Ihlanfeldt 1996). In the mid-1990s, nearly half of all low-skill jobs in
white suburbs were inaccessible by public transportation (defined as being
over a quarter-mile away from the nearest public transit stop), while the
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comparable figure for low-skill jobs in the central city was about 20 percent
(Stoll, Holzer, and Ihlanfeldt 2000). These difficulties are compounded by
the greater likelihood relative to other workers that low-skilled minority
workers will working nonstandard hours, such as the grave-yard or early-
morning shifts (Beers 2000), when public transit often does not run or runs
far less frequently.

The preceding analysis suggests that though employment opportunities
appear relatively greater in suburban areas, there are a number of challenges
that prevent central-city minority workers from attaining them. Because
of these challenges, central-city minorities are likely to limit their search and
travel to work to areas near their residential locations rather than contend
with the additional travel costs imposed on them by geographic mismatch
and limited vehicle availability. Indeed, recent research shows that job
search and travel costs limit the geographic distance workers are willing or
able to travel to work, and this results in differences in the geographic areas
searched by whites, blacks, and Latinos. Whites search for work in suburban
areas where job growth is relatively strong, and blacks in central-city areas
where job growth has been relatively weak, with Latinos somewhere in
between (Stoll and Raphael 2000). Blacks, however, search a larger geo-
graphic radius (Stoll 1999).

The Skills Issue

Limiting job search to the central city hurts minority workers in ways be-
yond the relative shortage of jobs there. Jobs and industries that require
more skill are more centralized than less skill-intensive industries. As noted
earlier, since the postwar period, metropolitan areas have been decen-
tralizing in part as a result of the reduced costs of transportation and lower
land prices on the suburban periphery (Glaeser and Kahn 2001; Mills 2000).
However, this pattern of decentralization is less true of industries and jobs
that are more skill intensive—as measured by either the average education
level of workers or the extent of computer use across industries (Glaeser and
Kahn 2001). Some argue that this pattern is explained by the information
externalities of proximity, as dense urban areas facilitate the speed and flow
of ideas. If this is the case, then idea-intensive industries such as commercial
banking and high services would be much more likely than others—such as
manufacturing—to centralize. This hypothesis is supported by the empirical
research (Glaeser and Kahn 2001; Glaeser 2000).

Jobs in central cities are likely to have higher skill requirements than those
in the suburbs, even though central cities may account for a smaller fraction
of the metropolitan areas’ jobs as a result of decentralization. Figure 4.1
provides evidence on this question for Los Angeles using data from mces

and laes. The first two pairs of columns show that in both 1992–94 and
2001 the percentage of noncollege jobs (jobs that do not require a college
degree) that are low skill is higher in the suburbs than central city. More-
over, the column to the far right indicates that the percentage of jobs re-
quiring a college degree is higher in the central city and suburbs.13 This
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implies that the employment challenges of less-skilled central-city minority
workers are compounded by the skill composition of jobs there.

As a corollary to this, there is currently a debate about whether skill
requirements of jobs are rising over time and climbing beyond the skill
attainment of workers, especially in central cities. The growing wage in-
equality between those with a college degree and high school diploma is
usually cited as evidence of the rising skill requirements of jobs (Levy and
Murnane 1992; Katz and Murphy 1992). In general, there seems to be a
consensus that on some measures, such as use of computers, skill require-
ments are increasing, albeit modestly (Holzer 1998). Some evidence on this
question is provided in Kasarda (1995), who shows in most large me-
tropolitan areas from 1970 to 1990, the percentage of jobs in the central city
that required a college degree was much higher than the share of residents
with a college degree. Kasarda also finds that the percentage of jobs in the
central city requiring a college degree rose dramatically from 1970 to 1990,
much faster than central-city residents who attained college degrees over the
same period.

The problem is of particular importance to the employment and earnings of
Latino workers, especially those of Mexican decent. Mexican Americans
represent the majority of Latino workers in the United States and also one of
the nation’s most economically disadvantaged groups. Mexican Americans
have also accumulated the least human capital of most racial and ethnic
groups in the United States, though much of this is accounted for by recent
Mexican immigrants who arrive with very limited education. The education/
human capital deficit of workers of Mexican descent is the principal reason
why they earn less than other U.S. workers (Grogger and Trejo 2002). Thus,
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the problem of rising skill requirements of jobs is likely to hit the Latino
community particularly hard.

Much of the rise in skill requirements can be attributed to the increasing
computerization of the workplace (Autor, Katz, and Krueger 1998; Autor,
Levy, and Murnane 2003). The relationship between computers and skills
is not one-way, however, and not as straightforward as it might appear.
Computerization can lead to both the downskilling and upskilling of work,
depending on how the technology is used and introduced (Cappelli 1996).
For example, computers can substitute for certain skilled clerks at a work-
place, but the computer tasks may only involve basic data input, which
results in the downskilling of that job. On the other hand, the increasing
demand for such computers is also likely to result in increased demand for
software programmers, network administrators and consultants, and com-
puter design makers, which results in the upskilling of work more generally.
Much of the research suggests that though computerization leads to both of
these outcomes, more upskilling of work appears to be taking place than
downskilling, with the result being rising skill requirements of jobs on
average (Autor, Levy, and Murnane 2003).

The rise of computerization and its attendant skills has raised questions
about the information-technology (it) economy’s impact on less-educated
workers. (‘‘Information technology’’ is defined as ‘‘the infrastructure and
knowledge that is necessary to market information readily available’’ [U.S.
Department of Commerce 1999:3]).14 In 1984 about 25.1 percent of all
workers in the United States used a computer at work (Autor, Katz, and
Krueger 1998); by 2000 this had risen to 68 percent, representing a 170
percent increase (Heldrich Center for Workforce Development 2000). Many
jobs that use computers are in it occupations and concentrated in high-
technology industries. But they are not exclusively in high-tech sectors: it
occupations and skills are now integrated into most parts of the economy
and are particularly prevalent in the financial and health industries (U.S.
Department of Commerce 2000).

The skill requirements of these jobs change rapidly, so workers that lack
familiarity with the computer are at a distinct disadvantage in competing for
them. The racial disparities in computer access in the United States thus
compound the skill barriers already facing less-educated minorities. It is
estimated that 55 and 47 percent of Asians and whites, respectively, have
computer access at home, compared to 26 and 23 percent of Latinos and
blacks, respectively. These gaps are slightly larger in the central city and also
larger for the less educated. Similar differences exist with respect to internet
access, and there is evidence that these gaps widened over the 1990s (U.S.
Department of Commerce 1999). Community Technology Centers (ctcs),
which provide computing and Internet access and training in mostly mi-
nority, underserved communities (and are sponsored and financed by a wide
range of actors including the federal government, nonprofits, and founda-
tions), are growing rapidly, but their effect on closing the racial digital divide
is unclear.
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Potential Policy Approaches

Traditionally, there have been two main approaches to addressing the em-
ployment challenges of less-educated workers in mostly job-poor, inner-city
minority communities. These can be distinguished as ‘‘place-based’’ and
‘‘people-based’’ policies. Place-based policies concentrate resources in eco-
nomically distressed areas as a revitalization strategy, while people-based
policies target resources to disadvantaged individuals irrespective of where
they are. A variant of these is ‘‘people-place polices,’’ which focus attention
on disadvantaged individuals in disadvantaged communities.

In the United States, a major place-based policy is the enterprise zone,
which was originally conceived in England but embraced in the United
States, especially under the Regan and first Bush administrations. Enterprise
zones evolved, under President Clinton, into empowerment zones. En-
terprise zones use tax and other financial incentives—such as job creation
and wage credits, employer income tax credits, selective hiring credits,
and investment and property tax credits—to encourage firms to locate or
expand in particular areas, usually distressed urban communities (Erickson
and Friedman 1991; Green 1991).

The results of this strategy have been largely disappointing. Enterprise
policies generate few jobs and instead simply induce firms to move into
designated areas from nearby locations (Ladd 1994). If the goal is to increase
minority employment more generally in distressed areas, then the zones may
be viewed as a benefit. But research has also shown that zone residents’
employability remains largely unchanged. Another concern is that zone
policies are expensive; each new job created in a zone costs between $40,000
and $60,000 (Ladd 1994). Whether Clinton’s empowerment version of en-
terprise zones shows different outcomes remains to be seen; however, the
empowerment zone’s focus on community building and its more stringent
enforcement of hiring zone residents suggest that it may prove more bene-
ficial.

Alternatively, job growth in disadvantaged minority communities has
also been pursued through macroeconomic growth policies stimulated by
either fiscal or monetary intervention at the federal level. The depth and
length of national economic growth has a large influence on job growth in
disadvantaged and particularly inner-city minority communities. The eco-
nomic boom the late 1990s brought with it tremendous economic and em-
ployment growth, so much so that the hemorrhaging of jobs from the central
city, which ran unabated for the previous four decades, slowed and in some
cases reversed (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 1997).
But even then, amidst the largest period of postwar economic growth, em-
ployment rose only modestly in distressed urban areas. In fact, had blacks
not moved out of their segregated neighborhoods to the extent that they did
over the 1990s, their geographic isolation from jobs would likely have
gotten significantly worse, not better, during the boom (Raphael and Stoll
2002). This is not to say, however, that national economic growth is of no
help to disadvantaged minorities. Growth, even if it is not directly beneficial,
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is likely to complement other policy approaches, some of which are de-
scribed here, and may even be a necessary condition for their success.

Two general people-place approaches are available to increase minority
residents’ physical access to jobs. The first is residential mobility, which aims
to increase minority access to suburban housing. Residential mobility pol-
icies, such as the Gautreaux or the ‘‘Moving to Opportunity’’ programs,
often provide incentives and supports for low-income, mostly minority
residents living in high-poverty areas to move to low-poverty suburban
neighborhoods. The Gautreaux program, implemented in the 1970s in
Chicago, appears to have had some success in improving the economic and
social outcomes of the adults and children it helped move (Rosenbaum and
Popkin 1991). The results have been mixed for ‘‘Moving to Opportunity,’’ a
demonstration mobility program implemented by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (hud) in 5 large metropolitan areas (Katz,
Kling, and Liebman 1997; Johnson, Ladd, and Ludwig 2002).15

A major concern with residential mobility is the problem of going to
scale. Suburban housing discrimination and the limited availability of low-
income housing in nonpoor suburban areas may limit the extent to which
the minority poor can move there. Mobility policies, then, would affect few
people relative to the number of people who are spatially disadvantaged in
the labor market. Such programs are also likely to be politically con-
troversial and costly, both in economic and social terms (Briggs 1997; Haar
1996). Leaving family, friends, and other neighborhood social institutions
can be difficult and potentially costly. In spite of the incentives offered in the
‘‘Moving to Opportunity’’ program demonstration, only about 50 percent
of the treatment group actually moved, perhaps for all the reasons just
mentioned (Katz, Kling, and Liebman 1997; Johnson, Ladd, and Ludwig
2002). Still, it is clear that even without these policies, residential mobility
could occur; if the federal government strengthened and enforced the Fair
Housing Act of 1988, suburban housing market discrimination and mort-
gage lending discrimination could be greatly reduced (Yinger 1995). Like-
wise, increased development of suburban low-income housing would offer
more spaces for mobility-minded residents of distressed urban areas. Each of
these tactics, of course, faces its own economic and political challenges.

The second people-place approach takes residential location as given and
attempts to improve physical access to suburbs instead—by subsidizing
commutes, providing vanpools, or improving public transportation con-
nections between the central city and suburban areas. An example of this
kind of program is hud’s ‘‘Bridges to Work’’ initiative, which emphasizes
job placement and transportation assistance (i.e., reverse commute) pro-
grams. These policies are generally less costly per participant and less po-
litically controversial than residential mobility programs. However, they do
not address the potentially negative effects of residing in areas of segregation
or concentrated poverty.

Transportation-based programs have other limitations as well. They will
have limited success if the wage benefits gained from suburban jobs are not
sufficient to compensate for the additional travel costs of a long commute. In
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fact, an interim report on ‘‘Bridges to Work’’ said that the demonstration
program experienced high program attrition early on in part because of the
excessive commuting costs of travel to distant suburbs (Elliot, Palubinsky,
and Tierney 1999). This problem may be more prevalent in programs that
focus on public transit and vanpool services than for policies that emphasize
the private car—such as car-sharing arrangements or subsidies to increase
car ownership. Vanpools and transit have higher travel costs than private
automobiles, which contributes to their inefficacy when compared with
private cars. Car access policies for less-educated minorities are estimated to
have big impacts on their employment (Raphael and Stoll 2001). Of course,
the benefits of these policies must be counterweighed against their potential
to increase the negative externalities of auto use, such as traffic congestion
and air pollution. However, the fact that many of the work trips of the poor
are reverse commutes and likely to occur during nonpeak hours should
mitigate these concerns (O’Regan and Quigley 1999).

In the absence of significant increases in auto access, however, tran-
sit policies should target employers that are relatively nearer to minority
communities and that are likely to hire minority applicants. Making more
central-city, as opposed to suburban, low-skill jobs accessible to public
transportation may also have a positive impact on minorities’ employment.
However, this approach is likely to be much more effective during economic
booms, when central-city job growth is much stronger. During times of
recession or economic stagnation, accessing suburban jobs becomes much
more important to the success of these programs.

But the targeting of central-city jobs means that the skill requirements of
jobs becomes an important issue to address in improving the employment
opportunities of less-skilled minority workers. In fact, the program admin-
istrators of the ‘‘Bridges to Work’’ program learned that ensuring their cli-
ents had or met the skill requirements of jobs, even those in the suburbs, was
as important as solving the spatial divide between central-city residents and
jobs.16 As a consequence, the ‘‘Bridges to Work’’ program integrated basic
job readiness training into program design. This suggests that the people-
based approach of employment and training policy should be an important
component of workforce development policy in minority communities. This
should be particularly effective for less-skilled Latino (particularly Mexican
American) workers whose problems of persistent low wages are well docu-
mented (Grogger and Trejo 2002). But what has the employment and train-
ing record shown, and what might be promising lessons for improvement?

The Record of Employment

and Training Policy

Over the past 25 years, 3 programs have largely governed employment and
training policy. These are the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
(ceta), from about 1973 to 1982; the Job Training and Partnership Act
(jtpa), from 1982 to 1998; and, most recently, the Workforce Investment
Act of 1998, which took effect in July 2000. The primary objectives of these
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policies have been to increase the employment, earnings, and job retention
of disadvantaged and dislocated workers, many of whom are minorities.
Although a diverse array of programs have been implemented under these
policy regimes, an examination reveals that two broad employment and
training models have been employed: stand-alone basic education and quick
employment—or ‘‘work first’’—models.17

The Basic Education Approach

Basic education was the dominant approach to employment and training
under ceta and in the early years of jtpa. Under this model, programs
provided classroom training in basic education skills like reading, writing,
and math. Many programs focused on helping program participants achieve
their high school diploma or equivalency degree (i.e., the ged). The un-
derlying philosophy of this training model is the human capital approach,
which holds that education and skills are the chief determinants of in-
dividuals’ future employment and earnings.18

Although theoretically sound, evaluations of these basic education and
training programs, such as the Work Incentive program, showed only small
impacts on participants’ employment, wages, or job retention. Where sig-
nificant wage increases were found for program participants, very few of
these gains were attributable to enhanced skills development; most were due
to longer hours worked (Strawn 1998; U.S. Department of Labor 1995).

There are a number of reasons for the inability of past basic education
programs to significantly enhance the employment, earnings, and job reten-
tion of disadvantaged workers. The stigmatization of program participants,
the short duration of training programs, the lack of relevant skills training,
and a disconnect between training programs and employers all contribute
to low success rates. Many employers were unwilling to hire participants
because they viewed these programs as poverty—rather than training—
programs, and many were skeptical of the skills and productivity of program
graduates (Harrison and Weiss 1998; Blank 1997; LaLonde 1995; Manski
and Garfinkel 1992). Still, some training programs that used the basic edu-
cation model were successful in connecting disadvantaged workers to jobs.
Successful programs often had close ties to employers, and, as a result, on-
the-job training and job search assistance was based on relevant and up-to-
date information from employers (U.S. Department of Labor 1995).

The ‘‘Work First’’ Approach

During the last 10 years of the jtpa program and following the passage of the
Family Support Act in 1988 (which included implementation of the
Job Opportunities and Basic Skills program), employment training shifted
from basic education to job search assistance, work experience, and other
employment-related services. This approach, reinforced and expanded
after welfare reform in 1996, has become known as the ‘‘work first’’ model.
The ‘‘work first’’ model focuses on rapid entry into the labor market by
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providing short-term training in employment-enhancing activities and direct
job search assistance, such as help with finding work, resume writing, and
interview training. ‘‘Work first’’ is predicated on the idea that social, or
‘‘soft’’ skills (i.e., punctuality, dress, speech, workplace norms, etc.), knowl-
edge of successful job search strategies, and quick entry into employment are
important for obtaining a job and gaining work-experience and on-the-job
training, and thus finding better employment.

The evaluation evidence on ‘‘work first’’ training programs indicates that
in the short term (i.e., one to two years) they have a greater impact on
participants’ employment and wages than the stand-alone basic education
efforts. Like the basic education models, these ‘‘work first’’ programs in-
creased earnings through greater hours worked, rather than securing higher
wages (Friedlander and Burtless 1995; Kempel and Haimson 1994). How-
ever, the initial increase in the employment and earnings of participants in
‘‘work first’’ programs quickly disappeared in subsequent years. How
quickly and to what extent these impacts fade seems to depend on program
design. The impacts dissipate faster in low-cost, job-search only programs,
called quick employment programs. But ‘‘work first’’ programs that use a
mixed approach to training—by treating program participants to a full
range of employment and training services, including skill development or
basic education, in addition to sponsoring job search and ‘‘soft’’ skills
training—have larger and longer-lasting program impacts (Strawn 1998;
U.S. Department of Labor 1995).

While the mixed approach to ‘‘work first’’ training had longer lasting
employment and wage impacts than did quick employment programs, most
programs failed to significantly raise the job retention rates of partici-
pants. The few exceptions to this trend are programs that have significant
employer-based training in relevant job skills combined with basic educa-
tion, ‘‘soft’’ skills training, and post-employment assistance (Strawn 1998).
Thus, the evaluation literature clearly indicates that ‘‘work first’’ programs
that focus only on quick employment strategies fail to increase the employ-
ment, earnings, and job retention of participants over the long run. This can
be partly attributed to placements in mostly low-wage jobs that are unlikely
to provide on-the-job training and advancement potential (Osterman 1995).

The Workforce Investment Act (wia) of 1998 altered the employment
and training system in the United States by consolidating several federally
funded employment and training programs and further centralized authority
over them to states and other local entities. More significantly, wia in-
troduced greater competition to improve the employment and training
system through individual training accounts, performance and customer
satisfaction measures, and certification of training providers. It also changed
the employment and training system from a focus on the ‘‘disadvantaged’’ to
one of universal access for a range of worker skills through innovative ‘‘one-
stop’’ centers that provide a range of services for the differing employment
and training needs of ‘‘clients.’’ Though these changes offer some cause for
optimism about employment and training in the United States, ‘‘work first’’
approaches still seem to be a strong component under wia, thus raising
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questions about what impact changes under wia will have on the overall
effectiveness of training (Buck 2002).

Promising Practices in Employment

and Training

In response to the limited success of previous employment and training
programs, a number of training agencies have begun to experiment with
different strategies and practices to improve the employment and earnings of
low-skilled workers. What are these promising practices, and why might
they be effective?19

Employer Links

Not surprisingly, programs with links to employers have shown more suc-
cess in raising employment, retention and earnings levels than those pro-
grams without such connections (Bliss 2000; Melendez and Harrison 1998).
The greater success of these training programs is likely attributable to two
factors. First, training providers that have employer involvement are more
likely to have current information on the work standards and skill re-
quirements of jobs, and their participants are thus more likely to meet
employers’ skill needs. Second, such programs provide employers with in-
centives to hire program participants. Employers involved in training pro-
grams can reduce their search and training costs because they have greater
access to an appropriately trained labor supply.20 These two factors are
likely to lead to greater placement and employment rates, higher wages, and
better job retention rates for participants. At the same time, the firms benefit
through increased productivity, increased profits (as a result of lower search
and training costs), and greater retention of employees (U.S. Department of
Labor 1996).

Employer links may also help to mitigate the discrimination against
minority groups in hiring, especially when, as is the case now, anti-
discrimination enforcement is weak. To the extent that employers come to
see certain programs as credible and important to their business needs, they
may be more willing to hire program participants irrespective of the color of
their skin. This view is consistent with the idea that certification limits dis-
crimination against stigmatized groups (Levy and Murnane 1996). Of
course, to the extent employers’ attitudes about certain minority groups are
negative and fixed, they will be less likely to approach and less willing to deal
with programs that have such workers as their clients. For this reason anti-
discrimination enforcement is necessary and should be strengthened. Still,
employers whose discrimination is statistical in nature may be influenced to
hire members of minority groups from these programs because of the added
information infusion produced in these relationships. Finally, targeting
minority employers is likely to be particularly effective, since they are much
more likely than other employers to hire minority workers (Chapter 7 of this
volume; Stoll, Holzer, and Raphael, 2004).
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Relevant and Timely Skills Training

Given the rising skill requirements of jobs and the rate of computerization of
work, relevant and timely skills training seems mandatory to successfully link
and retain low-skilled workers to jobs. But training in relevant skills has his-
torically been absent in previous employment and training models, especially
those that follow ‘‘work first’’ strategies. Employer involvement in training
will help agencies overcome this absence. Another way to accomplish it is to
contract with other training agencies that have proven track records of suc-
cessfully training workers in relevant and timely skills. For example, in the
Casey Foundation’s St. Louis Jobs Initiative, the Better Family Life (bfl)
community-based organization (cbo), whichwas responsible for coordinating
training efforts, approached the local community college to conduct its
training because the community college had larger facilities, better equipment,
and past success in worker training. The cbo/college partnership led to the
creation of the WorkLink program, whereby bfl concentrates on ‘‘soft’’ skill
and other preemployment training, while the community college trains the
‘‘hard’’ skills set (Annie E. Casey Foundation 2000).

The establishment of standardized curriculums for various skill sets is
another way to effectively train workers in relevant skills. Mature occupa-
tions are usually defined by skills standards, which are used to establish
consistent information about the requirements of particular jobs. The Na-
tional Skills Standards Board defines these standards as ‘‘performance spe-
cifications that identify the knowledge, skills and abilities an individual
needs to succeed in the workplace’’ (Northwest Center for Emerging Tech-
nologies 1999:4). Once established, standards allow job trainers to develop
curricula that train workers in specific skills, and by definition such training
should produce somewhat consistent skill outcomes across different training
sites. This consistency of training allows programs to certify their program
graduates, which plays two roles. It provides employers certainty about the
bundle of skills that the potential worker possesses and provides the po-
tential worker with a marketable credential.

The timing of skills training is also an important factor to consider. The
literature indicates that training in ‘‘hard,’’ in addition to ‘‘soft,’’ skill training
before job placement produces the greatest positive effect on job retention.
For example, San Francisco Works found that instruction in ‘‘hard skills’’
such as computer training for jobs in the financial/banking sector before
employment or internship placements produced longer job retention rates for
participants than when it occurred simultaneously (Bliss 2000). Presumably,
training before placement in employment or internships led to greater fa-
miliarity with computer skills and components, which in turn led to greater
confidence and ability on the subsequent job.

Mixed Approach to Training

‘‘Work first’’ employment programs clearly indicate that assistance in job
search and training in workplace norms and customs is an important
component of training, particularly for participants who have been out of
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the labor force for significant periods of time. A 1995 study by the General
Accounting Office suggested that successful training programs include
‘‘soft’’ skills training in addition to job-specific ‘‘hard’’ skills (U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor 1995). The Casey Foundation’s New Orleans Jobs Initiative
follows this strategy and has had positive preliminary program results.
Participants receive technical skills training and preemployment and ‘‘soft’’
skills training, which focus on teaching workplace codes (Annie E. Casey
Foundation 2000). Welfare-to-work programs such as Riverside, Cali-
fornia’s gain program, Florida’s Family Transition Program, and the Bal-
timore options program also follow this balanced approach and have
shown signs of success (Strawn 1998).

Networking and Collaboration Among Training Providers

No single organization usually has the internal capacity (in size, resources,
equipment, facilities, access to clients, expertise) to complete the training
process from beginning to end, and thus collaboration is important for
training success. Moreover, collaboration may be effective when organiza-
tions appear to be encroaching on other’s ‘‘territory,’’ in either geographic or
program area (Harrison and Weiss 1998). Indeed, recent evidence supports
the hypothesis that networking makes a positive difference for organizational
and participant outcomes, though networks with other job development in-
termediaries seem more effective than collaborations with government or
social service agencies (Falcon, Melendez, and de Montrichard 2003).

There are a number of examples that illustrate these points. In both the
St. Louis Jobs Initiative and the New Orleans Jobs Initiative, cbos and
community colleges partner to accomplish their training goals. In both in-
itiatives, community colleges conduct the ‘‘hard’’ skills training because often
the cbos do not have the expertise, capacity, or resources and equipment to
conduct the training themselves. However, the community colleges gain from
these partnerships as well because they benefit from the additional partici-
pants they receive from referrals from these cbos, which usually have deep
roots in disadvantaged communities, and from the additional ‘‘soft’’ skill
training that cbos conduct (Annie E. Casey Foundation 2000).

These kinds of partnerships are also likely to benefit community tech-
nology centers (ctcs). Many ctcs are moving into more formal technical job
training by partnering with larger training institutions, such as community
colleges, because of their size and expertise (Chapple et al. 2000). As these
programs evolve and as the goals for their training programs grow to include
‘‘soft’’ skills training, many ctcs will most likely need to look to partner
with other nonprofits that have expertise in conducting such training.

Post-Employment Assistance

Finally, post-employment assistance can help participants learn new skills
quickly and continuously, which is important given the rise and changes in
task requirements of jobs and the growing concern over job retention.
Recent research indicates that postemployment programs are particularly
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effective when they are developed in conjunction with employers and when
the programs are sensitive to specific workplace dynamics (Bliss 2000).
Some examples of postemployment assistance include skill enhancement—
such as continued on-the-job training or formal apprenticeship programs—
in which employers provide continued instruction in job skills. For example,
the Cooperative Health Care Network provides continued in-service train-
ing and career upgrading programs for its graduates (Strawn 1998). The
objectives of these programs are to strengthen or update skills for the current
job or to facilitate career advancement.

Postemployment assistance is most effective when it addresses the range
of issues that confront disadvantaged workers. Indeed, these forms of as-
sistance are particularly important for reducing absenteeism and job reten-
tion. Recent research indicates that well over half of the absenteeism
problems of welfare recipients at work are due to child-care and transpor-
tation problems (Holzer and Stoll 2001a). To address these kinds of issues,
the Chicago Commons Employment and Training Center provides com-
prehensive on-site support services, transportation assistance, and child care
for their program graduates (Strawn 1998).

Conclusion

Though difficult, improving the employment and earnings prospects for
disadvantaged workers, especially less-educated workers in low-income
minority communities, can be accomplished through careful public policy.
To start, deliberate, expansionary monetary policy—the type that con-
tributed the strong economic conditions that we witnessed over the 1990s—
is likely to help. The economic boom of the late 1990s brought with it
increased employment opportunities and therefore better economic fortunes
for the disadvantaged in low-incomeminority communities. With employers
facing significant job shortages, their willingness to hire those that histori-
cally had been marginalized increased, and the employment and earnings of
these workers rose as well, after having declined or been stagnant for the
past two decades. Moreover, there was a sense that if the boom were to
continue on, secular changes in employer attitudes concerning minority
groups, especially blacks, would occur, and the long-term employment
prospects for these groups would greatly improve. But with the economic
bust coming suddenly and minority economic losses rising disproportion-
ately in the aftermath, it is clear that this was not to be the case.

This is not to say that macroeconomic conditions and therefore monetary
policies don’t matter for the labor market prospects of disadvantaged
workers. They do. It is much easier for less-educated minority workers to get
jobs during economic growth periods than during economic busts. But it is
difficult to maintain strong economic conditions over the long run, and even
when this does occur there are no guarantees that strong employment
growth will follow. The recovery following the economic bust of 2000, for
example, was a ‘‘jobless’’ one. Minority employment and wages didn’t rise
during this period, even though growth took place, because few jobs were
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generated (National Urban League 2004). Thus, economic growth alone
may not be sufficient to overcome the persistent joblessness and poverty that
characterize many low-income minority communities.

As a result, additional policies and programs must be pursued, especially
those that better link less-educated minority workers to jobs for which they
qualify and which increase their competitiveness in local labor markets. To
accomplish this, targeted public policies that focus on the unique problems
associated with these communities, such as spatial and skill barriers to
employment and persistent discrimination, are necessary. Policies that re-
duce the spatial divide of work, such as those that foster car ownership;
that raise the skills of such workers, such as through effective employ-
ment and training programs that incorporate ‘‘best practices’’ in the field;
and those that lessen discriminatory practices of employers are likely to
be particularly effective. Moreover, these interventions are likely to be
that much more effective when the economy is strong and labor markets
tight.

Nonprofits in the employment and training business and foundation-
supported jobs initiatives have provided particularly good models on how
to raise the employment and earnings of less-educated minority workers
through innovative ‘‘best practice’’ methods. But the combined efforts of
these actors are not enough to meet the employment and training needs
of these groups. There is still a need for a federal role in employment and
training. Though past federal efforts in this regard have been met with
limited success, the restructuring of employment and training services and
programs embodied in thewia and that include many of the ‘‘best practices’’
identified here offer some hope that the effectiveness of these efforts will
improve. The systematic cutbacks in funding for federal employment and
training programs that have occurred over the past decade, however, temper
this optimism. But if evaluations of the wia indicate that such changes in
employment and training policies and programs have been successful,
usually as measured by whether the benefits of the program exceed the costs,
then surely a case can be made that expansion of the wia is warranted and
needed.

Notes

1. The term workforce development is used here to describe those public policies
and programs, such as the federal government’s Job Training and Partnership Act
(jtpa) and now the Workforce Development Investment Act (wia) and other
residential or transportation mobility programs, that aim to improve the skills or
employment access of disadvantaged workers in the United States, such as the less
educated, welfare recipients, dislocated workers, disadvantaged youth, and so on.
While much of the coordination of workforce development has historically emanated
from federal government efforts, increasingly states, local governments, and private
foundations, among others, are helping to shape workforce development in the
United States. Moreover, the design and implementation of many of these are
increasingly being done by nonprofit institutions, such as community-based orga-
nizations, other not-for-profits and community colleges.
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2. The basis of this discussion was developed in Holzer, Raphael, and Stoll
(2002a).

3. This issue applies to other disadvantaged groups such as welfare recipients. See
Ong and Blumenberg (1998) and Holzer and Stoll (2001b) for more.

4. The basis of this discussion is developed in Stoll (1999). Stoll shows that
average distance from search areas, as well as the absence of vehicle availability, is
negatively related to the number of areas searched and to the distance searched by
workers. Thus, distance from search areas and lack of access to cars imposes high
search costs (in both time and money) on workers and limits the extent of geographic
job search.

5. The Multi-City Employer Survey (mces) was developed by Harry J. Holzer
and successfully completed telephone interviews with 3,220 employers between
1992 and 1994 in four cities (approximately 800 per city): Atlanta, Boston, Detroit,
and Los Angeles. Questions focused on overall employer and employee character-
istics, for example, establishment size, recent hiring behavior, composition of current
employees by race and gender, and the numbers and characteristics of all currently
vacant jobs and recently filled jobs and of the last worker hired into that job. The
sample of firms was drawn from two sources: a random sample of firms and their
phone numbers stratified by establishment size and the employers of respondents in
the mcsui household survey. The random samples were drawn across establishment
size categories to reproduce the distribution of employment across these categories in
the work force; the household-generated sample implicitly weights firms in the same
way. The sample of recently filled jobs at these firms reasonably represents the
universe of new jobs that are currently available to job seekers. There were few
differences in response rates across observable categories, for example, establishment
size, industry, and location, suggesting little if any sample selection bias. In addition,
comparison of industries and size of firmwith theCounty Business Patterns Data and
with U.S. Census data on occupations verified the representativeness of the sample.
See Holzer (1996) for more discussion on the method and sampling of mces.

6. By and large, the laes sampling frame and data collection methods were
identical to those of the mces, except for the data collection date, and thus are
comparable over time. laes data were collected between May 2001 and November
2001 from a 20-minute telephone survey administered to 619 establishments in Los
Angeles. One difference in the surveys is that the laes sampled only noncollege jobs,
or those jobs that do not require a college degree, while mces sampled all jobs.

7. Both the mces and lase asked a representative sample of employers in Los
Angeles the same questions about the hiring requirements (education, experience,
and training) of and tasks involved in the last filled job in the firm, thus allowing for
different skill definitions of jobs that may be more accurate than other, more
universally used measures based upon occupation or industry. These jobs may better
represent those for which new low-skilled labor market entrants are qualified.
Definitions of low-skill jobs were pursued based upon the tasks performed and the
experience, training or educational levels required by employers. Following recent
research, the low-skill job category presented in Table 4.1 is the union of jobs that
involve no reading, writing, or math tasks and require no experience, training, or
high school diploma, and those that require no high school degree, experience, or
training.

8. Due to the unique spatial character of the Los Angeles region, we deviated
somewhat from official central city/suburban boundaries. There, boundaries define
areas that are atypical central-city and suburban places. The low population and
employment densities of some central-city areas, in particular the San Fernando
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Valley, are more analogous to those in the suburbs, while some close-in areas, in
particular East Los Angeles, have densities that match or exceed those in the central
city. Thus, in Los Angeles, we include the San Fernando Valley, a central-city area
that looks more like a suburban area, as part of the suburbs, and East Los Angeles, a
suburban area that looks like a central-city area, as part of the central city in the
analysis.

9. Geographic Information Systems and 2000 U.S. Census data were used to
examine the racial/ethnic residential composition of census tracts and define seven
types of submetropolitan areas within Los Angeles: the central business district
(cbd), black central city, Latino central city, white central city, black suburbs,
integrated suburbs, and white suburbs. Except for the cbd, the submetropolitan
areas are defined by racial/ethnic composition and central city/suburban boundaries.
The cbd is defined by the U.S. Census Bureau and is that area within the central city
commonly referred to as downtown. The black (Latino) central city is defined as that
area within the central city with contiguous census tracts of blacks (Latinos)
representing 50 percent or more of the population. Because of the population
diversity in Los Angeles, the white central-city area is as those contiguous census
tracts where whites represent the plurality of the population. The black suburban
area is defined as that area within the suburbs with contiguous census tracts of blacks
representing at least 30 percent of the population. The white suburban area is defined
as that area within the suburbs with contiguous census tracts of whites representing
80 percent of the population. Finally, the remaining suburban census tracts are
defined as integrated suburban areas. In Los Angeles, the integrated area is racially
mixed (Asians, Latinos, whites and blacks) and is represented by census tracts
where no one group is the majority. See Stoll, Holzer, and Ihlanfeldt (2000) for a
justification of these definitions, their sensitivity to different definitions, and a more
through discussion of them more generally.

10. Since we compare data on jobs over time, we also examined whether the areas
defined by racial residential concentration would change using the 1990 U.S. Census
data and whether the distributions of people (total and by race) would change as
well. We found that the areas defined by racial residential concentration defined
above and the spatial distributions of people were strikingly similar across the two
time periods, so we use only data from 2000.

11. In this table for both years, all jobs refer to those jobs that do not require a
college degree to make the mces and laes exactly comparable.

12. Of course, two major assumptions are being made here. First, the analysis
focuses only on the relative availability of jobs to different groups of people by
geographic location. To the extent that the absolute number of jobs available to low-
skilled workers may be insufficient for all to become employed (e.g., Holzer and
Danziger 2000), these results may understate their employment problems. Further-
more, it is assumed that job proximity is more heterogeneous across submetropolitan
areas than within them. This assumption may not always hold; in particular, due to
the geographic expanse of the white suburban area, physical job accessibility may
display important variability within this area.

13. mces also contains this information for Atlanta, Boston, and Detroit and
finds that the percent of jobs that require a college degree is higher in the central city
than suburbs in Atlanta and Detroit and about identical in Boston.

14. it positions range from technical support, network administration, Web page
design, software development, 3-D animation, and digital video editing and
mapping, to hardware repair and maintenance and database management and
design.
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15. The Moving-to-Opportunity program is also partly motivated by the notion
of ‘‘neighborhood effects,’’ where the concentration of low-income minorities in
poor neighborhoods leads to their social isolation from other groups and compounds
the various disadvantages that they face (see, for instance, Wilson 1987).

16. To be sure, the skills issue also became prominent because the program
administers a clientele withweaker skills than they expected as a result of the booming
economy in the late 1990s that adsorbed many unemployed workers that were more
job ready.

17. The characterization of workforce development models into basic education
and ‘‘work first’’ has also been noted in other studies (see, for example, Strawn 1998;
U.S. Department of Labor 1995; Grubb 1995).

18. These ideas were in part influenced by the development of human capital
theory in economics (see, for example, Becker 1964, for a discussion of these ideas).

19. In reviewing this literature, a broad base of training organizations were ex-
amined and included, among others, cbos, community technology centers (ctcs),
community colleges, and public- and private-sponsored initiatives and training
intermediaries. This discussion highlights a number of promising practices. However,
this section should not be viewed as exhaustive but rather representative of some of
the more important training practices. Moreover, these practices should not be
viewed as mutually exclusive in the sense that some practices may serve dual
purposes and because many organizations incorporate more than one practice into
their training programs and strategies.

20. Employers spend a nontrivial amount of money to keep any one low-skill job
filled, particularly when one factors in the high turnover rates that are characteristic
of these jobs. Research indicates that employers’ search costs for low-skilled to
semiskilled workers are on average between $300 and $1,500, depending on how
difficult it is to find appropriate labor, and that training costs for these workers range
from $700 to $3,000, depending on the type of training required (Frazis, Gittleman,
Horrigan, and Jovce 1998; Bishop 1994).
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5 Employment Opportunities
Beyond the ’Hood
African American and Hispanic Applicants
in Atlanta, Los Angeles, New York,
and Philadelphia

Introduction

While much of the community economic development field focuses on
bringing jobs to disadvantaged minority neighborhoods, the reality is that
the majority of residents find work outside their neighborhoods, and often
the economic success of these neighborhoods depends largely on job open-
ings beyond their boundaries. Unfortunately, equal access to the larger labor
market is often affected by spatially related barriers, especially among
minority communities. Urban labor markets have experienced substantial
shifts during the past three decades, following the economic stagnation of
the early 1970s and the subsequent restructuring of the national economy.
While job growth has tended to be concentrated in those sectors that are
both high- and low-technology based and draw upon a mix of skilled
technicians as well as unskilled workers, manufacturing and other blue-
collar industries have increasingly relocated out of central cities.1 At the
same time, racial discrimination in housing and mortgage markets and in-
sufficient affordable housing in areas of job growth have continued to pre-
vent many from moving with their traditional sources of employment.2 The
resulting jobs-housing imbalance has affected growing numbers of poten-
tially productive African Americans and Hispanics who find themselves ei-
ther jobless, facing longer commutes in comparison to white workers with
similar characteristics, or locked in nonunionized, low-paying, and casual
jobs.3

There is a consensus on the fact that the spatial jobs-housing imbalance
does affect wages and employment rates among urban African Americans and
to some degree among Hispanics. While most studies in this tradition have
focused on wage levels and employment outcomes, only recently have schol-
ars devoted more attention to the relationship between residential segrega-
tion and the job search process.4 The job search of minority individuals
residing in inner-city areas seems to be geographically more concentrated with
respect to the efforts of comparable job seekers whose residential choices are
not constrained. Specifically, search areas tend to be geographically restricted
to areas immediately surrounding individuals’ residences.
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Job search studies have generally focused on the analysis of the supply
side of labor rather than the demand side, partly because of the paucity of
data on employers.5 This is unfortunate because the proximity of firms to the
residential location of potential job applicants of various racial/ethnic
backgrounds deserves as much attention as individual job seekers’ search
behavior since firm location, among other firm characteristics, is likely to
affect the flow and size of the pool of minority applicants, and ultimately the
probability for them of being hired.6 To be sure, it is hard to ascertain the
causality of employer location with respect to the flow and size of applicants
from different racial groups. In fact, employers might decide to locate in
areas where the desired labor force is concentrated, thus reducing the
probability of attracting potential applicants from other groups. None-
theless, the relationship between firm location and applicant rates among
residents of minority neighborhoods is worth exploring because establish-
ments that are located at long distances from African American and His-
panic concentrations would probably display higher applicant rates among
those groups if the job search quality of such potential groups of applicants
was not affected by spatially related barriers compared to white applicants
with similar characteristics. Moreover, spatially related barriers affect Afri-
can American and Hispanic applicant rates in different ways, as do different
sociospatial contexts.

This chapter focuses on the recruitment of African American and His-
panic job seekers by a sample of 1,069 firms filling low-skill job positions in
the Los Angeles, Atlanta, New York, and Philadelphia metropolitan areas.7

As in other parts of the nation, economic restructuring and demographic
changes have had major impacts on the labor market structures of these four
metropolitan areas. New York and Los Angeles exemplify the trends toward
increasing economic and social polarization resulting from economic re-
structuring. The post–Cold War decrease in defense investments has been
largely responsible for the decline of the manufacturing sectors of Los An-
geles and, to some degree, New York (Table 5.1).8

Manufacturing jobs have tended to decentralize, although in both regions
the geography of industrial relocation has not resulted in a simple inner city–
suburb bifurcation like in other classic monocentric metropolitan areas, but
rather in the creation of economic nodes throughout the two jurisdictionally
fragmented regions. At the same time, the sectors based on high-technology
production and labor-intensive production as well as the business and fi-
nancial service sector (fire)—particularly in the New York area, before
September 11, 2001—have continued to expand, reinforcing the two re-
gions’ roles as major poles for the coordination of the flow of capital,
production and trade at the international level.9 On the other hand, Phila-
delphia, which has historically been one of the largest industrial cities in the
nation, has been hit even harder by economic restructuring. As in other Rust
Belt cities, deindustrialization has resulted in the loss of jobs within the city’s
boundary and the relocation of the production of nondurable goods to the
suburbs, mainly in the northeastern part of the city, as well as to the outer
counties of the metropolitan area. In the central city, increasing numbers of
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workers are employed in the service sector, especially in activities providing
direct services to the city’s population. The retail sector, in particular, at-
tracts numerous job seekers, especially among recent immigrants.10 In
contrast, Atlanta has featured the highest job growth rates during the past
two decades with respect to the other study areas. Much of the job growth in
this region has occurred in the service sector. At the same time, the area has
experienced a considerable geographic shift in the location of jobs, including
low-skill jobs, to the northern part of the region. The movement of manu-
facturing jobs to this part of the area has affected employment rates among
blacks residing in the southern suburbs of Atlanta.11

Economic restructuring has been accompanied by important demographic
changes in the four metropolitan areas. As Table 5.2 shows, all four me-
tropolitan areas have experienced population growth during the past two
decades. Traditional ports of entry for immigrants, New York and Los
Angeles have received increasing numbers of newcomers from Asia and Latin
American countries, especially after the 1965 changes in immigration law.
This is reflected in the racial/ethnic diversity of New York and Los Angeles. In
2000, 43 percent of the total population of Los Angeles was classified as
Hispanic and nearly 13 percent was Asian/Pacific Islander. Similarly, New
York is characterized by sizeable Hispanic and Asian/Pacific Islander popu-
lations, although these represent smaller proportions of the total population
than in Los Angeles (23 percent and 10 percent). African American popula-
tions are far larger and more concentrated in Atlanta, New York, and

Table 5.1. Selected employment characteristics of study areas, 1971–2000

Year
Atlanta
MSA

New York
PMSA

Los
Angeles
PMSA

Philadelphia
PMSA

Average Annual Job Growth Rates (Percentages)
1971–1980 4.5 �0.9 2.4 0.7
1981–1990 4.3 0.9 1.4 1.5
1991–2000 3.6 0.5 �0.1 0.8

Manufacturing: Average Percentage of Total Jobs
1971–1980 16.9 17.6 26.0 25.7
1981–1990 14.3 12.3 22.8 18.9
1991–2000 11.5 8.4 17.3 13.9

FIRE: Average Percentage of Total Jobs
1971–1980 7.1 11.9 6.2 6.2
1981–1990 7.0 13.6 6.7 7.0
1991–2000 6.6 13.0 6.1 7.1

Wholesale/Trade: Average Percentage of Total Jobs
1971–1980 27.6 19.7 22.7 21.5
1981–1990 27.7 18.6 23.1 22.8
1991–2000 26.6 17.4 22.2 22.1

Services: Average Percentage of Total Jobs
1971–1980 19.6 23.8 21.2 NA
1981–1990 22.6 29.7 26.0 31.5
1991–2000 28.5 35.6 31.7 34.7

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Philadelphia than in Los Angeles. As Table 5.2 shows, nearly 30 percent of
Atlanta’s population is black, whereas blacks account for 25 percent and
21 percent of the total population in New York and Philadelphia, compared
with 10 percent in Los Angeles. In addition, while 28 percent of blacks in Los
Angeles reside in predominantly black neighborhoods, such proportion is
much larger in all other metropolitan areas, from 60 percent in Atlanta to 65
percent in New York.12 In contrast, Hispanics are far more concentrated in
Los Angeles than in any other metropolitan area. While almost 70 percent of
Hispanics in Los Angeles reside in predominantly Hispanic neighborhoods,
such proportion drops to 44 percent in New York. Both the size and con-
centration of Hispanics are relatively low in Philadelphia and Atlanta, whose
populations have historically been characterized by a black-white dichotomy.
Here the impact of recent arrivals from Asia and Latin America has been much
smaller than in other areas, mainly because of a poor opportunity structure.

In general, growing numbers of newcomers have been associated with
increasing levels of residential segregation among Asians and Hispanics,
especially in traditional ports of entry. At the same time, African Americans
have remained by far the most spatially isolated minority group, notwith-
standing higher rates of black suburbanization—especially among an in-
creasingly affluent black middle class—and decreasing levels of black
residential segregation.13 Table 5.2 shows that during the past two decades

Table 5.2. Selected demographic characteristics of study areas, 1980–2000

Metropolitan Area

Atlanta
Los

Angeles
New
York Philadelphia

Population Growth (% Change)
1980–1990 46 19 4 4
1990–2000 39 7 9 4

Total Population 2000 4,112,198 9,519,338 9,314,235 5,100,931

Racial/Ethnic Breakdown 2000
%Black 29 10 25 21
%Hispanic 6 43 23 5
%NH White 59 31 40 70
%API 4 13 10 4

Dissimilarity of Blacks
1980 0.77 0.81 0.77 0.79
1990 0.71 0.74 0.83 0.81
2000 0.65 0.67 0.82 0.72

Dissimilarity of Hispanics
1980 0.31 0.57 0.69 0.63
1990 0.39 0.63 0.68 0.65
2000 0.51 0.63 0.66 0.60

Blacks in Predominantly
Black Neighborhoods (%) 60 28 65 62

Hispanics in Predominantly
Hispanic Neighborhoods (%) 4 69 44 22

Source: Census Bureau 1980, 1990, 2000
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the residential segregation of African Americans, as measured by the dis-
similarity index, has decreased in all metropolitan areas examined in this
study with the exception of New York, where segregation levels have in-
creased between 1980 and 2000.14

In spite of decreasing segregation levels, black residential segregation
levels in Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and New York are still above the na-
tional average. In particular, while an average of about 65 percent of all
African Americans residing in the nation’s metropolitan areas would have to
move to different neighborhoods in order to achieve a spatial distribution
equivalent to that of whites, the percentage of African Americans who
would have to move to achieve an even distribution reaches 72 percent in
Philadelphia and 82 percent in New York. Very high levels of segregation in
Philadelphia and New York are not surprising, since segregation usually
tends to be higher in older metropolitan areas characterized by a sizeable
black population and a long history of discriminatory housing practices.15

In both New York and Los Angeles, the core part of the metropolitan area
has become increasingly Hispanic. While the Hispanic population of Los
Angeles comprises predominantly individuals of Mexican descent, New
York is characterized by large proportions of Puerto Ricans and immigrants
from the Dominican Republic. In Los Angeles, the Mexican population has
dramatically spread throughout the central and eastern parts of the region,
whereas the size of the African American population has decreased during
the past decades, partly due to the relocation of many African Americans to
other areas. In Los Angeles, African Americans tend to be predominantly
concentrated in an area southwest of downtown and north of Long Beach,
stretching between Central Avenue—the historical area of black settlement—
and the West Side. In contrast, the black population of Atlanta has experi-
enced a considerable increase during the past two decades. In Atlanta, most
blacks reside in the suburbs in the southern part of the region, while the
suburbs in the northern side are predominantly white. Similarly, Philadel-
phia presents a dramatic spatial division of African Americans in the north-
west and west, and whites in the eastern part of the metropolitan area.

Jobs and Potential Applicants: An Illustration

To illustrate the location of low-skill job openings with respect to the res-
idential characteristics of African American and Hispanic potential labor
pools, I performed a geographic information analysis (gis) of data from the
Survey on Human Resource Practices in the Metropolis. The survey was
conducted in 1997 by Roger Waldinger at the University of California, Los
Angeles, to study employment patterns and practices in New York, Phila-
delphia, Atlanta, and Los Angeles. The survey contains information on the
size, hiring experiences, and other basic characteristics of each firm in a
random sample of 1,069 establishments with noncollege position open-
ings.16 In addition, the survey provides specific information on the recruit-
ment and hiring process as well as the characteristics of the person who filled
the last position in each firm. All surveyed firms were geocoded, that is, each
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address was assigned longitude and latitude coordinates to represent the
location of each establishment as a point on a computer-generated map.

Contextual data used to identify spatial concentrations of potential
minority applicants come from Census 2000, Summary File 1. The popu-
lation 18 to 64 years of age better approximates the labor force population
and prevents the analysis from overrepresenting potential applicants con-
centrations due to the large presence of children among Hispanic im-
migrants. Further, to locate labor force concentrations without counting
groups that are not likely to participate in the labor force, census tracts in
which over 40 percent of the total population resides in group quarters—
correctional facilities, hospitals, or dorms—are omitted from the analysis.17

This is particularly important when dealing with populations for which
incarceration rates are quite high.

The gis analysis of the labor force distribution by race and ethnicity in the
four metropolitan areas suggests that such patterns are very similar to those
observed for the total population within each racial/ethnic group. Geo-
graphic concentration in groups of contiguous census tracts located in the
central part of each metropolitan area seems to be an explicit characteristic
of the residential patterns of African Americans in Los Angeles, Atlanta,
and, to some degree, Philadelphia. New York, on the other hand, displays
several African American clusters throughout the territory, with major
concentrations in Harlem as well as in Bronx, Kings, and Queens coun-
ties (Figure 5.1). Furthermore, while Philadelphia and Atlanta feature a
minor presence of predominantly Hispanic census tracts, Hispanics clearly

Figure 5.1. Distribution of firms and racial/ethnic composition of labor force,

New York
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constitute a substantial element in the sociospatial settings of New York and
Los Angeles. In Los Angeles, besides the mega-barrio encompassing the
central/eastern part of the county, Hispanic clusters can be found in the San
Fernando Valley as well as in Long Beach and the northern part of the
metropolitan area (Figure 5.2). In New York, the Hispanic labor force is
predominantly concentrated in Bronx County as well as in smaller pockets
throughout Manhattan, Queens, and Kings counties. In Los Angeles, New
York, and Philadelphia, Hispanic clusters tend to be located in areas im-
mediately adjacent to African American neighborhoods. Moreover, in the
case of Los Angeles and New York, a number of large Hispanic clusters can
also be found in neighboring counties.

A first look at the spatial distribution of surveyed firms reveals an even
dispersion throughout the territory of the four metropolitan areas, with higher
concentrations in Manhattan, downtown Los Angeles, downtown Philadel-
phia, and northern Atlanta. Several firms are located in predominantly Afri-
can American or Hispanic census tracts or in very close proximity to them. In
particular, 16 percent and 19 percent of firms in New York and Atlanta
respectively are located in majority African American or Hispanic neighbor-
hoods. The percentage of firms located in majority African American or
Hispanic census tracts reaches nearly 40 percent in Los Angeles, whereas in
Philadelphia only 8 percent of firms fall in such neighborhoods.

Table 5.3 shows the average distance of firms from potential pools of
minority applicants. There is a striking difference in the distance from firms
to majority white and minority neighborhoods.18 While establishments are

Figure 5.2. Distribution of firms and racial/ethnic composition of labor force,

Los Angeles
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generally located at an average distance of less than 1 mile from pre-
dominantly white neighborhoods, the average distance is 6 miles from
African American neighborhoods and 7 miles from Hispanic census tracts.
There are, however, important differences among the four metropolitan
areas based on the spatial and sociodemographic configurations of each
region. The average distance to black and Hispanic neighborhoods is fairly
short in New York and is virtually the same for both groups. Because of the
scattered nature of the spatial distribution of African American and His-
panic neighborhoods in the New York metropolitan area and the presence of
minority clusters at a short distance from the area’s boundaries, even the
most outlying establishments are relatively close to at least a few minority
census tracts. In the case of New York, therefore, the distance of a firm to the
nearest black or Hispanic majority tract does not necessarily reflect the
distance to the nearest inner-city neighborhood. The distance to minority
neighborhoods is longer whenever black or Hispanic enclaves are relatively
small and tend to be geographically concentrated in a specific central sub-
area. This is the case of African Americans in Los Angeles, where they
represent a fairly small portion of the total population and tend to be con-
centrated southwest of downtown. Similarly, Hispanics represent a very
small portion of the total population of Philadelphia and Atlanta and tend to
be concentrated in a few specific neighborhoods. In contrast, whenever
racial/ethnic groups represent large portions of the total population and
cover much of the metropolitan area’s territory, average distances from
establishments to such enclaves tend to be shorter. This is the case of Los
Angeles, where firms tend to be located at fairly short and similar distances
from predominantly Hispanic and white neighborhoods.

Despite its easy computation and interpretation, the distance to the nearest
predominantly African American or Hispanic neighborhood might fail to
capture the increasing importance of the spatial relocation of some groups,
especially among middle-class blacks, to traditionally nonblack or non-
Hispanic areas in which they unlikely represent the majority of the population.
Also, in areas characterized by dispersed small minority clusters, a firm might
be very close to specific minority cluster while featuring an overall low

Table 5.3. Average distance from firms to nearest neighborhoods of
different racial/ethnic composition (miles)

Neighborhood Racial/Ethnic Characteristics

Metropolitan Area
Majority

Black
Majority
Hispanic

Majority
Non-Hispanic

White

Atlanta 6.3 14.4 0.6
Los Angeles 9.0 1.1 1.7
New York 2.1 2.2 0.3
Philadelphia 5.7 13.5 0.1

Total Firms 6 7 0.7
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accessibility to the African American or Hispanic labor force of the met-
ropolitan area. A gravity model—measuring the aggregate accessibility of
firms to the whole African American and Hispanic labor force dispersed
throughout each metropolitan area—may help overcoming such limitations.19

The magnitude of the accessibility index varies depending on the size of the
population as well as on how dispersed the population distribution is within
each metropolitan area. An intermetropolitan comparison of the index reveals
important differences that reflect variations in the size and geographic dis-
tribution of the pools of white and minority potential applicants, the con-
centration of firms, and the urban form of each metropolitan area. In general,
the sample of firms in each metropolitan area displays the highest accessibility
to the white labor force (Figure 5.3). Particularly high values of firms’ acces-
sibility to the white labor force in New York reflect a number of factors,
including the high population density of the metropolitan area and the fact that
many firms are located in the central business district, which is very close to
affluent neighborhoods with large white populations (Figure 5.1). Similarly,
the highest accessibility to Hispanic labor force in Los Angeles may be attrib-
uted to the large proportion of the area’s labor force that is Hispanic (39
percent) and to the fact that most firms are located at a closer proximity to
Hispanic neighborhoods than to white and black neighborhoods. The very low
accessibility to black potential applicants in Los Angeles further depends on the
small size of the black labor force in this region and its spatial concentration
mainly in one cluster. Not surprisingly, Hispanics display the lowest accessi-
bility in both Atlanta and Philadelphia, most likely due to the small size of the
Hispanic labor force in these regions—6 percent and 7 percent respectively.
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Figure 5.3. Firm accessibility to labor force by race/ethnicity
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Firm Accessibility and Applicant Flows

How does spatial accessibility to the African American and Hispanic labor
force affect firms’ recruitment of minority applicants? Table 5.4 shows
average African American and Hispanic applicant rates in each met-
ropolitan area by varying degrees of firm accessibility to the African
American and Hispanic labor force. The table also reports average percen-
tages of black and Hispanic labor force in each metropolitan area. There is a
clear difference in the proportion of applicants from either group depending
on the degree of firm accessibility to pools of African American or Hispanic
potential applicants. Firms characterized by a high accessibility to African
American potential applicants receive an average of 22 percent of job ap-
plications from black job seekers compared to 15 percent in establishments
with a low accessibility to African Americans. Similarly, firms featuring a
high accessibility to the Hispanic labor force receive an average of 22 per-
cent of job applications from Hispanic job seekers compared to 14 percent
among firms with a low accessibility to Hispanics.

There are, however, important variations across the four study areas. A
look at the average percentages of black and Hispanic applicants reported by
firms reveals that while in some metropolitan areas minority applicant rates

Table 5.4. Mean black and hispanic applicant rates by accessibility of firms to minority
labor force and metropolitan area

Black Applicants
(Percentage)

Percentage of
Metropolitan
Labor Force

Metropolitan
Area Total

Moderate/Low
Accessibility

to Black Labor
Forcei

High
Accessibility

to Black Labor
Forcei

Black
Labor Force (%)

Total 15*** 22***
Atlanta 24 20* 29* 25
Los Angeles 8 7 10 8
New York 23 23 22 18
Philadelphia 18 14*** 30*** 15

Hispanic Applicants (Percentage)

Metropolitan
Area Total

Moderate/Low
Accessibility
to Hispanic
Labor Force

High Accessibility
to Hispanic
Labor Force

Hispanic
Labor Force (%)

Total 14*** 22***
Atlanta 4 5 3 7
Los Angeles 36 28*** 47*** 39
New York 18 12** 21** 20
Philadelphia 6 4** 11** 6

***p< .001; **p< .01; *p< .05
iLow and moderate accessibility correspond to bottom two quartiles, whereas high accessibility

corresponds to top two quartiles of the accessibility index distribution.
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are roughly in parity with the regional minority labor force, this is not the
case for all areas. In particular, black applicant rates are greater at New
York- and Philadelphia-based firms with respect to those regions’ overall
supply of African American workers. In contrast, the average percentage of
Hispanic applicants at firms in Atlanta, Los Angeles, and New York is lower
than those metropolitan areas’ supply of Hispanic workers. Important dif-
ferences also exist among metropolitan areas in terms of minority applicant
rates by firm accessibility to minority workers. In particular, there is a sig-
nificant difference in mean African American applicant rates in both Atlanta
and Philadelphia, whereas there is virtually no difference in Los Angeles and
New York.20 Further, there are significant differences in mean Hispanic
applicant rates by firm accessibility in Los Angeles, New York, and Phila-
delphia, although the magnitudes of such differences vary by metropolitan
area. In Los Angeles, firms featuring a low accessibility to Hispanics receive
an average of 28 percent of total applications from Hispanic job seekers
compared to nearly 50 percent among establishments located at closer
proximity to the Hispanic labor force. These findings suggest that specific
sociospatial configurations and other characteristics might play an im-
portant role in enforcing or weakening the relationship between distance to
African American or Hispanic potential applicants and application rates
from either group.

The spatial distribution of firms receiving no applications from black and
Hispanic job seekers and of those in which the majority of applicants are of
African American and Hispanic origins reveals clear differences in the de-
grees of spatial dispersion of firms with respect to predominantly black and
Hispanic neighborhoods.21 In particular, firms with high proportions of
black applicants tend to be geographically more concentrated in proximity
of African American neighborhoods. This is particularly clear in Philadel-
phia, where blacks represent a large proportion of total applicants at firms
located in traditional black neighborhoods. In Atlanta, on the other hand,
firms with high proportions of black applicants tend to be located both
within African American neighborhoods or in areas immediately adjacent to
them, particularly in the northern part of the city where most of the job
growth has taken place. In New York, several firms attracting large pro-
portions of black applicants also tend to be located in predominantly Afri-
can American neighborhoods. The relatively high spatial dispersion of black
neighborhoods throughout the New York metropolitan area, however, is
likely to weaken the relationship between firm accessibility to African
Americans and black applicant rates. Such effect seems to be exacerbated by
the presence of Manhattan, where many firms attract sizeable proportions of
black applicants. In Los Angeles, very few firms feature considerable pro-
portions of African Americans among their applicants, most likely due to the
small size of the black population in the region. Such firms tend to be located
outside of African American neighborhoods.

There are no major differences between firms located in black neighbor-
hoods and those located in other areas in terms of structural characteristics of
firms receiving sizeable proportions of African American applications.22 Most
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firms are fairly large and feature blue-collar jobs predominantly in the service
sectors of each metropolitan economy. Manhattan represents the only ex-
ception in that, not surprisingly, many local establishments receive applica-
tions for white-collar jobs in the financial and service sectors.

About half of the sampled establishments reported that they did not receive
any applications from African Americans. Such firms are relatively more
dispersed throughout the territory of each metropolitan area, with higher
concentrations in the central business districts, although several can be found
also within or at close proximity to African American neighborhoods. The
latter tend to be small or medium-sized establishments and feature jobs in
predominantly nontraditional black occupations. In Atlanta and Los Angeles,
in particular, most of these firms are in the construction and transportation
sectors, whereas in New York and Philadelphia many of these firms belong to
the wholesale/retail and, to a lesser degree, the service sectors.

Firms attracting large proportions of Hispanic applicants show spatial
patterns similar to those observed for firms with large numbers of African

Table 5.5. Coefficients of models of black applicant rates

Logistic Regression Models
Tobit Regression

Modelsb

Variables
Black

Applications
Hispanic

Applications

Percentage of
Black

Applicants

Percentage of
Hispanic

Applicants

Accessibility to
labor forcea .031** .614*** .095*** .182***

Medium-sized firm .027 .003 �.003 �.004
Large firm .095 �.297 .014 �.099*
Transportation .241 �.255 .032 �.145
Wholesale/retail .422* .060 .080* �.051
FIRE .260 �.887* .091 �.231*
Services .623*** �.169 .136*** �.108*
Other sector �.097 �.327 �.006 �.091
White-collar job .033 �.601*** �.047 �.231***
Close to public

transportation .064 .080 .034 .050
Recruits informally �.148 .049 �.017 .043
Help-wanted signs/ads

in newspaper .763*** .479* .058 .057
Recruits formally .555* .256 .076 .064
Racial diversity

of firm’s employees 2.775*** 2.218*** .569*** .372***
Los Angeles �.901*** 1.135*** �.308*** .398***
New York �.542 .580 �.248*** .128
Philadelphia .239 .847*** �.070 .201**
Constant �1.407*** �1.626*** �.110 �.251**
Observations 1,011 1,011 1,011 1,011
Uncensored observations 513 418

***p< .001; **p< .01; *p< .05
aAccessibility to black labor force for models on black applicants, and to Hispanic labor force for

models on Hispanic applicants.
bBlack applicants censored at <¼.02; Hispanic applicants censored at <¼.016.
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American applicants. Specifically, such establishments tend to be con-
centrated in heavily Hispanic areas, especially in Los Angeles, where the
highest concentration of this type of firms can be found both throughout
the mega-barrio as well as in the San Fernando Valley. Such establishments
are generally small and tend to be concentrated in the construction, whole-
sale, and service sectors. Further, Manhattan and downtown Los Angeles, as
well as the Wilshire corridor in Los Angeles, display fairly large clusters of
firms that reported not having received any Hispanic applications at the time
of the survey. Nonetheless, these same areas also attract several Hispanic
applications. In the case of downtown Los Angeles, several firms receive
large number of Hispanic applications for blue-collar jobs in the wholesale/
retail and service sectors, requiring the operation of machines and minimal
face-to-face contacts with clients.23 This in not surprising, given the im-
portance of the garment and furniture industries in this area as well as of
low-paid services jobs catering to the central business district. In Manhattan,
on the other hand, a number of establishments receive several Hispanic
applications for clerical jobs in the service sector.

Determinants of African American

and Hispanic Job Applications

So far, the analysis has shown that, notwithstanding important variations
across metropolitan areas, there seems to be a clear relationship between
proximity to minority neighborhoods and the composition of job applicants
in firms with entry-level positions. In particular, the analysis has shown that
the location of establishments with respect to minority communities is related
not only to whether firms receive any applications by minority job seekers but
also to the proportions of minority applicants at each firm. In general, while
firms attracting no minority applicants tend to be located at some distance
from pools of potential African American and Hispanic workers, firms re-
ceiving most of their job applications from African American and Hispanic
job seekers tend to be located within or in very close proximity to pre-
dominantly black or Hispanic neighborhoods. These findings suggest that a
firm’s location, among other characteristics, may affect its attractiveness in
terms of flow and size of minority applicants. Specifically, firms located at
close proximity to minority neighborhoods might attract many prospective
applicants from those areas, whereas attractiveness tends to decay with dis-
tance from the overall minority population. Given these preliminary findings,
it seems legitimate to explore (1) how much proximity matters in the pro-
pensity of a firm to attract minority applicants as well as in the size of the
black and Hispanic applicant pools, and (2) how much these could be at-
tributed to other spatially related factors. Further, do firm location and other
spatially related factors affect African American and Hispanic application
rates in comparable ways? Do regional differences matter?

The literature points to a number of spatially related costs that may affect
the job search among African American and Hispanic jobs seekers by con-
straining their search to areas that are in close proximity to predominantly
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minority neighborhoods.24 Often, African American and Hispanic job
seekers residing in inner-city neighborhoods face significant transportation-
related costs.25 In automobile-dependent metropolitan areas like Los An-
geles, for example, not having access to a car might impact the ability of
certain groups, including low-income recent immigrants, to look for jobs
outside of their neighborhoods.26 Indeed, despite recent developments in the
public transportation network of Los Angeles, many minority individuals
still find themselves isolated in inner-city and immigrant neighborhoods
that are poorly served by public transportation. Similarly, Atlanta’s public
transportation system serves mainly the downtown area and Fulton and
DeKalb counties in the northern part of the metropolitan area, thus affecting
the mobility of African Americans residing in the southern part of the city.27

When relying upon public transportation, commuting times to distant po-
tential job search areas are often very extended, thus representing a sig-
nificant burden for minority job seekers. In addition, the long distance of
many suburban establishments from bus stops might counteract the benefits
of a job seeker’s good access to public transportation.

Even when transportation costs are lower than in Los Angeles, as for
many New York and Philadelphia residents, other types of spatially related
costs might impact the job search of minority employment seekers. In-
formation costs, for instance, are fairly common among inner-city residents,
particularly among non–English-speaking immigrants.28 Information on job
vacancies through social networks and contacts represents one of the main
mechanisms through which minority job seekers, especially among His-
panics, learn about job opportunities.29 By relying on neighborhood-based
networks of friends and relatives, however, many inner-city job seekers
might have a poor knowledge of job opportunities beyond the restricted
boundaries of their daily social activities. While this channel of information
might be effective in providing information on local opportunities, it usually
becomes less effective with increasing distance from one’s neighborhood, by
impacting the job search quality of many individuals.

Information on job opportunities depends also on the recruitment
methods used by employers.30 While many employers make use of informal
methods of recruitment, like the use of social networks, others tend to use
other methods that might help job seekers learn more about distant em-
ployment opportunities. For instance, intermediary agencies and various
forms of advertisement generally provide the link to employment opportu-
nities located beyond local settings and encompassing larger geographic
areas. The literature suggests that African Americans have a higher pro-
pensity than other minority job seekers to rely upon formal methods. In such
cases, formal methods might mitigate the impact of other spatially related
barriers on African Americans’ job search. Nonetheless, given the long
history of racial discrimination in this country, the quality and geographic
extent of the job search of minority seekers, especially among African
Americans, might be influenced by their perception of racial discrimination
in the job market and their fear of being rejected in particular racial set-
tings.31 Thus, in some instances, minority job seekers might deliberately
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avoid searching for employment in suburban areas characterized by large
proportions of white residents or in firms catering mainly to a white clientele
or in establishments featuring a predominantly white labor force.

Multivariate analysis shows that a close proximity to pools of potential
black and Hispanic applicants increases the probability of firms to receive
applications from the two groups, when holding firm characteristics and
geographic location constant (See Appendix A for the model and statistical
results). In particular, for each additional unit in the firm accessibility index
to the black labor force, the odds of receiving black applications increase by
nearly 50 percent. Similarly, for each additional unit in the firm accessibility
index to the Hispanic labor force, the odds of receiving Hispanic applica-
tions nearly double. As expected, recruitment methods also make a differ-
ence in the degree to which firms attract black and Hispanic applicants. In
particular, help-wanted signs and ads in newspapers double the odds of
receiving black applications and increase those of receiving Hispanic ap-
plications by over 60 percent compared to firms featuring open recruitment
methods. Furthermore, consistent with the literature, formal recruitment
methods significantly encourage black job seekers to apply for advertised
positions, holding other characteristics constant. The racial makeup of firms
is strongly associated with the probability of receiving applications from
both black and Hispanic job seekers.32 Finally, geographic differences affect
the odds of receiving any application from blacks and Hispanics. In Los
Angeles, while the probability of attracting black applicants is lower than in
other metropolitan areas, the opposite is true in the case of Hispanic ap-
plicants. Firms based in Los Angeles triple the odds of receiving Hispanic
applications compared to Atlanta-based firms. Similarly, Philadelphia-based
firms seem to attract Hispanic applicants more than in Atlanta.33

The analysis also explores the impact of firm accessibility on the per-
centage of applicants that are African American and Hispanic. The average
percentage of African American and Hispanic applicants increases with
increasing firm’s spatial accessibility to the African American and Hispanic
labor force respectively, although the impact of location seems to be
stronger in the case of Hispanics. After controlling for other firm char-
acteristics, each increase in the firm accessibility to black potential appli-
cants is associated with nearly a 10 percent increase in the proportion of
black applicants whereas in the case of Hispanics the net effect of firm
accessibility is an 18 percent increase in the proportion of applicants. Firm
size seems to have opposite effects for the two groups. Being a large firm
increases a firm attractiveness with respect to African American job seekers,
whereas it is associated with decreasing rates of Hispanic applicants.34 This
is consistent with previous findings, according to which while Hispanics
tend to apply for jobs at medium-sized and small firms, African Americans
generally feel more comfortable applying for jobs at large firms, which are
usually perceived as more likely to comply with antidiscrimination laws than
smaller establishments.35

Interestingly, while the firm’s proximity to public transportation and
recruitment methods do not seem to significantly affect the flow of black and
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Hispanic applicants, the racial diversity of firm’s employees plays a para-
mount role in the rates of black and Hispanic applicants. Specifically, each
increase in racial diversity yields nearly a 57 percent increase in the pro-
portion of African Americans among applicants, pointing to the importance
of social factors in the job search among this group. Specifically, higher
levels of racial heterogeneity, which in many cases might be associated with
lower proportions of whites among employees as well as among a firm’s
clientele—hence with a lower probability for the firm to be located in job-
rich suburbs—might attract more African American applicants because of
minimal perceived racial prejudice in a job setting. Similarly, each increase
in racial diversity is associated with a 37 percent increase in the proportion
of Hispanic applicants, holding other characteristics constant.

Finally, regional differences seem to matter for both groups. Los Angeles–
based firms, in particular, are associated with nearly a 40 percent increase in
the proportion of Hispanic applicants and a 31 percent decrease in black
applicants compared to Atlanta-based firms. New York–based firms are also
associated with a decrease in black applicants, suggesting that different
sociospatial configurations affect the relationship between geographic lo-
cation of firms and the size and flow of minority applicants.

Conclusion

This chapter has examined how spatial barriers affect access to the larger
urban labor market for residents of African American and Hispanic neigh-
borhoods by examining the effects of proximity of firms with entry-level
positions to minority neighborhoods on their probabilities of receiving ap-
plicants from the two groups and on the composition of such applicants.
Given the limited economic base of most minority communities, employ-
ment outcomes for local residents depend on the ability to find work outside
their immediate neighborhoods. There are, however, a number of barriers,
such as the lack of appropriate skills and weak social networks. These prob-
lems are compounded by firms’ locations with respect to pools of potential
applicants. By analyzing the recruitment of African American and Hispanic
job seekers by firms filling low-skill jobs, this study presents findings that are
in general consistent with the spatial mismatch hypothesis. Firms that are
closer to minority communities tend to both attract any African American
and Hispanic applicants and receive relatively more African American and
Hispanic applicants. Furthermore, the impact of location seems to be
stronger in the case of Hispanics, suggesting that the job search area tends to
be particularly restricted for Hispanics, many of whom are immigrants and
tend not to have a strong familiarity with the larger labor market, while
relying predominantly on informal and neighborhood-based networks of
friends and relatives. Other firm characteristics—such as size, recruitment
methods, and racial diversity—also affect the outcome, and at times the
impacts on the two groups differ significantly. In particular, consistent
with previous findings, larger firms seem to attract decreasing proportions
of Hispanic applicants. Further, formal recruitment methods and racial
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diversity are associated with particularly high firm probabilities of receiving
any applications from black job seekers, suggesting that the perception of
racial discrimination in the labor market might still affect the job search
practices of African Americans, despite the enforcement of antidiscrimina-
tion laws. Contrary to what one might expect, establishments’ proximity to
public transportation does not seem to significantly affect the flow of African
American and Hispanic applicants to firms. Such finding may suggest that
other factors should be taken into consideration in an analysis of this kind,
namely the accessibility of public transportation in minority neighborhoods
that could link potential applicants to establishments. The lack of such
information represents a limitation for this study, suggesting that more at-
tention should be paid in future analyses at transportation networks in
minority neighborhoods and their heterogeneity across different met-
ropolitan contexts in order to understand better the opportunities and
dynamics occurring at both ends of the job search trip. The study finds
regional differences for both African Americans and Hispanics, implying
that urban labor markets do not operate in a uniform way and that it is
important to pay attention to such differences when testing the spatial
mismatch hypothesis.

The findings of this study have important implications for community
economic development. In particular, given the consistent impact of
proximity on the flows of minority job applicants across different labor
markets and ultimately on their probability of being hired, it is important to
lower the spatial barriers to employment opportunities for residents of
minority neighborhoods both through traditional community economic
development tools and by exploring alternative approaches focusing on
regional labor markets and their accessibility by different racial/ethnic pop-
ulations. In particular, community economic efforts ought to focus more on
linking potential minority applicants to employment opportunities that are
beyond the reach of minority neighborhoods due not only to poor trans-
portation linkages but also other factors that may be often overlooked, such
as the recruitment methods of employers and information about job open-
ings. Information networks, especially among segments of the labor force
consisting of large proportions of recent immigrants, ought to be strength-
ened in order for potential applicants to learn more about job opportunities
that are beyond the reach of informal and neighborhood-based social net-
works. Such efforts imply a thorough awareness of job opportunities at the
regional level as well as of the spatial barriers that affect each minority group
in a distinct way.

Appendix A—Regression Model

and Results

Both a logistic regression and tobit regression are used to explore whether
firms’ proximity to African American and Hispanic labor force affects job
applications from the two groups after controlling for other spatially related
job search costs and selected firm characteristics. In the logistic regression
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models, the outcome is a dichotomous variable coded 1 for one or more
applications from minority job seekers—black applicants in the model for
blacks and Hispanic applicants in the model for Hispanics—and 0 for no
minority applications. In contrast, the dependent variable in the tobit re-
gression models is the proportion of African Americans or Hispanics among
each firm’s applicants. The independent variables for all regression models
include (1) the normalized accessibility index, which is an indicator of firm
location with respect to African American and Hispanic potential appli-
cants; (2) firm proximity to public transportation, coded 1 for firms located
up to 3 minutes away from a public transit stop, and 0 for those located
farther away; (3) a series of dummy variables indicating the recruitment
method (formal methods, help-wanted signs and ads in newspapers, in-
formal methods, and walk-ins); (4) a racial diversity index of firm employ-
ees; (5) firm characteristics, including type of industry, white-collar jobs, and
firm size; and (6) dummy variables for each metropolitan area to account for
regional variations. The omitted categories are small, for firm size; con-
struction, for type of industry; blue-collar jobs; more than 3 minutes away
from public transportation; walk-ins; and the Atlanta metropolitan area.
The table contains the results of the logistic and tobit regressions performed
for both black and Hispanic applicants.

Notes

1. I would like to thank Roger Waldinger and Nelson Lim for providing access
to the data set used for this study and for their helpful comments and suggestions.

2. See Kasarda (1985), Wilson (1980; 1987).
3. For comprehensive reviews of the spatial mismatch literature see Holzer

(1991), Kain (1992), Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist (1998).
4. See Stoll and Raphael (2000), Leonard (1987), Stoll (2000).
5. One exception is represented by the recently released volumes of the Multi-

City Study of Urban Inequality.
6. See also Holzer and Ihlanfeldt (1996), Holzer and Reaser (2000), Stoll,

Holzer, and Ihlanfeldt (2000).
7. The study employs the Census Bureau’s definition of metropolitan areas: the

Metropolitan Statistical Area of Atlanta and the Primary Metropolitan Statistical
Areas of Los Angeles, New York, and Philadelphia. While Los Angeles pmsa coincides
with the county, the other metropolitan areas consist of multiple counties. New York
pmsa and Philadelphia consist of eight and nine counties respectively, whereas Atlanta
msa encompasses twenty counties. The following counties constitute New York pmsa:
New York, Putnam, Westchester, Rockland, Bronx, Queens, Kings, and Richmond.
Atlanta msa includes the following counties: Pickens, Bartow, Cherokee, Forsyth,
Fulton, Gwinnett, Barrow, Paulding, Cobb, DeKalb, Walton, Carroll, Douglas, Rock-
dale, Newthon, Clayton, Henry, Fayette, Coweta, and Spalding. Philadelphia pmsa

encompasses the following counties: Philadelphia, Bucks, Montgomery, Chester, and
Delaware in the state of Pennsylvania, and Burlington, Camden, Gloucester, and Salem
in the state of New Jersey.

8. See Abu-Lughod (1999), Scott and Soja (1996), Soja (2000).
9. Ong, Bonacich, and Cheng (1994), Abu-Lughod (1999), Sassen (1991).

10. See Goode and Schneider (1994).
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11. See Hartshorn and Ihlanfeldt (2000), Stoll, Holzer, and Ihlanfeldt (2000),
Moss and Tilly (2001).

12. Predominantly black neighborhoods are defined as the census tracts in which
blacks account for 50 percent or more of the tract population. Similarly, predomi-
nantly Hispanic neighborhoods are defined as the census tracts in which Hispanics
account for 50 percent or more of the tract population.

13. See Massey and Denton (1989; 1993), Denton and Massey (1988; 1991),
Farley (1997), Frey and Farley (1996), Farley and Frey (1994).

14. The most commonly used measure of segregation is the index of dissimilarity
D, popularized by Duncan and Duncan in the 1950s. This index is commonly used to
investigate the degree of evenness among particular groups, that is the differential
distribution of minority and majority members across parcels within an urban area.
Specifically, the index measures the proportion of the minority or majority popula-
tion who would have to be redistributed so that each parcel would have exactly the
same composition as the city as a whole (Duncan and Duncan, 1955).

15. See Massey and Denton (1989; 1993), Denton and Massey (1988; 1991),
Farley (1997), Frey and Farley (1996).

16. A total of 230 establishments were surveyed in Atlanta, 314 in Los Angeles,
310 in New York, and 215 in Philadelphia.

17. See Massey and Denton (1987).
18. I calculated the Euclidean distance of each establishment from the centroid of

the nearest majority African American or Hispanic census tract. Given the observed
patterns of concentration of African American and Hispanic groups in clusters of
contiguous census tracts in the four metropolitan areas, this measure is likely to
represent a fairly good approximation of the distance of firms to African American and
Hispanic enclaves. To capture the pockets of black and Hispanic labor force that are
beyond the boundaries of each metropolitan area, the calculations take into account
those tracts located within a 30-mile distance from such boundaries. Indeed, a number
of firms are located very close to the geographic boundaries of their respective
metropolitan area. In some cases, such firms are located far from the inner-city
minority labor force, but at close proximity to minority clusters located in neighboring
counties. These firms might not receive many applications from job seekers residing in
the core of the metropolitan area but rather attract potential applicants from labor
force clusters located beyond metropolitan administrative boundaries.

19. I calculated the aggregate accessibility index that, in spite of its complexity in
terms of computation and interpretation, offers some advantages with respect to the
Euclidean distance. By taking into account the entire labor force across racial/ethnic
groups, the index is not affected by the omission of census tracts whose minority
population has been growing but has not reached a majority yet. The number of
people per mile represents the unit of the index and the closer the people of each
metropolitan area are, in aggregate, to a firm, the greater will be the value of the
index. See Plane and Rogerson (1994) for a discussion of the index. The accessibility
index is computed as follows:

Vi ¼
Xr

i¼1

(Pi=dij)

Where Vj is the accessibility index value at any firm j, Pi is the population in the
labor force of every census tract i in each metropolitan area, and dij is the distance
from the centroid of each census tract of the metropolitan area to the firm.
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20. Interestingly, there is an opposite relationship in New York, although the
difference in means is not significant.

21. Maps not shown but available from the author.
22. Data are not shown but are available from the author.
23. In general, establishments based in the central business district with

noncollege positions receiving large proportions of black and Hispanic applications
seem to be far fewer than what one might expect given the proximity of these areas to
large pools of potential minority applicants. There are, however, some exceptions.
For example, the average percentage of Hispanic applicants at establishments located
in downtown Los Angeles is 44 percent, compared to 30 percent among whites, and
4 percent among blacks. In the central business districts of other metropolitan areas,
the percentages of black applicants are much higher than in Los Angeles, although
they are generally lower than those of white applicants.

24. See Marsden and Gorman (2001), Holzer and Ihlanfeldt (1996), Holzer and
Reaser (2000).

25. See Taylor and Ong (1995) for a discussion of the ‘‘transportation mismatch.’’
26. See Stoll (1999).
27. See Hartshorn and Ihlanfeldt (2000).
28. See Ihlanfeldt (1998), Holzer (1987), Ihlanfeldt and Sjoquist (1990).
29. See Marsden and Gorman (2001), Moss and Tilly (2000).
30. See Moss and Tilly (2000).
31. See Stoll (1999; 2000).
32. While in the case of Hispanics, each additional unit of the diversity index

increases the odds of receiving applications nine times, the odds increase 16 times in
the case of black applicants, pointing to the high importance of racial diversity in the
firm for both groups.

33. The logistic regression models also show that the type of industry makes a
difference in the degree to which establishments attract black and Hispanic
applicants. Wholesale/retail and service firms tend to be associated with significantly
higher probabilities of attracting any black applicants. In contrast, the model for
Hispanic applicants shows that the coefficient associated with establishments in the
FIRE sector is negative and significant, revealing that Hispanics tend not to apply for
jobs at such firms, holding accessibility and other characteristics constant. Similarly,
white-collar jobs seem not to attract Hispanic applicants.

34. The coefficient for blacks, however, is not significant.
35. Findings also suggest that while white-collar jobs are associated with

significantly decreasing Hispanic applicant rates, type of industry seems to be
associated with opposite effects for the two groups. Specifically, compared to
the construction sector, service sectors are associated with significantly decreas-
ing applicant rates among Hispanics, whereas the opposite is true for African
Americans.
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6 Economic Development in
Latino Communities
Incorporating Marginal and
Immigrant Workers

Introduction

Immigrant and contingent workers from Mexico, Central America and
elsewhere have taken on increased labor market significance in the United
States for several reasons. First, they continue to represent a significant
proportion of the population and in recent years have grown in size—
Latinos1 are disproportionately represented in their ranks. Second, the con-
centration of Latinos and other racial minority groups in segregated and
poor communities makes them especially vulnerable to larger macro chan-
ges and economic restructuring, both of which impact their employment and
wage outcomes. Finally, continued increases in the number of low-skilled
Latino immigrants, coupled with diminished labor market mobility oppor-
tunities and a host of human capital and other barriers, relegate a significant
proportion of them to the ranks of the working poor. Combined, all of these
factors contribute to higher rates of poverty among Latinos and make them
an increasing share of the total poor. Economic development is a viable tool
to ameliorate working poverty among Latinos, but only if mainstream
economic development strategies are reconsidered to account for the
growing demographic that is immigrant and that works on the margins in
contingent jobs.

In this chapter, I argue that economic development in Latino commu-
nities needs to play a more central role in addressing marginal workers (the
working poor and contingent workers) and immigrant workers—a large
segment of the Latino working community. To make my case, I first discuss
the growing pattern of Latino poverty and the working poor, including part-
time, unemployed, and contingent workers. I then briefly discuss the pre-
vailing models of economic development, paying particular attention to
entrepreneurialism—perhaps the one model in the economic development
literature that attempts to acknowledge, albeit peripherally, the importance
of work as an economic development strategy. I discuss how contemporary
definitions and interpretations of entrepreneurship are elitist and overly
focused on firm or small business development. As a result, economic de-
velopment frameworks that rely on entrepreneurship models as their pri-
mary strategy for intervention fail to adequately address a large portion of
the marginal and immigrant labor pool. I close by discussing strategies that
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incorporate immigrant, working poor, and contingent workers not only in
entrepreneurship models but also in larger economic and community de-
velopment strategies.

The Labor-Market Foundation

of Latino Poverty

Latino poverty is inextricably tied to the labor market. In the year 2000, when
the unemployment rate fell to 4.0 percent—its lowest level in more than three
decades—the overall poverty rate also fell to its lowest level since 1979. At
this time, poverty rates for Latinos were also at all-time lows. Unfortunately,
2000 was the high-water mark for the longest economic expansion in the
United States; since then, the economy has gone through a recession and a
‘‘jobless recovery.’’ Even in 2000, when poverty rates had fallen for most
Americans, troubling trends remained. Although Latino poverty declined
during the 1990s’ boom, its rate remained comparatively high (21.2 percent)
and well above the white poverty rate of 7.5 percent. Well over seven million
Latinos lived in poverty in the United States. Equally troubling was the fact
that over one-third of Latina female-headed households fell into this category.
The poverty rates of families headed by married couples are highest among
Latinos, suggesting strong cultural ties to marriage and two low-income
earners. A significant number of Latinos are found in metropolitan areas
where central cities have become the largest repository of poor people. Ac-
cording to a recent study of the working poor in Los Angeles (More 2000),
one in four workers in the county is poor.2 The report counts over one million
Los Angeles residents as working poor (among them janitors, maids, teaching
assistants, seamstresses, actors, and parking lot attendants) and decries the
fact that while overall employment in Los Angeles increased by only 2 percent
during the 1990s, the ranks of the working poor swelled by 34 percent.
According to the report, the working poor in Los Angeles are increasingly
middle-aged, full-time workers who live in two-adult households with chil-
dren. They are also overwhelmingly immigrant and Latino.

Three frameworks help us understand Latino poverty in the United States.
They are the urban underclass, the immigration of low-skilled workers, and
the theory of labor market disadvantage and economic restructuring. The
urban underclass model, drawn primarily from Wilson’s (1987) theory of
understanding black urban poverty, is probably the most widely used
framework for explaining Latino poverty as well. Wilson’s model proposes
a distinction between those who are poor and live in mixed-class (i.e.,
nonpoverty) neighborhoods and the poor who live in neighborhoods with
high concentrations of poor families. The neighborhood effects of con-
centrated poverty tend to perpetuate the social disadvantage of inner-city
residents and feed their pathological behaviors (i.e., welfare dependency,
single-headed households, violent crime, and gang- associated behavior).
Those who have attempted to assess the applicability of the underclass hy-
pothesis to Latinos focus on five important characteristics: (1) the disloca-
tion of local urban economies, (2) the concentration of poverty and
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residential segregation, (3) the changing class structure and migration pat-
terns, (4) the stability of the family and other neighborhood institutions, and
(5) welfare dependency.

Most of the literature (Moore and Pinderhughes 1993) rejects the prop-
osition that the underclass is a theory useful to understanding Mexican, or
for that matter, Latino, poverty. While evidence of all five of these char-
acteristics exist for Latinos, the model falls short as an explanatory frame-
work for two primary reasons. First, residential segregation patterns for
Latinos are not as severe as they are for African Americans, and as a result,
the harsh concentration thesis thatWilson uses convincingly to explain path-
ological behaviors and social dislocations among the black poor loses its
strength when applied to Latinos. Second, the instability of family and other
neighborhood institutions is also less severe for Latinos than it is for African
Americans, primarily because of the massive immigration of Latinos during
the past three decades, which has replenished communities and in essence
served as a buffer for impoverished communities. Immigrants bring with
them strong culturally based family values; ties to the church; a strong work
ethic; and a high tolerance for abuse, discrimination, and poor work con-
ditions. The result is that despite high rates of exploitation, Latino im-
migrants will work in jobs that many will not. Even though poverty clearly
exists in Latino communities throughout the United States, and is in many
instances concentrated in a geographic area or barrio, the barrio is rarely
afflicted by the dire blight or economic inactivity found in impoverished
black ghettos. For example, bodegas, street vendors, day laborers, small
ethnic businesses, and other forms of economic activity clearly take place in
poor Latino communities.

The idea that immigration is an explanatory thesis for understanding
Latino poverty is similarly inadequate. The framework is simple, and re-
volves around two possible explanations: the quality of recent cohorts ar-
gument and the effects of immigration on the labor market. The first
explanation argues that recent (post-1965) immigrants to the United States
are less skilled than earlier migrants, resulting in poor labor-market out-
comes. The second explanation involves segmented job competition (Ong
andValenzuela 1995) and argues that as close substitutes, Latino immigrants
and low-skilled natives compete for jobs, which leads to lower wages, higher
unemployment, and increased poverty.

The immigration thesis, like the underclass thesis, cannot adequately
explain Latino poverty. The evidence that today’s immigrants are less skilled
than earlier waves is mixed and often relies on immigrant characteristics
rather than on the evolution of employers’ demands in a changing U.S.
economy—one that increasingly relies on low-skilled workers. As a result of
this oversight, demand analyses go largely ignored, when, clearly, bifurcated
labor markets depend on and demand workers who will undertake jobs
requiring few skills and consisting of dirty or difficult tasks. And again, as
described in the underclass hypothesis, immigrants are rejuvenating ethnic
neighborhoods through consumer spending, small business start-ups, alter-
native income-generating activities, and other economic activities. Finally,
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the debate on job competition is mixed and arguably leans toward little or
no effect on native employment (see Ong and Valenzuela 1995 for a review
of this literature).

The last model, labor market disadvantage and economic restructuring,
offers a more convincing explanation. In this model, poor labor-market
outcomes among Latinos are attributed to seven factors or characteristics
that immigrants bring with them or that are prevalent among native-born
Latinos. They are (1) lower educational attainment and youthfulness, (2) a
lack of English proficiency, (3) being unauthorized or illegal, (4) their country
of origin, (5) tenure in the United States, (6) their concentration (segregation)
in low-wage firms, industries, and occupations, and (7) their race (pheno-
type) and gender background (Valenzuela and Gonzalez 2000). The research
shows that these factors adversely affect wages and joblessness for Latinos.
Higher rates of unemployment for Latinos are of special concern because
researchers have found that differences in unemployment are not primarily
explained by personal characteristics or education. Rather, Latinos have a
higher probability of experiencing one or more spells of unemployment but,
interestingly, have a lower duration of unemployment. That is, job turnover
is high and rapid, as Latinos and immigrants cycle in and out of low-skill
jobs. This latter fact is the result of Latinos having a lower reservation
wage—a greater disposition to accept lower-paying work after losing a job.
There is also a higher proportion of involuntary part-time work among La-
tinos, indicating that Latinos prefer to stay in less desirable jobs rather than
face unemployment.

Economic restructuring and other macro changes in labor markets are
disproportionately affecting Latinos, often by relegating them to unsteady
jobs with low pay. The transformations brought about by economic
restructuring—on industrial production, the demand for labor, and the
spatial distribution of resources—greatly affect local labor markets and are
particularly harmful to Latinos and immigrants. Race, gender, and nativity
discrimination in employment and housing also lead to fewer employment
opportunities and higher unemployment. Economic restructuring also affects
the employment opportunities of Latinos through three well-documented
processes. First, industrial change could induce a skill mismatch between the
(higher) skill requirements of new jobs and the existing (lower) skills of
workers. Usually, this change in skill requirements involves a relocation of
jobs from the inner city to the surrounding suburban areas, which also
disproportionately affects the employment opportunities of Latinos. Second,
the expansion of service jobs also affects Latinos through increases in low-
wage and low-skill jobs in this sector. Workers in the service sector have less
stable jobs and restricted employment opportunities. Third, industrial re-
structuring and the decline of specific industries have led to realignments in
ethnic job queues. Industries on the decline use immigrant labor and small
ethnic entrepreneurs to lower production costs, resulting in ethnic succes-
sion in employment. The use of this labor supply enhances labor flexibility,
which relies on part-time and temporary workers or what are known as
contingent workers.
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An integral part of economic restructuring is a secular expansion of in-
formal employment and growth in the use of contingent workers. Informal
work—variously referred to as the ‘‘underground’’ sector, ‘‘hidden’’ work,
or the ‘‘shadow’’ economy (see Williams and Windebank 1998)—is paid
work that takes place beyond the realm of formal employment. It involves
the paid production and sale of goods and services that are unregistered by,
or hidden from, the state for tax, social security, and/or labor law purposes,
but which are legal in all other respects (Williams and Windebank 2000;
Feige 1990; Portes 1994; Thomas 1992). Therefore, paid informal work
includes all legitimate activities where payments received by individuals are
not declared to the authorities, usually through cash.

Micro-entrepreneurs are key components of the informal economy. Be-
cause of difficulties in finding meaningful paid employment as well as a lack
of resources, many Latinos turn to self-employment in the informal econ-
omy. A typical firm or individual in the informal economy requires few if
any resources; street venders and laborers selling fruit or themselves require
little if any capital. In addition, the skill requirements are marginal, certainly
unknown to potential employers, and the knowledge base of these two
enterprises need not be sophisticated to understand the day-to-day me-
chanics. In essence, anyone with the right motive, character, and gumption
can be a day laborer or fruit seller. Lack of resources and labor force dis-
advantage are key to self-employment in the general economy, and the in-
formal economy is no different. The corollary, of course, is that those with
resources normally avoid the informal economy, since their resources permit
entry into the mainstream economy (Light and Rosenstein 1995).

Among Latinos, the undocumented are disproportionately more likely to
participate in the informal economy, either through employment or self-
employment. Unauthorized immigrants have little choice but to engage in
informal employment as a means of economic survival. As a result, the most
visible forms of informal economic activities are replete with immigrant
participants, ostensibly immigrants who lack proper documents or have
false documents. A recent analysis of the 2000 census estimates that about
8.5 million unauthorized immigrants resided in the United States on April 1,
2000. Assuming that the distribution of unauthorized immigrants has not
significantly changed since 1996, approximately 3.4 million unauthorized
immigrants reside in California. Heer and Passel (1987) andMarcelli (1999)
estimate that Los Angeles County is home to the largest number of un-
authorized immigrants in the nation.Many of these immigrants undoubtedly
work in the informal sector (see also Lopez-Garza 2003).

The growth and visibility of the informal economy occurred simulta-
neously with labor flexibility—the change from predominantly secure em-
ployment (full-time, for an indefinite period, with a single employer) to
insecure (self-employed, part-time, temporary, subcontract) work. Early
work on this subject by Portes and Benton (1984) and Portes and Sassen-
Koob (1986) shows that from the end of World War II until 1980, Latin
America underwent a rapid and sustained process of industrial development
that also included informal and self-employed work. Tilly (1996:13) also
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clearly documents the growth of part-timers in the workforce, stating that
‘‘since the 1950s, the proportion of part-time workers has grown gradually,
climbing from 13 percent in 1957 to 19 percent in 1993.’’ Finally, employers,
in their attempts to reduce costs, have increased their use of employment
intermediaries—such as temporary help services and contract companies—
and are relying more on alternative staffing arrangements such as on-call
workers and independent contractors (Polivka 1996; Henson 1996).

In response to these changes, be they perceived3 or real, a new category of
workers known as contingents emerged. First coined in 1985,4 the term
contingent work described a management technique of employing workers
only when there was an immediate and direct demand for their services—
such as during a temporary layoff or a spurt in demand for a particular
product. Since its initial use, the term has been applied to a wide range of
employment practices, including part-time work, temporary help service
employment, employee leasing, self-employment, contracting out, employ-
ment in the business services sector, and home-based work. It is also often
used to describe any nontraditional work arrangement that deviates from
the norm of a full-time wage and salary job.

People participate in contingent work for a variety of reasons. Some
workers prefer a flexible schedule as a result of school, family, or other
obligations and are willing to forego steady work at a higher wage for the
flexibility that contingent work affords them. Others partake in the con-
tingent market to earn additional income, supplementing pay from their full-
or part-time employment elsewhere. Still others are unable to find a steady
job and hope that their work in this market will eventually lead to perma-
nent employment.

Immigrant and Latino workers participate in the contingent market for
all these reasons but also share at least two factors that should be weighted
more heavily. They participate because they seek an alternative to the formal
noncontingent labor market and because they have no other employment
options. The first statement claims that immigrants participate in the flexi-
ble labor market because they have adapted to the lower incomes generated
from their ‘‘regular’’ jobs’ low pay. Contingent work is at the very least a
supplement, if not an alternative, to participation in a low-skill, low-pay job
in the formal, albeit secondary, sector of the economy. Sassen-Koob (1987)
argues that immigrants constitute the main workforce for firms that operate
by informal labor subcontracting or produce goods and services directed at
the affluent or high-income sectors of the population (e.g., domestic help,
gardening, cleaning services). According to this view, immigrants are the
primary labor force for the numerous low-wage jobs that the new economy
has created, especially in such industries as apparel, electronics, and foot-
wear. Immigrants have little choice but to participate in flexible labor
market opportunities if they are to subsist with meager low-wage jobs in the
formal economy.

No single factor in isolation from others can adequately explain Latino
poverty. Rather, it is a combination of labor market dynamics that con-
tributes to Latinos’ disadvantage and above-average poverty rates. In
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addition, low human capital investments and immigrant characteristics (i.e.,
fluency, legalization) seem to also mediate to some degree their labor market
prospects. Obviously, macroeconomic trends since the mid-1970s, which
have led to higher poverty rates, have affected Latinos and other population
groups. But labor market disadvantage, as reflected by lower wages and
higher unemployment, seems to be a better explanation of Latinos’ higher
poverty rates. Coupled with a changing economy that favors services and
other forms of marginal work—such as contingent employment, jobs with
nonstandard relations, and informality—the result is that many Latinos who
do work do so for poor pay.

Latino Economic Development: Alternative

Entrepreneurs?

The term economic development has slightly different meanings depending
on its use and user. Often, adding community to the term gives the overall
meaning of the phrase a more localized or spatial component that is im-
portant, especially if we are to pay attention to communities in a geo-
graphic or spatial context. In my use of the term, I draw fromMelendez and
Stoll (2000), but I place a greater emphasis on workers. I refer to commu-
nity economic development for Latinos as a process whereby community
institutions—be they government, churches, businesses, or local groups—
work together to increase employment opportunities and wages for mar-
ginal workers. Increasing work-based opportunities requires different
strategies and relationships to stimulate social and economic development.
Given the role of information and social networks, a spatially-based focus
would also have to play a significant process in improving employment
outcomes. More broadly speaking (i.e., beyond a strictly work emphasis)
economic development often includes housing development, small business
incentives, improvement of public goods (i.e., city services and transporta-
tion), and augmentation of educational resources (i.e., after school pro-
grams).

A review of the literature on economic development identifies four broad
categories or strategies for development intervention: entrepreneurial-based,
place-based, community-based, and special interest–based. These categories
are useful for discussion purposes, but they are by no means mutually ex-
clusive; rarely is one economic development practiced singularly. A com-
munity development corporation, for example, with local residents as part
of its board of directors, will often (but not always) focus on several de-
velopment strategies aimed at a specific racial or ethnic group or some other
community constituent. Their activities might range from developing day
care centers to building and managing housing units. To think of economic
development strategies as distinct or separate, particularly in ameliorating
poverty and other poor social conditions, is folly—economic development
strategies are quite often practiced with and in concert with different entities
and actors, whether they be place-based, community-based, or special
interest-based.
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The exact origins of economic development are not clear. Several im-
portant processes, such as urbanization, the industrial revolution, the advent
of public housing at the turn of the twentieth century, the City Beautiful
Movement, and the rise of the city as the center for corporate, cultural, and
economic activity have all contributed to the shaping of what we today know
as economic development. But it is difficult to pinpoint precisely when, by
whom, and how economic development began. We do know, however, that
labor organizing during the 1930s shaped some of the initial thinking about
community organizing and helped mold what eventually became economic
development. Unions in the 1930s were particularly focused on increasing
their membership, which made ‘‘factory towns’’ a prime target for mobili-
zation and union drives. Organizers and workers were responding, of
course, to the poor working and pay conditions in these towns, which in turn
resulted in poor living conditions. The lack of a federal safety net and in-
action by local officials (elected and otherwise) to the plight of the urban
working poor galvanized workers. Labor organizers capitalized on the
state’s inaction and promised better wages, work conditions, health benefits,
and other workplace issues that affected quality of life. The organizers
worked closely with local leaders, churches, and others to mobilize com-
munities into viable forces that would challenge factory rule and prompt
stronger government intervention. As a result, a new generation of labor and
community organizers evolved, setting in place one of the earliest examples
of community economic development.

Not lost in this important historical artifact is the main point of this
chapter—that a Latino economic development framework should focus on
labor and the working poor. Union drives, especially in immigrant-rich ur-
ban centers, have become more important to the labor movement. Some of
the most recent and important labor victories have come as a result of Latino
immigrants who mobilized churches, schools, students, elected officials,
community leaders, and others in campaigns for fair or living wages (Wal-
dinger et al. 1997). Traditional union drives, however, only partially resolve
overall labor market inequalities, and only for a certain segment of the
working population—those who belong to unions or are targeted by unions
for organizing. Left behind are nontraditional or contingent workers, many
of whom work on a temporary basis for different or daily employers, under
secretive or ‘‘invisible’’ contexts (e.g., domestics inside someone’s home),
and are impoverished.

The historical and contemporary relationship that labor and economic
development share is clear. And to be sure, economic development strategies
have always advocated for increased employment opportunities, small and
large business development, and a host of other ‘‘business-related’’ activities.
When combined, these activities would nurture the development of local or
community economies to combat poverty. To say that economic development
was not concerned about jobs or is currently ambivalent about them is pat-
ently false. I can, however, state with confidence that local economic devel-
opment is less concerned with and in many instances ignores an increasingly
large and important segment of the work force: the working poor and
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especially contingent workers, who are increasingly comprised of immigrants,
Latinos, and other minorities. The entrepreneurship model is one economic
development strategy that addresses, if at least peripherally, the labor market
issues that I describe in this chapter.

The entrepreneurship model in economic development is far-reaching and
as a result varied in its definition, implementation, and impact. In quick
summary, the entrepreneurship model places emphasis on strategies that
provide mechanisms linking expanding industries and businesses to the job
and business readiness of ethnic and racial minorities. The idea is that small
businesses have clear and important roles in neighborhoods and shouldn’t be
dismissed in any larger economic development strategy. One shouldn’t,
however, confuse their role in generating meaningful employment oppor-
tunities and better wages. Nontraditional forms of entrepreneurialism may
provide an alternative framework of how economic development might
better incorporate marginal workers into its strategies.

Entrepreneuralism and Marginal Workers

Students of entrepreneurship are concerned with defining and understanding
different and relational terms that describe, differentiate, and give agency to
economic activity outside of the general wage economy. Among those few
academic disciplines (e.g., economics, sociology, urban planning, business
schools) that study entrepreneurship, definitions vary. Mainstream econo-
mists are perhaps the most conservative, arguing that only medium and
large-sized firms constitute entrepreneurs, and that only innovators or the
elite entrepreneurs belong to this class (Wilken 1979; Kilby 1971). Archer
(1991) provides a tiered definition with the top representing an ‘‘industrial/
merchant elite’’ that comprises 21 percent of all self-employed. This elite is
followed by two other categories: the general merchants and proprietors (51
percent of all self-employed) and the lower-level petty merchants and pro-
prietors (28 percent). Because of the varied definitions, the size, location,
and impact of the entrepreneurial market remains unresolved. The most
general definition of entrepreneurship is ‘‘performance of services that are
required but not available in the market.’’ Light and Rosenstein (1995)
challenge many of these narrow and conceptually problematic definitions by
bringing into the fray the self-employed that would include nontraditional
types of entrepreneurs (i.e., domestic workers, street vendors, flea market
sellers, and day laborers). They argue that definitions of entrepreneurship
are elitist with a preponderance of attention focusing on small and medium-
sized businesses, innovation, firm location, and physical presence, and a host
of other traditional notions of entrepreneur and immigrant business.

Recent work by immigration scholars and others (Hondagneu-Sotelo
2001; Romero 1992; Valenzuela 1998; Valenzuela 2001) challenges the nar-
row definition of entrepreneurship by bringing agency to alternative im-
migrant self-employment. While on the surface (e.g., day laborers and street
vendors) alternative immigrant business ventures may seem unstructured,
chaotic, and desperate, they may actually be more organized than previously
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thought. Much of the literature on Latino immigrant labor has either labeled
this market as informal or underground economy or has dismissed it as a
pseudo-economy comprised of the poorest and most unqualified recently
arrived illegal immigrants (Waldinger 1996). But this explanation leaves
unanswered the question of why some groups are so much better at, or at
least more prone to participate in, informal entrepreneurship. If all that is
required for informal entrepreneurship is the absence of any other skills or
credentials, there shouldn’t be much variation in the fortunes of those who
participate in it. Understanding unequal participation in entrepreneurial
activities might begin to solve this puzzle.

Unequal participation in entrepreneurship is a type of simple dis-
advantage theory (Aurand 1983). This theory asserts that disadvantage
(unemployment, business cycles) in the general labor market encourages
self-employment, regardless of the resources of those disadvantaged. That is,
high unemployment or underemployment leads people to seek alternative
income-generating tasks, and entrepreneurialism is often the alternative of
choice. General disadvantage, however, does not impact all employees
equally. Light and Rosenstein (1995) draw a distinction between general
disadvantage, resource disadvantage, and labor market disadvantage. The
first two types of disadvantage occur when as a result of some current or past
experience—such as slavery—their members enter the labor market with
fewer resources than other groups. This lack of resources could manifest
itself in lower levels of human capital, poor work ethic, poor nutrition and
health, few networks or contacts, and low self-confidence (Light and Ro-
senstein 1995). Labor market disadvantage, by contrast, arises when groups
receive below-expected returns on their human capital for reasons unrelated
to productivity (e.g., racial and gender discrimination).

Theories of disadvantage provide a nice bridge for understanding self-
employment or marginal work as a mobility ladder or as a survivalist strat-
egy. It is also within this context that the informal economy—at least in
how it pertains to entrepreneuralism—is usually discussed in North Amer-
ica. This body of literature asks whether certain ethnic groups pursue en-
trepreneurship as a better alternative (higher income returns on human
capital or better lifestyle) to wages or salaries in the general labor market. Or
do immigrants use self-employment as a survivalist strategy—as an alter-
native to unemployment and underemployment (Jones 1988)? Light and
Rosenstein (1995) divide survivalist entrepreneurs into two types: value
entrepreneurs and disadvantaged entrepreneurs. Value entrepreneurs choose
self-employment rather than low-wage jobs for a number of different rea-
sons, many having to do with (as the name suggests) their values. For ex-
ample, Bates (1987) argues that women comprise a large number of value
entrepreneurs because many of them are attracted to the benefits of self-
employment, such as the ability to juggle home and work more flexibly.
Others prefer the entrepreneur’s independence, social status, lifestyle, or self-
concept (Light and Rosenstein 1995; Valenzuela 2001). Gold (1992) docu-
ments that some of the attraction of entrepreneurship for Vietnamese
workers is its ‘‘ability to provide them with a level of independence, prestige,
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and flexibility unavailable under other conditions of employment.’’ Value
entrepreneurs, in other words, select self-employment for many nonmone-
tary reasons.

On the other hand, disadvantaged (survivalist) entrepreneurs primarily
undertake self-employment because as a result of labor market disadvan-
tage they earn higher returns on their human capital in self-employment than
in wage and salary employment (Light 1979; Min 1988: Chapter 4 in this
volume). As a result of labor force disadvantage—be it physical disability,
ethnoracial discrimination, unrecognized educational credentials, exclusion
from referral networks, undocumented status, little to no work experience,
or any other unfair labor market attribute, disadvantaged entrepreneurs earn
more in self-employment than in regular wage work.

Immigrants with low levels of human and other capital (social, cultural,
financial), if confronted with a difficult and competitive labor market, may
very well opt for survivalist entrepreneurship. It is an option, perhaps not
viable in the sense that one escapes destitution, but an option that affords
one a modicum of survival. In Los Angeles, we see this quite frequently in the
informal and fringe commodity market, where street vendors, day laborers,
domestics, food shacks/carts, and bodegas abound. At the very least, sur-
vivalist entrepreneurs produce goods and services that enhance themselves
and their community’s wealth—the alternative being unemployment and
deeper impoverishment (Light and Rosenstein 1995).

Similarly, contingent workers, given the option to toil under extreme
hardship in the general-wage economy under conditions of minimum wage,
repetitive and arduous tasks, constant supervision, and few options for
mobility, may prefer day labor or domestic work for reasons of value. Both
of these markets provide flexibility, wages that tend to be higher than the
minimum rate, a diversity of jobs and tasks, opportunities for mobility, and
the extremely empowering and underrated feeling of turning down a job or
negotiating for a fair wage.

Understanding how immigrant and marginal workers fit within the
broader entrepreneurial rubric allows us to critically assess their participa-
tion or lack thereof. Equally important, it makes us rethink and redefine
mainstream entrepreneur programs, so they can better incorporate im-
migrant and marginal workers.

Economic Development for Marginal Workers

Below, I identify three key areas that economic development strategies
should consider if they are to improve employment and wage and income
prospects for marginal workers. The first is a place-based strategy that em-
phasizes the role of community institutions, ethnic networks, businesses,
churches, and civic organizations. Second, we need to consider traditional
and nontraditional employment and training programs to reach the most
vulnerable of the working poor. Finally, I advocate a mixture of traditional,
worker-focused strategies that increase employment prospects and improves
wages for marginal workers.
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Organizing Labor in Immigrant Communities

Like Melendez (1998), I argue that a ‘‘community’’-based strategy for
promoting economic development in impoverished communities involves
the identification of community assets, strengthening their capacity, and
strengthening the links between different organizations and individuals and
the mainstream economy. I depart from Melendez by placing less emphasis
on a transition to the mainstream economy, primarily because for a sig-
nificant amount of marginal workers such a transition may not be realized,
particularly if they lack legal documents. Clearly, transitioning from un-
stable to stable employment, from part- to full-time work, from low-skill to
higher-skill jobs, and from poor- to well-paying occupations is the optimal
objective in economic development for poor workers. But there remain a
significant number of workers whose transition to stable and better paying
jobs may never be realized. For these workers we need to ‘‘think outside of
the box.’’

So in addition to mobilizing the key organizations and actors, including
the small business sector—those who link residents to employment, housing
developers, and other key institutions—we need to create or identify pro-
grams that improve prospects for marginal workers, even if it means that
their status as marginal workers remains while their employment and wage
prospects improve. That is, some men and women may very well remain in
the day labor or domestic market, never fully transitioning to permanent and
better-paid employment. Domestics, perhaps due to their limited human
capital acquisition, the flexibility realized in having a route or series of
homes to clean, or having little or no experience in another trade, may very
well remain domestics. The same can be said about day laborers. Under
certain conditions, both of these employment examples can be decent, dig-
nified, and wage-worthy jobs. The key is to nurture those programs that
already exist, to create others that don’t, and to harness social and network
ties that aid poor people in coping with daily problems and allow them to
survive harsh economic times.

Early in this chapter, I recalled the early importance of the labor move-
ment in community and economic development. I believe that then as now,
economic development should revolve around organizing labor in commu-
nities. The primary difference between now and then, aside from the fact that
communities to be organized today are Latino, is that the organizing needn’t
be in the traditional union model but rather in a context that channels
together many of the unique survival and economic activities already taking
place in Latino communities.

For example, when the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Au-
thority went on strike two years ago, and deprived most of the L.A. region
of bus service, informal entrepreneurs met much of the travel demand for
people who otherwise would have been stranded. Camionetas, or mini-
vans, served as makeshift ‘‘gypsy’’ taxis and ferried low-income residents
throughout Los Angeles. The camionetas have existed for some time, but
the mta strike saw them expand—serving areas like the western Wilshire
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corridor, previously only served by buses—and become more visible to the
non-Latino population. Their exposure has grown as the media has become
increasingly interested in topics like transnational transportation, smug-
gling, and unregulated informal industries. For economic development
strategists, harnessing (either through regulation or some other, more crea-
tive way) this alternative and very entrepreneurial activity to meet the needs
of low-income residents and workers is an avenue that offers considerable
promise.

The camionetas arose in the absence of good public transportation, but
informal entrepreneurship can also arise in cases where formal services are
present but too expensive. Day care is an excellent example. The high cost
of regulated day care centers has made them inefficient, and thus scarce, in
poor communities, and low-income families and single women almost never
use them. Nevertheless, thousands of marginal workers, most with families
and children, go to work every day and leave their children under some sort
of supervision. How? In immigrant and low-income communities, the an-
swer is nonparental informal childcare. Makeshift centers, extended-family
sitters, and other arrangements care for literally thousands of children
belonging to immigrant and marginal workers. Advocating for easier li-
censing, reevaluating requirements for ‘‘safe’’ centers, and alternative or
cooperative ownership arrangements could lead to not only improved and
accessible day care but also the development of an industry that already
exists but is not formalized.

Finally, creative worker ‘‘unions’’—centers where marginal workers such
as domestics and day laborers participate in their employment exchange—
already exist but often suffer from few resources, low membership, and
inconsistent employment opportunities for their members. For example,
about a dozen day labor centers exist throughout Los Angeles and Orange
County. Besides offering shelter and a safe place to exchange labor for wages,
some also provide wage claim resources and tool exchange programs; esl,
citizenship, and other ‘‘adult education’’ training; and information on free
health services. Despite these important amenities, the workers’ primary
concerns usually turn back to their lack of consistent or semiconsistent em-
ployment. Thinking creatively about how demand for their services might be
increased or regularized (i.e., a day labor temporary agency) would not only
go a long way toward providing laborers with stable income but also em-
power them through some of the services already being offered at these sites.

Similarly, domestic worker programs are organizing creatively to em-
power themselves by strategizing on alternative compensation formulas,
increasing demand, and regularizing employer treatments, expectations, and
overtime pay. Their entrepreneurial creativity has clearly enabled a small
but growing group of domestic workers to develop economically. These are
just a few examples of how the working poor and others who live in im-
migrant concentrated neighborhoods in Los Angeles and elsewhere have
developed organizations, social networks, and alternative forms of en-
trepreneurialism to cope with daily problems, difficult economic times, and
marginal employment.
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Employment and Training for Marginal Workers

It is difficult for traditional workforce development or employment and
training programs to succeed because of constant and significant structural
changes in the U.S. economy, which in turn have also restructured local labor
markets and the workplace. Other factors, some of which were discussed
earlier, similarly make success in employment and training difficult. For
example, Latinos experience more frequent job displacement, lower
unionization rates, increases in part-time and contingent work, and a higher
degree of segregation in low-skill, low-pay, and difficult-to-transfer occu-
pations. As a result, effective employment programs need to involve colla-
borations or networks of several community organizations that focus on
adult education and placement.

According to Melendez (1998), cities that have the most successful em-
ployment and training programs have developed umbrella organizations
that bring together not only community groups but also state and local
agencies, employers, community colleges, and others involved in vocational
skills training for disadvantaged populations. As an example, Melendez
refers to the Center for Employment and Training (cet) as a best practice
for producing long-term earnings and employment gains for minority
workers. The cet model integrates vocational and basic skills education,
including esl training. All occupational skills programs through cet are
developed in cooperation with employers. Other employment and training
examples (Quality Employment through Skills Training) include connecting
residents in targeted areas to regional employment opportunities in growing
businesses and industries. The key here is the implementation of an em-
ployment development plan for each participant. Trainees attend a weekly
counseling meeting organized by occupational groups or ‘‘case workers’’
and receive a host of complementary support services. The program ensures
that trainees have access to social services—such as individual and joint
counseling, educational financial assistance, and other services. There is a
strong emphasis on mediating relations with employers and facilitating
trainees’ access to jobs.

Both of these alternative employment and training programs were de-
signed to respond to different workers and distinct segments of the labor
market. The former focuses on more-difficult-to-serve workers (high school
dropouts, young mothers receiving public assistance, dislocated workers,
former criminal offenders, and others) and aims at entry-level positions in
growing industries, while the latter places participants in jobs that require
more specialized education and skills. The point is that specialized training
programs with a clearly defined market niche and worker in mind can be
developed. Creative employment and training programs for informal and
contingent workers might, for example, consider the construction trades,
home care providers, garment industry, or other jobs that already rely on
contingent labor. Central to this strategy is that while skills enhancement is
necessary, without systematic connections to employers, it becomes very
difficult to promote employment of disadvantagedworkers (Melendez 1998).
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Traditional Economic Development
and Other Mainstream Strategies

The final component for developing viable economic opportunities for mar-
ginal Latino workers involves supporting and working closely with tradi-
tional and nontraditional labor-based strategies such as union membership
drives, actively supporting strikes, participating in campaigns for living wage
ordinances, mobilizing on popular and unpopular legislative initiatives that
benefit immigrant workers, exposing illegal or unduly harsh working con-
ditions, and supporting federal programs such as the Earned Income Tax
Credit, which primarily benefits the working poor.

Living wage ordinances are critical to local economic development in
cities that often provide large infrastructure and other employment oppor-
tunities. These ordinances should be accompanied by efforts to increase the
employment prospects of local residents in city jobs, especially if living wage
legislation is passed and implemented. The potential for local government
work to impact the immigrant and working poor in the Los Angeles regional
economy should not be underestimated, considering that Los Angeles
County alone has 88 different municipalities. When coupled with the 4 other
regional counties (Ventura, San Bernardino, Riverside, and Orange), the
opportunity to impact wages and employment opportunities through living
wage ordinances in the region is potentially large.

Immigrants without documents are a particularly vulnerable population
and work force. Their numbers in California far exceed those in any other
state, and Los Angeles has the largest concentration of unauthorized im-
migrants of any metropolitan area. The lack of legal documents, including
driver’s licenses, makes these workers vulnerable to exploitation and other
workplace abuses, and—in areas with poor public transit—can make simply
getting to work an ordeal. Supporting efforts to normalize the status of these
workers is important. The executive body of the afl-cio, organized labor’s
governing body, recently called for a general amnesty program that would
legalize several million people already residing in this county—most of
whom are fromMexico and Central America. For the unions, the campaigns
for normalization are strategic; for Latinos and other immigrant workers
they offer the potential to greatly swell labor’s ranks. Labor leaders correctly
assume that these workers would be more likely to join unions and organize
if their status became regularized; legal workers cannot be threatened with
deportation and other immigration sanctions and are thus in a better posi-
tion to organize once they have the protections afforded to legal residents.

Political power is important to more effective and efficient economic
development. Political power can channel government resources and other
opportunities to disadvantaged communities andmarginal workers. Not lost
to immigrants and other ethnic and racial groups, workers are increasingly
participating in nonlinear modes of political participation, such as union
drives, public protests, precinct walking, and hometown associations. Sup-
porting other political activities besides voting registration drives and getting
out the vote, while clearly important, increases opportunities for multitiered
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approaches to economic development, such as supporting a day laborer’s or
domestic worker’s bill of rights.

Finally, supporting traditional development strategies from place-based
to community development corporations need to, at the very least, remain
intact or expanded. No singular strategy, other than massive economic re-
distribution, which is unlikely, will adequately develop economic opportu-
nities for Latinos in poverty. A multitiered or holistic approach, with a
particular emphasis on marginal workers, will lead to more equal labor
market opportunities.

Conclusion

Latinos in Los Angeles and elsewhere in the United States are resilient and
also creative. They have worked hard to develop different strategies and
resources to cope with labor market inequality. Immigrants in these same
communities have similarly developed important neighborhood-based net-
works that provide family support, jobs, child care, food, and other impor-
tant resources necessary for sustenance. Small businesses provide important
consumer goods, services, and often credit to the creditless. Community de-
velopment strategies, often the staple of economic development in inner
cities, along with service providing agencies and other nonprofit organiza-
tions, attract extramural resources (government and private) to the area and
provide an important institutional base for the community. Clearly, these
institutions and processes serve an invaluable role in connecting residents to
services, providing affordable homes, food, jobs, and opportunities outside
their neighborhoods. These forms of local economic development need to
continue if Latinos are to continue making progress, however incremental it
may be, on different socioeconomic indictors.

The hard-to-employ marginal worker, however, needs to have a more
central place in the practice of economic development. Traditional economic
development strategies should attempt to incorporate difficult-to-serve
workers while also supporting and advocating for creative or alternative
forms of entrepreneurship and development strategies. To do otherwise
would be neglectful of a sizable and growing component of the Latino
population. To include them would be mindful of current neighborhood
economic activities, demographic patterns, and social processes in Latino
communities.

Notes

1. Throughout this chapter, I use the termLatino to refer to people primarily from
Mexico, Central American, Puerto Rico, and Cuba but also to those from the rest of
Latin America. As a result, I treat these four groups and the rest of Latin America as
one homogeneous group despite their different cultural, national, economic, and
political roots. These differences likely result in varied labor market and other
outcomes in the United States—though I’m not convinced the effects would be large if
focused on low skilled workers. Ultimately, the treatment of these peoples as one is
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because I do believe that economic development strategies should focus on the unique
circumstances of immigration, low skill, and marginality, and a large proportion of
the people who fit these qualifications happen to be of Latin American origin.

2. Defined as qualifying for government assistance.
3. Even though the majority of studies have found no change in workers’ overall

job tenure, reports of corporate downsizing, production streamlining, and increasing
use of temporary workers have caused many to question employers’ commitment to
long-term, stable employment relationships (Polivka 1996).

4. Contingent work was first used by Audrey Freedman in testimony before the
Employment and Housing Subcommittee of the Committee on Government
Operations, House of Representatives, Congress of the United States.
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III Business Development

The first two sections have documented the nature and magni-
tude of the poor employment outcomes for many residents of minority
communities and offered a set of recommendations to overcome multiple
barriers. Clearly, there is a need to bridge the geographic divide between
place of residency and the ‘‘outlying’’ jobs. Increasing access to opportunities
throughout the region, however, is just one approach. The alternative is to
bring jobs into the neighborhood by bringing in businesses. The traditional
approach has been to attract mainstream firms through tax credits, subsidies,
and the provision of infrastructure. Unfortunately, these carrots either have
been ineffective in stimulating new economic activities or have proven to be
very expensive relative to the outcomes. Moreover, attracting businesses to
minority neighborhoods may not necessarily lead to employment of local
residents.

What the dominant approach to business development ignores is the
current and potential role of minority-owned businesses. Little is known
about the potentials of these businesses for improving economic conditions
in these neighborhoods and for their residents. The three chapters in this
section help fill this gap by presenting three examples of minority-based
entrepreneurship and their roles in generating jobs, as well as their limita-
tions. The chapters also examine the potentials, challenges, and inherent
limitations of minority businesses and discuss policies and strategies to
foster business growth and job creation within minority neighborhoods.

There are many good reasons for explicitly incorporating and promoting
minority-owned businesses within community economic development. This
is demonstrated in Thomas Boston’s chapter on black businesses. These
businesses are more likely to employ black workers, including those living in
low-income neighborhoods. While these businesses tend to be smaller than
average, the more established and larger black-owned firms generate ‘‘good’’
jobs. Moreover, Boston’s case study of Atlanta shows that these firms can
play an important in role revitalizing economically distressed neighborhoods.
The good news is that the number of black businesses has expanded rapidly
over the last couple of decades. Nonetheless, blacks are still dramatically
underrepresented among all business owners, and community economic
development (ced) should play a role in expanding opportunities for mi-
nority entrepreneurship.

However, there are limitations to minority-owned businesses, and this is
the subject of Tarry Hum’s chapter on the ethnic enclave economies. Her
case study of Asian businesses in New York shows enormous variation in
size, sales, and potential. Enclave economies have often been idealized for
their ability to support and sustain ethnic networks, but frequently they offer



only part-time employment without benefits or dead-end, low-wage jobs.
Lacking economic and human capital, many enclave businesses have to draw
from personal savings, borrow from family members, and rely on family
labor. Examining New York’s Asian enclaves, Hum finds that external
factors, such as rising rents or sudden disasters like September 11, 2001, can
completely paralyze ethnic businesses and lead to their demise. She argues
that harnessing ethnic entrepreneurial energy to promote viable economic
development requires targeted policy efforts to link enclave businesses with
public- and private-sector assistance.

Some of the same potentials and limitations identified by Boston and
Hum can be seen in ced efforts in American Indian communities. Gaming
represents a controversial strategy to develop jobs and generate income
within the compounds of Indian reservations. Ted Jojola and Paul Ong’s
chapter delves thoroughly into the issue of gaming, finding that despite
positive outcomes in job generation, gaming does not represent a panacea
for addressing poverty. There is no doubt that gaming has improved the
socioeconomic status of tribes that have built casinos on the reservations. At
the same time, the evidence shows that gaming has failed to eliminate dis-
parities among individuals living on reservations and has opened a deep gap
between gaming and nongaming tribes.
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7 The Role of Black-Owned Businesses
in Black Community Development

Introduction

Over the last three decades, central cities have been burdened by high rates
of unemployment, significant population losses, and concentrated poverty.
The economic expansion of the 1990s moderated this burden to some ex-
tent, reducing by 24 percent (to 2.5 million) the number of people living in
neighborhoods where the poverty rate was 40 percent or more (Jargowsky
2003). Still, by the turn of the new millennium 67 cities had poverty rates
of 20 percent or higher (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment 2000). Central-city unemployment and poverty are concentrated
heavily in the low-income Black inner-city communities. These neighbor-
hoods have been abandoned by businesses once located in and around the
central business district and have been largely sidestepped by investors, who
have favored developing businesses in more suburban locations. The lack of
jobs within these neighborhoods combined with the dispersal of cities away
from the urban core has created an employment barrier in the form of a
spatial mismatch. (See Chapters 4 and 5.)

The most extreme manifestations of economic distress and neglect are
found in the large, densely populated public housing projects within central
cities. A recent study of a distressed public housing project found that in
1995 only 18 percent of household heads 16 to 62 years of age were em-
ployed, 49 percent depended upon welfare as their primary source of in-
come, 98 percent of households were Black, and 87 percent were headed by
single women (Boston 2005a). The presence of these projects has an adverse
impact on the surrounding communities, leading to the development of what
is known as ‘‘underclass’’ neighborhoods (Wilson 1996). These communities
lack many of the attributes and capacities that typically are necessary for
economic development. In addition to economic capital, these neighbor-
hoods also lack social capital. Civic organizations and social, religious, and
political groups are usually too weak to protect the quality of schools, de-
mand infrastructure improvements, and regulate zoning patterns for com-
mercial and residential development. The poor housing conditions of these
communities are compounded by extreme social and human circumstances.
Most residents live in constant fear of gunfire, drug traffickers, and other
crime.

Communities like these, as well as other low-income Black neighbor-
hoods, desperately need economic development. But there remains a good
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deal of debate about the most appropriate strategy (Ferguson and Dickens
1999; Boston and Ross 1997). Participants in these debates usually argue
over whether the development principles are sufficiently holistic and about
the role the public and private sectors should play in redevelopment. The
debates also include issues such as affordable housing, gentrification, and
the relative merits of mixed-income development. An issue rarely con-
sidered, however, is the role that Black-owned businesses can play in the
revitalization of Black communities.1 Black-owned businesses are often
dismissed because they are only a small part of the whole economy. In 1997,
these firms comprised only 4 percent of all firms and generated 0.4 percent of
all sales.2 Even among a more restrictive universe of minority-owned busi-
nesses, Black-owned businesses comprised only 27 percent of firms and
generated 12 percent of sales. The aggregate statistics, however, obscure
some important characteristics of Black-owned businesses, which are de-
scribed in detail later in this chapter. First, Black business owners have an
affinity for the residents of distressed Black communities and are committed
to community development. Second, Black-owned businesses are becoming
increasingly important as generators of jobs for Black workers. This has
resulted from the rapid growth of these businesses and their tendency to
employ Black workers. Third, a significant portion of the workforce in
Black-owned firms is drawn from low-income inner-city neighborhoods;
indeed, some of the most successful Black businesses are located in low-
income neighborhoods. Fourth, the quality of the average job for Black
workers in Black-owned businesses is superior to that for Black workers in
firms owned by Whites. Finally, revitalization offers numerous opportunities
to promote the growth of Black-owned businesses. Ignoring the potential
contributions of Black-owned business, therefore, would be an unfortunate
oversight.

In the remaining sections of this chapter, I explore these themes in more
detail and also draw upon the results of a case study of low-income neigh-
borhood revitalization in Atlanta. The chapter draws on national data and
information and data and information for the Atlanta region. The next sec-
tion documents the employment-generating capacity of Black-owned busi-
nesses. While Blacks are substantially underrepresented among business
owners, they are nonetheless a sizeable and growing source of employment
for Blacks. The middle section of the chapter examines the role of these
businesses in low-income Black neighborhoods. The evidence shows that
Black owners want to help these neighborhoods and contribute to the em-
ployment base in these communities. Given Black-owned businesses’ po-
tential and willingness, it is good policy to incorporate Black-owned business
in efforts to revitalize the most distressed neighborhoods, those with public
housing projects. The final section presents a case study of how this can be
done by examining an effort in Atlanta through the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development’s (hud’s) hope vi program. The chapter
concludes with some recommendations about the role of Black-owned
businesses in Black community development.
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Black-Owned Businesses as Employers

Black entrepreneurs are motivated by much the same economic drive that
motivates other entrepreneurs. Clearly, seeking profits is a fundamental
factor, but it is not the only one. In a recent national survey of 350 ceos of
the fastest growing Black-owned companies in the country, Black ceos were
asked to identify the factors that had the greatest influence on their deci-
sion to start their business (Boston 2003). Of the Black ceos, an over-
whelming majority (80 percent) responded that the most important reason
for starting their own business was the desire to exercise more control over
their destiny. The second most important reason, cited by 75 percent of Black
ceos, was the desire to use their management experience and education.

In pursuing business opportunities, Black-owned businesses have a pos-
itive effect on Black employment. This can be seen in an analysis of business
eeo-1 reporting data for Atlanta covering the years 1996 through 1998. By
law, these data are collected on all firms that register to provide goods and
services to the City of Atlanta. These firms are not necessarily representative
of all firms because many firms are too small to seek government contracts,
operate in industries that are not appropriate for government contracts, or
are uninterested in pursuing government contracts. It is likely that the
businesses in the eeo-1 data set are more successful and larger than non-
contracting firms. Despite this data limitation, the data does provide insights
into hiring practices by the race of the owner. Of the 1,381 firms in the
sample, 802 (58 percent) were owned by Blacks, and 437 (32) percent were
owned by Whites. In total, these firms employed 23,298 workers: 11,146
White, 10,670 Black, and 1,482 other minority or racial groups. Racial
employment patterns differed significantly in Black-owned and White-
owned firms. Over three-quarters (76 percent) of all employees in Black-
owned firms were Black, while 16 percent were White. By contrast, Blacks
comprise 29 percent of the employees in firms owned by Whites. These co-
race hiring practices have continued in recent years. My estimate, based on
data for the third quarter of 2003, is that Black workers comprise almost
two-thirds (64 percent) of the workforce in Black-owned firms (see Boston
2003). The data clearly show that the racial employment patterns of busi-
nesses vary significantly by the race of the owner. Whites are more likely to
be employed by Whites, and Blacks are much more likely to be employed in
greater percentages in Black-owned firms.

The most recent census of Black-owned businesses indicates that em-
ployment in these businesses is growing rapidly and therefore is becoming an
increasingly important generator of jobs. In 1997 (the most recent year for
which census data on minority businesses are available) the total employ-
ment capacity of Black-owned firms was 718,341 workers. Fifteen years
earlier, in 1982, Black-owned businesses employed just 165,765 workers
(see Table 7.1.) Over this 15-year period the annual employment growth in
the economy was 1.76 percent, while the employment growth in Black-
owned businesses was 9.77 percent annually.
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Because of the strong tendency for co-race hiring by Black-owned
businesses, they provide an increasing source of employment for Black
workers. The most appropriate yardstick for comparing the employment
contribution of Black-owned businesses is the total Black employed
workforce. There is no single source of data for this yardstick, but extra-
polating from existing information provides reasonable estimates (see Table
7.1). Total civilian employment and Black employment are derived from
employment tables of the Council of Economic Advisors, Economic Report
of the President, 2004. Total employment in Black businesses is derived
from the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Survey of Minority-Owned
Business Enterprises (smobe) for 1982 and 1997. The estimated share of
the jobs in Black businesses held by Black workers comes from the ing

Gazelle Index, which is based on a national survey of 350 Black ceos
(Boston 2003). These ceos indicated that 64 percent of their workforce is
Black. Applying this factor to the smobe data, I estimate that Black-owned
businesses provided jobs for over 3 percent of all employed Black workers
in 1997, up from about 1 percent in 1982. While the 3 percent figure in
1997 was only a small fraction of all Black employment, the increase be-
tween 1982 to 1997 is very promising.

If the observed trend in the recent past continues into the future, then
Black-owned businesses will become an even more important source of
Black employment. Employment projections to the year 2010 are based on
Fullerton and Toossi (2001), which estimated the total civilian labor force in
2010 at 157,721,000 and Black civilian labor force at 20,041,000. To get
the total number of employed workers we adjusted these figures downward
by the 2010 projected unemployment rates of 4 percent and 8 percent re-
spectively for all employees and Black employees. Estimates of the 2010
total employment in Black-owned businesses and Black employment in
Black businesses are based on projecting the 1982 to 1997 employment
growth trend of 9.77 percent to the year 2010. If this annual growth in

Table 7.1. Total civilian employment and employment in Black-owned firms

Employment
Category 1982 1997

Annual
Growth

2010
Projection

Total U.S. civilian
employment 99,526,000 129,588,000 1.76% 151,412,160

Total U.S. Black
civilian employment 9,189,000 13,969,000 2.79% 18,036,900

Total workers employed
in Black-owned firms 165,765 718,341 9.77% 2,421,927

Number of Blacks
employed by Black-
owned firms (estimate) 106,089 459,738 1,550,033

Estimated percentage
of Black workers in
Black businesses 1.2% 3.3% 8.6%

Source: Fullerton and Toossi (2001).
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employment in Black-owned businesses continues, I project that 8.6 per-
cent of all Black workers will be employed by Black-owned businesses (see
Table 7.1).3

The jobs generated by Black-owned businesses are diverse and include
what are considered ‘‘good jobs.’’ The 1997 smobe data show that average
pay per employee in Black-owned business was only 70 percent of the
average pay per employee for all firms. While this is cause for concern, it is
also important to recognize that not all Black-owned firms are low-wage
firms. This can be seen in the data on Black employees in firms submitting
eeo-1 reports to Atlanta, which was described earlier. The 798 Black-
owned firms employed a total of 8,107 Black workers. The sample also
included 436 White-owned firms that employed a total of 3,270 Black
workers. Of the 8,107 Black workers employed by Black-owned firms,
1,598 (about 20 percent) are employed by Black-owned firms that operate
in the business service industry, and about 14 percent are employed by
firms operating in engineering and management service industries. By
contrast, only 9 percent of the 3,270 Black workers employed by White
owners are in firms that operate in business services, and just 2 percent are
in firms in engineering and management services. Firms operating in the
business service industry and management and engineering industries re-
quire higher levels of education and skills and provide greater pay and
more stable career ladders. Of all Black workers in Black-owned firms,
about 14 percent work in the general building construction industry while
17 percent of Black workers in White-owned businesses are employed in
this industry. The general building construction industry, however, does
not require high levels of education; the pay is lower, and jobs are less
stable.

The racial employment pattern by industry is important because firms
operating in business service and engineering and management service in-
dustries generally provide superior employment opportunities in compar-
ison to firms operating in general building construction. While firms in the
former industries require more professional or skilled labor, general con-
struction contracting firms have numerous jobs that require only low-skill
labor. Drawing a parallel from labor market segmentation literature, firms
in the first two industries and other high-skilled industries are considered to
be in the primary sector. By contrast, general construction contracting and
other firms requiring low-skilled or general labor are considered to be in the
secondary sector. Blacks employed by Black-owned businesses have a
greater likelihood of being employed in the primary sector in comparison to
Blacks employed by White-owned firms. This pattern is consistent with the
statement that the quality of employment for Blacks is better in Black-owned
businesses than it is for Blacks employed in businesses owned by Whites.
However, this pattern applies only to those participating in government
contracting. While it is unknown whether this applies to all firms, the
findings demonstrate that Black-owned firms have a real potential to gen-
erate ‘‘good jobs’’ for Black workers.
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Black-Owned Businesses and Low-Income

Black Neighborhoods

Business owners are commonly perceived as individuals who are driven by
market forces and naked self-interest. While this is true to some degree—one
rarely succeeds in business by ignoring the market’s demands—many suc-
cessful business owners also develop passions for supporting the arts, edu-
cation, environmental preservation, or other philanthropic causes. The most
publicly known examples are philanthropic billionaires such as Bill Gates in
Seattle, Eli Board in Los Angeles, George Soros in New York, and Ted
Turner in Atlanta (Business Week 2002; Whelan 2004). However, civic-
minded business leaders are not limited to the super-rich. While business
owners frequently become major benefactors to nonprofit organizations,
White business owners seldom express a passion for revitalizing low-income
inner-city neighborhoods. By contrast, Black business owners commonly
profess a strong commitment to community development. In the survey of
350 Black ceos cited earlier, 71 percent stated a desire to serve their com-
munity as a factor for starting their business, making it the third most im-
portant reason. Only 19 percent of Black ceos said serving their community
was a minor influence, and just 6 percent said it had no influence on their
decision (Boston 2003).

A similar result was found by a 1995 survey of Black businesses located in
the Atlanta Metropolitan area. The owners were asked if they felt that
‘‘Black entrepreneurs [had] a special responsibility to aid in improving Black
communities.’’ Of the 222 respondents, 82 percent either strongly agreed or
agreed with the statement, while 11 percent were neutral and only 2 percent
disagreed or strongly disagreed (see Table 7.2). Nor was this a function of
where the businesses were located; responses did not differ significantly
between those businesses operating within the City of Atlanta and those
located outside the city but within the 18-county metropolitan area.

Not only are Black entrepreneurs personally committed to helping black
communities, they create jobs for blacks in low-income inner-city commu-

Table 7.2. Survey results on whether Black business owners feel a special responsibility to
assist in the improvement of Black communities

Atlanta City Limits
(Percentage of Total)

Other Metro
Locations (Percentage

of Total)

Table Total
(Percentage
of Total)

Strongly agree 46.7% 46.0% 46.3%
Agree 36.7% 35.3% 35.9%
Neither agree nor

disagree 11.7% 9.8% 10.6%
Disagree 1.1% 1.5% 1.3%
Strongly disagree 0.5% — 0.2%
Not applicable 1.2% 5.1% 3.4%
Missing value 2.1% 2.4% 2.2%

Total 100% 100% 100%

Source: 1995 survey conducted by the author; see also Boston 1999: chapter 3.
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nities. Bates (1993:77) has observed that ‘‘Black employers tend to utilize a
work force consisting largely of minority workers, and this is true whether
they are located in inner-city ghettos, central business districts, or outlying
suburban areas.’’ White-owned businesses behave quite differently. Among
small-business employers located in nonminority areas of the applicable 28
cities, 63 percent of the White firms (versus 3 percent of the Black firms) had
no minority employees at all. More surprisingly, even when located within
minority communities, most White-owned firms employ predominately
nonminority workforces, and many employ no minority workers whatso-
ever. In sum, the evidence clearly suggests that the race of owners is a major
determinant of Black workers’ access to jobs regardless of location. For
Blacks in low-income communities, the presence of Black-owned businesses
is a critical factor in determining employment opportunity.

Moreover, Black-owned firms tend to hire inner-city workers regardless
of the firms’ location within the region. A 1995 survey of 223 Black-owned
firms in Atlanta showed that one-fifth of the employees in Black-owned
firms lived in low-income inner-city neighborhoods. The survey also showed
that Black-owned firms in the City of Atlanta hired 25 percent of their
workforce from low-income neighborhoods, while Black-owned firms lo-
cated outside Atlanta but within its 18 county Metropolitan area hired 19
percent of their workforce from low-income inner-city neighborhoods
(Boston 1999:56).

While black entrepreneurs have a commitment to serving their commu-
nity, it is not necessarily at the expense of good business practice. A study by
Boston and Ross (1997:347–348) found that some of the most successful
Black-owned businesses are located in low-income neighborhoods. An
analysis of data from the early 1990s for 722 Black-owned firms located
within the Atlanta metropolitan area showed that over a quarter were
located in zip code areas where the median family income was below
twenty-five thousand dollars. The data also revealed that the most successful
Black-owned businesses, as measured by gross revenue, were located in the
lowest-income zip codes (see Table 7.3.) Unfortunately, we do not have data

Table 7.3. Employment characteristics of Black-owned businesses by income
characteristics of the zip codes where they are located

Income Class of
Zip Code Based
on 1990 Census

Number
of Firms

Mean
Revenue of

Businesses in
Income Class

Mean
Employment

per Firm

Black
Employment

as a Percentage
of Rotal

Employment

$0 to $14,999 20 $2,089,239 11.7 81.8%
$15,000 to $24,999 161 $707,021 11.3 76.7%
$25,000 to $39,999 255 $263,719 6.6 73.1%
$40,000 to $59,000 182 $723,485 7.3 74.6%
$60,000 and greater 62 $576,181 8.1 77.1%

Total 722 $606,208 8.9 77.1%

Source: Boston and Ross 1997.
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on profits, largely because that information is both difficult to measure and
proprietary. Nonetheless, size and profits tend to be correlated, thus the
available measure based on revenue is useful. The mean revenue of busi-
nesses in zip codes where income was fifteen thousand dollars or less was
$2,089,239. The median revenue of firms in such zip codes was also higher
than that of firms in other locations. Mean revenue is second largest for
Black-owned firms located in zip codes where family income varied between
fifteen thousand dollars and twenty-five thousand dollars.

Neighborhood Revitalization, Black-Owned

Businesses, and hope vi

Revitalization requires the hiring of professional consultants to create a
master plan for the design and development of the community. It also re-
quires architects and contractors to do the actual housing construction or
renovation, the construction of recreational and community facilities, and
the creation of sidewalks and open spaces. In addition, building affordable
housing—a centerpiece of most redevelopment projects—typically involves
public/private partnerships, which in turn create financing and bonding
opportunities. New rental properties create property management, building
maintenance, and janitorial opportunities. Along with these services, land-
scaping and lawn care services are also required. Businesses that specialize in
supplying construction materials, office supplies, and other equipment are
also needed. Business opportunities also come in the form of the human and
supportive services that are typically provided to revitalize low-income
neighborhoods. These services include workforce readiness programs, early
childhood educational programs, and childcare services. Finally, residents of
revitalized communities usually demand new retail and commercial estab-
lishments. In short, redeveloping low-income Black neighborhoods can
create numerous business opportunities, and these businesses in turn have
the potential of generating employment for local residents (Boston 2005b).

While any business or entrepreneur can take advantage of the opportu-
nities generated by neighborhood revitalization, the employment practices
of Black business owners make Black-owned businesses especially attractive
options. To illustrate this point, we next examine the revitalization that is
currently transforming Atlanta’s low-income public housing projects into
mixed-income communities, through use of the government’s hope vi

Program.
In October 1992, Congress established the Urban Revitalization Dem-

onstration Program, commonly known as hope vi. The objectives of this
program are to (1) improve the living environments of residents of severely
distressed public housing through the demolition, rehabilitation, recon-
figuration, or replacement of obsolete units; (2) revitalize sites where public
housing is located and improve the surrounding neighborhoods; (3) decrease
the concentration of poverty; and (4) build economically sustainable com-
munities. Between fiscal years 1993 and 2001, hud awarded approxi-
mately $4.5 billion in hope vi grants to 98 public housing authorities for
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the revitalization of 165 sites (U.S. General Accounting Office [gao]
2003:2–4).

One of the features of the hope vi Program in Atlanta is the large number
of involved Black-owned businesses. As the introduction to this chapter
stated, the most disadvantaged Black neighborhoods are those with large
public-housing projects; consequently, the hope vi projects provide a severe
test of the outcome of incorporating Black-owned businesses.

The problems in public housing operated by the Atlanta Housing Au-
thority (aha) are primary examples of what hope vi is designed to ad-
dress. Densely populated public housing projects in Atlanta were once
characterized by squalid living conditions, concentrated poverty, and high
crime rates. One of aha’s worst properties was East Lake Meadows, the
public housing project whose recurring violence earned it the nickname
‘‘Little Vietnam.’’ aha built East Lake Meadows in 1970. The 650-unit
complex was located 4.5 miles east of the Atlanta Central Business District.
By June 1992, the living conditions at East Lake Meadows were so squalid
that over a quarter of its 650 units were vacant. In December 1995, there
were only 387 families (1,397 persons) living in East Lake Meadows. Al-
most 60 percent of these families were dependent on welfare as a primary
source of income, and only 13 percent of household heads ages 16 to 62
were employed. In 1995, the median household income of assisted families
was just $4,536—less than one-half the income defining the 1995 poverty
line for a family of three. The poverty rate in this public housing develop-
ment was over 90 percent. The low labor-force participation and high
welfare dependency among adults created a situation where only 16 percent
of total household income was generated in the labor market. The remainder
came from welfare, social and supplemental security, and other nonlabor
market earnings (Boston 2005a). The socioeconomic status of these families
was made worse by the deteriorated environment in which they lived.

The problems, however, were not limited to just one housing project. A
1994 Inspector General’s Audit Report of aha’s housing properties found
that 88 percent of the housing facilities did not meet minimum standards. In
one of its own internal reports, aha noted that rapes, burglaries, homicides,
assaults, and drug-related arrests were ‘‘normal occurrences in most of the
developments.’’ Residents feared sitting on their porches, sleeping in their
beds, and hanging clothes on the line (U.S. Department of hud 1994).

hope vi offered a possible means of addressing the deep-seated prob-
lems in aha projects. aha is currently involved in one of the nation’s most
ambitious attempts to revitalize distressed public housing projects and turn
them into mixed-income communities. To date, aha has revitalized seven
projects and created nine new mixed-income communities in their place.
These new communities contain 3,404 units of mixed-income apartments
that rely on mixed-financed public, private, and nonprofit funds. On average,
just over 40 percent of the units are reserved for public housing eligible
residents, 23 percent are rent-subsidized units, and 36 percent are leased at
market rates. aha is currently revitalizing three more conventional public
housing projects, which will construct an additional 2,433 mixed-income
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rental units. Today these projects have been transformed into communities
that are among the most attractive rental properties in the city.4

The revitalization of East Lake Meadows began in 1997 and was com-
pleted in 2000. In 2001, among the original residents who lived in East Lake
Meadows and now live in the Villages of East Lake, the social and economic
conditions were as follows: 48 percent were employed, the median house-
hold income was $7,322, income derived from labor market earnings
comprised 52 percent of all income, 68 percent of the residents lived below
the poverty line, and only 3 percent were dependent on welfare. The drastic
decline in welfare dependency resulted from both welfare reform and the
economic boom of the late 1990s. Similar improvements also occurred
among other aha hope vi projects (Boston 2005a). (See Chapter 2 for
similar results in other geographic areas.) Obviously the economic and social
status of residents still demands a great deal of improvement, but conditions
have nevertheless improved drastically over a decade. For example, the
number of violent crimes in the neighborhood decreased from 441 in 1992
to just 33 ten years later.

The new mixed-income community reserves 50 percent of the rental units
for public housing eligible residents, and 50 percent are rented at market
rates. The public housing units float, meaning that they are interspersed
throughout, and the units rented by public housing assisted residents are not
distinguishable from those rented by market-rate tenants. The revitalized
community has a new high-performing charter school, an early learning
center, a public golf course, a youth golf academy, a new ymca, new retail
developed and anchored around Publix Grocery, and a private golf course
that is now home to the PGA Tour Championship.

aha’s neighborhood revitalization has generated enormous business op-
portunities. The total value of contracts awarded by aha between 1998 and
2001 for the procurement of goods and services was $225.9 million. Most of
these expenditures were related to the revitalization of its properties. New
construction had the largest value of awards ($106.1 million or 47 percent).
General services received $45.3 million or 20 percent, while substantial
rehabilitation received $32.0 million or (14 percent) and professional ser-
vices received $18.2 million (8.1 percent). These contracts have stimulated
other economic activities. About $184 million of hope vi and other public
housing development grants have been leveraged to generate $723 million of
additional investment, mainly in the private sector. Table 7.4 provides in-
formation on the total amount of development spending that occurred in 6
public housing neighborhoods that have been revitalized.

Black businesses have tapped into many of these opportunities. Of the
total value of awards by aha, 53 percent were awarded to minority busi-
nesses, with $97.3 million, or 43 percent, going to Black business owners.5

The latter is a remarkable accomplishment given that in 1997, Black-owned
businesses comprised only 11 percent of all firms in the Atlanta metropolitan
area and generated only 1 percent of all revenues.6 The largest share of
contracts awarded to Black businesses was in new construction ($71.3
million) and services ($16.7 million).7 Interestingly, aha achieved these
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levels of Black participation through voluntary policies based on race- and
gender-neutral measures, not through racial mandates. While most of the
jobs generated by the Black-owned businesses were not in the professional
category, they are appropriate for the skill levels of many of the residents.
Equally important, hope vi supported efforts to stimulate entrepreneur-
ship among the residents by funding ‘‘community programs designed to
provide residents with the tools needed to launch their own businesses and
become self-sufficient’’ (U.S. gao 1998). The Black-owned firms that par-
ticipated in the revitalization projects were, then, very much a major com-
ponent in the turnaround.

While the evidence is clear about the incorporation of Black-owned
businesses into the economic development strategy, less is known about
the employment outcomes for residents. Of course, there is the overall im-
provement discussed earlier, but it is difficult to discern the direct con-
tributions of Black businesses because, unfortunately, there are no solid data
at this time about hiring patterns. What is likely is that the Black firms that
contracted with aha are either a part of the eeo-1 firms described earlier or
are very similar to those firms in terms of hiring practices. It is, then, rea-
sonable to assume that many of the jobs generated by Black-owned busi-
nesses in the revitalization efforts went to Black workers, including those
who reside in the revitalized neighborhoods. There are two problems with
this from a policy perspective. The first is that the assertion is a conjecture,
although a very plausible one. What is needed to guide future efforts is a
reasonably precise estimate of the magnitude of the direct and indirect im-
pacts of Black-owned businesses on local employment. The second problem
with the current strategy is that it implicitly depends on preexisting mech-
anisms (the hiring practices and patterns of Black-owned businesses) to
produce desirable employment outcomes for Blacks. What may be better is
to identify those mechanisms, make them an explicit part of the revitaliza-
tion, and find ways to strengthen them.

hope vi in Atlanta is not a panacea for economic distressed neighbor-
hoods but a useful model that points in the right direction in terms of in-
corporating Black-owned businesses into neighborhood revitalization.
Despite the improvements in employment, many of the residents still are
poor. Nevertheless, the efforts demonstrate that Black businesses can tap and

Table 7.4. hope vi grants and leveraged expenditures
for each community

Original Development
hope vi

Grant ($M)
Total Leveraged
Spending ($M)

Techwood/Clark Howell 43.0 153.0
East Lake Meadows 33.0 128.0
John Eagan Homes 21.0 140.0
John Hope Homes 17.0 150.0
Harris Homes 35.0 85.0
Capitol Homes 35.0 251.0

Totals 184.0 907.0
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be tapped to promote revitalization. Moreover, by doing so, this strategy has
the potential to contribute to the growth of Black-owned businesses, which
in turn can generate greater demand for Black workers. Over a longer time
horizon, these efforts should be seen as building a useful foundation for
future economic improvement in these neighborhoods, and that will require
attracting new investments and upgrading the skills of local residents.

Concluding Remarks

Despite being underrepresented in the total economy, Black-owned busi-
nesses have the potential to benefit Black workers nationally and within local
communities. If the projection for employment growth is realized, it may
have significant policy implications for reducing the disparity between Black
and White unemployment rates. The Black unemployment rate has con-
sistently been about twice the rate of White unemployment.8 From January
2004 to October 2004, the unemployment rate of Blacks was 10.4 percent,
compared 4.9 percent for whites. This racial disparity has been resistant to
government policies to reduce unemployment through economic growth
stimulated by demand stimulus. Such policies rely on the benefits to trickle
down, but they do nothing to alter the underlying social and economic
structure and dynamic that determines how benefits are distributed by race.
The result is that racial disparities remain intact. Such disparities do not
change even in response to government supply-side policies that have been
aimed at improving the workforce readiness of Blacks. This is due in part to
the fact that discriminatory practices persist and may have increased with the
retreat from affirmative action. The growth of Black-owned businesses has
the potential to alter the labor-market dynamics that currently disadvantage
Black workers. Because Black-owned businesses hire disproportionately
more Black workers, a substantial growth in this demand can permanently
reduce the ratio of Black to White unemployment. What remains problem-
atic is whether the projected growth of Black-owned businesses will mate-
rialize. For this to happen, there is a need for public policy that supports and
promotes this growth.

Black-owned businesses have the potential for generating jobs in low-
income neighborhoods. Atlanta’s projects under hud’s hope vi provide a
model of how to incorporate Black-owned businesses in revitalization ef-
forts. aha’s strategic vision focused not just on providing new housing but
also on improving the human development of families. To achieve its goal,
aha retained private development partners who shared its vision and com-
mitment. The Atlanta experience illustrates that Black-owned businesses
can be part of community economic development. However, the hope vi

projects have concentrated on the reconstruction of these neighborhoods.
What is needed is sustainable economic growth, and that requires an ex-
panded role for Black entrepreneurs, along with programs to enhance the
marketable skills of local residents.

The evidence presented in this chapter shows that Black-owned busi-
nesses can indeed be a critical component of economic development in
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disadvantaged neighborhoods. Most community development strategies are
focused on encouraging businesses to relocate to low-income communities.
The logic behind this strategy is that new businesses will bring new jobs, and
new jobs for local residents—particularly new jobs that pay livable wages—
are central to inner-city revitalization. But while business development is a
necessary component of the revitalization of low-income communities, it is
not necessarily the case that attracting businesses to a poor community will
lead to the employment of local residents. This is true for a number of
strategies discussed by Michael Stoll in Chapter 4, including enterprise zones
and tax incentives. For example, Sawicki and Moody (1997:78) point out
that jobs created by businesses located in enterprise zones do not usually go
to residents of those zones. They note that physical proximity to jobs is not
as important as social and economic networks; who and what you know is
often more important than where you are. Tax incentives have also proven
to be largely ineffective in generating jobs for residents of low-income
neighborhoods (Spencer and Ong 2004). The situation is different, however,
for Black-owned businesses. As documented in this chapter, these businesses
do generate employment opportunities for local residents. Unfortunately,
very few of the strategies that have been proposed for redeveloping or re-
vitalizing Black inner-city communities have emphasized the importance of
including Black-owned businesses. Moreover, Black-owned businesses have
the capacity to be involved in all aspects of rebuilding Black communities,
including the design and construction, securing financing, and providing
maintenance and supportive services.

Black-owned businesses are not a panacea for the myriad of problems
facing economically distressed Black neighborhoods; nonetheless, we have
seen in this chapter that the overwhelming majority of Black business
owners share a strong commitment to community development. Given that
they are also an increasingly important source of jobs for Black workers, it
seems almost natural, even if not yet widely accepted, that these businesses
must become a crucial element in Black community development. What is
needed are policies and practices that give an explicitly greater role for
Black-owned businesses in efforts to economically revitalize Black com-
munities. While this chapter provides some insights that can help guide the
development of these policies and practices, more detailed research is needed
to both understand how Black-owned businesses currently operate and how
they can become more effective as a community economic development tool.

Notes

1. One notable exception was the strategy of ‘‘Black Capitalism’’ introduced
during the Nixon administration as a means of quieting African American protests
and rebellions. Although this was the intended objective, the initiative ultimately led
to the creation of the Small Business Administration 8(a) Program, which opened
new avenues for minority businesses in government contracting. Shortly after the
federal government’s initiative, Mayor Maynard Jackson of Atlanta introduced the
nation’s first local minority business affirmative action plan. His actions are widely
viewed as having led to the emergence of a new generation of African American
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businesses nationally. Similar set-aside contracting programs were adopted by other
cities, as well as by many states, and were used as a vehicle for African American
entrepreneurs to gain access to markets in nontraditional and fast growing industries.
So a policy that was introduced with dubious motives ultimately created new
business and employment opportunities for African Americans.

2. Statistics are from ‘‘1997 Economic Census Minority- and Women-Owned
Businesses,’’ downloaded from the U.S. Bureau of Census web site, http://www.
census.gov/epcd/mwb97/us/us.html, November 21, 2004.

3. While this projected increase will not solve the massive labor-market problems
facing Blacks, the newly created jobs can nonetheless be important at the margin.
Creating employment equivalent to 4 percent of the Black labor force could help
attenuate the unemployment gap between whites and blacks, which was about
6 percent in 2004 (4.8 percent versus 10.4 percent).

4. hope vi also has some limitations, particularly for the residents who were
dislocated. See National Housing Law Project (2002).

5. Businesses owned by Asian and Pacific Islanders received $6.3 million or 2.8
percent. Businesses owned by Native Americans and Hispanics received 0.1 percent
and 0.8 percent, respectively.

6. Statistics are from ‘‘1997 Economic Census Minority- and Women-Owned
Businesses, Atlanta, GA msa,’’ downloaded from the U.S. Bureau of Census
web site, http://www.census.gov/epcd/mwb97/metro/M0520.html, November 21,
2004.

7. In comparison, the largest share of contracts awarded to White-owned busi-
nesses was in Services ($28.4 million or 62.6 percent); New Construction ($27.9
million or 26.3 percent) followed.

8. Based on unemployment rates from 1972 to 2004 as reported by the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics web site, http://data.bls.gov/servlet/SurveyOutputServlet,
downloaded November 21, 2004.
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8 New York City’s Asian
Immigrant Economies
Community Development Needs
and Challenges

The incorporation experiences and outcomes of Asian im-
migrants in the urban economy are a study in contrasts, and these contrasts
are reflected in the socioeconomic disparities within the Asian immigrant
population. The economic success that is exemplified by high rates of Asian
immigrant self-employment is counterbalanced by the persistence of work-
ing poverty and labor exploitation in garment and restaurant sweatshops.
Problematic though they may be, Asian immigrant economies are now in-
tegral to the economic landscape of many gateway cities, including Los
Angeles, Chicago, and New York. Small immigrant-owned businesses have
helped revitalize numerous local neighborhoods, transforming some into
ethnic enclaves that serve as sites for new immigrant settlement and con-
centrated labor and housing markets.

The seminal work on immigrant incorporation by Alejandro Portes and his
colleagues developed the idea of a ‘‘context of reception’’ to describe the
mechanisms that facilitate the economic incorporation of new immigrants
(Portes and Bach 1985; Portes and Rumbaut 1990 Portes and Zhou 1992).
Immigration is a social process based largely on informal ethnic networks that
promote a particular set of conditions for socioeconomic integration in the
host country through the formation of occupational niches and immigrant
enclaves (Portes and Bach 1985; Portes and Rumbaut 1990; Tilly 1990;
Waldinger 1996). Economic outcomes are not solely a result of individual
skills or ambitions but are determined by the social context in which im-
migrants are received (Portes and Bach 1985). A critical component of this
context of reception is the establishment of an ethnic community, especially
one with a large co-ethnic entrepreneurial base. The formation of enclaves—
defined as ‘‘spatially clustered networks of businesses owned by members of
the same minority’’—promotes an alternative strategy for economic in-
corporation resulting in gains that are not typically accrued through im-
migrant employment in the general labor market (Portes 1995:27).

A policy consequence of emphasizing the voluntary nature of spatial
clustering and social isolation and the centrality of ethnic resources in
creating economic opportunities is that Asians and their enclave neighbor-
hoods are viewed as ‘‘exceptional’’ due to the mediating effects of immigrant
entrepreneurship and co-ethnic relations built on reciprocity and trust
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(Zhou 1992, Teitz 1989). Other researchers argue that immigrant econo-
mies do not create improved employment and mobility opportunities but
rather buffer unemployment and underemployment as well as the impacts of
working poverty (Ong 1984). The social isolation of immigrant enclaves
enables ethnic institutions to dominate community politics and business
development (Kwong 1996). Rather than bounded ethnic solidarity, class
divisions in enclave communities are evident in the degree of labor ex-
ploitation found in many co-ethnic workplaces (Kwong 1996, Ong et al.
1999). Moreover, the limitations of niche formation and concentration in
marginal sectors in a postindustrial urban economy are becoming apparent
in economic enclaves such as Manhattan’s Chinatown (Wang 2000a). In-
creasingly, community and business leaders need to address the decline of
mature sectors—namely, the garment industry—and the subsequent dis-
placement of immigrant workers with little or no English language profi-
ciency and limited transferable skills.

Much economic development research on communities of color focuses on
African American poverty. While this is certainly a critical research and policy
area, the shifting demographics of American cities suggest that the con-
tributions and challenges facing immigrant economies should also be an in-
tegral part of understanding the urban political economy. This chapter is a
study of Asian immigrant economies in New York City. Despite their notable
presence, there is no comprehensive study of Asian- or immigrant-owned
small businesses in New York City. New York City is an instructive case study
for several reasons. First, it has the largest concentration of Asian Pacific
American (apa) owned firms in the nation.1 Second, immigrant economic
activity in New York City is extensive and varied, as evidenced by the multiple
and ethnically distinct nodes in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens. Third, the
aftermath of September 11 makes even more transparent some enduring
problems endemic to immigrant economies, and lastly, numerous studies
show that relative to Asian immigrants in other gateway cities (such as Los
Angeles), Asian immigrants in New York have less human capital and tend to
be concentrated in ethnic enclaves where employment is typically poorly paid,
low skilled, and largely without benefits (Zhou 1998; Ettlinger and Kwon
1994). Hence, the issues of community economic development are especially
relevant to sustaining the livelihood of New York City’s Asian neighborhoods
and present critical strategies for countering working poverty.

The downturn in New York City’s economy was deepened by the tragic
events of September 11, 2001. In the immediate aftermath of the terrorist
attacks, several major corporations moved their office spaces out of Lower
Manhattan; others downsized their workforces, and the ripple effects were
widespread and deep (Bagli 2002; Parrot 2001). Nearly three years later,
researchers and policy makers are still taking stock of the long-term re-
percussions and possible lessons. One lesson quick to emerge is the danger of
New York’s heavy dependence on the financial sector (Center for an Urban
Future 2003; Dolfman and Wasser 2004). Advocates have called for a shift
away from corporate welfare and tax-cutting strategies and a movement
toward support of small business. Small business, these advocates argue, has
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a record of consistent performance in economic revitalization and job
creation.2 A recent mayoral executive order, perhaps in response to these
sentiments, changed the name of the Department of Business Services to the
Department of Small Business Services.

As is the case in several metropolitan areas, Asian-owned businesses
comprise a sizable and growing segment of New York businesses.3 The latest
economic census (of 1997) indicates that close to 97,000 firms, or 15 percent
of New York City businesses, are owned by Asian Pacific Americans (apas).
By the late 1990s, apas owned nearly half (45 percent) of all New York’s
minority businesses. Paralleling the residential concentration of Asian
New Yorkers, nearly all apa firms are located in Queens, Manhattan, or
Brooklyn. While Manhattan Chinatown figures dominantly in the study of
Asian businesses and neighborhood economies, Queens is also a dynamic
economic center. In fact, approximately two-fifths of apa firms are located
in the borough of Queens; by 1997, they accounted for a full quarter of all
Queens firms.4

Immigrant businesses are a growing part of urban economies, and their
contribution to the revitalization of local neighborhoods is frequently
touted. Revitalization, however, is not the sole defining characteristic of
immigrant entrepreneurialism; working poverty and concentration in mar-
ginal industry sectors are also prominent features of immigrant economies.
Although the aftermath of September 11 highlighted hardships for Man-
hattan’s Chinatown, which is located only a few blocks away from Ground
Zero, academic and community leaders had sounded the alarm on the state
of immigrant economies well before (Ong et al. 1999; Ong and Umemoto
1994; Wang 2000a; Urban Institute 2000). Pointing to the decline of those
industries that anchor immigrant economies, the lack of public investment,
and the patterns of persistent worker exploitation, community leaders
sought to refocus public discussion on the outstanding needs and deepening
economic crisis in the Asian immigrant ‘‘success’’ story.

This chapter seeks to seize this moment when urban policy makers view
immigrant small businesses as vital economic engines to profile both the
significant contributions and notable dilemmas. Despite the limited amount
of official data on immigrant small businesses, a synthesis of those resources
available provide an informational baseline. The recent public attention on
immigrant small businesses presents an opportunity to define strategies and
resources that will promote high road linkages to the regional economy,
rather than low-road competitiveness based on price (Pastor et al. 2000). In
this ongoing process of reimagining New York City’s future as a global
capital, it is incumbent that we engage in a rebuilding process whose out-
comes will lift all New Yorkers.

New York City’s Asian Immigrant Economies

New York’s rapidly growing immigrant population represents another under-
utilized asset that could prove critical to New York’s economic growth in the
decade ahead. (Center for an Urban Future 2003:5)
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In 1997, there were a total of 101,822 apa firms in the New York Primary
Metropolitan Statistical Area (pmsa), with the overwhelming majority (95
percent) located in one of the five counties or boroughs that make up New
York City. Between 1987 and 1997, the number of apa firms increased
threefold—far exceeding the 92 percent increase in the total number of firms
in New York City during the same period (Table 8.1). Reflecting the diverse
ethnic composition of apa New Yorkers, the three largest groups of firm
owners are Chinese (45 percent), Asian Indian (20 percent), and Korean (17
percent). There are notable interethnic differences in firm characteristics
ranging from the average firm sales and receipts, the share of firms with paid
employees, the firm size, and employee earnings (Table 8.2).5

The overwhelming majority of New York businesses are small; only one in
four (26 percent) employ paid workers. Korean firms are an exception,
however, as 45 percent have paid employees. While the overall share of apa

firms with paid employees is comparable to that of city businesses in general,
apa firms are significantly smaller, with an average of 5 compared to 17 paid
employees. As noted, Korean firms are most likely to be employers, but their
average firm size of 4 paid employees is slightly smaller than the average
number of paid employees for apa employers.

Variations in sales and receipts further differentiate apa firms. Relative to
New York firms, the size of sales and receipts for apa firms is quite modest. In
comparison to an average sales and receipts figure that exceeds a million
dollars for New York—area businesses, the average for apa firms is a mere
$250,460. A striking exception is Japanese firms (with paid employees),
whose average sales and receipts total over 2 million dollars, but these firms
represent only 8 percent of area apa firms. While Korean firms are most likely
to be employers, their average annual sales and receipts are $432,000 in
comparison.

Among apa firms with paid employees, the average 1997 wage was
$25,000—a little over one-half the average wage of $45,000 for private-
sector employees in New York area firms at large. Again, an exception is
paid employees in Japanese-owned firms, whose average earnings are nearly
$63,000, but these employers are a tiny fraction (3 percent) of apa firms with
paid employees. Among the top three Asian entrepreneurial groups, paid
employees in firms owned by Chinese and Koreans earned an average of
$19,000 compared to the $30,000 average earned by those employed in
South Asian firms.

The industrial mix for apa firms is different from that of New York firms
at large. While concentration in a few key industries is common, apa firms
cluster in distinct niches. The dominant industry in the New York met-
ropolitan area is the service sector, which accounts for 44 percent of all firms
(Table 8.3). The second largest industry is finance, insurance, and real estate
(fire), representing 13 percent of New York firms, closely followed by retail
trade at 12 percent. These three industry sectors represent more than two-
thirds of all New York metropolitan area firms. The profile of apa firms,
however, looks quite different. While the service industry is also the larg-
est sector for apa businesses, its level of concentration at 33 percent is
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notably less than for New York area firms at large. Moreover, fire-related
enterprises are a mere 5 percent of apa firms. It is retail trade, not fire, that
follows services as the second most common industry sector, while firms in
the transportation, communications, and utilities sector make up 11 percent
of all apa businesses in the New York metropolitan area.

In the five years between the 1992 and 1997 economic censuses, the total
number of apa firms doubled, and growth was especially notable for firms in
the trade sectors (retail and wholesale) and the transportation, commu-
nication, and utilities sector. The prominence of transportation, commu-
nications, and utilities is somewhat surprising, but it is a sector common not
just to apas but to many minority-owned businesses in New York City. In
fact, 63 percent of the New York metropolitan area’s 53,502 firms in this
sector are owned by minorities.6 Few of the apa firms (7 percent) in this
sector have paid employees, probably because many of them are owner-
operators of taxicabs (Schaller 2004). A final observation on the industrial
composition of apa firms in the New York metropolitan area is that 21
percent are categorized as ‘‘industries not classified’’—meaning that the
Census Bureau does not know what one in five apa firms do. Needless to say,
this underscores the need for further study.7

apa firms are concentrated in Manhattan and Queens, with Brooklyn
emerging as a third economic center. This pattern accords with findings of
the Center for an Urban Future, which noted that ‘‘Although Manhattan
remains by far the densest center for new business in the city, the most
dramatic growth in recent years has been in the other boroughs’’ (2003:32).
From 1987 to 1997, the growth of apa firms consolidated around the core
boroughs of Manhattan, Queens, and Brooklyn; by 1997 only 7 percent of
New York City’s apa firms were located outside these boroughs. The densest
concentration of apa firms is in the borough of Queens, but more than half
of apa firms with paid employees are located in Manhattan, suggesting that
Manhattan remains the center of the Asian immigrant labor market. While
the increase in apa enterprises was especially dramatic in Brooklyn, the
significantly lower average 1997 earnings for paid employees may indicate
that marginal employment conditions are prevalent in Brooklyn firms.

Given the small scale of the immigrant economy, the self-employed are
one of its key components. To examine the propensity for self-employment,
Table 8.4 provides data for the three largest Asian immigrant groups—
Chinese, Asian Indian, and Korean. Despite the common view that there are
extraordinarily high self-employment rates among immigrant Asians, Asian
immigrants are actually only slightly more likely than other groups to work
for themselves; 11 percent of foreign-born Asians are self-employed com-
pared to 9 percent of all New Yorkers. Korean immigrants, however, are
exceptional, as nearly one in four is self-employed. Almost 40 percent of self-
employed New Yorkers are female. While this gender ratio is applicable for
self-employed immigrant Chinese and Koreans, a gender gap is significant
for immigrant Asian Indians; only 16 percent of their self-employed are
women.
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In Race, Self-Employment, and Upward Mobility: An Illusive American
Dream, Timothy Bates (1998b) argues that human and financial capital are
the key ingredients for successful business ownership. Self-employed New
Yorkers have significant amounts of human capital; 40 percent hold at least
a college degree. The share of college graduates drops notably for self-
employed immigrant New Yorkers, although self-employed Asians are well
represented at both ends of the educational spectrum. Among immigrant
Chinese entrepreneurs, for example, educational attainment is highly bi-
furcated: while 27 percent are college graduates, 40 percent have not even
completed high school.8 In contrast, the educational attainment levels for
immigrant Korean and Asian Indian self-employed workers are consistent
with the human capital profile of self-employed New Yorkers.

The industry and occupational categories coupled with the average 1999
earnings show a concentration in narrow economic niches with fairly modest
returns. In addition to listing the most common industry and occupational
types, Table 8.4 notes the share these top 6 categories represent among the
self-employed as a measure of relative industry and occupational con-
centration. The top six industry categories for self-employed New Yorkers
represents a mix of service industries reflected in varied occupational types
which include designers and lawyers, as well as taxi drivers and child care
workers. These industries and occupations, however, represent only a third
or fewer of all self-employed New Yorkers. The concentration in a handful of
industries is significantly higher for immigrant self-employed, especially
Koreans and Asian Indians; more than 50 percent of the self-employed are
located in only six industries. The list of industry and occupational categories
for self-employed immigrant Asians accentuates ethnic niches in immigrant-
dominated industries such as restaurants, dry cleaning and laundry services,
taxi and limousine services, nail salons, construction, and grocery stores. A
final observation is that the average 1999 total earnings for self-employed
New Yorkers is quite modest, with earnings for immigrant self-employed
notably lower than the overall average—particularly for Chinese im-
migrants.

Official data sources provide a general profile of the self-employed and
their enterprises, but much remains to be learned about the characteristics of
immigrant-owned businesses. For example, we do not have a sense of the
geography of immigrant small businesses beyond the county level. While
studies describe immigrant businesses as ‘‘economic engines’’ of neighbor-
hood revitalization, we lack the data to map their locational patterns and see
whether and how they are spatially clustered. Additionally, industry cate-
gories are broad and don’t provide information about specific ethnic
niches—further limiting our ability to correlate ethnic and spatial patterns
with industry niches. Finally, while there is much anecdotal evidence on the
presence of a large Asian informal economy, there is no coordinated research
effort to measure the size, scope, and practices of informal immigrant small
businesses.

The research that has been done, including the extensive work of Peter
Kwong and Ken Guest on the growing undocumented Fukienese population
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in Manhattan Chinatown and Brooklyn’s Sunset Park, indicates that the
informal labor market is regulated, in part, by employment agencies that
disburse immigrant workers throughout the country (Kwong 1997; Guest
2003). The network of employment agencies that provides cheap labor to
immigrant niche businesses (such as restaurants, greengrocers, and dry
cleaners) was recently uncovered in an investigation by Elliot Spitzer, the
New York State Attorney General. As part of his effort to penalize busi-
nesses that pay their employees less than the state minimum wage of $5.15,
Spitzer and his staff uncovered numerous employment agencies that supply
businesses with immigrant workers. The workers are recruited largely
through advertisements in ethnic newspapers, or by word of mouth (Green-
house 2004). The New York State Attorney General also claimed that some
of these employment agencies discriminated based on nationality, age, and
sex and that some charged exorbitant fees for their services.9 Of the 9 em-
ployment agencies that Spitzer took action against, all but one is located in
an immigrant neighborhood in Queens (Lombardi 2004).

The informal Asian immigrant economy takes many forms. Of these,
street vendors are perhaps the most visible. Street vendors are a ubiquitous
feature of many immigrant neighborhoods throughout New York City in-
cluding Manhattan Chinatown, Jackson Heights, and Sunset Park (Lin
1998; Berger 2003; Russ 2002). These marginal enterprises typically entail
immigrants selling a range of products on the streets with, at times, little
more than a cardboard box to sit on.10 The vendors are often the targets of
complaints about unfair competition, health and sanitation conditions, pe-
destrian safety and street overcrowding, but street vending remains a
timeless feature of immigrant neighborhoods (Ponce de León 2003; Lin
1998). Like street vendors, Chinese and Asian Indian day laborers are an-
other highly visible aspect of the informal Asian economy. The growing
number of Asian day laborers has been well documented; photojournalist
Michael Kamber did a comprehensive essay on Sikh day laborers in Rich-
mond Hill, Queens,11 and City Councilor John Liu of Flushing, Queens,
recently commented on the many Asian immigrant day laborers who de-
scend on particular street corners in Flushing’s downtown in search of work
(Virasami and Rayman 2004b).

Day labor is characterized by transience and anonymity, and this—along
with its illegality—prevents most people from being aware of it, even though
much of its work takes place in plain sight. The work, being unregulated,
often does not pay well and can frequently be dangerous. The tragic death of
a Chinese day laborer on a construction site in Elmhurst, Queens, under-
scores the hazards faced by many day laborers. The contractor, also a Chi-
nese immigrant, had failed to provide the proper structural support necessary
for excavation work, and a concrete wall collapsed as a result, crushing the
worker. The worker’s name, Jian Quo Shen, was not known until several
days later, when friends concerned about his absence contacted the police.12

Shen’s death marks the fourteenth time in the last five years that an im-
migrant day laborer has died at a work site due to unsafe work conditions
(Virasami and Rayman 2004a).
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The Limits of the Immigrant Economy

Compared to other large cities, too few immigrant-owned businesses in the city
grow beyond the mom and pop stage. (Center for an Urban Future 2003:29)

Immigrant-owned businesses are lauded for revitalizing urban economies
(von Hoffman 2003; Portes and Zhou 1992; Marcuse 1997; Teitz 1989).
These small businesses stemmed urban decline in many local neighborhoods
by revitalizing vacant storefronts, providing vital products and services, and
contributing to the cultural milieu of a cosmopolitan city. But while im-
migrant businesses have enlivened the economies of numerous local neigh-
borhoods, they also pose important challenges for community economic
development. One of the biggest problems in immigrant neighborhoods is
not joblessness but underemployment, usually driven by low wages, lack of
benefits, and part-time or intermittent work (Ong and Miller 2002). A recent
community survey conducted by the Asian American Legal Defense and
Education Fund found that low wages, sweatshop conditions, and dwind-
ling job opportunities—particularly in the garment industry—were top
concerns of Asian immigrants in Manhattan Chinatown, Sunset Park, and
Elmhurst (Hum 2004).

While official data provide an aggregate profile of apa firms, there is little
data on the operations of small immigrant businesses. A recent business
survey conducted in Brooklyn’s Sunset Park—New York’s third largest Asian
concentration—offers some important insights on the nature of immigrant
economies.13 Almost all the Asian firms surveyed in Sunset Park were owned
or managed by an immigrant, and nearly a third by an immigrant who had
emigrated in the past decade. The overwhelming majority of Sunset Park
businesses are small firms with five or fewer employees. The neighborhood’s
Asian immigrant economy is anchored by numerous storefront businesses,
restaurants and groceries, garment factories and related shops. Virtually all
of the surveyed firms hired co-ethnic workers and typically drew from the
local labor market as a majority of both firm owners/managers and workers
are Sunset Park residents.

The survey found that Sunset Park’s local labor market generates largely
part-time employment that pays slightly above the minimum wage and
typically does not provide health insurance, which suggests that working
poverty is a prominent result of the neighborhood’s economy. Firm opera-
tions are highly dependent on informal ethnic networks and resources.
Common strategies to raise capital are personal savings and borrowing from
family members. Firms seldom reach out to business organizations or in-
stitutions since the most common sources of business support are news-
papers, friends or relatives, and word of mouth.

Drawn by its extensive consumer market businesses locate in Sunset Park
for its potential for business growth and relatively affordable rents. How-
ever, these small businesses, which provide goods and services largely to an
immigrant consumer base, are also highly reliant on informal sources of
start-up capital and business information. They engage in informal hiring
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strategies such as referrals and recommendations from friends or family, and
they seek workers who have prior work experience and therefore require
little orientation and training to the world of work. And although affordable
rents remain an advantage of Sunset Park, rents are increasing, which ex-
acerbates an economic environment that is already hypercompetitive. These
are common issues that face immigrant economies. These concerns require
policy attention and resources in order to ensure the development of a local
neighborhood economy that provides an economic livelihood based on
stable employment, livable wages, and mobility opportunities.

Asian immigrant workers are differentiated by ethnic- and gender-specific
occupations. The data summarized in Table 8.5 confirms the high level of
immigrant concentration in a handful of occupations and industries. In spite
of the continuing decline of the U.S. garment industry, nearly one-quarter of
immigrant Chinese women work as sewing machine operators. Chinese men
are similarly concentrated in jobs as cooks or waiters.

Korean and Asian Indian immigrants are not concentrated as acutely as
immigrant Chinese workers, but they are nevertheless defined by certain
occupations. For example, comparable to their self-employed counterparts,
many Asian Indian male workers are taxi drivers. Nearly one in ten im-
migrant Asian Indian female workers is a cashier, and employment in health
related occupations—such as home health aides or registered nurses—is also
an important niche for Asian Indian women. For female Koreans, retail
positions are among the top occupational categories, and the largest niche is
personal appearance workers. Immigrant Korean men are similarly con-
centrated in retail positions, however in contrast to immigrant Asian
women, their top occupational category is a supervisory position.

Table 8.5 includes the median 1999 wages for immigrant workers by
ethnicity and gender. Relative to other gender and Asian ethnic groups,
Korean and Asian Indian men have the highest median wage, at approxi-
mately $22,000. But the uniformity in the low wages of immigrant Asian
workers is alarming, especially since the cost of living in New York City is
among the highest in the United States.

By synthesizing various official data resources and the neighborhood
business survey, we can get a rough picture of New York’s Asian immigrant
economies. The picture that emerges is one of a sizable business sector de-
fined by distinct ethnic niches with modest returns to employment and low
levels of human capital. The underepresentation of immigrant businesses in
high value and high growth sectors was also noted in a recent survey of Los
Angeles–based minority-owned businesses conducted by the Community
Development Technologies Center.14 Asian immigrant firms are often em-
bedded in a high level of ethnic-based interindustry integration. Asian busi-
nesses generate backward (as suppliers of production inputs), forward (as
distributors of finished products/outputs), and consumption linkages (Lin
1998). For example, ethnic food manufacturers supply ethnic supermarkets
that are patronized by co-ethnic immigrants (also employed in ethnic busi-
nesses), whose consumer dollars are then recirculated in the ethnic economy.
This vertical integration of immigrant-owned businesses contributes to a
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perception of self-sufficient and insular ethnic economies (Teitz 1989). This
perception is misleading. Immigrant businesses are not isolated from general
market conditions, and dense ethnic linkages may close off access to op-
portunities in the mainstream. As Yu Zhou notes in her 1998 study of ethnic
economies in New York City and Los Angeles, ‘‘Dependency on ethnic
networks . . . can also lead to over concentration in certain sectors, making
these super-competitive and exploitative’’ (p. 545).

Limited business networks and sources of business information pose
significant barriers to the immigrant self-employed. The lack of English
language ability contributes to ‘‘closed business and civic networks’’ in al-
ready limited ethnic and geographic markets (Community Development
Technologies Center 2001), particularly for the Chinese immigrant self-
employed, who are more likely to be hindered by human capital deficiencies.
The survey of immigrant businesses in Brooklyn’s Sunset Park found the
most common resources for business information and support are from
ethnic media or social relations (Hum 2002). Membership in a business or
trade association or a similar institution is rare, suggesting that immigrant
firms are not well organized or formalized into groups that can advocate for
collective interests.

Business development is an essential cornerstone for economic vitality, and
it is perhaps even more important for Asian immigrants, since their employ-
ment is overwhelmingly centered in ethnic-owned firms. Because Asian firms
are concentrated in residential enclave neighborhoods, economic develop-
ment and community development are intricately linked in apa communities
(Ong et al. 1999). This is certainly the case for Manhattan Chinatown and for
satellite neighborhoods like Brooklyn’s Sunset Park. This relationship is also
confirmed by the Queens County Overall Economic Development Corpora-
tion (qcoedc), which defines ‘‘economic engine’’ neighborhoods as those
with ‘‘substantial economic activity, especially manufacturing and retail
trade, as well as multiple transportation modes,’’ and defines ‘‘retail hub’’
neighborhoods as those with ‘‘significant retail shopping hubs and/or devel-
opment potential’’ (2002, p. 47). The qcoedc’s economic engine neighbor-
hoods include concentrated Asian enclaves like Flushing, Jackson Heights,
and Elmhurst, and its retail hubs include Richmond Hill and Sunnyside,
which have substantial and growing Asian populations.

While economic activity is a prominent attribute of Asian immigrant
neighborhoods, so too is poverty. A quick scan of poverty rates by neigh-
borhood shows that it is these same economic and retail hub neighborhoods
that also have high rates of Asian poverty. One-third of the Asian residents in
Manhattan Chinatown and Sunset Park live below the poverty level—greatly
exceeding the citywide poverty rate of 20 percent. Queens’s economic
neighborhoods also experience relatively high rates of Asian poverty—24
percent in Flushing, 22 percent in Sunnyside, and 19 percent in Jackson
Heights. By contrast, the poverty rate for Asians residing in Queens’
suburban-like neighborhoods, such as Bayside, is notably lower, at 10 per-
cent. Typical of immigrant ethnic economies, business prosperity and
residential poverty are often found in the same spatial settings or enclaves.
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Hence, strategies for community economic development need to be compre-
hensive and must promote not just business viability but also labor standards
that ensure living wages, health benefits, and safe work environments.

The tragic events of September 11 exposed the vulnerabilities of an im-
migrant economy based largely on tourism and the declining manufacturing
sector. After the terrorist attacks, the Asian American Federation of New
York (aafny) set out to quantify September 11’s impacts on Chinatown’s
economy. The resulting reports show that Chinatown’s key industries—in
garment, restaurant, retail, and tourism—were hardest hit and lost millions
of dollars in revenue with continuing impacts a year after the tragic events.
Chinatown workers accounted for almost 10 percent of the 83,100 New
Yorkers who lost their jobs in the aftermath of September 11 (Lee 2002), and
nearly three quarters of Chinatown’s workers (approximately 25,000) were
temporarily dislocated in the weeks immediately following the World Trade
Center attacks; nearly one-quarter (8,000) remained unemployed 3 months
later. aafny found that even a year after September 11, one-third of res-
taurant workers worked reduced hours, and approximately 65 garment
shops had permanently shut their operations.

It is estimated that 3,500 garment workers were displaced as a result of the
September 11 impacts on New York’s garment industry (Chin 2003). Given
that immigrant Chinese women rely heavily on this industry for entry-level
employment, the magnitude and consequences of this dislocation are sig-
nificant. The decline of the Chinatown’s garment industry and the con-
sequential rise in underemployment and unemployment have ripple effects in
surrounding immigrant neighborhoods, since Chinatown garment workers
are frequently residents of Brooklyn or Queens. Based on interviews with
61 garment workers approximately a year after the September 11 attack,
Hunter College Professor Margaret Chin (2003) determined that many had
difficulty obtaining financial assistance from the myriad array of relief funds.

Chin (2003) also discussed the limitations that immigrant workers’ social
networks placed on their job search efforts. Because few immigrants knew
anyone who was not a garment or restaurant worker, many had difficulty
finding work outside these troubled sectors. The insular and dense social ties
that define many immigrant communities are not useful for finding employ-
ment outside the immigrant economy. Chin (2003) describes how her inter-
viewees and their family members had ‘‘little connection to jobs or people
outside of the enclaves’’ (p. 52). This finding underscores an impending crisis
in the Chinese immigrant economy; the shrinkage of traditional manu-
facturing production centers in Manhattan’s midtown Garment Center and
Chinatown leaves the economy deeply vulnerable (Berger 2004). At a June 25,
2004, workshop on ‘‘A New Chinatown,’’ the leaders of three traditional
organizations—the Consolidated Chinese Benevolent Association (ccba),
the Flushing Chinese Business Association, and the Brooklyn Chinese
American Association—discussed the inevitable demise of the city’s garment
industry and agreed with the ccba’s prediction that the garment industry
will cease to be a viable anchor for Chinatown’s immigrant economy within
the next ten years.15 Sustaining the economic livelihood of Asian immigrant
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communities will require new strategies for job creation and workforce de-
velopment, especially for workers with limited English language proficiency.

aafny’s economic analysis of Chinatown made two key observations
about the nature of immigrant small businesses. The first was vulnerability
to external shocks. Most of Chinatown’s 3,855 businesses operate on thin
profit margins that magnify the impact of short-term losses. The second
observation related to the informality of immigrant firms. The majority are
cash based, making it difficult for owners to produce documentation of a
credit history or business operations. This inability to produce documen-
tation is a barrier to qualifying and securing bank loans. Collateral re-
quirements and language barriers also pose challenges to small business
owners in their efforts to secure Small Business Administration (SBA) loans.
As aafny noted,

Beyond the direct impact of infrastructure bottlenecks on Chinatown’s busi-
nesses, distinctive characteristics of Chinatown’s economy have heightened
barriers to recovery and must be addressed in restoring the community’s
economic vitality. (2002, p. 20)

As a result of the requirements of many September 11 assistance programs,
only a small number of eligible Chinatown businesses even requested assis-
tance, and among those that did, many received relatively smaller grants and
loans than other businesses. Despite massive losses and extensive outreach,
less than 10 percent of Chinatown businesses (353 out of 3,855) received
SBA loans totaling $21 million. About 61 percent of these businesses received
loans for less than $50,000, compared to a citywide average of $80,000.
While many more businesses were assisted by Empire State Economic De-
velopment Corporation grants, the average grant of $9,700 for Chinatown
businesses was significantly less than the average grants of $15,738 to
$21,983 for businesses in lower Manhattan. The aafny report noted that the
assistance was not enough to make up for the losses endured by Chinatown
businesses—for example, the Chinatown garment industry lost $490 million,
but Chinatown received only $60 million in compensatory aid.

Despite the growing significance of New York City immigrant small
businesses, a recent panel focusing on them highlighted the absence of a
‘‘macro’’ perspective on the numerous ‘‘immigrant marketplaces’’ that are
transforming the city’s economic streetscape.16 A ‘‘macro’’ view of Asian
immigrant small businesses highlights several additional challenges such as
employment practices, real estate costs, and limited informal networks.
While many immigrant businesses are mom-and-pop operations, the share of
firms that employ paid workers increased from 17 percent of apa firms in
1987 to slightly more than 1 in 4 by 1997 (Table 8.6). Moreover, the number
of employees has also increased from an average of 3 in 1987 to 5 in 1997.
While employment in Asian small businesses is a key labor market in-
corporation strategy for immigrants, the nature of these small businesses
point to limited avenues for skill acquisition and mobility, lack of health
insurance, prevalence of part-time work, and concentration in ethnic niches.
Worker advocacy groups continually struggle for basic labor rights for
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immigrant workers such as payment of wages, overtime pay, minimum
wage, an eight-hour workday, and health benefits.

Although poor working conditions are pervasive, the insularity of im-
migrant economies has kept exploitative conditions largely out of the public
eye, with the exception of the occasional media exposé on sweatshops.17 The
reliance on non–co-ethnic immigrant workers has also helped give some
attention to the substandard employment conditions common in immigrant
economies. Increasingly, for example, Asian immigrant employers rely on
Latinos as a source of low-wage labor; some prime examples are New York’s
Korean greengrocers and their largely Mexican workforce (Kim 1999). As
Kim argues, ‘‘Latino employment in Korean-owned businesses keeps the
ethnic economy viable by providing for much needed low-cost labor,’’
(p. 599). In a much-publicized case, Mexican workers, successfully orga-
nized by the garment workers’ union, unite, forced Korean greengrocers to
sign a code of conduct negotiated by the New York State Attorney General
(Greenhouse 2002). Far from significant concessions for labor improve-
ments, the code of conduct essentially reestablishes the floor on employment
standards by enforcing the minimum wage, overtime pay, a 40-hour work-
week, and an unpaid day of rest per week.18

The rising cost of operating a business, due in part to escalating rents in
many New York neighborhoods, poses serious challenges to the immigrant
economy. The preliminary findings of a survey of immigrant-owned busi-
nesses in Queens found that the most pressing problem facing immigrant
entrepreneurs is the cost of space (Queens County Overall Economic De-
velopment Corporation 2004). Similarly, a survey of small businesses in
Sunset Park found that while neighborhood location was initially an
attraction—due to an extensive consumer market, the potential for business
growth, and relatively affordable rents—a key concern now is the con-
tinuing rise in rental costs (Hum 2002). One widespread solution to this
problem is to lease subdivided storefront space to businesses that occupy
little more than a stall, creating a retail layout similar to swap meets in Los
Angeles. Escalating real estate costs have also been documented as a factor in
the displacement of manufacturing in traditional production centers, such as
the Midtown Garment Center and Manhattan Chinatown.19 Gentrification
pressures from neighboring areas like Soho and Tribeca continually threaten
the residency of longtime Chinese residents and the small businesses that
make up Chinatown’s local economy. Gentrification pressures similarly
shape the future of outer borough neighborhoods such as Sunset Park that
must contend with spillover development pressures from neighboring af-
fluent Park Slope and Bay Ridge.

Policy and Programs to Improve

Immigrant Economies

In his important work on the competitive advantages of the inner city, Mi-
chael Porter argues that a social model of community development has
hindered the economic development of inner-city neighborhoods (Porter
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1995, 1997). The experience of immigrant economies, however, underscores
the limitations of a market-driven model of economic development and lends
support to a continued and expanded public role in addressing working
poverty and urban inequality. The dominant perceptions of immigrant self-
sufficiency, insularity, and enclave prosperity further contribute to a void in
public policy considerations of immigrant community development con-
tributions as well as outstanding dilemmas and needs (Ong et al. 1999). This
observation that the issues and barriers facing immigrant businesses are
absent from the public policy radar screen is reiterated in the Center for an
Urban Future report statement, ‘‘right now there isn’t even an appreciation
of the significant obstacles that immigrant businesses face by the city’s eco-
nomic development officials’’ (2003, 28). This chapter discusses several key
policy areas that must be part of a comprehensive strategy to improve con-
ditions in immigrant economies: small business assistance, community and
workforce development, and worker centers.

Assisting Immigrant Businesses

There are two ways that improved government intervention can assist im-
migrant small businesses. One is to foster an ‘‘enabling environment’’ that
encourages immigrant entrepreneurs to form business networks and institu-
tions, employ broader market penetration strategies, integrate technology,
and adhere to labor standards. The second strategy is to develop culturally
competent strategies to inform and engage immigrant entrepreneurs in the
myriad business assistance and regulatory agencies such as the sba, New York
City’s Department of Small Business Services, and the many institutions that
promote business and economic development. The objective is not to create
new programs but to improve immigrant connections, outreach, and access to
existing resources.

An ‘‘enabling’’ environment would address the barriers faced by en-
trepreneurial immigrants in establishing and sustaining their small busi-
nesses. While immigrant businesses rely on bonding capital, that is, strong
social ties based on intraethnic relationships as evidenced by the reliance on
friends and family as sources of capital and information, economic devel-
opment beyond narrow ethnic niches requires bridging capital, which is
based on weak social ties to mainstream institutions and individuals (Pastor
et al. 2000). Citibank Vice President and Senior Business Development Of-
ficer Ali Hirji has noted that a key component of an enabling environment is
an improved connection between banking institutions and immigrant com-
munities which would ‘‘do a better job in the context of leveraging the
current opportunities that exist.’’20

In addition to improving their access to business resources, immigrant
small business owners need to establish competency in basic practices like
recordkeeping and establishing a credit history. Without these basic skills, it is
impossible to break out of traditional immigrant niches. Moreover, because
low-skilled immigrants, particularly those with limited English language
skills, depend heavily on ethnic economies for employment, it will be very
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important to help immigrant-owned firms to move into more-profitable
economic sectors.

An enabling environment should include an intermediary organization
that delivers resources to individual firms about competitive strategies other
than wage cutting, such as innovative production techniques and organiza-
tion (Appelbaum, Bernhardt, and Murnane 2003). A central point of agree-
ment for the ‘‘Restarting New York City’s Economic Engine’’ panelists was
the importance of formalizing networks among entrepreneurial immigrant
groups and mainstream institutions. The formation of an intermediary or-
ganization such as a chamber of commerce or business roundtable to facilitate
network building was proposed. As Tatiana Wah (2003) noted in her study of
Afro-Caribbean immigrant businesses,

Socialization—for example, through participation in merchant associations
and chambers of commerce—will grow their networks and markets, increase
their learning of business skills and the need to gain political influence, and
capitalize on collective ethnic and non-ethnic resources. (p. 24)

Intermediary organizations are critical to forming and sustaining linkages to
mainstream regional economic, political, and social institutions. According
to researchers, intermediary institutions demonstrate how ‘‘interfirm co-
operation can set industry standards and disseminate best practices; how
training consortia can reduce training costs for individual employers and
encourage cross-firm mobility; and how multi-employer bargaining and high
local union density can establish strong job quality and productivity norms’’
(Appelbaum, Bernhardt, and Murnane 2003:25).

By establishing intermediary organizations that provide resources and
formalize networks, the enabling environment promotes a ‘‘high road’’ strat-
egy for immigrant small businesses. Whereas ethnic networks and social
capital provide important resources for business start-up, integration into
mainstream business networks and economy is essential for success. In sum-
mary, immigrant groups may have high rates of business ownership, but the
long-term viability of immigrant economies requires the technical capacity
and the bridging social capital to establish the ‘‘necessary connections with
wider business markets’’ that can ‘‘create a consistent flow of wealth and
employment by exploiting new market niches’’ (Gittell and Thompson
1999:511).

Integral to an entrepreneurial support system are ‘‘culturally competent’’
financial institutions, business assistance programs, and government reg-
ulatory agencies. In addition to providing multilingual services and materials
and appropriate outreach strategies and venues, culturally competent in-
stitutions need to understand the institutional landscape of immigrant
communities. As Joyce Moy, Director of LaGuardia Community College’s
Small Business Outreach Center, commented, ‘‘You can’t sit there and ex-
pect these people who are struggling for their survival to walk into your office
in downtown Manhattan for help—you have to get into the communities.
It’s really as simple as that.’’21 A culturally competent business environment
recognizes that the long-term prospects of immigrant economies depend on
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cultivating an ‘‘export orientation’’ that extends beyond typical enclave
concentrations in food products, restaurants, and garment manufacturing.
Economic development in immigrant economies needs to cultivate en-
trepreneurs that can ‘‘successfully engage in the kinds of work required to
identify and capture new market opportunities’’ (Lichtenstein and Lyons
2001:5).

Conventional business assistance programs should be supplemented by
resources that promote technical skills to adapt to changing market condi-
tions and build networks to regional growth industries and institutions. A
potential model for an enriched community focused entrepreneurial devel-
opment program is the Microenterprise Fund for Innovation, Effectiveness,
Learning and Dissemination (field), which is run by the Apsen Institute.
field includes a mentoring program that partners microbusinesses with
established businesses to help develop capacity to access market opportu-
nities.22

Tourism and Business Improvement

Districts—New Directions for

Community Development?

The crisis of September 11 created a rare opportunity to reenvision China-
town’s development and its relationship to the regional economy. In
important ways, this planning process will likely inform community devel-
opment approaches in New York’s other immigrant neighborhoods. To
commence the comprehensive planning process, Asian Americans for
Equality (aafe) launched the Rebuild Chinatown Initiative (rci) by hiring a
consultant firm to conduct surveys and focus group discussions and then
sponsored a conference in November 2002 to announce the findings. Panelist
Kathryn Wylde, the president and ceo of the New York City Partnership and
Chamber of Commerce, advised the conference participants to think ‘‘outside
the box’’ rather than reflexively focus on bringing tourism back to China-
town. One of the lessons of September 11, after all, was the fragility of a
neighborhood economy based on tourism. Wylde advised the community to
plan more broadly and creatively.23

A few months ago, aafe released its comprehensive rci plan, which re-
presents the unofficial ‘‘unified community perspective’’ that will inform and
guide Chinatown’s involvement in discussions of rebuilding Lower Man-
hattan. Despite Wylde’s advice, the vision put forth centers on revitalizing
the tourist economy by establishing Manhattan Chinatown as ‘‘America’s
Chinatown.’’ ‘‘The paradigm,’’ the document states, ‘‘would no longer be
Manhattan’s Chinatown in relation to Flushing and Sunset Park but New
York City’s Chinatown in relation to those of San Francisco, Toronto and
Vancouver’’ (p. 3). The 10-year, $500-million plan proposes new affordable
housing, an arts and cultural center, linkages to an improved waterfront,
and a Pacific Rim office complex with Class A office space, all of which
would propel Manhattan Chinatown into the ranks of the world’s premier
destinations.
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The plan seeks to sustain and strengthen Chinatown’s linkage to the re-
gional economy by upgrading the physical environment; commodifying
Asian culture into marketable images, products, and events, and establishing
a business gateway for American companies that seek Asian manufacturers.
Affordable housing development will preserve Chinatown’s authenticity as
an Asian residential and social space, thereby preventing its (de)evolution
into an ethnic theme park. aafe’s rci plan calls for three implementation
steps. The first is to form a local development corporation to undertake de-
velopment projects like the office complex and waterfront park.24 The second
is to designate housing districts to initiate affordable housing design and
development. The third is to establish a business and cultural improvement
district to help local property owners and merchants tackle the problem of
sanitation.

While these are important elements of a revitalized Chinatown, the rci

document is short on labor-centered strategies that address the outstanding
needs and concerns of the immigrant working poor population. The economic
development section of the rci plan is subtitled ‘‘Industrious Chinatown’’ and
highlights three components—the Pacific Rim office district, the preservation
of manufacturing, and increased job mobility and training. The plan calls for
improved physical linkages to the Wall Street area by extending a corridor of
office development along the major thoroughfares of Broadway, Canal, and
Bowery streets. Noting the need for a small production center to accom-
modate the rapid turnaround time and strict quality control of New York
City’s fashion manufacturers, aafe predicted that Chinatown’s garment in-
dustry will stabilize with a labor force of 4,000 workers employed in ap-
proximately 100 shops—a mere shadow of the industry’s presence only a
decade ago. To sustain this industry sector, rci proposes the development of
incubators and showrooms and the preservation of industrial districts through
zoning regulations.

aafe also proposes several industries that are ‘‘logical sources of em-
ployment’’ for immigrant workers—health care and hospitality for women
and construction and hospitality for men (p. 19). An additional advantage of
these industries is the opportunity for small business start ups. The rci

recommendations to ‘‘bolster’’ the heath care, hospitality, and construction
sections are vague and call for partnering with medical institutions to de-
velop a medical arts building, creating a full-service spa in a new waterfront
hotel, and helping to foster networks with construction unions. Recognizing
the limited human capital of immigrant workers, rci notes the need for
training in English as a second language; the plan concedes, however, that
the ‘‘linkage to jobs is presently missing’’ (p. 20). Finally, rci proposes to
create a virtual community college for the adult population of Chinatown
that lacks high school diplomas, but there is no detail on workforce devel-
opment activities and linkages—although the potential to partner with in-
stitutions such as the City University of New York is great.25

rci’s emphasis on creating premier office space, an arts and cultural in-
stitution, and linkages to the waterfront is consistent with New York City’s
‘‘symbolic economy’’ (Zukin 1995). As Jan Lin (1998) describes,
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Neighborhood preservation has been linked with heritage tourism as an eco-
nomic development strategy and a source of local revenue. This evolving mul-
ticultural urban development policy that promotes the livelihood of ethnic
communities takes place within a broader agenda of ‘‘world city’’ promotion
among city managers and regional planners (p. 7).

Cultural tourism, by promoting the consumption of ethnic-themed goods
and services and the production of ethnic spaces, helps to sustain immigrant
economies. However, counting on tourism to generate a sustained economic
boost is not always a reliable strategy. The pan-Asian neighborhood of
Flushing, Queens, which has numerous hotels, restaurants, and shopping
venues—including national chains such as Old Navy—is located a stone’s
throw away from two of New York City’s premier tourist attractions: Shea
Stadium and the National Tennis Center. Despite numerous major league
baseball games and an annual worldwide tennis tournament (the U.S. Open,
which draws nearly 3 million visitors from around the world) very few
people spend any tourist dollars in Flushing (Polgreen 2004). A comparison
with Los Angeles might be instructive at this point. Researchers find that
Asian immigrant businesses in Los Angeles are not involved in tourism but
are located in more-profitable sectors like technology, international trade,
and producer services (Zhou 1998).

Emergent Asian enclave economies in New York City also seek to en-
courage tourism as an economic development strategy. Liberty Avenue in
Richmond Hill, Queens, has evolved into the ‘‘cultural heart of the Indo-
Caribbean immigrant community’’ (Abeles Phlips Preiss and Shapiro, Inc.,
2001:3). Dotted with numerous ethnic specialty shops, reflecting the cultural
products of the Indian diaspora in the Caribbean islands of Trinidad and
Tobago and Guyana, Richmond Hill’s Liberty Avenue offers sari shops, roti
shops, bakeries, and shipping companies that serve a transnational im-
migrant market (Khandelwal 2002). To strengthen and broaden Liberty
Avenue’s market appeal and reach, a community organization founded by
two Indo-Caribbean entrepreneurs participated with the Queens County
Overall Economic Development Corporation to commission a retail study of
‘‘Richmond Hill’s Main Street’’ that recommends the formation of a Busi-
ness Improvement District (bid) to stimulate commercial revitalization and
expansion.

New York City has the greatest number of Business Improvement Dis-
tricts of any U.S. city. Currently numbering 50, bids are promoted by the
Bloomberg Administration as a key economic development tool.26

bids are
designated commercial districts where property owners agree to impose an
annual tax on themselves based on a percentage of their assessed property
values. This self-imposed tax is collected by the New York City Department
of Small Business Services to supplement city services in that area, such as
street maintenance and beautification, security and public safety, façade
improvement, visitor services, and promotional campaigns and materials.
Under the leadership of the first elected Asian American public official,
City Councilor John Liu, the Downtown Flushing Transit Hub bid was
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established in November 2003.27 In addition to the Indo-Caribbean com-
munity’s proposal for a Liberty Avenue bid, one rci recommendation is to
form a Manhattan Chinatown bid. But do bids represent good economic
development policy for immigrant economies?

bids are a business-driven approach to neighborhood development. While
improving the business environment and marketing commercial activity,
bids, as organizations of property owners, do not necessarily promote a
community-based agenda for economic development. As discussed earlier,
escalating property rents are a key concern for many immigrant small
businesses throughout New York City. Real estate pressures are fueling the
subdivision of housing and commercial storefronts in numerous New York
City immigrant neighborhoods. Renters are concerned that property owners
will pass on the costs of the additional tax, thereby increasing the burden of
running a small business. Some are critical that communities have to raise
additional resources for services that should be provided for by city gov-
ernment. Moreover, not all bids have the same ability to raise money for
services. While the annual budgets for bids can be as high as $11 million (for
the mega-bids in the Times Square and Grand Central areas), most bids
typically have much smaller budgets—ranging from $150,000 to $500,000
(O’Grady 2002). The annual budget for the Downtown Flushing Transit
Hub bid is $380,000 (Virasami 2003).

bids narrowly promote community economic development through
marketing and upgrading the physical environment and providing a forum
for property owners to leverage collective interests. bids are not a venue for
broader equity goals.28 For example, a common issue of the Sunset Park bid

is dealing with immigrant street vendors, who are viewed as unfair com-
petitors and public nuisances because they don’t pay overhead costs, crowd
streets and block the entrances to stores, and sell goods at cheaper prices. The
Sunset Park bid has actively engaged the New York Police Department to
regulate this informal sector.29 Through upgrading the business environ-
ment, bids may create trickle-down effects, but they fail to counter working
poverty and economic marginalization. Asian community economic devel-
opment needs to be multifaceted in promoting small businesses, especially
since this sector anchors the immigrant labor market but the sustainability of
immigrant economies also requires strategies to diversify tourist-based and
downgraded manufacturing industries.

In light of the severe economic conditions that pervade immigrant work-
places and the wealth of technical expertise and political capital that com-
munity stakeholders and planners were able to draw from to envision the
rebuilding of Chinatown, it is a missed opportunity that the plan for an
‘‘Industrious Chinatown’’ was not more substantive on best practices in
economic and workforce development strategies. Kathyrn Wylde’s advice to
‘‘think outside the box’’ was prescient, but the recommendations are squarely
inside the box, and in the case of workforce development, the rci plan sub-
stitutes one low-wage manufacturing industry with other low-wage, deskilled
jobs in construction, health care, and hospitality. There is no reference
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to building the institutional capacity for worker advocacy or to making the
case for a city industrial policy that recognizes the importance of entry-level
unionized manufacturing jobs for immigrant incorporation and mobility.

Workforce Development

Immigrants are not well served by existing workforce development systems,
which are largely defined by employer-provided job training for high-skilled
workers and government-sponsored job training programs whose priority is
to move welfare recipients into the labor force. With the implementation of
the 1996 Welfare Reform and 1998 Workforce Investment acts, the shift in
policy priorities and programmatic resources affected community-based
organizations that serve as critical intermediaries in immigrant workforce
development. Established in the 1970s, the Chinatown Manpower Project,
Inc., (cmp) has been addressing the employment training and placement
needs of Asian immigrants in Manhattan Chinatown for three decades. Its
first executive director, Nora Wang Chang, was a former commissioner of
the city’s Department of Employment. Through the years, cmp successfully
built numerous partnerships with both private and public institutions, in-
cluding Cabrini Medical Center and cuny Hunter College’s School of Social
Work, to provide job training.

The late 1990s, however, saw significant setbacks for cmp, as it lost
federal grants in vocational training, workplace literacy, and specialized
targeted workers’ programs. In one year the losses totaled a million dollars.
cmp faces increasing challenges in sustaining partnerships, ‘‘chasing the
funding,’’ and sustaining organizational leadership. To continue supporting
workforce intermediaries in immigrant communities, the reauthorization of
the 1998 Workforce Investment Act should provide states with greater re-
sources to serve workers with limited English proficiency and to combine
esl, adult education, and job training services.

The recent restructuring of New York City’s Department of Small Business
Services presents an opportunity to comprehensively address the small busi-
ness and workforce development needs of New York City’s immigrant
economies. Late last year, Mayor Michael Bloomberg dissolved the Depart-
ment of Employment. He reassigned the adult workforce programs to the
Department of Small Business Services and the youth employment programs
to the Department of Youth and Community Development. The Department
of Small Business Services has created a new Division of Workforce Devel-
opment and expanded its staff to include a director of business partnerships
and outreach management, who focuses on the six industry sectors that are
strategic to New York City’s economic growth: construction/small business,
technology/bioscience and health, industrial and food manufacturing, retail/
hospitality and tourism, aviation, and film/media.

This institutional restructuring would be greatly enhanced if the city also
expanded the Department of Immigrant Affairs (and its jurisdiction) and
then promoted interagency collaboration with the Department of Small
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Business Services. Such a move would demonstrate a substantive approach
to improving labor market prospects for immigrant New Yorkers. Cur-
rently, there is no formal or explicit policy position on immigrant businesses
or workers. However, as the commissioner for the Department of Youth and
Community Development recently noted, ‘‘we are not dealing with as many
public assistance recipients as we had in the past so our workforce devel-
opment really has to reflect that. What we are seeing are new immigrants—
pretty much the working poor—who come to our offices or our contract
agencies with a number of needs.’’30 Despite this acknowledged demo-
graphic shift, the Department of Immigrant Affairs is not engaged in
policy decisions regarding workforce or economic development—even
though immigrant businesses and workers are an integral part of the city’s
economy.

Beyond immigrant outreach and information on city services and pro-
grams, the Department of Immigrant Affairs should be empowered to en-
gage in policy decisions and to collaborate with other city agencies on
economic development. One possibility is to form a group like the Toronto
Region Immigrant Employment Council, which is ‘‘a multi-stakeholder
council that is working to improve access to employment for immigrants in
the Toronto region.’’31 Immigrants and their community-based organiza-
tions should be part of a regionwide discussion on policy and strategies to
effectively integrate immigrant economic activity in a way that ensures
equity and economic benefit for all.

Immigrant Worker Centers

In an article published a decade ago, Peter Kwong (1994) documented the
growing irrelevance of the garment workers’ union—then the International
Ladies Garment Workers Union (ilgwu)—in advocating for Chinese im-
migrants. This observation led him to argue that grassroots organizations
such as the Chinese Staff and Workers Association (cswa) were a more
effective institution in the struggle for economic justice.32 The historic ex-
clusion of immigrant workers from mainstream labor unions helped facil-
itate the formation of community-based worker organizations or worker
centers.33 Although large trade unions, such as the afl-cio, have renewed
their dedication to organizing immigrant workers, they are doing so at a time
when union influence is waning. Nor are the unions’ incentives to organize
small immigrant businesses that great. Unions get limited returns from or-
ganizing workers employed in numerous small businesses because even a
successful campaign may not generate a large dues-paying membership base
(Gordon 2001).

Worker centers may be a good substitute for traditional unions. An on-
going Economic Policy Institute study found approximately 118 worker
centers in 30 states with the greatest numbers in California and New York
(Fine and Werberg, 2003). In New York City, these groups include caaav:
Organizing Asian Communities; Desis Rising, United, and Moving (drum);
Nodutdol for Korean Community Development;34 New York City
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Taxi Workers Alliance; Workers Awaaz; and the Restaurant Opportunities
Center of New York (roc-ny). The shared objective of these organizations is
to reach out to and organize low-wage immigrant (including undocumented)
Asians and Latinos who work in nonunionized sectors such as restaurants,
garment production, and domestic work.

As worker centers are community-based, worker organizing is frequently
tied to broader issues of civil rights, immigrant rights, and community de-
velopment. For example, caaav formed the Chinatown Justice Project,
which mobilized around land use issues and gentrification pressures in
Manhattan Chinatown. The group has staged protests and produced edu-
cational materials including a video entitled ‘‘Chinatown is Not For Sale!’’
Worker centers combine service delivery—such as esl classes, job placement
and advocacy—with their organizing efforts. The cswa, for example, offers
esl classes in its Sunset Park office. cswa also protests unfair hiring prac-
tices; the organization advocated for the hiring of Chinese construction
workers at a New York University dormitory construction site several years
ago and staged protests at various public functions to call attention to the
exclusion of Chinese workers.35

Worker centers in New York City frequently engage with civil rights
organizations, such as the Asian American and Puerto Rican Legal Defense
and Education Funds, to secure wages that have been withheld from
workers. In fact, a coalition of worker centers was instrumental in for-
mulating and lobbying for the passage of the Unpaid Wages Prohibition Act
in 1997, which increased statutory penalties and fines for underpayment or
nonpayment of wages. A more recent example of legislative change is the
‘‘Dignity for Domestic Workers’’ resolution, which was passed by the New
York City Council in May 2003. Developed and promoted by caaav, this
legislation promotes a standard contract for all domestic work, including
basic rights to sick days and vacation and protection from discrimination
and unjust firings. Worker centers also conduct industry studies. roc-ny

recently completed a survey of the restaurant industry and found poor
conditions such as overtime, minimum wage violations, and lack of health
insurance to be prevalent.36

By virtue of these activities, worker centers are essential in establishing a
floor on employment standards for immigrant workers. They do this by
securing wages that were withheld by employers and enforcing existing
labor laws such as minimum wage, overtime pay, and a 40-hour workweek.
Their fight for immigrant worker rights is not about achieving significant
labor improvements for immigrants alone but about ensuring that existing
labor laws genuinely protect all workers. While worker centers do not have
the capacity to negotiate collective-bargaining agreements or protect
workers from arbitrary firings as unions do (Gordon 2001), they frequently
provide the sole recourse for workers laboring under exploitative con-
ditions. Worker centers represent a new generation of grassroots institu-
tions that are community-based. They cultivate immigrant leadership to
organize for social and economic justice in the workplace and community at
large.
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Conclusion

Immigrant businesses are important sources of neighborhood revitalization
and entry-level jobs, but they are typically concentrated in marginal retail,
service, and downgraded manufacturing sectors. Small business develop-
ment is an integral part of asset-based neighborhood development, and im-
migrant economies are frequently distinguished by high levels of economic
activity and employment generation. However, the qualities of immigrant
economies indicate that immigrant-owned small businesses typically gen-
erate marginal employment opportunities and contribute to working pov-
erty. There is no question that immigrant small businesses provide an
alternative strategy for addressing underemployment and unemployment for
both risk-taking immigrant entrepreneurs and their low-wage labor force.
But to harness this entrepreneurial energy in ways that promote viable eco-
nomic and community development requires innovative and targeted policy
efforts that better ‘‘connect’’ immigrant small businesses with public- and
private-sector assistance and that regulate workplace practices and stan-
dards. As von Hoffman (2003:48) wrote, ‘‘the idea of nurturing small
businesses once again became a central part of urban policy,’’ but urban
policy makers must address both the contributions and dilemmas posed by
immigrant small business development.

Policy directives that address the supply and demand conditions of ethnic
labor markets would help promote immigrant economies as viable eco-
nomic engines. To mitigate the uneven levels of human and social capital
among immigrant business owners, business roundtables or trade associa-
tions may help position immigrant businesses to advocate and engage in
citywide and regional economic development discussions and access busi-
ness assistance resources. Small business assistance, however, must be ac-
companied by policies that protect and advance immigrant worker rights.
Enforcement of labor standards through codes of conducts and inclusion of
labor organizations such as worker centers in economic development in-
itiatives must be an integral part of sustaining the vitality of immigrant
economies. Immigrant businesses are an integral and invaluable local asset,
but to fully realize their potential for revitalizing local neighborhoods and
contribute to regional growth, a first step is to appreciate both the oppor-
tunities and challenges that define the immigrant sector of New York City’s
economy.

Notes

I wish to acknowledge Commissioner Robert Walsh of the New York City
Department of Small Business Services for sharing his time and expertise.

1. Based on the 1997 Survey of Minority Owned Business Enterprises (smobe),
New York City leads the nation with the greatest number of apa firms at 96,952. The
city of Los Angeles follows with the second highest number at a distant 43,000.

2. See von Hoffman 2003, and Velazquez 2004.
3. According to the 1997 smobe, 114,577 of Los Angeles County’s 778,577 firms

(15 percent), 24,149 of San Francisco County’s 90,599 firms (27 percent), and
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44,840 of Orange County’s 252,935 firms (18 percent) are owned by Asian Pacific
Americans.

4. For an example of the concentration of apa firms in Queens, see Ahn 2003.
5. Unfortunately, smobe does not provide industry sector for ethnic groups

except on the national level.
6. Examples of Asian niche in transportation include taxicabs, shuttle vans

between Manhattan Chinatown and Sunset Park, and bus companies that serve
popular New York City–Boston and Philadelphia routes, and casinos in Connecticut
(Luo 2004a). The New York Times recently completed a series on the auction of
taxicab medallions and featured several immigrant bidders (Luo 2004b, 2004c).

7. Of the 88,808 firms that were not classified in any industry, 56 percent were
minority-owned businesses with apa firms accounting for the largest share (42 per-
cent). The definition of industries not classified was clarified in a conversation with an
Economic Census Bureau staff person on January 14, 2004.

8. Timothy Bates’s (1998a) research finds that Asian immigrant self-employ-
ment is frequently a form of underemployment, and highly educated immigrants are
most likely to exit from self-employment, especially those in traditional sectors such
as retail and personal services.

9. Kim 2004, describes common discriminatory practices by Korean employ-
ment agencies such as providing detailed information on applicants’ race, gender,
and nationality to potential employers.

10. Lin conducted a survey of Chinatown street vendors (1998:76–78).
11. Kamber’s photo essay is available on-line. See Kamber 2001.
12. Newspaper articles related to this incident include Chen and Kilgannon 2004

and Lueck and Chen 2004.
13. The Sunset Park Business Survey, conducted in 2000–2001, involved a

business census and a mail survey translated into Chinese and Spanish. Of the 700
surveys sent out, 89 were returned, representing a 12 percent response rate. For a full
discussion of the survey findings, see Hum 2002.

14. Another indication of this underrepresentation can be derived from a survey on
computer use in Asian-owned firms conducted by New York City’s Asian American
Business Development Center, which showed a significant digital divide—a majority of
surveyed firms do not use the Internet or computers at all (Curan 2000, Wang 2000b).

15. Refer to www.aaari.info for information on the Chinatown workshop series
that culminated in this June 25, 2004, event.

16. The transcript for the March 11, 2004, forum, ‘‘Restarting NYC’s Economic
Engine: Tapping the Economic Potential of the City’s Immigrant Entrepreneurs,’’ is
available online at www.nycfuture.org.

17. See Lii 1995.
18. For a summary of and the full Greengrocer Code of Conduct, refer to the New

York State Attorney General’s Web site at http://www.oag.state.ny.us/labor/index.html.
19. Refer to Berger 2004 and Chang 2002.
20. Comment made at a March 11, 2004, forum. A transcript is available online

at www.nycfuture.org.
21. Comment made at a March 11, 2004, forum. A transcript is available online

at www.nycfuture.org.
22. The Web site for this Aspen Institute program is http://www.fieldus.org/.
23. There is no conference transcript, but for a newspaper account of Ms.

Wylde’s comments, refer to Kalita 2002.
24. The recently formed Chinatown Partnership Local Development Corpora-

tion was searching in June 2004 for an executive director, and the job announcement
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identified three responsibilities: (1) improve business conditions by making China-
town a cleaner, safer, more attractive place; (2) strengthen connections between
commerce and culture to enhance Chinatown’s role in New York City; and (3) form
new partnerships to increase public and private investment.

25. The Center for an Urban Future conducted a study on cuny and workforce
development which is available from its Web site, www.nycfuture.org.

26. Mayor Bloomberg appointed former Union Square–14th Street bid Director
Robert Walsh to the post of commissioner of the Department of Small Business
Services (O’Grady 2002).

27. See Bertrand 2003.
28. A provision to pay bid employees (e.g., street cleaners) a living wage was

eliminated in the New York City Council’s version of the living wage bill. See
Greenhouse 2002.

29. Conversation with Renee Giordano, Executive Director, Sunset Park
Business Improvement District, November 22, 2000.

30. From a transcript of the Summit on the Future of Workforce Development
(Center for an Urban Future).

31. Refer to http://www.triec.ca/ for more information.
32. Recognizing cswa’s success in advocating for immigrant workers notably in

the garment and restaurant industries, cswa founder Wing Lam was recently
awarded the prestigious Ford Foundation Leadership for a Changing World Award.
For information about Mr. Lam’s award, refer to http://leadershipforchange.org/
awardees/awardee.php3?ID¼18.

33. A notable exception includes the Service Employees International Union
1199 and 32BJ locals, which organize home health aides and janitors, but these
campaigns to mobilize low-wage immigrant workers remain the exception.

34. According to the Web site www.nodutdol.com, nodutduol means stepping
stone or entryway in Korean.

35. Refer to http://lists.village.virginia.edu/listservs/spoons/postcolonial-info.
archive/postcolonial-info.9801 for a student’s account of a cswa protest at an
inaugural event for New York University’s Asian/Pacific/American Studies Program
and Institute.

36. roc-ny’s restaurant industry study is available from its Web site, http://
www.rocny.org/.
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9 Indian Gaming as Community
Economic Development

Introduction

American Indians constitute an indigenous people who have been repeatedly
robbed of their land and resources by western encroachment and U.S. fed-
eral policies of removal and assimilation. Tribal peoples have endured
centuries of racism and colonialism and today remain one of the most
economically disadvantaged minority groups in the United States. Of the 1.8
million American Indians, over a quarter live below the poverty level, over
twice the proportion for the total population and three times the proportion
for non-Hispanic whites.2

American Indians share many of the same economic barriers with other
people of color; consequently, they would also benefit from developing and
implementing many of the community economic development strategies
discussed in the other chapters of this book. Like other low-income com-
munities, American Indian reservations suffer from a shortage of human,
physical, and financial capital. Despite these similarities, Indian tribes are
unique because they have a ‘‘nation-to-nation’’ or ‘‘country-to-country’’
relationship with the federal government. Federally recognized tribes
maintain governments that are equal to or superior to those of the states
where Indian reservations are located. This unique relationship is derived
from the Constitution of the United States, which specifies that ‘‘Congress
shall have the power to regulate Commerce with foreign nations, among the
several states, and with the Indian tribes.’’ The exercise of this authority is
seen in the numerous treaties with Indian nations.3 Because of this unique
legal status, community economic development has taken a different tra-
jectory than in other low-income minority communities.

The nation-to-nation relationship, however, is far from being one in-
volving equal partners. Instead, it evolved into a special ‘‘trust relationship,’’
where the United States government stated it had obligations to protect
tribal lands and resources, honor the rights to self-government, and provide
basic social, medical, and educational services. In practice, the federal
government had, for much of history, used the trust relationship to sub-
jugate, treating the population as wards of the state and providing limited
support in a paternalistic fashion. Since the late 1960s and early 1970s,
American Indians have fought for greater control over their own destiny, in
part by reasserting their sovereignty rights over community and economic
development.4
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One promising, albeit controversial, community economic development
approach in Indian Country is gaming, a strategy that dates back to the early
1970s and today includes activities ranging from bingo to high-stakes
gambling. The impetus for transforming gaming from a marginal activity
into a major economic enterprise in the 1990s came out of the failure of
earlier efforts to redress the dire conditions faced by tribes. By 2002, gaming
was a primary economic development strategy for 224 federally recognized
tribes offering gambling, which took in billions in revenues and accounted
for over one-fifth of the total revenue for the entire domestic gaming in-
dustry.5 Despite this growth, not all Indian tribes have pursued gaming. A
large majority of federally recognized tribes (338 out of 562) still does not
have large-scale gambling operations. The ability and willingness to pursue
gaming has real economic consequences for reservations. Advocates of
gaming point to the jobs generated by casinos and other gaming operations
for both Indians and non-Indians; however, there is little systematic in-
formation on how much reservations benefit.

This chapter examines the economic effects on reservations through a case
study of gamingwithin a 50-mile radius ofAlbuquerque,NewMexico.While
Indian gaming is a multifaceted phenomenon with numerous important is-
sues, most are beyond the scope of this chapter.6 Instead, the chapter focuses
on the employment and income outcomes for reservation residents using
census and noncensus information. Despite some data limitations, the anal-
ysis does provide key insights. The results from an assessment of gambling as
an economic development enterprise have been decidedly mixed. While
gaming promoted a greater degree of economic self-sufficiency for gaming
tribes relative to those without gaming, it is not a panacea because even those
on gaming reservations remain severely economically disadvantaged.

The rest of the chapter is organized into five parts. The first part critiques
economic development efforts prior to gaming. These efforts involved fed-
eral agencies but proved to be ineffective. The second part examines the
development of gaming at the national level. While the courts generally have
ruled in favor of the tribes, Indian gaming has been regulated by federal law
and has been subject to negotiation with states. Despite these limitations,
gaming rapidly emerged as a major economic activity on reservations. The
third part documents the development of gaming in New Mexico and Al-
buquerque. The negotiation with the state proved to be both protracted and
highly political, which slowed but did not prevent the establishment of
gaming on reservations, with a majority being located around Albuquerque.
The fourth part evaluates the economic impact of gaming on reservations,
with a focus on employment. The evidence shows an improvement in earn-
ings and income for residents of gaming reservations relative to residents of
nongaming reservations. The chapter concludes with some remarks about
the limitations and challenges facing Indian gaming as a community eco-
nomic development strategy. For numerous reasons, gaming has reached a
plateau in some regions, and the benefits have not been able to eliminate the
racial disparity facing American Indians. Ideally, gaming profits should be
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invested to enable tribes to move beyond a single industry to a more diverse
and sustainable economy based on a better-educated population.

Economic Development before Gaming

The modern era of Native American economic development began when
Congress passed the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance
Act of 1975.7 This landmark legislation changed how the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (bia) and other governmental units interacted with Indian tribes.
Where once the official policy and practice was to force American Indians to
assimilate (often with dismal results), the federal government acknowledged
its obligation to ‘‘promote self-determination on behalf of Tribal Govern-
ments, American Indians and Alaska Natives.’’8 The legislation affirmed the
ability of tribes to contract social, health, and educational services that had
principally been offered through the bia, the Indian Health Service, and
various Indian education offices. In response to the new policy, many sup-
ported programs were decentralized, and offices located on the reservations
were substantially expanded. As tribal operations were consolidated, there
was a push to remodel or construct larger building complexes. For the first
time in the history of U.S. and Indian relations, native programs were ac-
cessible locally by tribal members. This effort coincided more or less with
the implementation of Indian housing programs by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development. The need for new infrastructure to meet
the demands of this repatriated population led to the construction of new
streets and site development.

By 1977, a succession of federal agencies began to comply with the self-
determination mandate for greater local tribal governance. The Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, the Department of Labor, the Economic De-
velopment Administration, the Farmers Home Administration, the Forest
Service, the Rural Electrification Administration, the Small Business Ad-
ministration, and the U.S. Geological Survey established ‘‘Indian Desks’’ to
work with tribal programs that were being set up on reservations.9 Indian
desks not only served to maintain networks but also assisted tribes in nav-
igating the myriad of new regulations and procedures.

Another benefit of self-determination was the implementation of Indian
preference in tribal hiring. This practice was extended to ‘‘qualified persons of
at least one-fourth degree or more Indian blood.’’ Although this policy had
been established in Section 12 of the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act, there
had been little incentive to implement it. Once tribes took over their own
contracts, they now had a vested stake in employing their own tribal mem-
bership. This helped to partially reverse the historical migration of profes-
sional white- and blue-collar workers who had trickled outward into urban
centers. As some jobs were relocated back into reservation areas, the Office of
Economic Opportunity retooled to take advantage of these changes.

The devolution of services and the increase in power of local tribes
held considerable promise. The ability to contract and control federally
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funded programs ushered in an era of greater potential for economic self-
determination. The shift created a chain of events that helped reshape the
reservation economy. However, the changes were not always positive.

Despite what appeared as a promising start, economic development was
soon hindered by legislative action anchored in a larger swing in political
ideology to the right. Whereas Native American programs comprised only
.04 percent of the total federal budget in 1982, the Reagan administration
nevertheless reduced funding for Indian programs.10 The impact on reser-
vation economies was nothing short of catastrophic.11

With funding for self-determination curtailed, unemployment escalated
as social services were reduced. Because many of these programs were part
of the U.S. federal trust responsibility, they could not be eliminated entirely.
Federal agencies like the Indian Health Service instead instituted strict
eligibility criteria, thereby effectively stretching dollars by reducing the pool
of qualified applicants. Patients first had to prove tribal residency before
they were afforded access to a designated regional provider. This left thou-
sands of Native Americans living off the reservation—the so-called Urban
Indians—with no Indian health care.

With tribal government undercut, the only remaining economic sector
was the extraction industry. In 1982, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the
right of tribes to impose severance taxes on the value of oil, gas, coal, and
other minerals extracted on their reservations.12 The legal victory, though,
was far from being an economic victory. Lacking the capital to manage their
own operations, the tribes depended on the U.S. Department of the Interior
to negotiate oil, mineral, and timber leases for them. Unfortunately, many
such leases proved to be noncompetitive and were grossly mismanaged.
Moreover, the court ruling became a justification for implementing even
more cutbacks under President Reagan’s ‘‘bootstrap and safety net’’ ini-
tiatives.13 Proactive tribal organizations whose work had leveraged the
hard-fought concessions were dismantled. The Council of Energy Resource
Tribes, for example, lost two thirds of its operating budget in 1984 as a
result of federal funding cutbacks. The Native American Rights Fund suf-
fered a similar fate. The reliance on extracting natural resources also placed
reservations at the mercy of the world markets, hardly a formula for eco-
nomic self-sufficiency.

The major community development efforts of the 1980s had done little to
dramatically improve the economic capacity of reservations. Local tribal
governments were ill equipped to inject the new dollars needed to keep local
businesses afloat. There were no funds for research and development. En-
trepreneurship was stifled due to the inability of a tribe or its residents to
build investment collateral using tribally controlled property or trust lands.
Although a few tribes had successes in local ventures, they did not have the
resource base to tap into the outside markets. Marketing was limited to
promoting a limited venue for tourism and outdoor recreation.14 Reserva-
tion economies were hampered by geographic isolation.

By the end of the 1980s, the economic-development system on reserva-
tions was severely underfunded, with much of the available resources
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diverted to nonlocal expenditures and with an overdependence on a largely
unresponsive federal government. The restructuring of services led to the
employment of more people to oversee operations and the creation of a
distinct ‘‘managerial class.’’15 Both phenomena drained resources. By 1989,
the bia employed some 15,000 civil servants, and according to congressional
sources, only 12 cents of every federal dollar designated for Indian programs
had trickled down to the local level. At the same time, the failure to develop
alternative economic opportunities created an unhealthy dependency on the
meager federal funds that trickled down to the reservations. Nearly half of
all American Indian income was attributed to federal and tribal employ-
ment.16

The failures were politically spun by the administration to point the
blame elsewhere. James Watt, Ronald Reagan’s Secretary of the Interior,
stated, ‘‘If you want an example of the failures of socialism, don’t go to
Russia. Come to America and go to the Indian reservations.’’ The President
also chimed in. To add insult to injury, a few years later, President Ronald
Reagan told a group of Soviet students in 1984, ‘‘Maybe we made a mistake.
Maybe we should not have humored [Native Americans] in wanting to stay
in that kind of primitive lifestyle.Maybe we should have said, ‘No, come join
us.’ ’’17 The ideological message was clear: promoting self-determination for
American Indians was out, and a retreat back to the old and failed policy of
forced assimilation was in. Unfortunately, the latter was a hollow commit-
ment. The federal government had never been fully committed to ensuring
full and equitable integration of Indians into the American mainstream, and
there is no evidence that the President would do what was needed to ensure
that American Indians would be able to ‘‘join us.’’

Because of the multiple shortcomings, economic development before
gaming had at best only marginal positive impacts on American Indians.
According to the 1990 census, 31 percent of this population lived below the
federal poverty line, compared to only 13 percent for the total population.18

The problem was even more severe on the reservation, where 51 percent
lived below the poverty line. The one major accomplishment of this earlier
era was a strengthening of the desire (and necessity) of American Indians to
use their sovereignty rights and self-determination as a basis for community
economic development.

Indian Gaming at the National Level

Burdened with serving their own populations and faced with the ineffec-
tiveness of the federal government, tribes have been desperate to find al-
ternative activities to support their populations. Gaming was one option, a
strategy that has evolved over time. The earliest efforts were community-
oriented bingo games offering limited prizes. This changed in 1979 when the
Seminole Tribe of Florida instituted a high-stakes bingo game with the intent
of tapping into the surrounding non-Indian market. Further expansion of
Indian gaming proved to be controversial and generated political con-
frontations. State and local governments were among the most vocal in their
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objections, arguing that they had the right to determine whether gambling
was legal. Indian tribes, on the other hand, argued that they had the right to
establish and run gambling operations by virtue of their tribal sovereignty.
In 1987, both arguments were put to the test by the U.S. Supreme Court in a
case that pitted the state of California against a minscule gaming tribe, the
Cabazon Band of Mission Indians. The Court ruled in favor of the tribe,
stating that Indian tribes had the right to conduct gaming as long as the state
government permitted similar activities.19 Within a decade, scores of other
trials followed suit, most favoring the tribes.20 Although these decisions
cleared the way for tribes to pursue gaming as an economic development
enterprise, new obstacles materialized.

State and local governments did not have the power to curtail tribal
gaming, but the federal government, through its fiduciary trust responsi-
bility, did. An intensive lobby by both the state and local governments, along
with the nontribal gaming industry, resulted in the passage of the Indian
Gaming Regulatory Act (igra) in 1988.21 The igra attempted to clarify
both the rights and procedures for Indian gaming by dividing it into three
distinct classes.:22

Class I is comprised of ‘‘social games played solely for prizes of
minimum value or traditional forms of Indian gaming’’

Class II operations include ‘‘the game of chance commonly known
as bingo . . . including (if played in the same location) pull tabs,
lotto, punch boards, etc.’’

Class III is defined as casino-style gaming, including slot machines
and video poker.

Class I activities are considered the exclusive jurisdiction of Indian tribes.
Class II activities are regulated by a special National Indian Commission and
are not subject to state regulation. Class III gaming, however, requires that a
state and tribe enact an ‘‘Indian Gaming Compact,’’ which include the rules,
regulations, and conditions under which a tribe may operate casino-style
gaming.

Unfortunately, negotiating compacts is inherently contentious. Compacts
have become the major source of contention between states and their res-
ident tribal communities. Although provisions allow the state to negotiate on
an individual basis with each tribe, the dominant pattern has been to reach an
accord that covers all tribes within its state boundaries with a uniform
compact. This collective bargaining approach has both advantages and
disadvantages. One major advantage has been the streamlining of negotia-
tions into a unified set of accords. Foremost among these is the negotiation of
a rate of return for the state from the casino’s net profit. Another pertains to
setting the number of slot machines allocated to each tribe, and yet another
pertains to the amount of liability every tribe is expected to assume. In many
states, the negotiations dragged on for years, a phenomenon that is discussed
later in this chapter.

Despite the delays caused by legal suits and protracted negotiations with
states, Indian gaming quickly took root in the early 1990s as the most
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important business enterprise pursued by many tribes. In a 1995 report to
the U.S. Economic Development Administration, it was noted that

The explosion of Indian gaming onto the economic map of Indian country has
been the single largest phenomenon of the past twenty years. The rapid growth
of this industry marks the first time that any reservation-based economic ac-
tivity not only entered a market, but has actually captured a significant market
share in a relatively few years, with some $4.1 billion of the $39.7 billion of
the gross revenues generated annually by the legal gaming industry in this
country.23

Since that beginning, total revenues have continued to grow rapidly, from
$5.4 billion in 1995 to $16.7 billion in 2003.24 In 2002, the most recent year
with detailed figures, 224 tribal governments (40 percent of the 562 total)
offered some type of Class II or Class III gambling, generating $14.5 billion
in revenue and accounting for one-fifth of the total take for the domestic
gaming industry as a whole. According to the National Indian Gaming
Industry, Indian gaming generated 400,000 jobs in the early 2000s. 25

As a community economic development tool, gaming proved extremely
successful. igra provided provisions to ensure that the community would be
its primary beneficiary. Tribal gaming needs approval by the Secretary of
Interior (who reviewed all compacts between states and tribes) and is al-
lowed only if it was conducted as a means of economic development and
tribal self-sufficiency and if it would result in a strong tribal government.
Specifically, gaming profits were to

� fund tribal government operations or programs,
� provide for the general welfare of the Indian tribe and its members,
� promote tribal economic development,
� donate to charitable organizations, or
� help fund operations of local government agencies.

Under certain situations an Indian tribe can petition the Secretary of the
Interior to waive the above requirements and distribute gaming profits as
taxable payments directly to tribal members. Only a quarter of the gaming
tribes have distributed profits this way.26 Such per-capita payments have
often been the cause of internal dissent, however, because tribes can become
involved in heated debates about who qualifies for tribal membership and
thus is eligible for payments. After income generation, one of the major
justifications for gaming by tribal governments is job creation. At the na-
tional level, approximately a quarter of the jobs created by gaming went to
American Indians.27 In some areas, the proportion is even higher. An analysis
of Indian gaming operations in Oklahoma, for example, indicated that
Indian gaming created over 3,800 jobs (directly) in 2000, with three-quarters
of those jobs going to American Indians.

While gaming has become big business and provided new employment
opportunities, it has also created problems. One is a growing inequality
among tribes. Returns from gaming are not distributed equally among all
Indian casinos. Two-thirds of all the revenues ($9.4 billion) are concentrated
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among just 41 tribes.28 The tribes whose reservations are located near large
population centers with little or no competition from other tribes have taken
a lion’s share of the revenues.29 There is also an issue about how much
gaming has improved the economic well-being of the residents of reserva-
tions with gaming, and this question is examined later in the chapter.

Gaming in New Mexico

Events in the state of New Mexico serve as a dramatic case in point of the
difficulties in establishing Indian gaming compacts in the face of state and
local opposition. In 1990, 134,000 American Indians lived in New Mexico,
accounting for about 9 percent of the state’s total population. Nearly half
(46 percent) live below the poverty line, over twice the proportion for the
total population and nearly three times the proportion for whites. For many
tribes, gaming has become a central economic development strategy, but
obtaining approval for gaming in New Mexico was a major battle, with
Indian tribes suing the state for failing to engage in good faith negotiation
and then injecting themselves in gubernatorial politics by funding a more
supportive candidate.30

Gaming in the state began in 1983 with the introduction of a high-stakes
bingo operation at the Acoma Pueblo reservation, located west of Albu-
querque. Spurred on by its success, other New Mexico tribes quickly fol-
lowed suit. By 1989, a few tribes had introduced electronicmachine gambling
into their bingo halls, anticipating that NewMexico laws that permitted the
limited placement of coin slot machines in Veteran’s Halls would pave the
way for Class III gaming. In the same year Garrey Carruthers, NewMexico’s
Republican governor, informed the state’s Office of Indian Affairs of his
intent to close all tribal gaming operations unless a compact was negotiated.
The threat, however, never materialized.

In 1991, the Mescalero Apache tribe and the Pueblo of Sandia presented
compacts to the newly elected Democratic governor, Bruce King, who had
previously held that office from 1971 to 1975. King, a gaming opponent,
refused to endorse the compacts. With the legislative route blocked, the
tribes turned to the federal court for relief. Because it was determined that the
state’s immunity prevented the case from proceeding, the parties reluctantly
agreed to mediate the matter. But the impasse didn’t stop tribal gaming
operations frommoving forward. Several more tribes expanded their casinos
with the introduction of new electronic machines. Despite the posturing of
federal and state enforcement agencies to shut down these ‘‘illegal’’ opera-
tions, little or no action was taken.31

In 1993, the New Mexico legislature passed a bill authorizing the state’s
Office of Indian Affairs to negotiate with tribes over gaming compacts. King,
however, vetoed it. Frustrated, the gaming tribes organized their own gu-
bernatorial slate in response, and poured over $190,000 into the campaign
of a pro-gaming candidate.32 On November 6, 1994, a pro-gaming Repub-
lican, Gary Johnson, defeated King. With Johnson presiding, New Mexico
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voters approved a constitutional amendment to allow video gaming, and the
establishment of a statewide lottery offset declining tax revenues for edu-
cation from other sources.

Early in 1995, using only the authority of the governor’s office, Johnson
signed compacts permitting 14 tribes to offer unlimited Class III gaming. By
July, the U.S. Attorney General signed nonprosecution deals with eight of
these tribes. In exchange for this freedom from federal lawsuits, the eight
tribes agreed to limit the number of gambling devices pending further re-
solution of the matter. By November, however, the New Mexico Supreme
Court invalidated all the governor’s compacts, ruling that the state legis-
lature, not the governor, was the proper authority for approving compacts.

In the meantime, state officials reversed their progaming support by
seizing all electronic payoff games from charitable organizations.33 The next
calculatedmove was to shut down Indian casinos. Faced with this impending
threat, Pueblo authorities strategically poised themselves to exercise their
sovereign authority by restricting non-Indian access to Indian lands. The
most effective ploy was a traffic slowdown by the Pueblo of Pojoaque; the
tribe imposed a 15-mile-per-hour speed limit, which brought Santa Fe–to–
Los Alamos commuters to a near-standstill. The Pueblo of Isleta, for its part,
threatened a road blockade.34 Confronted with these measures and with
statewide rallies held by casino employees in support of Indian gaming, the
state withdrew its plans to close down casinos. In the end, only theMescalero
Apache tribe, which had refused to be a party to the original state compact,
had its casino shut down, in August of 1996.

In 1997, the New Mexico legislature reluctantly approved a statewide In-
dian Gaming Compact, which Governor Johnson signed into law. That year,
there were 11 tribes operating casinos throughout the state of NewMexico.35

In addition to making tribal casinos legal, the law also permitted a fixed
number of slot machines at horse tracks. But this only laid the groundwork for
further turmoil. The horse track casinos were required to pay 25 percent of
their net winnings to the state, while some of the larger tribal casinos were
required to payonly 16 percent.Moreover, theMescaleroApache tribal casino
was reopened under the terms of the new compact, although it refused tomake
any payments to the state until it could broker a separate agreement. The
original signers then refused to submit payments, contending that the 16
percent revenue-sharing fee imposed by the compact was twice the rate des-
ignated under igra provisions.

The compact was eventually reworked and returned to the legislature,
which gave its approval in 2001. The revenue-sharing fee was reduced to 8
percent—3 percent for smaller casinos—and the gaming tribes agreed to pay
an additional $100,000 in annual regulatory fees to the state. In December
of 2001, the Interior Department added its approval. The tribes and the New
Mexico Attorney General settled out of court, and the state garnered a
collective windfall of slightly over $90 million, owed since Class III gaming
had begun.36 The Mescalero Apache tribe continued to hold out for a
separate compact and was later joined by the Pueblo of Pojoaque. Both
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contended that they were left out of direct negotiations. In 2004, the Mes-
calero tribe and the State Attorney General settled for a sum of $25 mil-
lion.37

The tribes around Albuquerque were among the most active in pursuing
gaming and dramatically expanded their facilities because they had the
advantage of locations next to major interstates or the city. Table 9.1 lists
the 6 gaming tribes in the Albuquerque region, along with information on
when they were established, their size in 2004 as measured by the number of
slot machines, and net gaming revenues for the first half of 2004. As men-
tioned early, Acoma Pueblo was a pioneer, starting in 1983 with high-stakes
bingo. They were joined a few years later by Pueblo Sandia, and the other
tribes started operating gaming in the following decade. The importance of
proximity to the urban center is illustrated by the eventual growth of Sandia
and the Isleta, two Pueblo tribes whose reservations hemmed the city in on
the north and south, into the state’s two largest casinos. The two have been
in a building race to tap the nearby population. The Pueblo of Isleta opened
its new casino in March 2001. The expansion was tagged at $55 million and
comprised a 100,000-square-foot facility with 1,500 slot machines, 125
table games, 5 restaurants, and a 1,500-seat indoor performance stage. No
sooner had the luster of this grand opening worn off that the Pueblo of
Sandia opened its own $110-million casino.38 In 2003, in a bid to become
the tribe with the third largest casino, the Pueblo of Laguna constructed a
$60-million gaming facility on Albuquerque’s western edge.

Business development has not been limited to the casinos but has also
extended through direct investments of gaming revenue to related businesses
such as restaurants, hotels and resorts, golf courses, and shops. Some of
these developments have been formed as joint ventures. The Pueblo of Santa
Ana, despite its struggling financing situation, has developed the state’s only
5-star luxury resort, Tamaya, which was built in partnership with the Hyatt
Hotels.39 Moreover, recreational tourism has spurred other casino-related

Table 9.1. Gaming reservations surrounding Albuquerque.

Tribe
Year
Started

Number
of Slots (2004)

Net Revenues
(First Half of 2004)

Acoma 1984 800 $18.4m
Isleta 1990 1,700

(2 locations)
$45.0m

Laguna Unknown 1,930
(3 locations)

$20.4m

San Felipe 1995 800 $10.5m
Sandia 1986 1,700 $65.5m
Santa Ana 1993 1,500 $20.4m

Sources: http://www.skycitycasino.com/, http://www.isletacasinoresort.com/
about.html, http://www.sandiacasino.com/, http://www.sanfelipecasino.com/pages/
facilities_games.html, http://www.santaanastar.com/gamingareas.htm

Note: Net revenue data are from the New Mexico Gaming Control Board and are
equal to the amount wagered on gaming machines less the amount paid out in prizes
less a deduction for regulatory fees.
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operations, particularly concerts.40 While these investments have helped
diversify the reservation economy, these ventures are nonetheless dependent
on the gaming industry.

Employment and Income Impacts on Reservations

This section examines the employment and income impacts of gaming on
reservations. Job creation is the single most-important benefit of casinos that
the tribes in New Mexico and around Albuquerque have touted. According
to a 1999 monograph issued by the New Mexico Indian Reservation Eco-
nomic Study Group, Indian gaming contributed 11,265 jobs and $226
million in salaries to the state.41 Although the New Mexico Department of
Labor does not publish employment data by individual tribe due to con-
fidentiality agreements, the aggregate totals indicate that casino employment
accounted for 42 percent of the tribe’s total labor in 2003. Even the smallest
operation, the Hollywood Casino of the Pueblo of San Felipe, claims that it
has created 350 new jobs, with 60 percent of them held by Native Amer-
icans. On some reservations, many of the jobs have to be filled by non-
reservation workers because of excess demand. In 1998, Sandia paid out an
estimated $17 million in salaries for 1,300 employees, even though its total
population was only about 500, according to the 2000 Census.

While the evidence on direct job generation by casinos is clear, the net
economic impact on reservations is difficult to determine because of spill-
over and substitution effects. Spillover effects refer to the jobs generated
by economic activities stimulated by the growth in gaming, such as in-
vestments in other businesses and greater public expenditures by tribal
governments. On the other hand, the gross job gains could be offset by
reservation residents leaving jobs outside the casino-related sector for jobs
within the casino-related sector. Consequently, net employment and earn-
ings gains for the reservation would be smaller than the jobs generated by
casinos.

It is possible to get a first-order approximation of the overall impact of
gaming by comparing the changes in employment and economic status of
residents of reservations with and without gaming. In addition to the 6 tribal
reservations with gaming in the Albuquerque region, there are another 5 that
do not have gaming (Cochiti, Jemez, Santo Domingo, To’hajiilee, and Zia).
Figure 9.1 shows the 11 reservations within a 50-mile radius of Albuquerque
along with the location of the existing casinos.

The analysis draws heavily on U.S. Census data because the tribes ex-
ercise proprietary control over economic and labor force information for
their gaming enterprises. The available information is used to compare
changes between 1990 and 2000 for reservations with gaming and res-
ervations without gaming. The classification by gaming and nongaming is
based on the status in 2000. According to the census, 17,946 people lived in
the gaming reservations in 2000, up from 16,360 a decade earlier. The
population in the nongaming reservations increased from 7,748 to 8,821.
The analysis also includes American Indians in the city of Albuquerque.
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Historically, American Indians relocated to cities in part because of the push
of limited opportunities on the reservations and the pull of jobs in the urban
areas. Because of these factors, urbanized American Indians fared better
than those on the reservation.

The census data indicate three outcomes.42 The first is that gaming com-
munities have become more self-reliant than nongaming communities. This
can be seen in the data on the place of work of reservation residents in Table
9.2. Unfortunately, the available data do not report the number of reservation
residents working on the reservation. However, the data do report the
number of reservation workers employed in the central city (Albuquerque)
and outside the central city. Employment in the central city serves as a proxy
measure for reliance on nonreservation jobs. In 1990, nearly half of all res-
ervation workers in the Albuquerque area had to commute to the central city
to work, and there is essentially no difference in the proportion for gaming
and nongaming reservations. In 2000, the situation on nongaming reserva-
tions had not changed; the percentage is nearly identical to that for a decade
earlier. The percentage for gaming reservations, however, did decline

Figure 9.1. Tribal lands surrounding Albuquerque
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noticeably. This was due to an absolute number ofworkers commuting to the
central city.

The second outcome was a noticeable increase in earnings. In real dollars,
total earnings in the gaming reservations increased by 41 percent during the
decade, comparedwith only 23 percent in the nongaming reservations.Much
of this difference is due to differences in average earnings. According to the
2000 census, average earnings for all workers living in gaming reservations
was about $21,000, about $4,000 more than the average for their counter-
parts living in the other reservations. Unfortunately, it is not possible to trace
what proportion of the gains came from gaming, but it is very likely that
casinos made both direct and indirect contributions to increasing earnings.
One ironic consequence of the higher earnings potential was a decrease in the
labor force participation rate among adults on gaming reservations, from 60
percent in 1990 to 51 percent in 2000. These rates are higher than the
comparable rates for nongaming reservations (50 percent in 1990 and 49
percent in 2000) but are nonetheless a less-than-desirable outcome. The labor
market response on gaming reservations appears to be a backward bending
supply curve, an economic phenomenon where labor force participation
decreases in response to an increase in average earnings. While this is not
unknown for advanced economies, it is surprising for reservations. The net
result is that more adults on the gaming reservations became unemployed as
gaming became more established.

Not surprisingly, the increase in earnings has had a positive effect on two
indicators of economic status. According to one Indian tribal administrator
for the casinos, casino jobs ‘‘have helped many people out of poverty and
toward leading themselves and their families into prosperity for the future.43

This is supported by the data from the Bureau of the Census. The poverty rate
was lower for gaming reservations than for nongaming reservations, and the

Table 9.2. Place of work

Reservations

All Gaming Nongaming

1990
Total 7,774 2,129 5,645
In central city 3,533 969 2,564
Noncentral city 4,241 1,160 3,081
Percentage in central city 45.4 45.5 45.4

2000
Total 7,883 2,368 5,515
In central city 3,143 1,070 2,073
Noncentral city 4,740 1,298 3,442
Percentage in central city 39.9 45.2 37.6

Change
Total 109 239 �130
In central city �390 101 �491
Noncentral city 499 138 361
Percentage in central city �5.6 �0.3 �7.8
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decline in the rate during the 1990s was also greater for gaming reservations.
Equally interesting, the poverty rate for residents of gaming reservations as
reported in the 2000 census fell below the rate for American Indians in
Albuquerque, eliminating some of the relative economic advantage enjoyed
by those who sought their fortunes in the city. The statistics on per capita
income tells a similar story. Those residing on gaming reservations enjoyed a
significantly greater advantage relative to those on other reservations, with
the advantage growing over time. While per-capita income on gaming res-
ervations did not catch up with per capita income for American Indians in
Albuquerque, the gap shrank dramatically.

Not only is average income higher in gaming reservations, living costs are
lower because gaming revenues have been used to increase funding for local
education and health programs.44 In the instance of Sandia Peublo, for ex-
ample, they included a health clinic, a gym andworkout center, a library, and
a preschool. There is also a renovated swimming pool, a new police station, a
waste water treatment station, a new church, restoration of the bosque, in-
home care for the pueblo’s elderly, and a program to repair houses and create
summer jobs for teens, to name a few. Half of the schoolchildren are sent to
private schools by the pueblo, and those that go into postsecondary educa-
tion have their tuition paid in full out of a scholarship fund. The same type of
accomplishments, to varying degrees, are also being heralded among other
gaming tribes.45

Concluding Remarks: Limitations

and Challenges

Gaming has had mixed results as an economic development strategy. As we
have seen, it is more effective in promoting self-reliance than earlier efforts
under the 1975 Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act.
However, gaming is not a panacea. It is an approach that works only for the
tribes on reservations near large urban centers, and this immutable differ-
ence in opportunity creates inequality among tribes. But even for the tribes
that have gaming, the improvements have often fallen short of eliminating
the racial disparity facing American Indians. In the Albuquerque area, the
2000 poverty rate for gaming reservations was still over three times as high

Table 9.3. Poverty rate and per capita income

1990 2000
Percentage
Difference

Poverty rate
Gaming reservations 32.2% 23.6% �8.6
Nongaming RESERVATIONS 35.7% 31.5% �4.2
Albuquerque American Indians 28.7% 26.5% �2.3

Per capita income
Gaming reservations $8,382 $10,242 22.2
Nongaming reservations $7,323 $8,078 10.3
Albuquerque American Indians $11,112 $11,735 5.6
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as the poverty rate for non-Hispanic whites in Albuquerque (24 percent
versus 8 percent), and the per capita income was far less than half ($10,200
versus $27,100). Gaming, by itself, is insufficient to achieve economic self-
sufficiency.

Moreover, gaming is likely to become less effective because gaming tribes
have experienced slow or no growth in recent years. A recent effort to
expand the hotel at the Pueblo of Santa Ana stalled midway through con-
struction. Interest rates used to finance the construction became too costly
after the economic downturn that resulted from the September 11 terrorist
attack. The growth problem is not isolated. From the fourth quarter of 2002
to the second quarter of 2004, 4 of the 6 gaming reservations around Al-
buquerque did not experience sustained secular growth. This indicates a
more fundamental problem of market saturation. With limited room to
grow, open cutthroat competition replaced cooperation. In 2003 the Pueblo
of Isleta took out a three-quarter-page advertisement in the Albuquerque
Journal that contained derisive remarks about its rivals.46 In response to
being chided publicly by others, the tribal governor fired the marketing
manager and published another advertisement apologizing for the indis-
cretion. While this particular instance was resolved, the action inadvertently
uncovered and jeopardized a secret pact among the gaming tribes to refrain
from presenting anything but a cooperative public face. Reestablishing
meaningful cooperation will be difficult given that any future growth for one
tribe may have to come at the expense of another tribe.

Competition may also come from non-Indian sources. In most states,
gaming has become a race-specific economic niche because of the sovereign
status afforded to American Indians. The non-Indian public does not gen-
erally perceive gaming as a legitimate exercise of tribal sovereignty, but
instead as an unfair monopoly. This leaves an opening for those who ad-
vocate breaking the perceived monopoly. In New Mexico, there is a push to
allow non-Indians to expand their horse racetrack and casino operations.
This has required the tribes to respond at a cost. For example, in a move
intended to dampen the support of the Jemez off-reservation casino,
New Mexico State University was made the beneficiary and half-owner of
the enterprise that is most likely to be hurt, Sunland Park racetrack and
casino.47

There are also challenges to the legitimacy of gaming. Economic gains
notwithstanding, gaming raises some moral concerns. Segments of the non-
Indian community have rallied around an anti-Indian gaming campaign on
the basis of moral and ethical grounds. A paid political advertisement for a
gubernatorial candidate appeared espousing the return to Christian princi-
ples in government, boldly proclaiming a ‘‘get gambling out ofNewMexico’’
campaign.48 Such a platform has also infiltrated the NewMexico legislative
slate through the lobby of the New Mexico Anti-Gaming Coalition. The
morals-based objections are not just external. Concerns are also encountered
within the American Indian community. Nowhere is this more evident than
in the Pueblo of Isleta after its religious leaders declared a moratorium on
economic development projects that could adversely impact traditional ways
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of life.49 While these attacks and concerns will not end Indian gaming, they
will certainly add to the woes facing the tribes.

The limit on growth is forcing tribes to look for new markets. One
strategy is to attract customers from a wider geographic area. In 2004, the
Pueblo of Sandia, for instance, broke ground for a second-phase expansion
of its casino. This is designated as a strategic move intended to transform its
operation into a casino-resort for purposes of attracting and lodging out-of-
state visitors. The other path is to invest in other regions. The nongaming
Pueblo of Jemez proposed to enter the industry by locating a new casino
hundreds of miles to the south near the New Mexico, Texas, and Mexican
border.50 Both strategies, however, are unproven because the moves would
put the Albuquerque tribes in competition with a larger group of competi-
tors outside the region.

Today, Indian gaming is at a crossroads. It has improved the overall
economic status of the tribes, but it has not eliminated deep-seated social ills
on the reservations. Many of these are related to long-term health impacts,
disrupted family living patterns, and low educational attainment. Whereas
Indian gaming only gained momentum in the 1990s, many of the chronic
social conditions on reservations have persisted for generations. Tribal
governments have begun systematically addressing these problems by im-
proving capital infrastructure and contracting local services for their tribal
members. This collective approach has significantly improved the overall
welfare of the community but has not necessarily affected individual or
household gains in employment and income.

Gaming provides the tribe with short-term advantages. As outside poli-
tical pressure increases to regulate the growth of tribal casinos, the oppor-
tunity for more profit appears to be running out of steam.What is needed is a
long-term economic development strategy that uses gaming as a launching
pad, with a sizeable share of the profits being invested in diversifying the
reservation economy and in enhancing tribes’ own human capital.

As seen in New Mexico, gaming tribes are implementing efforts along
these lines. Much of that success can be predicated on their new ability to
supplement federal and state services that are tied to treaty reparations in
health, education, and government. Self-generating tribal enterprises,
however, are still in their infancy. The success of these will depend on an
educated and trained labor force, especially if that force’s own tribal
members are expected to assume the key managerial positions.

Currently, most of the reservation workforce is non-Indian and still being
imported from the outside. The tribal labor force, on the other hand, is small
and tends to be unskilled. Tribes are forced to compete for their educated
tribal members, who are attracted to wages and benefits provided by out-
side employers located in adjacent urban centers. These employees seek
the amenities of reservation life but prefer to commute for gainful employ-
ment.

All of the above is symptomatic of a situation that can only be solved by
providing sustainable and lasting employment in the reservation. Indian
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gaming has opened the door to such possibilities but by itself will not solve
the greater need for economic self-determination.
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IV Complementary Strategies

Much of the traditional thinking in economic development for
minority communities focuses on the economic isolation of residents and on
the lack of employment and business opportunities. While addressing these
problems is paramount, it is equally important to understand that labor
market and business development efforts are not sufficient in themselves to
address the multiple issues facing the residents of minority communities.
Even the best programs to overcome spatial mismatch, increase human cap-
ital, and promote entrepreneurship cannot operate in a vacuum. This last
part of the book gives a closer look at some of the complementary com-
ponents of community economic development. The three chapters in this
section discuss the importance of social capital and social networks, the need
for affordable housing, and ways to improve social services (child care,
transportation, food, education, etc.) for low-income communities of color.

There is a growing consensus among scholars and community activists
that strong social networks and social capital constitute an important di-
mension of individual and community economic development. An in-
dividual’s social network has an impact on job search outcomes and
economic advancement. Especially for recent immigrants who are unaware
of the particularities of the U.S. labor market, ethnic networks are extremely
important in assisting them ‘‘connect’’ to the larger societal framework. In
the absence of affordable or dependable social services, individuals often
‘‘get by’’ because of the offerings of food, childcare, and even rides to and
from jobs from family, friends, and compatriots. Because of their lack of
financial capital, low-income communities are more likely than higher-
income communities to depend on neighborhood resources and kinship and
friendship networks in their neighborhoods. The challenge from a policy
perspective is to foster the development of social capital within the neigh-
borhood but also develop its links with networks outside its confines. Net-
works linking individuals to the outside world help people ‘‘get ahead’’ by
offering information, resources, and access to jobs and economic opportu-
nities. The chapter by Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris and Judy Hutchinson
provides an example of the role of social networks and social capital through
a case study of the Pico-Union neighborhood in Los Angeles.

Low-income people may be gainfully employed, but they cannot escape
poverty if they must spend a large proportion of their income for housing.
Rent or mortgage payments represent the most significant expenditures of
American households. Unlike the situation in other countries (e.g., Great
Britain, France, Sweden, Singapore) that have developed housing initiated by
the public sector, in theUnited States the housingmarket is almost exclusively
operated by the private sector. This has led to a significant undersupply of



affordable housing, which negatively affects low-income households. This
situation leads to the conclusion that housing should be an integral effort of
economic development strategies in low-income communities. Giving an
account of the dire results of a variety of policies seeking to address the
housing hardship faced by low-income households in the Figueroa Corridor,
a low-income inner-city neighborhood in Los Angeles, Jacqueline Leavitt
argues for the necessity of a joint economic and housing strategy. Such a
strategy is, however, inherently complex and requires the formation of col-
laborations and coalitions that cut across different sectors (public, private,
and nonprofit) and community groups.

For some, jobs may be elusive because of lack of affordable and de-
pendable support services, such as childcare, transportation, food, and
education. Social services support entry to and sustainability of labor market
participation. Low-income, minority, and female-headed households are
much more dependent on social service provision than other households, but
their varying needs are not always appreciated or understood by social
service agencies and their funders. Lois Takahashi outlines the special needs
encountered by low-income communities of color and argues for incor-
porating social service delivery in economic development strategies in low-
income and minority communities.

Collectively, the chapters in this part of the book suggest that for com-
munity economic development to be effective, policy makers must address
the underlying dynamics perpetuating the disadvantages of the poor in job
seeking and gainful employment.
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10 Social Networks and Social Capital
Latinos in Pico-Union

Introduction

The bonds among individuals and between individuals and communities
have gained renewed attention as a wealth of scholars have emphasized the
importance of social networks and social capital for employment and other
important outcomes, from neighborhood security and public health, to the
nurturing of children, to the successful integration of immigrant popula-
tions, to upward socioeconomic mobility. There is indeed a growing con-
sensus that strong social networks and social capital constitute an important
dimension of individual and community economic development. Local
community is viewed as an ongoing system of social networks, some of
which are internal to the locality or neighborhood, while others are external
(Kasarda and Janowitz 1974). The assimilation and adaptation of new-
comers (new residents and immigrants) to the neighborhood and its wider
context depends, to a great extent, on their access to existing social net-
works. Scholars have also hypothesized that an individual’s social network
has an impact on job search outcomes and his/her economic advancement
(Johnson et al. 1993; Lin 1982; Granovetter 1973). This assumption has
both theoretical and conceptual appeal. Immigrants do not enter the United
States and begin work within an asocial setting. Rather they obtain jobs,
housing, and support through a close network of social ties (Massey 1986).
Empirically, however, we know very little about how social capital operates
at a micro-level (Putnam 1998). What is it about networks and reciprocity
that enhances economic development? Is ethnicity an asset or a liability for
the building of social capital and for economic development in ethnic
communities? What types of social networks and ties exist in ethnic com-
munities and do they lead to economic development? If access to social
networks is important for economic advancement, how can we strengthen
and support these networks, from a policy perspective?

This chapter addresses the previous questions by examining the social and
survival networks of immigrant populations in the Pico-Union neighborhood
of Los Angeles. Pico-Union is a poor inner-city neighborhood with very high
concentrations of recent immigrants from Mexico and Central America.
Despite an official neglect—demonstrated by poor municipal services, di-
lapidated and overcrowded housing, and lack of community programs—
Pico-Union is a rather vibrant inner-city economy, with high rates of business
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formation and resident participation in the labor force. Our study assesses
the contribution and effectiveness of the social and survival networks for the
fostering of economic development opportunities in the neighborhood. It
discusses the activities, alliances and collaborations among different social
networks and examines the challenges and hurdles that immigrant com-
munities are facing in adjusting to new physical and economic realities.

To set our empirical study in its larger theoretical framework, we first
review the literature on social networks and social capital, examining the
various types of networks and the different factors that contribute to social
capital’s formation and strength. Our focus is on ethnic neighborhoods, and
for this reason we place particular emphasis on studies of ethnic networks
and communities and their role in economic development. In the second part
of the chapter we detail the findings of our empirical study, and conclude
with a series of policy recommendations for building social capital in ethnic
communities.

Social and Survival Networks

Social networks connote an individual’s voluntary participation in asso-
ciations that produce collective and individual goods. Networks imply social
ties and interactions among participants and a sense of belonging in more or
less defined social groupings (e.g., families and extended kinship networks,
neighborhood associations, professional associations, church or advocacy
groups, unions, etc.) (Chavis and Wandersman 1990). Social groupings and
self-help grassroots activities that aim to protect and nurture extremely poor
and vulnerable populations in their struggle for day-to-day survival are
called survival networks.

The most basic social network is, of course, one based on family or
kinship ties. It is far from the only one, however. Territorial community also
often emerges as an important locus around which social networks can be
built. Individuals sharing the same place of birth may be united by similar
cultural characteristics and life experiences that bind them together even if
they cease to reside in their birthplaces. This is evidenced in the many village
and town associations whose members may be dispersed in different parts of
the globe. Networks also arise in the neighborhood or locality in which one
lives (neighborhood associations and clubs, neighborhood watch groups,
etc.). People in these networks often share similar concerns and aspirations
about improving neighborhood life, safety, or cleanliness. Networks can
also form in places of work, motivated by the commonality of experiences
and objectives that employees in the same environment share.

Local attachments constitute only one pattern of social networks and
social life among others. In fact, some have argued that the importance of
place has diminished, and local ties have become weaker in the late twen-
tieth century, overlapping less frequently with ties of kinship, friendship, or
leisure (Webber 1964; Willmott 1986).

As place has become less important, dispersed networks and communities
of interest have arisen, which are not necessarily territorial or place-based.
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As shown in Figure 10.1, the glue that ties people together in voluntary
associations and networks can be that of race or ethnicity (e.g., ethnic asso-
ciations), gender, religion, profession (e.g., professional associations), or
some special interest (e.g., unions and advocacy groups). Networks are not
always rigidly defined and are often overlapping. As scholars have pointed
out, individuals often have to deal with the ‘‘competing claims and obliga-
tions of the complex networks in which they are enmeshed’’ (Wellman and
Berkowitz 1988). Social networks can also be differentiated in terms of their
size and density, the level of cohesiveness among their members, the pre-
ponderance of weak or strong ties (Light and Karageorgis 1994), and their
structure (see Figure 10.2). As we will later explain, the particular type and
content of ties in a network often determines the resources that it can provide.

Factors Influencing Network Formation

Early twentieth century sociologists faulted the industrial revolution for
weakening communal bonds and creating new forms of social pathology
(Durkheim 1911). Under the classic Tönnies-Wirth approach, the large pop-
ulations and high densities of urban areas led to alienation and low partici-
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pation in social networks (Tönnies 1877;Wirth 1938).More recent empirical
studies have, however, disputed this assertion, as community has been dis-
covered in placeswhere it had once been pronounced ‘‘lost,’’ in slumandpoor
neighborhoods (Suttles 1968), among extended kin, and in workplaces and
ethnic communities (Wellman and Berkowitz 1988). In light of these dis-
coveries, scholars are now seeking to identify the factors that determine an
individual’s propensity to participate in place-based social networks.

Several exogenous and endogenous factors have been recognized as
contributing positively to the development of social ties and networks (Table
10.1). A community attitudes survey in Great Britain, which examined
population size and density, length of residence, socioeconomic position,
and life cycle stage, found that people’s length of residence in an area was the
most important determinant of community attachment and local partici-
pation (Kasarda and Janowitz 1974). The authors found that urbanites tend
to have more extensive social ties than people in rural communities. Weal-
thier individuals had smaller proportions of friends and relatives residing
within their own communities or living nearby, but they also tended to
belong to more formal associations (e.g., churches, clubs, and professional
associations) and had more extensive reliance on formal social networks. In
contrast to the arguments of early sociologists, the authors found that in-
creased community size and density did not necessarily weaken bonds of
kinship and friendship.

Neighborhood homogeneity, the concentration of people of the same
socioeconomic background and at the same life-cycle stage, has been con-
sidered a positive factor for the formation of social bonds. In particular the
concentration of co-ethnics in a neighborhood has been shown to result
in higher levels of participation in social networks. Studies in Great Britain
reported that it was ethnic minorities who felt most linked to friends in
their districts and had more local attachment (Willmott 1986). Similarly,
studies in the United States found that low-income ethnic communities were
more likely than higher income white communities to depend on neigh-
borhood resources and kinship and friendship networks (Banerjee and Bear
1984).

Table 10.1. Factors influencing formation of social networks

Positive Negative

Exogenous Exogenous
Long length of residence Stable,

long-standing communities
Short length of residence

Transient communities
Homogeneity Concentration of

co-ethnics Heterogeneity
Sociopetal urban form Sociofugal urban form

Endogenous Endogenous
Perceived control, sense of

empowerment Alienation
Perception of environmental

problems, threats
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A neighborhood’s physical form can support or discourage social asso-
ciation, and by extension the formation of social ties and networks (Low
2003). Certain kinds of neighborhood layout can be more conducive than
others to neighborhood contact (Willmott 1988). Environmental psycholo-
gists have distinguished between sociopetal environments, which encourage
social association and interaction, and sociofugal environments, which pre-
vent or discourage such associations. Neighborhoods with parks, public
buildings, and other public spaces, as well as neighborhoods with pedestrian-
friendly streetscapes, are sociopetal. In contrast, neighborhoods with a pre-
ponderance of fences and gates, inwardly oriented private spaces, and lack of
public environments are sociofugal.

Certain endogenous factors can also influence an individual’s participa-
tion in voluntary associations. The perception of an external threat or en-
vironmental problem may serve as a motivator for participation in a local
group or network (Fischer 1977); many neighborhood organizations are
formed as a response to the threat or reality of physical deterioration (Lav-
rakas 1981). One’s perceived level of control and empowerment within a
community, as well as the anticipated costs and benefits of involvement in
social networks, can also influence the decision to participate (Chavis and
Wandersman 1990). The perception that participation in a local network can
contribute to personal and group empowerment and that it may lead to
desired outcomes in the neighborhood, shapes an individual’s tendency to
associate with neighbors.

Contribution of Networks

Social networks can offer a wide range of resources and support. Lewis and
Juarez (1995) identify three major functions of networks: (1) as buffers
protecting individuals from stress, (2) as providers of instrumental and social
support, and (3) as sources for information and referrals. Briggs de Souza
(1998) distinguishes between networks that help someone ‘‘get by’’ and
networks that push him or her to ‘‘get ahead.’’ The first type offers emo-
tional and personal support—companionship, small services like child care,
small loans of tools or food, and help in emergency situations. For new-
comers in a neighborhood and particularly immigrant families, these net-
works can offer valuable survival functions and help them navigate the
particularities of a different sociocultural system while they adapt to living
conditions in their newfound homes (Chavez 1988). ‘‘Get-by’’ networks are
tied closely to the local community and to relatives, friends, and neighbors.
They are described as providing Band-Aids to help cope with the stresses and
strains of everyday life (Wellman, Carrington, and Hall 1988).

By contrast, networks that help people ‘‘get ahead’’ typically link in-
dividuals to the outside world by offering access to jobs, economic gains,
housing, and other resources and opportunities (Lang and Hornburg 1998).
Rather than Band-Aids, these networks provide ladders—tools that help
people change their situations, improve their economic conditions, and
move up in the social hierarchy (Wellman, Carrington, and Hall 1988).
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Scholars have connected the existence of social networks with the gen-
eration of social capital, an ‘‘intangible resource that exists in the relations
among persons’’ (Coleman 1988:S100). Social capital has been described as
a store of reciprocal, trust-based relationships that give those who have
access to them an advantage over those who do not. These relationships
include shared norms and sanctions that encourage communicative inter-
action and cooperation among group members. Social capital theory calls
this type of social capital ‘‘bonding capital’’ (Gittell and Vidal 1998). Even
more important for economic development is ‘‘bridging capital,’’ which
provides information channels as well as connections to others outside the
social group. These outside linkages may provide access to jobs and re-
sources (Gittell and Vidal 1998).

The resources that networks can provide depend upon the type and
content of ties that bind their members together (see Figure 10.2). As Xavier
de Souza Briggs argues,

strong ties tend to be the best sources of emotional aid and other social
support. . . . Such ties to kin and friends are known to be especially important
to the survival or coping strategies of poor people. On the other hand, weak
ties or acquaintances are often key sources of everyday favors, an important
type of instrumental support, and for some people, such ties are the most
important sources of job referrals and other forms of leverage resources.
Where dense networks, in which everyone or almost everyone knows everyone
else, are good for mobilizing social support, widely dispersed ties to many
kinds of people, even if these ties are casual acquaintanceships, tend to be more
crucial for job search and other processes that depend on advantage and in-
fluence beyond support.’’ (1998:188).

As Johnson et al. (1993) explain, three structural elements of social net-
works seem to particularly influence outcomes: their size, composition, and
strength. People with larger networks have been typically found to better
position themselves in the jobmarket (Boxman, deGraaf, andHendrik 1991).
Socially heterogeneous networks (in terms of class, race, gender, etc.) seem to
offer more opportunities for economic advancement to their members than
networks consisting of similar sociodemographic individuals (Braddock and
McPortland 1987)—presumably because they give access to many diverse
social worlds. And weak ties are often found to be beneficial because they are
more likely than strong ties to provide valuable information about jobs
(Granovetter 1973). Weak ties do not always, however, materialize into jobs
or resources, and they are not constant across groups (Johnson et al. 1993).

Social Networks and Social Capital

in Ethnic Communities

For many immigrant communities, social networks and their ‘‘product,’’
social capital, are considered crucial for economic advancement and par-
ticipation in the ‘‘American Dream.’’ While there are many arguments about
the cause/effect relationships between social capital and economic success, it
is generally accepted that immigrant groups with abundant social capital are
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more successful economically than groups with less (Light, Bhachu, and
Karageorgis 1993; Zhou 1992).

A major advantage of social capital is its accessibility (Light 2001).
Whereas economic and human capital may be limited among the poor, social
capital is still an accessible asset. Low-income immigrants being confronted
with a shortage of financial and human capital often find themselves in un-
desirable neighborhoods. In such a situation ethnicity may be their only re-
source. Social capital, almost by necessity, becomes a substitute form of
capital, which compensates to some degree for shortages of capital in its other
forms (Light 2001; Zhou and Bankston 1994).

For some ethnic communities social support appears to be an integral part
of their culture. Components of ethnic social support may include the ex-
tended family, religious institutions, ethnic associations, merchant associa-
tions, and social clubs. Latino cultures—the subject of our empirical study in
Pico-Union—stress strong intergenerational family ties. Members of kinship
networks feel a strong sense of obligation to each other for economic as-
sistance, collaboration, encouragement, and support (Gomez 1987). In-
dividuals and their families are integrated into a close-knit system of social
relations that often evolves around the church (Patterson and Marsiglia
2000; Kayden 1996).

Scholars have found that ethnicity can work as an asset for some groups,
as it creates ‘‘sources of adaptive advantages’’ that are based on trust, sol-
idarity, and reciprocity among co-ethnics (Zhou and Bankston 1994:824).
Light and Karageorgis (1994, 662) explain how social networks fuel the
ethnic economy:

By enhancing the scope of integrations of social networks, ethnic solidarity
confers important business resources. First, ethnic networks carry business-
related information, including business and trade secrets. . . . Social networks
also encourage mutual aid, ranging from advice to preferential purchasing
among business owners. . . . Ethnicity extends social trust; a key form of social
capital. . . . Multiplex social networks permit ethnics to trust one another in
business. . . . Social trust also contributes to the proliferation of entrepreneurs
by reducing external transaction costs. Relying on informal social trust im-
migrant entrepreneurs transact business cheaply.

But social capital is not a panacea for overcoming economic problems and
barriers in ethnic neighborhoods. Community-based economic development
encounters some of its most serious challenges here. There are many reasons
why this should not be so. America is, after all, a country of immigrants. The
Statue of Liberty is recognition of the contribution that the ‘‘poor, tired, and
hungry’’ can make to a country and its various communities. Immigrants
come with dreams for a better future. They are often prepared to work hard
to make those dreams come true. Many arrive with the broad range of work
experience that is typical of rural people who must deal with all aspects of
survival in limited circumstances. Most value education and have a strong
desire to give their children more opportunities than they themselves enjoy.
This is the kind of raw material with which community can be built.
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However, immigrant neighborhoods face serious constraints. Even in the
most favorable cases, the trauma and loss of dislocation combined with the
anxiety of dealing with a strange environment and, in most cases, a strange
language, create a situation of stress for both the arriving immigrants and
the receiving community. The stress level is heightened when immigrants
enter the new country illegally. Low levels of formal education and limited
local networks put them further at risk. Social capital cannot always sub-
stitute for the severe lack of educational and economic resources faced by
many immigrants. A third of current immigrants enter the United States as
unskilled labor, with an average of 3–4 years of schooling. Fifty-three per-
cent of immigrants from Latin America have less than a high-school edu-
cation (Light 2001). In some inner-city areas, the numbers are even more
daunting. A study published shortly after the Los Angeles riots revealed that
over 80 percent of Latino immigrants in South Central Los Angeles over 25
years of age lacked a high school education (Pastor 1993).

The wages of workers in ethnic economies are appreciably lower than
those prevailing in themainstream economy, while the level of exploitation is
considerably higher (Light 2001). Immigrants in urban centers typicallywork
in unstable jobs in labor-intensive enterprises. Employers of immigrants in
the ethnic informal economy frequently keep employees off official books—
dealing strictly in cash, not paying taxes, and not conforming to minimum
wage legislation (Massey 1986; Chapter 6 of this volume). Thus ethnicity can
also act as a liability for certain immigrants who have to struggle for eco-
nomic survival facing exploitation, language problems, and nonexistent
economic and educational resources, and who live in transient inner-city
communities (Skery 1993). The Pico-Union neighborhood in Los Angeles is
one such community. In what follows we will detail the findings from our
empirical study of social and survival networks in this neighborhood.

Ethnic Networks in Pico-Union, Los Angeles

The Context

If Los Angeles has truly replaced New York as the new ‘‘Capital of Im-
migrant America’’ (Waldinger and Lee 2001:43), then Pico-Union is the new
Ellis Island. The area, just a couple of miles west of downtown Los Angeles,
is a crowded and dilapidated inner-city neighborhood, where immigrants
can find ways to survive and sometimes prosper in a new country. But Pico-
Union’s reputation as the port of entry for immigrants is not new. Since the
early 1930s the neighborhood has received hundreds of thousands of new-
comers.1 The early immigrants were Europeans: Greeks, Norwegians,
Swedes, Welsh, and Russian Jews. Most of them were merchants who
opened small stores or established themselves as sidewalk vendors along
Pico Boulevard, the major commercial thoroughfare of the neighborhood.
From the 1930s to the 1940s, thousands of immigrants from different parts
of the world added to the ethnic mix. An Armenian family owned a local
grocery store; a Jewish family operated a Five and Dime; a Chinese family
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ran a vegetable market. Beginning in the 1950s, as many of the early im-
migrant residents moved out to more fashionable Los Angeles districts,
other ethnic groups settled in, including Romanians, Lithuanians, Hungar-
ians, Chinese, as well as also African Americans and American Indians.

In the 1950s and 1960s, L.A.’s population suburbanized at a rapid pace,
and Pico-Union, once an enclave outside the urban core, became the ‘‘inner
city.’’ The disinvestment that accompanied suburbanization left its economic
and social resources drastically diminished. A report of the early 1970s found
that ‘‘the income ofmore than half of the residents is at, or below, the poverty
level, and the median education attainment is well below that of Los Angeles
County. In short, it is a poor, minority, high-density inner-city community’’
(Evansen 1972 in Cooper 1980).

Property values in the neighborhood fell, as did the demand for com-
mercial space. Some shops were boarded up; others were simply razed.
Physical desolation and a general deterioration of the urban form ex-
acerbated the trend toward economic disinvestment. Housing became run
down as landlords kept subdividing the units and renting them out to ac-
commodate ever-larger numbers of immigrant families. Public facilities and
infrastructure deteriorated. Barbed-wire fences and graffiti multiplied. The
neighborhood was characterized by overcrowding and substandard housing
conditions (Hutchinson and Loukaitou-Sideris 2001).

In the1970s the character of immigration in the neighborhood changed, and
large numbers of working-class Mexican immigrants began to settle in Pico-
Union. In the early 1980s the immigrant demographics changed yet again, as
the civil wars, social unrest, and economic downturns that roiled Central
America resulted in an influx of migrants from El Salvador, Guatemala, Ni-
caragua, and Honduras. Today the neighborhoodmaintains a strongly Latino
profile, with 85 percent of the residents from either Mexico or Central
America, most of Indian descent. Other groups present are Asian and Pacific
Islanders (8percent), AfricanAmericans (3percent), andCaucasian (3percent)
(U.S. Bureau of the Census 2000). Sixty-six percent of the population, ac-
cording to the 2000 census, is foreign born. Of them, 24 percent have arrived
within the last ten years.

Many of L.A.’s inner-city communities can be characterized as ‘‘multiple
melting pots,’’ which serve as incubators for new groups of workers and the
development of a ‘‘new kind of economy’’ (Frey and DeVol 2000). The Pico-
Union neighborhood—with its history as a portal for immigrants, and its
mosaic of social groups with different backgrounds, values, and experiences
with democracy—provides a window through which to observe the evolu-
tion of this ‘‘new kind of economy.’’

The Method

The study of social networks often requires a combination of research
methods. We first compiled a demographic history of the area with data
from the U.S. Census Bureau. Next, by administering questionnaires to
community members and having semistructured interviews with community
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leaders connected to local institutions and associations, we were able to put a
human face on these numbers. The combination of these data sources allowed
us to create a broader frameworkwithin which to assess the type and content
of networks, to understand the historical context for current social situations,
and, to some extent, to provide insights regarding future potential and con-
straints to the economic development of the neighborhood and its people.

It is not easy to gain the trust of people living in the crowded inner city. For
us, the task was made less difficult by our positions as co–project managers
for a community revitalization project in the area. This gave us a unique
opportunity to meet and work with residents and community leaders, attend
meetings of the neighborhood watch and Parent Teacher Association (pta)
groups, and observe and participate in their struggles to maintain and im-
prove the area. Although we were outsiders, our roles gave us a reason for
being on the street, an entrée to public gathering places such as the churches
and schools, and ultimately gained our admission into the homes of some
residents.

For this study we conducted a ‘‘social networks survey’’ soliciting re-
sponses from 79 local merchants and residents participating in one local
church group,2 two neighborhoodwatch groups,3 two athletic groups,4 three
Parent-Teacher Associations,5 and a youth group from a local youth service
organization.6 Our intention was to assess the networks and community
building strategies of people actively involved in their community. The
weakness of this approach was that it primarily represented findings from
individuals who belonged in one or more associations, leaving behind those
who may be completely disconnected from the neighborhood’s social net-
works.

To compare and contrast the survival and economic development strat-
egies of two different ethnic groups in the area we also conducted focus
group meetings with members of residents from Oaxaca as well as members
from a local Salvadoran support organization.

Finally, observation of and participation in formal and informal gather-
ings—including meetings of neighborhood watch groups, local town hall
meetings (organized by the district council office), meetings of the mer-
chants’ association, and neighborhood celebrations and festivals—enabled
us to gain a sense of the community and to build the relationships of trust
necessary for conducting our research.

The Findings

Social Networks Survey. The community survey gave us an indication of
the neighborhood profile, as well as the type and role of social networks in
Pico-Union. Fifty-five women and 24 men responded to a survey that sought
to identify the type of networks present in Pico-Union and their role and
contribution to the residents’ economic and social well-being. Even though
the sample was not random, it did provide a good ethnic representation of
the neighborhood.7 The overwhelming majority of residents were Latino,
mostly from Mexico (48.7 percent), El Salvador (10.5 percent), Ecuador
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(6.6 percent), Guatemala (6.6 percent), Honduras (2.6 percent), and Ni-
caragua (2.6 percent). Only 22.4 percent of the Latino respondents were
born in the United States.

Pico-Union is a community of renters; data from the 2000 U.S. Census
show that 90 percent of the housing units are renter-occupied. The survey
respondents were mostly renters (63.2 percent), but homeowners were rep-
resented in higher numbers than in the general area population. This is not
necessarily surprising: other studies have shown that property owners tend
to get more involved in neighborhood-based networks because of their
higher financial stakes in the neighborhood (Hutchinson 1999). The survey
population also differed from the general area population in the longevity of
its U.S. residence; respondents’ residency tended to be significantly higher
(22.85 years on average) than that of the general population. This finding
clearly supports the previously stated argument that that length of residence
is an important contributing factor in social network formation.

Pico-Union lags significantly behind the rest of the city of Los Angeles in
average household income ($33,617 compared to $58,677). This is especially
important considering that the average number of persons per household is
higher than the citywide average (3.7 persons compared to 2.9 persons). Half
of the households earn less than $20,000 (U.S. Census 2000). Recent im-
migrants coming into the Pico-Union area typically have little financial cap-
ital. A priest at St. Thomas Catholic Church told us that the majority of new
immigrants arrive at the church doors with little more than the clothes they
are wearing. Most of their other resources have gone to pay those who got
them across the border. Many of the immigrants are subsistence farmers,
fleeing from desperate poverty and having minimal formal education. Their
farming skills, which constitute their human capital, are of little or no value in
the urban environment of Pico-Union. According to the 2000 U.S Census,
only 12 percent of the neighborhood’s population has some college educa-
tion, and 30 percent have not completed high school. This relative lack of
education, combined, for many, with a lack of English language skills, limits
them to working as laborers in low paying work requiring physical strength
and endurance rather than formal skills. Although the income levels of survey
respondents were somewhat higher that those of the area population, over
one third (34.9 percent) reported an annual household income of less than
$10,000, and 36.5 percent reported incomes of $20,000–$30,000. Only 12.7
percent had incomes exceeding $40,000.

A comparison of the current occupations of Pico-Union residents with
citywide data shows that people in Pico-Union have fewer stable, high-wage
jobs, and a higher proportion of low-wage jobs (Hutchinson 1999). While
this is particularly true for recent immigrants to the area it is also partly
reflected in our sample. The most prominent occupation category among
survey respondents was low-wage personal services (housekeeping, baby-
sitting, gardening, waitressing, etc.) (Figure 10.3). Unemployment in the
neighborhood, according to the 2000 U.S. Census, is at 7.5 percent, higher
than the city average of 3 percent, but quite a bit lower than the unemploy-
ment rates ofmany other inner-city neighborhoods. Focus group respondents
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tended to have even lower unemployment levels (6 percent) than the rest of
the neighborhood. About 24 percent of them were self-employed, while 5
percent stated that they worked for a family member. Self employment rates
in this group were significantly higher than in the neighborhood, where only
9.5 percent are self-employed, while the vast majority (81 percent) are wage
earners and salaried employees in the private sector.

Community feelings and neighborhood attachment seemed to run high
among respondents. The overwhelmingmajority (88 percent) identified Pico-
Union as a ‘‘community,’’ and 91 percent felt that they were a part of this
community, while 64 percent were actively involved in community projects
and networks. Respondents were aware of a number of associations and
social networks in Pico-Union. These included church groups, neighborhood
watch groups, pta groups, social clubs, social service groups, ethnic groups,
business groups (e.g., merchant associations), sports groups, and transpor-
tation cooperatives. While the existence of these groups was deemed helpful
for individual and neighborhood welfare, not all networks are positive. Re-
spondents also pointed to the existence of gangs and drug dealing rings as
examples of networks with negative impact on their neighborhood.

Kinship and friendship networks seemed to be prevalent, as over half of
the respondents stated that they live in Pico-Union because family members
and friends live there. Another 18 percent claimed that they stay in the
neighborhood because it has high concentrations of compatriots. Additional
considerations that weighed heavily in respondents’ decisions to live in Pico-
Union included a perception of better opportunities for work and housing.
In regards to the categories presented in Figure 10.2, networks in Pico-Union
appeared to be internally homogeneous, informal, local, and highly
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Figure 10.3. Occupations of survey respondents
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concentrated in the Pico-Union neighborhood. They were also bonded by
strong ties and had evolved around networks of kinship, religion, ethnic
origin, and special interest (e.g., merchants, sports groups, neighborhood
watch groups, and pta groups).

The survey showed that a significant number of respondents (69 percent)
rely on friends and neighbors for general information and to find out what is
happening in the neighborhood (Table 10.2). The church, local merchants,
and neighborhood associations also function as information networks for
residents, complementing the local press, radio, and tv networks. For job
referrals, however, respondents seemed to rely more on weak business ties
(‘‘other people at my job’’) and the unemployment office than they did on
kinship and neighborhood-based networks. Respondents looked to neigh-
bors, relatives, and friends for social and emotional support, help settling in
the neighborhood, and other day-to-day needs, such as borrowing pieces of
furniture and helping with children and transportation. While many re-
spondents would not hesitate to request up to twenty-five dollars as a loan
from neighbors and friends,8 they would not go to them for more significant
financial support. Almost one third of respondents stated that theywould rely
on relatives for a loan to start a business, but a significantly higher number
said that they would turn to a financial institution for such a transaction.

Thus, networks in Pico-Union seem to accomplish at least two of the roles
identified by Lewis and Juarez (1995); they act as sources of general in-
formation and referrals and as providers of instrumental and social support.
However, residents have to rely primarily on outside agents (e.g., un-
employment office, banks) for issues relating to economic development. In
other words, local networks in Pico-Union seem to help people ‘‘get by’’ but
not necessarily ‘‘get ahead.’’ The importance of ethnicity was not confirmed
in the survey, as ‘‘compatriots’’ were not credited with significant con-
tributions for job referrals or social or financial support. This may be er-
roneous, however, as the category ‘‘compatriot’’ may have overlapped with

Table 10.2. Type of help offered

General
Information

Job
Referrals

Social
Support

Major
Financial
Support

Relatives 3.0% 32.3% 40.9% 30.3%
Friends/neighbors 68.7% 21.5% 25.0% —
Church 30.3% 20.0% 18.2% —
Compatriots 3.1% 1.5% 4.5% —
Neighborhood associations 31.8% 10.8% — —
Business acquaintances — 40.0% 4.5% —
Merchants 20.0% — — —
Newspapers/TV 36.9% 4.5% — —
Unemployment office — 44.6% — —
Schools 39.4% — — —
Council office 3.0% 1.5% — —
Bank/credit union — — — 69.7%
Other 3.0% 4.5% 6.8% —
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the categories ‘‘relatives’’ and ‘‘friends/neighbors.’’ One’s friends and
neighbors may well be one’s ethnic compatriots as well, but may be more
readily identified as ‘‘friends’’ than as co-ethnics. To better understand the
importance of ethnicity in social networks, social capital, and economic
development we conducted focus group research with representatives from
two ethnic groups in Pico-Union, the Oaxacans and the Salvadorans.

Focus Groups. Outsiders might interpret the apparent ethnic homogeneity
related to the high numbers of Spanish surnames in Pico-Union as a pre-
dictor of a certain level of ease in constructing social networks. And certainly
there are commonalities in the immigrant experience, related to the dis-
ruption and stress of the immigration process and the adjustment in a new
land. Beyond this, however, there is frequently more that divides ethnic
groups than there is that unites them. The Oaxacans and the Salvadorans are
a case in point. A comparison of the social organization of these two groups,
as represented by their cohorts in Pico-Union, might be enough to finally
disabuse scholars and citizens of the idea of a monolithic Hispanic ethnicity.
The Oaxacans and Salvadorans who participated in this study9 differed
significantly in their purposes for coming to the United States, in their at-
titudes toward their new country, and in their expectations of those in the
receiving country and community. These differing purposes, attitudes, and
expectations have led each group to differing strategies and agendas fash-
ioned and supported by their own authority structures, behavioral norms,
survival, and social networks. These varied processes have socioeconomic
impact not only for the individuals and the ethnic compatriots, but also for
the receiving community. In this part of the study we will compare some of
the social processes of these two groups, including their approaches to
building and using social capital, as they seek to survive and prosper in Pico-
Union.

Pico-Union remains the primary destination for new Oaxacan and Sal-
vadoran immigrants to Southern California. For Oaxacans, Pico-Union is
the place where they can be assured the welcome and support of an estab-
lished and organized contingent of pioneers from previous waves of Oax-
acan immigrants. The vast majority of immigrant Salvadorans also head for
this neighborhood. As one Salvadoran participant in the focus group re-
counted, even in the most remote villages of El Salvador everyone knows
about ‘‘el Pico.’’

The Oaxacan ‘‘Underground Railroad’’

It was the local Catholic priest who first suggested the inclusion of the
Oaxacans in our study: ‘‘If you want to see the next big success among an
immigrant group, watch the Oaxacans.’’ It turned out, however, that he was
not referring to Oaxacans as a whole, but rather those Oaxacans who have
migrated to Pico-Union from San Francisco, 1 of over 40 small villages in
Oaxaca (further undermining any idea of monolithic ethnicity, each Oax-
acan village has its own dialect, set of networks, and authority structures).
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The economic advancement plan of the Oaxacans of Pico-Union is com-
prehensive. A close-knit and mutually supportive group, they have an ef-
fective individual and collective strategy for success in their pursuit of the
American Dream. Oaxacans focus on creating economic capital, human
capital, and bridging capital in their new environment, while also main-
taining a strong commitment and connection to their home village of San
Francisco. As new immigrants from San Francisco arrive in Pico-Union, those
who have preceded them help them acclimatize, find places to stay, and get
jobs. Due to the influence and support of the more established compatriots
who train newcomers in the use of the tools of their new environment—social
mores, business practices, and personal finance and networking skills—the
Oaxacan immigrants have a disproportionate level of upward mobility.
Many of them own their homes and businesses, and their children are edu-
cated, English speaking, and well integrated into the U.S. culture. New
Oaxacan immigrants, because of this help from their compatriots, do not
have to rely on social services or charity. The reputation of their predecessors
as cooperative and hard working helps them find work readily even outside
their compatriot networks.

The social networks of Oaxacans in Pico-Union are based on kinship,
ethnicity, and religion. They maintain a social structure that revolves around
families, and village values and norms. They are united in their commitment
to provide help to compatriot newcomers while also supporting and sus-
taining their home village. The ties in their network represent a classical
example of bonding capital. However, at the same time they work hard to
build their bridging capital, through the development of a multitude of weak
ties with other networks and organizations, both inside and outside the Pico-
Union neighborhood. These weaker ties help Oaxacans to better integrate
into the American society and gain the maximum benefit from its economic
system.

The attitude of this immigrant group is one of general optimism and
trust. They are trusting of each other, open to learning and getting to know
others, and eager to get ahead economically and socially. The results are
quite favorable. The Oaxacans’ networks, skills, and attitudes allow them to
quickly tap the local job market, expand their networks outside their own
group, and take advantage of educational opportunities. However, their
success does not cause them to lose sight of their other home; this juncture
marks the beginning of an ongoing struggle to maintain their position in
both worlds, the one they have entered and the one they have left behind.
This is more than what the next group of our study, the Salvadorans, can
afford.

The Salvadoran Flight to Sanctuary

Because of their different experiences with democracy, immigrants from
countries divided by civil war are frequently faced with distinct challenges
and may find it difficult to adjust to a nonrevolutionary context. Salvadorans
who have fled the chaos of their homeland exemplify this problem. Like
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Cambodian and Vietnamese refugees, their experiences with violence and
war have preconditioned many Salvadorans to face new situations with
suspicion and mistrust. And when criminals who have preyed upon them in
their own country flee along with them—and still use them as prey in the
new and strange environment—they find themselves in difficult circum-
stances indeed.

Hundreds of Salvadoran refugees who were able to reach their destina-
tion in Pico-Union, tired and without resources, found sanctuary in the
St. Thomas Catholic Church, which attempted to garner resources for
emergency aid. But the lives of many of these new immigrants are char-
acterized by fear. Their inability to call on police protection (because of their
illegal residency status) leaves them vulnerable to both local criminals and
criminals who followed them from El Salvador. For the same reason they
can make no complaints to or about negligent landlords, nor can they de-
mand a reasonable wage for their work if they find employment. A self-
protective isolationist mentality emerges as a result, evidenced by a lack of
trust in each other and of the community. This has led the Salvadorans to
format a rather exclusive social network, with few expectations for collab-
oration with other ethnic groups. Such exclusivity and pessimism becomes
self-fulfilling; other Pico-Union residents and ethnic groups are insulted by
the Salvadorans’ apparent unfriendliness and so do not trust them either.

In situations of extreme vulnerability people tend to rely on the responses
that have kept them safest in the past. Immigrants from revolutionary set-
tings may fight or retreat. Neither choice is constructive. Both aggressive
behavior toward and withdrawal from their new society make community
unavailable to them. These immigrants find themselves in a strange en-
vironment where their lack of financial capital is exacerbated by the fact that
their cultural capital—their understanding of how society operates and their
ability to navigate through it properly—is off base. At the same time, be-
cause of their fear-based self-isolation, they also come ill equipped to re-
create social capital in their new neighborhood.

Despite the bleak economic and social situation that many Salvadorans
find themselves in, a political and religious leadership has emerged among
the group. The Asociacion de Salvadorenos de Los Angeles (asosal) has its
base and headquarters in Pico-Union. It focuses exclusively on Salvadoran
interests and has gained a considerable political base both externally and
internally as it gains a platform to speak for an oppressed and growing
constituency. The Salvadoran leadership has sought to emulate the Miami
Cuban economic enclave suggesting the establishment of a ‘‘Little Salvador’’
in Pico-Union.10 This could provide economic advantages for the group and
help recycle Salvadoran dollars to support Salvadoran businesses. An ethnic
enclave officially designated ‘‘Little Salvador’’ could also help create a sense
of attachment for the neighborhood among Salvadorans, a major factor in
community development. On the negative side, the creation of such an en-
clave in Pico-Union is likely to generate opposition from other local ethnic
groups, who would feel left out of the strongly bonded and politically
powerful enclave of another group.
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Policy Implications: Building Social Capital

for Economic Development

Building social capital for economic development in neighborhoods like
Pico-Union, which are characterized by chronic official neglect, transience,
and lack of human and financial capital among residents, may be particu-
larly challenging. Still, our empirical research in the neighborhood did not
necessarily confirm Robert Putnam’s pessimistic assessment that ‘‘we are
withdrawing from those networks of reciprocity that once constituted our
communities’’ (Putnam 2000:184). Our survey showed that Latinos in Pico-
Union engage in multiple informal associations, evolving around the family,
the school, the church, or the recreation center. Admittedly, these associa-
tions serve more as survival networks that help people ‘‘get by’’ rather than
as venues for major economic advancement. Nevertheless, the emotional
and practical support provided by these networks—sometimes in the form of
baby-sitting or transportation services—can help individuals enter the job
market.

If we agree with the premise of many scholars that there is a relationship
between social capital and economic development, then policy makers
should try to help neighborhoods acquire more social capital. This is pred-
icated on neighborhood stability. It is easier to promote social capital in
close-knit neighborhoods than in areas characterized by transience and
alienation (Wilson 1997; Temkin and Rohe 1998). Policy makers and
lending institutions can contribute to neighborhood stability in minority
and immigrant communities by identifying ways to ensure them an afford-
able housing supply and access to low-interest loans and mortgage credit. As
Lang and Hornburg (1998:5) argue, ‘‘decent and affordable housing forms
the core of connectedness: a secure home gives people roots and stabilizes
communities.’’ Additionally, social capital is formed easier when residents
share feelings of attachment to their neighborhoods and a sense of pride
about them. Such feelings are nonexistent in derelict and unsafe places
where gangs are menacing the streets, and fear of crime permeates people’s
lives. In Pico-Union residents identified the existence of gangs and drug rings
as having an extremely negative impact on their efforts to build community.
As Temkin and Rohe (1998) argue, helping residents acquire neighborhood
pride and a strong sense of place are not ‘‘soft variables to be neglected by
policy makers.’’ They recommend incorporating concerns for social capital
into urban revitalization efforts.

The challenge is to link the strong social networks that frequently exist in
ethnic communities to the larger matrix of networks and opportunities
present in the outside world. In the case of Pico-Union we saw that the
networks were strong among co-ethnics but often remained isolated from
other entities and groups inside and outside the neighborhood. The role of
local groups and coalitions, community-based organizations, and commu-
nity development corporations is crucial in building these bridges between
the neighborhood, its different constituent groups, the local government, the
private sector, and philanthropic foundations. The successes of the Figueroa
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Corridor Coalition for Economic Justice, detailed in Chapter 11, provide a
good example of a local group that was able to successfully build bridges and
negotiate with public agencies and the private sector.

Our focus group analysis showed that some ethnic groups are quite eager
in their pursuit of alliances and coalitions, while others follow a more iso-
lationist strategy. The Oaxacans in this study have followed much the same
model of group socioeconomic development as the Greeks, Swedes, Lithua-
nians, and others before them in Pico-Union. TheOaxacans focus on training
and supporting individuals and families of compatriots in getting ahead,
making it ‘‘up and out’’ of the neighborhood, and having the ability and
opportunity to participate fully in their new country’s educational, social,
and economic mainstream. They keep their linkages in the Los Angeles area
through the maintenance of their Zapateco language and through reference
to and support of their common home—the village of San Francisco in
Oaxaca. At the same time, they are cultivating networks with associations
and groups outside their ethnic cohort, thus expanding their economic
opportunities.

The strategy of Salvadorans is quite different, as it evolves primarily
around the formation of strong and very homogeneous social networks.
Salvadorans in Pico-Union have tried to create a concentrated spatial and
political ethnic enclave with its own internal power system (around a
handful of political leaders), its own economic systems through exclusive
merchandising (buying from and selling to co-ethnics), the creation of a
Salvadoran financial institution (credit union El Rescate),11 and the devel-
opment of its own social service organization (asosal) to advocate for the
legalization of Salvadoran immigrants and the advancement of Salvadoran
culture and interests. The Salvadorans appear to be one immigrant ‘‘pot’’
that has no intention of melting.

The case of Salvadorans highlights an underlying tension between com-
munity development, which encompasses the well-being of a spatially sit-
uated community composed of different groups, and localism, which focuses
on the economic development of one particular group. Efforts for the latter
may balkanize the former. For this reason the development of horizontal
linkages among different neighborhood groups that foster intragroup col-
laboration around common goals and interests is very important. These can
be in the form of merchant associations; Parent-Teacher Associations; local
athletic teams; cultural, historic, music, or choral societies; and any other
form of association that has a larger neighborhood appeal, can attract
members from different groups towards a common goal, and thus counteract
the tendency for isolationism.

For policy makers and urban planners, the call to support social capital
formation among ethnic communities in order to improve their chances for
economic development becomes quite challenging in ‘‘multiple melting
pot’’ neighborhoods like Pico-Union. Policy responses for economic de-
velopment strategies might differ significantly from one ethnic group to
another. What would be of most help to the Oaxacans and their economic
development might not fit the type of help wanted by the Salvadorans. In
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both cases, the strategies and the potential long-term consequences for
the specific groups, other groups, the neighborhood, the broader area, and
even the nation must be considered. Understanding how social networks
and social capital operates can help policy makers evaluate the diversity
and hierarchy of needs among different neighborhood groups (Saegert and
Winkel 1998).

The challenge then becomes to strive for a model of economic develop-
ment tailored to the specificities of one ethnic (or social) group in the
neighborhood, which however, does not detract from the economic potential
of another co-habitant group. This cannot happen if we balkanize neigh-
borhoods and cities into small and disconnected patchworks of hostile en-
claves. It can, however, begin to occur if we help build horizontal linkages
among ethnic groups in the neighborhood and vertical linkages between
ethnic groups and the larger American society.

Notes

The authors wish to thank the ucla Institute of American Cultures for partly
funding this study, as well as Steve Moga and Michela Zonta, who provided re-
search assistance. We also would like to thank the merchants, neighborhood watch
groups, and Parent Teacher Associations in the Pico-Union neighborhood, as well as
youth from Clean and Green and parishioners of St. Thomas Catholic Church who
participated in our study.

1. Originally, the neighborhood was called Pico Heights and started as a
fashionable suburb of Los Angeles at the turn of the twentieth century. But soon the
wealthy families moved out to new, more fashionable districts and outlying suburbs.
The name Pico-Union was given to the neighborhood in the mid-1960s by a group of
seven community activists because Pico Boulevard and Union Street were two major
cross streets at the heart of the area. This name stuck as local nonprofits and social
service organizations started using it, and it was later picked up by the city and was
‘‘officiated’’ with signs.

2. St. Thomas Catholic Church is the major parish in the area attended by the vast
majority of Latino residents and merchants.

3. These included the two local neighborhood watch groups, Pico Pride and
Pueblo Nuevo.

4. These included an adult soccer and an adult softball team practicing at the
local Normandie Recreation Center.

5. These included three neighborhood schools: Magnolia Elementary School,
Berendo Middle School, and St. Thomas Catholic School.

6. The local service group Clean and Green offers part-time employment to
neighborhood youth, involving them in a variety of tasks such as cleaning sidewalks,
planting trees, and so on.

7. The overrepresentation of women in these social networks is explained by
other studies that find women to be more actively involved in local social networks
than men. Women play a larger role than men in ptas, neighborhood watch, and
church-related groups (Hutchinson 1999). Nevertheless, studies indicate that
women’s networks tend to be more local and truncated than men’s, which diminishes
their capacity to gain access to resources (Fernandez-Kelly 1995).

8. A significantly higher number of people were willing to lend twenty-five dollars
to their neighbors than to request the same amount from them.
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9. There is much variability within the Oaxacan community. Web information
from Fresno would suggest that the Oaxacan leadership in that area may have a
significantly more political agenda than the Oaxacans in this study.

10. Even Salvadoran church leaders were proponents of the Salvadoran enclave
proposition. In interviews with Salvadoran pastors of two different congregations in
Pico-Union (Methodist and Seventh Day Adventist), both pastors indicated that the
name for the area should be ‘‘Little Salvador.’’

11. El Rescate Credit Union is located in the Pico-Union area at 1340 South
Bonnie Brae. According to their website information, the organization, founded in
1981, was ‘‘the first agency in the United States to respond with free legal aid and
social services to the mass influx of refugees fleeing the war in El Salvador.
Institutions founded by El Rescate include Clinica Monsenor Romero, providing free
medical care to the refugee community (1983) and El Refugio (1987), which served
as a transitional housing shelter for newly-arrived refugees. The organization was
also active in registering over 60,000 individuals in the first 6 months of its
Temporary Protected Status Campaign in 1991 to secure political refugee status for
Salvadorans.’’
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11 Linking Housing to Community
Economic Development with
Community Benefits Agreements
The Case of The Figueroa Corridor
Coalition for Economic Justice

The high cost of housing has become a permanent financial
hardship for people who earn low wages. The other chapters in this book
rightfully stress the importance of increasing employment opportunities
and improving human capital to increase earned income. Unfortunately,
the gains are often marginal, and the small economic advancements can be
eroded by escalating housing cost. Unless they receive subsidies, poor and
working poor are paying 30 to more than 50 percent of their income on
rent. They are primarily people of color, women, single parents, and im-
migrants who fill the increasing need for low-wage labor in restaurants and
retail stores, as garment workers, janitors and day laborers. Many earn
below the national minimum wage of $5.15 nationwide and fall below the
federal poverty level, which is $18,884 for a family of four. Since 1994,
activists’ struggle to raise the minimum wage has also led to a higher
visibility of the housing crisis. A full-time minimum-wage job does not pay
for housing in any state in the United States.

For a few who happen to reside in the right jurisdiction and work for local
government or their contractors, living wage ordinances improve the
minimum to an average of about $9.00 (Fairris and Reich 2005).1 Despite
this higher wage, the living wage can still be two to three times below the
housing wage that ‘‘a household must earn in order to afford a rental unit of
a range of sizes at the area’s Fair Market Rent (fmr), based on the generally
accepted affordability standard of paying no more than 30 percent of in-
come for housing costs’’ (nlihc 2003).2

Fewer Section 8 housing subsidies are available to low-income families,
elderly, and disabled persons. Section 8 vouchers allow recipients to rent
from any property owner participating in the program at a rate consistent
with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (hud) af-
fordability guidelines. Tenants using Section 8 paid 30 percent of their income
for housing in 2004, but in 2005 the program raised this to 40 percent.

The situation becomes even grimmer when an economically disad-
vantaged community faces developers with deep pockets who can acquire
property, bulldoze affordable housing stock, and implement big plans. More
tenants will compete for fewer units. Across the nation, grassroots ‘‘Davids’’
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are using community benefits agreements (cbas) in order to negotiate with
the developer ‘‘Goliaths’’ and gain a community voice at the negotiating
table. In return for community support, developers are signing cbas that
include a variety of provisions such as affordable housing, living wage jobs,
card check neutrality permitting organizing in new developments (e.g., at
hotels, airports, and sports and entertainment districts), local hiring or first-
source hiring programs, on-site job training, parks, child care, youth centers,
parking, environmental mitigation, neighborhood improvement funds, and
revolving loan funds. The Figueroa Corridor Coalition for Economic Justice
(fccej)—which includes unions, religious groups, community-based orga-
nizations, citywide organizations, environmentalists, students, health
groups, block groups, and worker centers—negotiated the 2001 ‘‘Staples
Agreement’’ with the developers of a large sports arena in the City of Los
Angeles.3 This cba is considered to be the first full-fledged comprehensive
agreement (lax Coalition for Economic, Environmental, and Educational
Justice n.d.) and is an excellent example of combining housing and economic
development.4

Impressive as it is, the cba is only one tool in an overall fccej strategy
that combines changing policies, negotiating agreements, and developing
alternative institutions. The fccej vision includes planning inclusively, over
time, and with a long-term commitment to the neighborhood. By using a
variety of popular education tools, the coalition aims for full disclosure of
information and to build leadership capacity among people in the commu-
nity.5 The result is that people who would otherwise have become victims of
an unchallenged makeover of the community are more likely to remain in
the neighborhood. Second, community involvement is more likely to be
ongoing when residents feel empowered and able to question other devel-
opment decisions affecting them.

This chapter evaluates the fccej’s use of the cba as part of a compre-
hensive strategy, using multiple research methods and drawing from his-
torical information, census data, and other public documents. Background
information includes material from community development corporations,
government agencies, and citywide and local technical assistance organi-
zations. A review of the secondary literature cast a wide net and drew from
histories of Los Angeles, labor studies, community development, and com-
munity organizing (e.g., Alinsky 1946; Chambers and Cowan 2003; Fer-
guson and Dickens 1999; Keil 1998; Pastor Jr., Dreier, Grigsby, and Lopez-
Garza 2000; Gittel and Vidal 1998; Shaw 2001; and Stoecker 2003). The
2004 ucla Community Scholars class produced a report that provided
background information (Aparicio et al. 2004).6 The nonprofit Strategic
Actions for a Just Economy (saje), the convener and home to the fccej,
provided research reports and staff offered insight from their organizing
activities over the course of several years. In-depth interviews were held with
saje founder and Executive Director Gilda Haas.

I begin by describing the urgent reasons for linking housing to economic
development in situations where poor tenants are concentrated. The second
section of this chapter briefly summarizes ways in which grassroots groups
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have typically entered the housing and economic development field. In Los
Angeles, nonprofit community development corporations (cdcs) stepped in
to fill the vacuum left when the public sector reduced funding and withdrew
from subsidizing housing and the private sector walked away from many
poor communities. The third section reviews the history of organizing that
led to the formation of the fccej coalition. The fourth section defines the
cba and reviews its components. Finally, I present the Staples Agreement
and analyze the reasons why it is important that the cba be only one tool
among many.

The Housing-Wage Gap: Linking Housing

and Community Economic Development

Housing prices are increasing at a faster rate than income creating a phe-
nomenon known as the housing wage gap. This gap continues to widen,
leaving tenants competing for a limited supply of decent, safe, and afford-
able housing. As noted in the beginning of this chapter, the housing wage is a
formula that highlights the relationship between the number of hours
worked in relation to the cost of housing and the ability to pay the Fair
Market Rent (fmr). In 2005, California is the second-least affordable state,
following Hawaii (National Low Income Housing Coalition [nlihc] 2005).
In 2005, California’s housing wage was $22.69. The state minimum wage at
$6.75 per hour ($14,000 annualized wage) for full-time and year-round
work is insufficient to meet the Los Angeles County fmr of $1,189. Even
with lower housing wages, workers need to put in at least 130 hours per
week, more than triple the 40-hour week, in order to afford rent (Southern
California Studies Center 2001:20). At the state minimum wage of $6.75 an
hour, a low-wage worker can afford a monthly rent of no more than $351; a
worker earning 30 percent of the area median income of $19,327 can only
afford a monthly rent of $483.

Building janitors, production workers in poultry processing, and cashiers
at independent Latino supermarkets all earn the minimum wage. Con-
struction day laborers bring in $9.00 an hour. Homecare workers earn a
high of $8.50 as a result of union bargaining with the County of Los An-
geles. Many others earn far less and face difficulties when employers with-
hold wages as with day laborers (see Chapter 6 in this book). Between 1992
and 2002 the total increase in service jobs was almost 2.5 million jobs, with
an average annual wage in 2001 of $38,507. In comparison, over the same
period the 1,069,500 jobs in the declining private sector had an average
annual wage of $50,520. The average payroll for jobs in retail such as
cashiering in clothing stores, sporting goods stores, and gasoline stations is
below $18,500 and for jobs waiting tables in restaurants and drinking es-
tablishments, $15,116. The economic trends reveal that a growing popu-
lation will be unable to afford housing at market prices on the wages that
they bring home.

Simultaneously, a shortage of affordable housing exists. This exacerbates
the situation for people who face forced evictions in gentrifying areas or
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where landlords have opted out of Section 8 housing. California experienced
a loss of 24,000 housing units between 1995 and 2002. In the 1990s, an
annual average need for over 200,000 new units was projected in California;
just half were built, and of those, only 24 percent were for multifamily
construction, down from 45 percent in the 1980s (State of California De-
partment of Housing and Community Development 1999). The production
deficit in Los Angeles is almost 8,000 units annually (Myerhoff 2004; L.A.
Housing Crisis Task Force 2000, 16). In Los Angeles, one new house is built
for every five jobs; in the state of California as a whole, one house is built for
every 3.5 jobs (No end in sight to California’s housing troubles 2003).

It becomes clear that in the private market and in the absence of gov-
ernment subsidies, acquiring decent housing is strongly linked to the amount
of money a person earns. Attacking the problem of housing affordability
must be accompanied by economic development.

After the 1960s, cdcs stepped into the breach when government policies
stopped setting a targeted goal of low-income units and constructing public
housing units. Such policies had never been popular to begin with and were
beset with financial problems. But cdcs are limited in their funding and face
an uphill battle; they have to prove themselves to financial institutions be-
fore each new project. In response to the need for neighborhood commercial
facilities and jobs, some cdcs became involved in economic and workforce
development.

Community-Driven Interventions

in the City of Los Angeles

The CDC efforts are important to neighborhoods as much for being symbols
of hope as for the delivery of housing and jobs. Compared to east coast
cities, Los Angeles was slow to embrace the concept of cdcs, whose history
is tied to a variety of bottom-up responses beginning with the response to the
1965 Watts Rebellion,7 and to deteriorating conditions after a decade of
urban renewal and redevelopment projects. After the rebellion, three cdcs
were formed, one in Watts, a second in another section of South Los An-
geles, and the third in East Los Angeles. Over the next four decades, the
numbers of cdcs in L.A. grew. By 1996, the Southern California Association
for Non-Profit Housing (scanph), a coalition of community development
corporations, calculated that about 500 community corporations existed in
the Southern California 6-county area (scanph 2004). The growth in cdcs
was occurring up to and continued after 1992 when riots erupted, spurred
by the not guilty verdict in the trial of policemen whose brutal actions
toward Rodney King were captured on videotape (Leavitt 1996). The 1992
riot spread through the region, creating property damage that reached over a
billion dollars, 55 people died, and 2,500 were injured. Ninety-four percent
of the damaged buildings within city limits were concentrated on commer-
cial streets and retail stores in Southeast Los Angeles.

Soon after the riot, the Coalition of Neigborhood Developers (cnd), a
group of non-profit organizations, many of which were located in the riot
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areas, formed. They had received training through the office of the Local
Initiatives Support Corporation (lisc) la is a Ford Foundation-sponsored
financial intermediary for nonprofits. As part of its mandate, lisc builds
organizational capacity and leadership through seminars that also provide
opportunities for cdcs to come together (Gittel and Vidal 1998). Under the
leadership of Denise Fairchild, a noted community development expert who
was heading the lisc la office at the time, a group of cdcs that had received
training from lisc la formed the Coalition of Neighborhood Developers
(cnd) soon after the 1992 riot. One objective was that the cdcs would lead a
neighborhood planning process and a second was to attract local investment.
The cnd divided itself into 10 neighborhood clusters: Watts, Vernon/Central,
Crenshaw, Broadway/Manchester, West Adams/Hoover, Pico Union, City
Terrace/Lincoln Heights, Mid-City/Koreatown, Boyle Heights, and Ver-
mont/Slauson. Each cluster member received funds to identify the needs of
that area and plan for the area’s future. Families in most of the ten clusters
‘‘were earning $20,000 to $35,000 a year although in enclaves of South
L.A.—Watts, Vernon Central, and Adams-Maple—earnings were $20,000
or less’’ (Coalition of Neighborhood Developers 1994:17).

At the national level, and in the wake of the Los Angeles riots, the U.S.
Congress had enacted an empowerment zone policy that would provide in-
centives for development and requested proposals (Leavitt 1996).Members of
the cnd participated in writing the city’s proposal for an empowerment zone
and advocated for their community’s needs. This effort faltered when the
city’s proposal was turned down. Over time, the cnd fell apart, but the cdcs
have remained actively engaged in housing and other activities.

Notable examples of community development corporations that have
successfully pursued economic development exist in Los Angeles. One main
objective of the coalition was to identify investment funding needed for
economic development projects. For example, in 2001 the Esperanza Com-
munity Housing Corporation (echc) later completed the rehabilitation of a
building, Mercado de Paloma, including restaurants and cultural shops, as
well as office space for nonprofit organizations. Concerned Citizens of South
Central Los Angeles, in partnership with Regency Centers, developed plans
for the Slauson Central shopping center with the Community Redevelopment
Agency; in 2003, the city council approved the plan, considered to be the first
in the community in over 20 years. In 1998, the Vermont Slauson Economic
Development Corporation helped keep the city’s promise to build one of the
first new supermarkets in South Los Angeles since the 1992 civil unrest.

The Southern California Association for Non-Profit Housing has spear-
headed broad coalitions including a community labor alliance for a city
Housing Trust Fund. In 2000, the Los Angeles Housing Department com-
mitted seed funding for a $5 million budget, and the following year the
budget increased to $10.5 million. In 2003, the city council approved gen-
eral guidelines for allocating funds. In March of that year, the city ‘‘ap-
proved awarding Trust Fund dollars to thirteen affordable housing
development projects seeking to leverage Proposition 46 state housing bond
funds’’ (City of Los Angeles Housing Department).8
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The cdcs continue to package proposals and seek funding from gov-
ernment and foundations. They remain significant actors in stabilizing
neighborhoods, providing housing, offering jobs within their organizations,
and job training. They frequently include other types of services from case
management to child care to arts programming. Single cdcs, however, are
vulnerable in fights over major development projects; alone they are less
likely to have necessary resources, staff, capacity, and support from a mass
base. The next section will discuss an alternative and more effective model of
community action that is based on broad coalition building and negotiation.

History of the Figueroa Corridor

Coalition for Economic Justice

The fccej covers a 40-block area between the University of Southern Ca-
lifornia (usc) and the Staples Center, fromMartin Luther King Boulevard on
the south to 8th Street on the north, and fromWestern Avenue on the west to
Alameda on the east. Figueroa Avenue is a major north-south artery and in
this area includes institutions such as usc, a cluster of museums, and the
Coliseum. Single room occupancies are concentrated in the part of the area
known as Skid Row and sweatshops are cheek to jowl with the fashion and
toy districts. Older residential neighborhoods are interspersed, some of
which have experienced urban redevelopment and others of which were
deteriorating and whose buildings were under-maintained.

The fccejmodel is an example of what Appadurai calls ‘‘deep democracy’’
(2002). This term is used to describe partnerships ‘‘between traditionally
opposed groups, such as states, corporations and workers’’ (2002:1). The
fccej strategy is multifaceted. Power usually lies with those who control land,
money, and investment. In the case of fccej, what might have been a standoff
between community groups and the powerful Anschutz Entertainment
Group, formerly the la Arena Company, the developer-owner of the Staples
Center, evolved into constructive negotiations and a cba (Haas 2002).9 The
result has been to lessen one-sided, top-down development.

The history of the fccej lies in an earlier community group known as the
Committee for a Responsible usc. That group fought two main battles, one
about the rights of 350 food service workers who were working at the
University of Southern California without a contract, and the other about
university expansion and displacement of existing residents.10 In 1998, the
Committee for a Responsible usc changed its name to fccej. The winning of
the contract for the usc workers laid the foundation for building a perma-
nent community-labor organization—one that would serve worker and
community needs over the long term.11 The resulting strategy also ac-
knowledged the fact that thousands of low-income workers and union
members—food and service workers, home care workers, and janitors—
lived in the neighborhood and shared the broader community’s concerns,
such as affordable housing, park space, and parking (Haas 2002:91).

The Figeroa Corridor community was increasingly anxious about the
proposed sports and entertainment district. The community had experienced
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displacement when the Staples Center was constructed in a record 18 months
and opened in 1999.12With the announcement that the Staples Center was an
anchor for a new and larger development—a sports and entertainment district
known as Staples Center Phase II—questions about what this meant and fear
of displacement spread from household to household.

The la Arena Company planned to build two hotels, one a convention
hotel with 1,200 rooms that would also include 100 condominiums, and a
smaller building with 300 rooms. Also in the plan for Staples Center Phase II
were over 1.1 million gross square feet for retail, entertainment, office, and
residential uses, which included medical offices, a sports medicine center, a
health/sports club, an open-air plaza, a 7,400 seat theater, and 5,305
parking spaces.13 saje convened a series of community meetings at the First
United Methodist Church, and the planning process began. The fccej

evolved into an umbrella organization for other organizations. Strategic
Action for a Just Economy (saje) became a membership organization with
tenant committees. Gilda Haas, a well-respected activist with substantial
practical experience in and out of the Los Angeles City Hall, had founded
and become the executive director of saje in 1996. The mission of the
organization was to provide resources for the working poor through a
threefold policy of combining community organizing, coalition building,
and grassroots policy. saje was already successful in creating the nation’s
first welfare-to-work bank account and, in collaboration with Esperanza
Housing Development Corporation and St. John’s Well Child and Family
Center, has reduced blood lead levels in thousands of neighborhood chil-
dren; generated repairs by landlords that remove exposure to lead, mold,
mildew and other health hazards; and participated in generating new policy,
such as California Senate Bill 460, which incorporates lead safety into local
municipal building inspection programs. (saje 2002)

Haas had been through numerous other campaigns and was knowledge-
able about the destruction that large-scale development leaves in its wake.
Problems that the community faced in housing, jobs, health, and so onwould
escalate. She wrote that the development would further encroach on com-
munity businesses and residents ‘‘with virtually no consideration for the
200,000 working-class people who live[d] in the surrounding neighbor-
hoods’’ (2002:92). Gentrification would mean that landlords would sell
buildings at dramatically increased prices. Evictions would become the
landlords’ tool of choice to raise rents or convert single-room occupancy
hotels (sros) in nearby Skid Row into upscale housing.

Haas has emphasized that without the consolidated community and labor
organization, residents would have been left with few options for either jobs
or housing. She attributes the success of the coalition to its broad base of
groups which were able to function with mutual reciprocity:

When labor negotiations went sour, the coalition took up the issue so the
developer would understand that workers’ concerns were also community
concerns. And, when the coalition’s negotiations on affordable housing hit a
brick wall, the unions took up that issue, letting the company know that
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affordable housing was an important issue for union members as well. (Haas
2002:94)

If the early meetings were ‘‘venting sessions,’’ as one reporter noted (Rom-
ney 2001), consider that the community was also recovering from the Dem-
ocratic National Convention, held at Staples Center in August 2000. The
combination of problems that residents had to deal with during the Con-
vention included tear gas, rubber bullets, and police often preventing them
from getting into their apartments. These incidents were accompanied by the
neighborhood residents’ experiences at the end of arena games when police
left the neighborhood to sports fans leaving the Staples Center, who would
create mayhem, stealing cars and smashing windows. The fccej also had
cause to be angry when an invited representative from the developer’s office
failed to show up for a meeting. In the aftermath, a senior vice president of
Staples Center was assigned to work with the fccej. Corporations do not
like negative publicity. saje’s mission to change public and private policy
through a positive working relationship with the corporate sector required
all parties at the negotiating table.

By March 2001, when formal negotiations occurred, the fccej had
crafted a number of demands. The practice of saje and other members
of the coalition is building leadership capacity and through organizing,
identifying key people. For example, Enrique Velazquez, an saje staff
member, identified tenant leaders while organizing the neighborhood
around the Staples Center’s first move to the area. Neighborhood leaders
were essential and played a role in negotiating the cba, not used as token
community representatives. These leaders were at the front lines in bringing
up-to-date information back to residents in the buildings. Other coalition
organizations brought different strengths to the table. The environmental
defense attorney Jerilyn Lopez Mendoza, for example, ‘‘helped the group
craft a 42-page comment to the developers’ draft environmental impact
report’’ (Romney 2001). The Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy
(laane) had spearheaded the living wage campaign in Los Angeles and had
solid experience in negotiating accountable development (interchangeably
used with cba) in Hollywood, while Action for Grassroots Empower-
ment and Neighborhood Development Alternatives (agenda) brought
similar credibility from its success in negotiating with Dreamworks Stu-
dios for jobs and training in the movie industry. At the same time, five
unions14 negotiated contracts with the developers, a move that could have
split the coalition had the fccej chosen a strategy that opposed the de-
velopment.

The cba is an important tool in negotiations with developers who have
deep pockets and the ability to expedite their plans very quickly. The fccej
tried to cover every imaginable possibility to protect residents;15 the agree-
ment became attached to the city’s agreement with the developers and
afforded another layer of protection. At each development stage, the de-
velopers and the city are obligated to meet with the fccej. Victor Narro, a
lawyer who was at the time representing the Coalition for Humane
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Immigrant Rights, noted, ‘‘If they don’t comply with even one portion of the
agreement, then the whole thing is void’’ (Romney 2001).

Each cba is tailored to specificities of the local setting and political and
economic context but they all share common characteristics. The next sec-
tion discusses these.

What Is a Community Benefits Agreement?

cbas are legally enforceable contracts that result from a negotiation process
whereby a developer will provide certain benefits in return for a community
group’s promise to support the project. This differs from a development
agreement that is negotiated between the city or county and the developer. A
cba may be useful to a developer that has been subjected to negative press
and, as was the case with the fccej, a coalition building instrument when
tactics among allies might conflict.16 Advocates for accountable develop-
ment who have been promoting cbas nationwide are also trying other me-
chanisms. As of 2004, ‘‘at least 43 states, 41 cities, and five counties apply
some sort of job-quality—wage, healthcare, or full-time employment—
standards to subsidized economic development. Every type of subsidy, in-
cluding tax credits, training programs, industrial revenue bonds, loan pro-
grams, enterprise zones, and tax increment financing, is affected by these
standards’’ (Goodno 2004:9).

Greg LeRoy, director of Good Jobs First, based in Washington, DC,
explains why the comprehensive cbas have resonated around the country
among disenfranchised communities: ‘‘They are best-practice models for
any group seeking to make development dollars really pay off for workers,
communities and taxpayers’’ (Good Jobs First 2002). Madeline Janis-
Aparicio, executive director of the Los Angeles Alliance for a New Econ-
omy, explains that cbas provide ‘‘the ability to make sure developers really
follow through on their promises’’ (Good Jobs First 2002).

laane, the Center for Policy Initiatives, the East Bay Alliance for a Sus-
tainable Economy, and the San Diego–basedWorking Partnerships are part of
the California Public Subsidies Project and offer help on negotiation strategies
for cbas in an effort to ‘‘standardize the process of evaluating real estate
development’’ (Gross, LeRoy, and Janis-Aparicio 2002). Julian Gross, a civil
rights attorney that laane hired towork on the Staples cba, and his colleagues
Greg LeRoy and Madeline Janis-Aparicio give five reasons that cbas are im-
portant: inclusiveness of community residents and businesses, enforceability,
transparency that increases the ability of the community to monitor agree-
ments and evaluate other developers, coalition building, and efficiency in a
public process that otherwise has outcomes that can delay or reject develop-
ment and not address either developers’ or communities’ concerns.

Table 11.1 summarizes the choices that community residents face in
developing a cba. The options include quality jobs, community services, first
source/local hiring and job training, environmental improvements, afford-
able housing, and community involvement (Center on Policy Initiatives
2004). Each benefit category is a response to different goals and links to a
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variety of implementation methods. The Figueroa Corridor’s cba is im-
portant because it covers all the categories, its community involvement is
deep, and it has an overall vision and strategy that avoids ad hoc and pos-
sibly conflicting decisions over development.

Gross, LeRoy, and Aparacio (2002:38) suggest that a cba can improve
existing requirements to achieve affordable housing. These include specifying

Table 11.1. Category of community benefit, goal, and selected methods

Benefit Goal Method

Jobs Create quality jobs Government body passes a living
wage ordinance

Developer provides seed money for
locally owned operators and
worker retention

Criteria for hiring and staffing
responsible contractor is
developed

Community services Childcare
Filling gaps in

neighborhood services
Community/youth

centersHealth clinics
Neighborhood

improvement fund

Developer provides space, free
rent, seed money

First source/local
hiring and job
training

Link job opportunities to
people in community

Employers agree to hire from a
specified source (e.g., a
community group)

Employers agree to hire from
certain zip codes surrounding
development

Developer agrees to provide seed
money and space

Environmental
improvements

Protect from environmental
dangers and enhance
improvements for a
healthy community

Developer invests in parks,
construction and traffic
management, and mitigation of
negative environmental impacts,
and agrees to use green building
practices

Affordable housing Provide quality housing for
those in need

Developer invests in affordable
units through low- or no-interest
housing loans, inclusionary
zoning, linkage fee, land to build
housing, responsible landlord
policy, contribution to
relocation benefits, establishing
a revolving loan fund to
nonprofit community
development corporations

Community
involvement

Involve communities
affected by development
process

Community input in all stages of
development process

Source: Adapted from Center on Policy Initiatives, 2004. www.onlinecpi.org/campaigns_
responsible_benefits.html, accessed on February 26, 2005.
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� the percentage of units that will be made affordable,
� the definition of affordable,
� the number of years after construction that units must remain affordable,

and
� the number of bedrooms in affordable units.

In addition, cbas can determine

� whether and how the required affordable units will be integrated with
market-rate units;

� if the developer will apply for a waiver or reduction in affordability
requirements, as is permitted in some jurisdictions;

� whether the developer will contribute money to an affordable housing
fund rather than building affordable units, as is permitted in some
jurisdictions; and

� if the affordable units must be built at the same time as the market rate
units.

Even if a proposed project does not include new residential housing, com-
munity groups can ask the developer to fund local affordable housing pro-
grams. When a development is likely to increase rents in the area, as is the
case in the Figueroa Corridor, mitigating the impact of increased rents is
important, and the fccej includes a number of different ways to increase
housing supply in its cba.

The following section summarizes the cba the fccej negotiated in the
context of the coalition’s overall strategy.

The fccej Overall Strategy: More than cba

Table 11.2 sets forth the fccej’s negotiated agreement. Since its signing,
the developer has moved forward on establishing preferential parking for
residents, developing parks in the neighborhood, setting up a revolving loan
fund and making loans to two nonprofit corporations, and holding a course
on economic survival and setting up other courses with Los Angeles Trade
Tech, located in the neighborhood. These courses include training in English
as a second language (esl) and computer literacy.

The cba, comprehensive as it is, has flaws. It cannot halt landlords from
continuing to evict tenants and selling property at prices that keep soaring.
This would require fundamental shifts in thinking about policies to restrict
speculation and strengthen security of tenure. A cba by itself may not re-
place as many units as are demolished without other tools that apply to a
broader area; for example, inclusionary zoning requiring citywide mandates
can help to offset net losses of housing.

In the face of gentrification, the fccej actively promoted and is pursuing
financing for developing a ‘‘displacement-free’’ zone, that is, an area in
which no displacement will happen. Designating the original displacement-
free zone of 10 blocks was a defensive action; in this area, saje focused on
educating tenants about their rights, organizing buildings, and building a
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Table 11.2. fccej: Community benefits agreement, negotiated settlement, and results prior to
construction of sports and entertainment district

Type of Benefit Settlement Agreement Results

Living wage jobs 70 percent of new jobs
will be unionized and/
or pay a living wage.

2,500 jobs to be made available; $12
to $15 is wage goal

Local hiring/job
training

50 percent of new
jobs will be hired
locally through a
community-run job
training and
placement center
funded with
$100,000 in seed
money from the
developer.

An economic survival class, esl
classes, and computer literacy
classes are available for local
residents who need pre-employment
education and support. Classes are
produced in collaboration with the
ucla Downtown Labor Center and
Los Angeles Trade Technical
College with faculty support from
the Downtown Labor Center;
Garment Worker Center;
Downtown Women’s Action
Center; and Korean Immigrant
Workers Advocates. The Garment
Worker Center will take the lead in
training.

Staples hired 30 students from the first
economic survival class through
seiu Local 1877, the janitors’
union, at $9.00 per hour, prior to
establishing a job training program.

Sixty-seven students graduated from
the first economic survival class at
LosAngeles TradeTechnical College.

Affordable
housing

A minimum of 20
percent of housing
units must be
affordable to low-
income people.
The developer will
provide a $650,000
zero-percent interest
revolving loan fund
towards the building
of new, affordable
units by community
nonprofits.

$650,000 in zero-interest loans were
made to Esperanza Community
Housing Corporation and 1010
Housing Corporation.

Parks and
recreation

The developer will
provide $1 million for
parks and recreation
facilities within a 1
mile radius, and
between $50,000 and
$75,000 to involve
community members
in site identification
and planning.

Coalition members, the
Environmental Defense
Environmental Justice Office,
Coalition L.A., and hundreds of
local residents participated in a park
planning process that helped guide
investment of $1 million fund. A
$500,000 commitment has been
made for a free family recreation
center and an approximate
$415,000 commitment to Hope and
Peace Park in the Pico Union
neighborhood.
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support network of pro bono attorneys to limit illegal evictions and abuses.
With expanding gentrification, other buildings and leaders joined the Dis-
placement Free Zone Committee and expanded the zone to include the
entire Figueroa Corridor. saje has been researching land trusts as one way to
control growth and prevent speculation, and coalition partners are explor-
ing financial resources to acquire property.

Even more direct action is required against evictions. saje and one of its
partners, Esperanza Housing Development Corporation, were successful in
their fight against the eviction of a tenant from a building that hud was
foreclosing. This sparked activity around changing hud’s practice of evic-
tions on properties that the agency owns. More recently, saje brought to-
gether the Los Angeles Departments of Building and Safety, Housing, and
the city attorney’s office over the eviction of tenants from the Morrison
Hotel. The case was presented to the office of the district attorney who is
seeking jail terms for the owners of the Morrison Hotel following conviction
on multiple counts of encouraging slum conditions. The case against the
owners uncovered about 100 building violations, including lack of heat,
locked fire doors, and vermin. saje is trying to secure relocation money for
the tenants and assisting them with setting up bank accounts and finding
other housing. Creating transparency about big landlords’ holdings has the
potential to restructure the ways in which landlords are held accountable to
tenants; frequently when tenants require enforcement of Los Angeles’s
housing code, owners may not respond to complaints about heat, hot water,
safety, and so on.

Another important aspect of the overall strategy is the premise of de-
veloping people as well as land. Allocation of jobs could become a sensitive
issue if residents are not prepared to compete. Even before the application
period opens, residents will need to fill prior requirements that include
taking esl and computer classes. saje and the fccej developed a planning
process to design a community jobs program and offered an ‘‘economic
survival’’ class that included community residents and students from Los
Angeles Trade Tech community college. The class was devoted to tenant,

Table 11.2. (Continued)

Type of benefit Settlement agreement Results

Environmental
planning

Issues include: construction,
traffic, pedestrian safety, waste
management, air quality, and
‘‘green’’ buildings.

Establish ongoing Coalition
Advisory Committee

Parking The developer will help establish
preferential parking and pay
resident parking costs for 5
years.

Street signs for the city’s first Poor
People’s Preferential Parking
District are up, dedicating
evening parking for local
residents.

Source: saje-Net, http://www.saje.net/; see Publications, ‘‘la Sports and Entertainment District
Agreement,’’ accessed on October 4, 2002; www.saje.net/programs/fccej.php, accessed on February
5, 2002.
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worker, and immigrant rights and to building individual skills such as
opening checking accounts. The class is a prerequisite for the coalition’s
Community Jobs Program.

There are other complications that the fccej will have to be vigilant
about. Gross, LeRoy, and Janis-Aparicio (2002:9) note that an essential part
of the cba is building in leadership capacity and training for community
groups who may be uncomfortable ‘‘giving up the right to express negative
opinions on a public matter like a development project.’’ Indeed, not all
fccej members agreed to give up the right to protest (Cummings 2005).
agenda and the Association for Community Organizations for Reform
Now (acorn) declined to sign the agreement. Should they or other inter-
ested parties protest, the developer is released from adhering to the cba.
Nine groups signed the agreement and the others are referred to as ‘‘inter-
ested parties.’’

Legal scholar Scott L. Cummings offers insight into questions about ‘‘the
enforceability of the benefits conferred . . . [They] rely more on community
persuasion than the coercive force of law’’ (forthcoming, 2006). Terms like
best efforts and flexible benchmarks dot the cba. Cummings says, ‘‘failure to
comply with the 70 percent living wage goal does not breach the
agreement. . . . From a regulatory perspective, cbas are therefore a second
best solution reflecting the relative political weakness of accountable devel-
opment action to enact change through conventional political channels’’ (48).

All of this emphasizes the importance of the cba being incorporated into
other strategies, as well as the importance of coalition building. In the case of
fccej, partnering has evolved with key players who are part of or join the
coalition. Research projects are closely linked to day-to-day organizing. The
lead organizer of saje, Andrea Gibbons, and Haas are developing a so-
phisticated research method about the practices of large-scale landlords,
exposing the dense connections between their property holdings and fi-
nancial institutions. The saje research helps in thinking through a broader
strategy against big slum landlords. This might lead to a better way of
holding landlords accountable for endangering tenants instead of a building-
by-building process that relies on code enforcement. Each strategy used by
the fccej, whether setting policy (e.g., the Senate bill including lead-based
paint in code enforcement regulations), entering into negotiations (the cba),
or establishing alternative institutions (cooperatives) reinforces each other
and opens up new possibilities for research and organizing.

The overall strategy leads back to linking organizing to what some call
‘‘organic intellectuals,’’ who draw from their everyday experiences, with
college- and university-educated people, and with diverse people of all ages,
races, and ethnicities. A synergy is created. The membership committees at
saje are spaces in which leaders emerge who in effect become trainers of
others. The process creates an openness between staff, members, community
members-at-large, and organizations. This builds in what might be called an
early warning system about infractions or problems that arise in the devel-
opment process. The many items that are not covered by the cba, such as
evictions, can be integrated into the overall strategy. People are likely to buy
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in because the need arises from their own experiences or those of neighbors
being evicted or losing a job or living in overcrowded conditions. The fccej
is not recreating a top-down structure at the community level but fostering
structures that tap into the organic leadership, enhancing, bringing people
together with different skills, and spawning collaborations that reinforce and
stimulate each other.

Conclusions

Some characteristics of the fccej’s holistic approach are found in other
community-based groups. In Montreal, Canada, a community-led effort
transformed private development that was gentrifying a community into a
community plan that retained existing buildings, converting some into co-
operatives and others into rental properties (Helman 1995). The Dudley
Street Neighborhood Initiative in the Roxbury section of Boston, Massa-
chusetts, gained control of their land, acquiring the power of eminent domain
through state legislation and developing an organizational structure to rep-
resent the diverse population (Medoff and Sklar 1994). As discussed in this
book in Pastor et al., regional community development exists whereby cdcs
or community-based organizations pursue projects that are geographically
broader than one neighborhood and where people’s lives are being directly
affected by the shape of the regional economy.

Some theoretical proposals have been put forth that would return cdcs to
their organizing roots. Sociologist Randy Stoecker has proposed different
models where cdcs can add organizing and avoid becoming inundated with
packaging developments that leave staff and boards disconnected from the
community (2003). A cdc can join forces with an independent group of
organizers in order to bridge the day-to-day, door-to-door work to recruit
and sustain a constituency. A separate organizing arm can be started with
more formal ties. In the fccej, different types of organizations and orga-
nizing, whether by place, occupation, institution, or issue, are increasing the
possibility of reaching more people and greater support from the bottom.

To a degree that was not previously possible, cbas equalize the develop-
ment playing field and provide an instrument for building a broader move-
ment. In the Figueroa Corridor, they are linking housing to economic
development. It is fortuitous that construction of the hotels has given way to
prioritizing housing. The timeframe allows the fccej to tackle economic
development and affordable housing simultaneously. Because of the pressure
to build housing and the cba requirement that makes it impossible for a
developer to market luxury units without affordable units, housing oppor-
tunities should open up for community residents. Because construction is a
few years away, time is available for residents to acquire prerequisite skills
before they look for jobs at a higher skill level. This is especially crucial in
situations where housing prices keep increasing, the threat of eviction is real,
and existing jobs do not pay well.

Goodno (2004:2–3) points out that cbas emerged in response to three
reasons. One was that ‘‘community groups seeking input in development
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were overpowered by developers, the business community, and in some
cases construction unions, and they were being ignored by the redevelop-
ment agencies.’’ The second reason is the support of unions representing
service workers whose low wages lead them to live in communities where
redevelopment occurs. The third reason is the history of community orga-
nizations and labor unions working together in living-wage campaigns.

When the fccej became a player, the community coalition provided a
voice for the people who will clean the offices and cultural establishments in
the area, wait tables and wash dishes in the restaurants, and park the cars in
the sports and entertainment district. One day these people or their children
may even become managers and owners of businesses. The community’s
vision is neither utopian nor unreasonable. They want to remain where they
live and not experience dislocation. They want to see their children grow up
with their neighbors. They want jobs that allow them to send their children
to college. They want respect. They do not want to live in poverty that
plagues virtually every census tract in the Figueroa Corridor. By organizing
and creating a cba, they are following a traditional American practice of
self-help and creating a civil society based on collectively accessing property
and resources. Should the cba not live up to the community’s expectations
or if other problems arise, the accomplishments so far and the goals linking
housing and economic development have a good chance of surviving as
other organizing strategies take shape.

Notes

I am grateful to the staff and tenant leaders of saje for their willingness to talk and
share their work with me and the Community Scholars class of 2004. Over the years,
discussions with Gilda Haas have clarified my thinking about connections between
theory and practice. Scott L. Cummings was gracious in sharing his interpretation of
events. Eric Schwimmer, a graduate of the ucla Department of Urban Planning,
provided valuable research assistance and insight. Mary Novak and Gigi Szabo,
graduates of theuclaDepartment of Urban Planning, assisted in the original research.
The author thanks the editors of the volume for their input and the reviewerswho read
a version of an earlier of manuscript.

1. The Los Angeles City Council approved a living wage ordinance on March 18,
1997.

L.A. City’s living wage ordinance represents a landmark achievement in the
national effort to alleviate working poverty. Passed in 1997, the ordinance was only
the county’s third living wage law, and the first to include a provision for health care
benefits. It was also the first piece of living wage legislation to bar retaliation by
employers against their workers.

2. L.A. City’s living wage ordinance applies to certain businesses in four cate-
gories: those which have service contracts with the city, lease land from the city,
require city operating permits, or receive city financial assistance. The law mandates
that workers at these businesses be paid $7.72 an hour if the company provides
health benefits, or $8.97 an hour if no health coverage is provided. The wage level is
indexed to the city employees retirement plan, and is adjusted accordingly.

More than 10,000 workers are covered by L.A. City’s living wage ordinance,
making it second only to San Francisco’s law in scope. Through the persistent efforts
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of advocacy groups, an effective enforcement system has been created to ensure that
employers abide by the ordinance and that workers have appropriate recourse when
violations occur (http://www.laane.org/lw/legislation.html#1a_lwo).

2. Landlords who have the option of withdrawing from the program cite
reasons of slow payments, meeting housing inspector demands, irresponsible tenants,
and too much paperwork.

3. The numbers in the coalition range from a high of 29 to today’s 25.
4. At least 16 other projects in the City of Los Angeles have development

agreements, each with different provisions (lax Coalition for Economic, Environ-
mental, and Educational Justice n.d.). http://laane.org/lax/docs/About_cbas.pdf

5. The Figueroa Corridor residents are 53 percent immigrants (26 percent com-
pared in California); 67 percent speak Spanish at home (26 percent in California), and
42 percent have less than a ninth-grade education (11 percent in California); 38
percent of residents live in poverty (compared to 14 percent in California)
(Schwimmer 2004).

6. Community Scholars is a program of the uclaDepartment of Urban Planning
and the Center for Labor Research and education in which community and labor
activists work alongside students on an applied research project.

7. The 1965 rebellion covered eleven acres in Watts, causing forty million
dollars worth of property damage, the death of 34 people, and injuries to 1,000
people over 7 days. When the 1992 riot happened, one comment given for Watts
avoiding extensive damage was that nothing had been built up since 1965.

8. In 2002, California voters approved the $2.1 billion Housing and Emergency
Shelter Trust Fund Act for construction, rehabilitation, and preservation of
affordable rental housing, emergency shelters, and homeless facilities; down payment
assistance to low- and moderate-income first-time homebuyers; and provisions for
eligible credentialed teachers.

9. Subsequently, fccej, seeking policy changes, asked for amendments to the
Community Redevelopment Agency’s City Center Redevelopment Plan, the Plan and
Method of Relocation, and changes to the plan’s percentages for affordability to
comply with recommendations of the city’s Housing Element: 47 percent of units
would be for people with incomes less than 80 percent of the median income of about
$55,000 per year for a family of four. Thirty percent of new construction would be
affordable to people with incomes below 50 percent of the median income; the other
17 percent would be for people with incomes between 51 and 80 percent of median
income (Gibbons and Haas 2002). This was not approved, but the principles
contribute to the vision of the fccej.

10. saje is conducting research on university-community partnerships. They are
also continuing to talk with USC, although in 2003 the university declined to sign an
agreement to negotiate exclusively with the fccej. The coalition wanted to negotiate a
community benefits agreement for housing and jobs; the immediate issue was the
building of USC’s new sports arena, which is expected to open in 2006.

11. In 1999, the los angeles City Council approved an amendment to the
worker retention ordinance to include workers whose employees received city
economic development grants. This broke the 4-year-old impasse between the union
and USC.

12. According to Cummings, 130 families and individuals and about 35
businesses were relocated (forthcoming, 2006). Other figures put the total up to
200; in all likelihood the threat of displacement led some people to leave without
gaining benefits.

13. Ground for this mega-project was broken at the end of 2004.
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14. They were: Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees (here) Local 11
of the Service Employees International Union (seiu); seiu Local 1877, representing
janitors and security guards; Operating Engineers Local 501; the International
Alliance of Local Stage Employees (iatse) Local 33; and the Teamsters Local 911.

15. Other lawyers, recruited from the ‘‘ced [community economic development]
attorneys from lafla [Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles], Public Council, and the
pro bono office of the Los Angeles County,’’ reviewed drafts of the proposal
(Cummings 2005:40).

16. In October 1999, Staples Center’s profit-sharing relationship with the Los
Angeles Times was front-page news. The flare-up was over the newspaper’s sharing
the costs of a magazine supplement boosting the Staples Center, as well as over
editorial reports’ being unaware of this transaction. Although Staples deflected the
negative publicity, its promise of being a space that promoted downtown devel-
opment had yet to become a reality. The potential for community protest was
building due to the earlier displacement of 200 households from the Staples site and
the newer plans for redevelopment (Online NewsHour 1999).
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12 Synchronizing Social Services with Labor
Market Participation
Implications for Community Economic
Development in Minority Neighborhoods

Introduction

There is wide agreement among scholars that economic and welfare state
restructuring at multiple spatial scales (metropolitan, regional, national,
international) has had devastating impacts on low-wage, low-skilled
workers and those seeking work. While the sources and particular impacts
of restructuring have been widely debated, what is clear is that the combi-
nation of decreasing union membership and activity, vertical and horizontal
disintegration of firms, declining manufacturing, and rising service sector
employment—along with the retraction of welfare programs, changing
eligibility requirements for income maintenance, and time limits on welfare
program use—have drastically reduced the economic resources available to
low-income communities of color. And even as economic resources have
dwindled, low-income individuals, households, and communities of color
have had to contend with rising housing prices, lack of medical insurance,
child care expenses, and transportation challenges, all of which have forced
them to make difficult choices about meeting their daily needs.

The social service delivery system (provided through the public, nonprofit
and charitable, and private sectors) has been crucial in filling the gap be-
tween inadequate wages and daily living expenses. It provides for basic
needs (food, clothing, shelter), facilitates access to physical and mental
health care, and offers training and support to enhance employment op-
portunities. But the provision of social services has in recent years become
increasingly complex. The population needing social services has diversified
(with rising numbers of documented and undocumented immigrants, wel-
fare recipients, and low-skilled workers); the low-wage labor market has
become more turbulent (with increasing reliance on contract and temporary
employment, growth in part-time employment, and more and more jobs that
do not offer benefits); and the future of many social service programs has
been cast into doubt as a result of retrenchment and shrinking funds.

This chapter argues that a comprehensive and effective economic devel-
opment strategy for communities of color must include a social services
component, and further, that this component must be designed to synchro-
nize with the turbulence and vagaries in the contemporary labor market. To
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identify and begin to overcome the barriers to synchronization between the
social service delivery system and local economies important to communities
of color, the chapter proceeds in the following manner. First, I discuss the
rising need for social services among low-income individuals and households
in communities of color, and the ways in which labor market participation
largely structures the daily lives of low-income workers of color. I turn next
to a discussion of the social service delivery system. From there I highlight
the barriers faced by agencies and their staffs (as both service providers and
employers/employees) in trying to adjust to sometimes volatile client cir-
cumstances. Finally, I offer recommendations for better synchronizing social
services with the needs and capacities of low-income communities of color;
in this section I also suggest questions for future research. These rec-
ommendations are offered as a vital, but often overlooked, component of a
broader set of strategies to enhance opportunities for economic development
in communities of color.

Communities of Color in Need

Communities of color face increasing pressures as real wages fall and daily
living costs rise. Economic marginality can be traced in large degree to
global economic restructuring, which has created an expanding service
sector that provides a growing number of low-wage jobs, many of them
temporary and contractual, and many that also offer only limited benefits
(Law and Wolch 1991; also chapters 4 and 7 of this volume). For commu-
nities of color, this has led to more competition for fewer and less-well-paid
jobs, and this competition has contributed to a context of instability and
uncertainty. In the past, public assistance programs could buffer the hard-
ships wrought by economic downturns or periods of restructuring, but
welfare reform—with its time limits and work requirements—has made
these programs more difficult to access than they were in previous decades.

The implementation of welfare reform, and the restructuring of the
welfare state more generally, has reduced income maintenance and in-kind
services; reduced or eliminated the production of public housing and the
provision of subsidized housing; tightened eligibility requirements; and
placed a five-year time limit on lifetime use of welfare programs (Wolch
and Dear 1993; Ong and Blumenberg 1998; Chapter 2 of this volume). And
while there have been federal efforts to combat visible expressions of severe
poverty, such as homelessness, most federal and state funding—when it
exists—remains focused on emergency, short-term policies rather than
longer-term comprehensive strategies. Those long-term policies that do ex-
ist, such as the Stewart B. McKinney Act of 1987 (which funds programs
targeting homeless services), suffer from constant underfunding (Blau 1992).

The housing market, which has been extremely competitive across met-
ropolitan areas in the United States, has also contributed to the expanding
economic marginality of low-income households of color (chapters 1 and 11
of this volume). Affordable rental units for low-income households have been
declining in number and quality. This forces many to live in overcrowded
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conditions, compels others to pay more than 30 percent of their income (the
threshold recommended by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment) in rent, and puts the most vulnerable onto the streets (Takahashi
1996). The reasons for the housing crisis are numerous: gentrification and
urban renewal, demolition of affordable units (e.g., single-room occupancy
hotels, multifamily units), and conversion of low-rent units into luxury
apartments and condominiums (Wolch and Dear 1993).

All these circumstances have been exacerbated by the significant socio-
demographic transformation in the U.S. population. Levels of income and
wealth have diverged; divorce has increased and poverty has become in-
creasingly feminized; and health care costs have risen even as the population
has aged. These and other challenges, such as substance abuse and domestic
violence, have created dire circumstances for many households of color and
reduced their capacity to meet their basic, short-term, and longer-term needs.
Even for those individuals and households who are participating in the labor
force, contingent employment, economic uncertainty, and interpersonal
challenges mean that individuals and households are trying to cope with
interpersonal conflict, challenges to work performance, dual or multiple roles
(e.g., parent, spouse, employee, caregiver to older relative), and a lack of
preparedness to compete in a rapidly changing labor market (Perlman 1982).

For communities of color, in particular, to respond to rapidly changing
employment, housing, child care, and other conditions, resilience1 and
adaptability are crucial. Greater labor market participation (e.g., holding
multiple jobs, working longer hours) and reliance on social services (e.g.,
child care, housing assistance) have been common strategies to cope with
increasing economic marginality (Law and Wolch 1991). However, these
strategies come with high costs and often require that individuals and
households make difficult choices about how best to cope with crises and
longer-term issues. London et al. (2004) argue, for example, that while ‘‘[a]ll
working mothers must find ways to ‘weave’ and ‘balance’ their work and
family commitments in accordance with their cultural and familial pref-
erences, values, and resources, . . . low-income working mothers face par-
ticular constraints on the choices they can make and the strategies they can
enact’’ (p. 149).

Populations of color participating in the labor force face additional
challenges if they have chronic physical or mental disabilities. While some
public and private programs seek to address work-related disabilities (e.g.,
injuries at the work site, conditions such as alcohol abuse that are linked to
workplace conditions), such as workers’ compensation or means tested
benefits such as Supplemental Security Income (ssi) (Thomason, Burton, and
Hyatt 1998), disabled persons still face significant hurdles to gain entry into
the labor market. For those with non–work-related disabilities (which are
not usually addressed by compensation policies), participation in the labor
market depends on the ability to fit social and medical services into the
already-constrained daily routines of family and work. This is also true more
generally for individuals, households, and communities of color trying to
balance low-wage work, family obligations, and individual needs.
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Consequently, the need for social services that address a variety of
complex issues has never been greater. Sosin (1986) describes the need for
three types of social services: (1) emergency one-time assistance, or those
needs that are ‘‘clearly beyond the control of individuals, such as need
generated by a fire or flood that destroys a family’s home’’ (p. 5); (2) special
needs stemming from chronic conditions or specific health circumstances,
including needs for specific furnishings, dietary needs, clothing for school;
and (3) emergency basic needs, such as food, clothes, or fuel (p. 5). Orthner
et al. (2004) further argue that ‘‘[f]amilies who are unemployed, under-
employed, or employed at low wages are likely to experience hardship in one
or more of the following areas: food insecurity, lack of access to health care,
and lack of access to affordable quality child care’’ (p. 160). What is clear is
that there are a myriad of needs that will emerge for different individuals,
households, and communities of color in particular times, depending on
their life cycle position (e.g., young children, caring for elderly parents),
economic and working circumstances, housing conditions, and personal/
individual challenges.

Social Services

Traditionally, social service delivery has tended to focus on individuals and
households receiving public assistance, but the contemporary vagaries of the
low-wage labor market and the diversification of low-income populations
have made more and different people dependent on social services for daily
survival. According to Kamerman and Kahn (1976), the social service delivery
system in the United States includes the following: child welfare; child care;
elderly care (e.g., counseling, food, information); services for families (in-
formation, referrals for employment, housing, health care, social work and
family counseling, family courts); home health care/aides; veterans programs;
correctional and penal services (juvenile delinquency prevention, probation,
family court); community centers; access centers (for information, advice,
referrals, advocacy); special programs for refugees, Native Americans, and
migrant workers; and the community mental health care system.

Prior to the New Deal, social services were primarily, although not al-
ways, provided through religious organizations. Sosin (1986) lists the major
providers before the New Deal as the Salvation Army, Charity Organization
Societies, St. Vincent de Paul, Catholic Charities, and settlement houses.
These organizations retreated from service delivery after the New Deal,
when the public sector made its visible and large-scale entry into social
policy. The entry of the public sector brought with it a rise of profession-
alism in the field, as well as an increasing focus on individual counseling
(Sosin 1986:18). Welfare state restructuring, which has led to retrenchment
and retreat of the public sector, began in the 1970s and continues today
(Wolch and Dear 1993).

This service system, while clearly aiming to be comprehensive, is fraught
with gaps and fragmentation. These gaps and fragmentations are largely the
result of the system’s ad-hoc development over time and drastic funding
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shifts—usually downward—in recent decades. The resulting patchwork of
services is difficult to use, particularly for communities of color. To address
these gaps and the fragmentation, researchers have long held that integra-
tion, coordination, and accountability are critical to service effectiveness
(Kamerman and Kahn 1976). However, such integration, coordination, and
accountability have in the past focused primarily on ‘‘effective meshing
of the services offered by different units, bureaus, departments, agencies,
programs, service systems with regards to the needs of consumers’’
(Kamerman and Kahn 1976:437). That is, integration has been sought
through improved coordination and reduced duplication within varying
service organizations. Less attention has been paid to integrating and co-
ordinating social services with the daily realities of life for individuals,
households, and communities in need. As a consequence, the organizational
schedules, procedures, and practices of social service agencies have likely
contributed to the difficult choices that households of color must make in
coping with the multiple and often conflicting obligations stemming from
work, family, and school (e.g., Wilton 1996). In other words, along with the
obligations defined by the workplace(s), school, medical institutions, and
other individual and familial responsibilities, the social service system, as a
result of its fragmentation, has complicated—rather than made easier—the
already complex lives of its clients, many of whom are juggling the com-
peting demands of work, school, and family. There are four primary sources
to this problem: distance, time, service mix, and acceptability.

Scholars have long argued that the distance between facilities and pop-
ulations in need is one of the most important barriers to social service use
(Dear and Taylor 1982). Simply put, the further individuals and households
live from existing social service agencies, the less frequently they will use
these agencies’ services (Cunningham et al. 1996). Improved access to social
services would therefore require either greater mobility by those populations
needing services or shorter distances between social service agencies and the
individuals and households needing them.

Linked to this spatial dimension of accessibility is the temporal character
of social service delivery. Distance is important but so too is time; the clients
of social service agencies, like most people, have busy schedules and nu-
merous demands on their time. For individuals who are working multiple
jobs, who are working in temporary, part-time, or contractual employment,
or who have child care and other familial obligations, opportunities for
traveling to and using social services can be severely constrained. Blumen-
berg (2002) has argued that low-income women with children in the labor
force who travel via mass transit suffer from severe time constraints because
they need to make multiple household-related trips in addition to work-
related trips, and mass transit—with its long travel times, fixed routes and
fixed schedules—is ill-suited to such a complex and unpredictable schedule.
As more time during the day becomes consumed by both other obligations
and traveling to those other obligations, less time is left to take advantage of
available social services. Temporal scarcity means that for some households
there is literally no time to use social services.
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Another example of temporal constraints is drawn from a recent survey
of individuals working and not working who are living with hiv/aids.2 For
these persons of color, there were significant differences in terms of the
degree of daily flexibility. The survey showed that for a 10-hour day (8 a.m.–
6 p.m., the usual operating hours for service providers), between zero and 10
hours were assessed to be flexible by both nonworking and working re-
spondents of color (Table 12.1). The flexible time was defined in the fol-
lowing way: respondents ranked each activity during the 10 hours in terms
of whether it could possibly be rescheduled—that is, could a work shift be
pushed back. The mean and standard deviation in flexible hours during
the previous 10-hour day indicated that while a large number of hours may
be considered flexible, there was wide variation in the availability of those
flexible time blocks across the nonworking and working subgroups. In ad-
dition, while working respondents had lower mean and median flexible time
blocks than nonworking respondents (this of course is not surprising be-
cause of their employment obligations), the standard deviation for working
respondents was much higher, indicating that the range of flexible time
blocks was larger than for nonworking respondents.

Similar patterns were indicated when the day was extended to 13 hours
(8 a.m.–9 p.m.). That is, nonworking respondents had more flexibility in
terms of mean and median time blocks that represented the ability to re-
schedule activities, which should not be surprising. Again, however, the
standard deviation was larger for working than nonworking respondents,
indicating a wider range of flexibility within the working respondent sub-
group. The 13-hour day (8 a.m.–9 p.m.) offered many more flexible time
blocks for employed respondents than the 10-hour day (8 a.m.–6 p.m.). The
implication, of course, is that services provided during a longer daily time
period would result in greater access.

The actual types of services offered, or service mix, is also crucial to
understanding the usefulness of social services for communities of color in
need. Service mix can be characterized by the availability of services and the
types of services offered in particular communities. A lack of access to
needed services may stem from a mismatch between needs and types of
services offered. When social service agencies misread current individual,
household, or community needs or do not adapt to the rapidly shifting needs
of their community members, the existing service mix offered by these

Table 12.1. Daily activities inventory by employment

Minimum
(Hours)

Maximum
(Hours)

Mean
(Hours)

Median
(Hours)

Standard
Deviation
(Hours)

F-value
(p-value)

Flexible time—8 a.m.–6 p.m.

Nonworking 0 10 7.5 8 2.90 9.05
Working 0 10 5.4 5 3.59 (p < .003)

Flexible time—8 a.m.–9 p.m.

Nonworking 2 13 10.2 11 3.23 13.37
Working 0 13 7.4 6.5 4.09 (p < .001)
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agencies will likely not address current community concerns. Consequently,
although some communities of color may be service-rich, those services may
not actually provide for the emergency, short-term, and longer-term needs of
these residents (Takahashi, Weibe, and Rodriguez 2001).

Finally, the acceptability of social services both by communities of color in
need and by the wider population strongly influences their potential use.
There are two dimensions of acceptability: (1) suspicion or trust of the service
agencies providing programs and (2) broader societal definitions and stigma
of needy households and the services that serve them. Many communities of
color are suspicious or distrustful of social service agencies. As Altman (2003)
has argued, ‘‘[f]amilies of color often feel coerced, distrustful, or fearful of
public social service systems’’ (p. 478). Many perceive a threat of deportation
(if they are undocumented), seizure of young children (if they are seen as unfit
parents), or the potential or actual penalties associated with noncompliance
across a host of local, state, and federal regulations if they access social ser-
vices and identify themselves (Takahashi, McElroy, and Rowe 2002). In ad-
dition to perceived sanctions associated with service use, there are also larger
societal norms that discourage social service use. For individuals who do not
self-identify as ‘‘needy’’ or who imagine social services to be only for those
who are somehow different from the wider populace, proximity, temporal
match, and appropriate service mix may be insufficient to overcome this
stigma associated with social service use.

There is clearly a tension between self-identifying as ‘‘needy’’ and working
toward self-sufficiency and economic independence. On the one hand, the
self-identification as ‘‘needy’’ or as fulfilling specific social service definitions,
such as ‘‘homeless,’’ ‘‘indigent,’’ or ‘‘living in poverty,’’ are necessary to access
social services (Takahashi 1998). On the other hand, such self-identification
can lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy, as individuals and households begin to
primarily define themselves using these social service labels, creating strong
and reinforcing self-identities as service-dependent (Rowe and Wolch 1980),
or to stigmatization and ostracization by the broader community (Takahashi,
McElroy, and Rowe 2002). To deny the stigmatized labels as service-
dependent that often come with social service use, individuals and household
may believe that they do not need knowledge about or access to available
social services (Takahashi, Wiebe, and Rodriguez 2001). And if they do use
social services associated with stigmatized groups (e.g., welfare, food banks,
housing vouchers), individuals may choose not to disclose, or may even deny,
the use of these services and programs to potential/current employers, family
members, and acquaintances (Takahashi, McElroy, and Rowe 2002).

Barriers to Synchronizing Social

Services and Realities of Life for Communities

of Color

The characteristics of the existing social service system comprise a set of
diverse and complex challenges to communities of color. There are several
reasons why these characteristics are difficult to address: (1) the lack of
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influence by workers and social service providers on workplace and other
institutional (e.g., medical, school, probation, etc.) schedules, procedures,
and usual organizational practices; (2) the uncertainty characterizing low-
wage, low-skilled work in the twenty-first century, including temporary,
part-time, and contractual employment and multiple job sites, and the lack
of resources in communities of color in need to deal with meeting multiple
obligations (e.g., dependence on mass transit, lack of control over institu-
tional schedules and procedures); and (3) the temporal and geographic
distance between where individuals, households, and communities of color
in need are at any point in time, and the schedules and locations of social
service providers.

There can be little doubt that economic restructuring and the decline in
unionization have diminished worker power. Social service providers,
however, have also long felt disconnected from the world of work. Perlman
(1982) has argued that social workers ‘‘feel—not without reason—that they
have little entrée into and little power in the world of industry or business’’
(p. 95). Consequently, workers and social service providers have little say, or
at least limited influence, over work schedules, and this in turn has con-
tributed to the lack of time that often prevents those in need from accessing
services (Orthner, Jones-Sanpei, and Williamson 2004).

In part because of this lack of influence on the workplace, low-income
communities of color have long had to juggle multiple obligations (e.g.,
work, school, child care, elder care). Scholars have clarified the complex and
dynamic mechanisms defining temporal and spatial constraints to the labor
market, housing, and social and medical services (e.g., Granovetter 1995;
Ong and Blumenberg 1998). Individuals, households, and communities of
color have devised creative and at times effective strategies to cope with
these difficult obstacles (Dyck 1999; Gilbert 1998; Kearns 1997; Moss and
Dyck 1996; Rowe and Wolch 1990). Often low-income households must
strictly ration time and money. Roy et al. (2004), for example, have argued
that ‘‘[t]ime obligations to jobs, family, children, transit, and institutional
interaction keep the need for organized control over time high for working
families’’ (p. 168).

Low-income individuals, households, and communities who are depen-
dent on social services are also vulnerable to changing organizational
practices and procedures by social service providers. If a social service
agency decides to alter its program times and places and individuals and
households cannot adjust their own schedules accordingly, their basic needs
will likely not be met (Takahashi, Wiebe, and Rodriguez 2001). And as Roy
et al. (2004) have similarly argued, ‘‘families without resources . . . are less
able to purchase or negotiate for discretionary time’’ (p. 169), meaning that
those who most need social services are often least able to adjust to changes
in the way they are provided. As work becomes more flexible and temporally
or spatially fragmented, family obligations shift (because of changes in the
life cycle), and individual needs grow and change, individuals, households,
and communities of color must cope with a shifting temporal and geo-
graphic separation between their varied obligations and the social services
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that might meet their basic, short-term, and longer-term needs. Synchro-
nizing social service delivery with the life realities of communities of color
would clearly address some of the disjunctures between daily life patterns
and social service organizational practices. Cohen and McGowan (1982)
have argued, for example, that ‘‘[k]nowledge of the community’s work
schedule in terms of the numbers of consumers available at various hours of
the day would permit social agencies to schedule their time in such a manner
as to create the greatest impact in the time zones that promote utilization,
while maintaining sufficient service opportunities at less saturated but still
necessary time slots’’ (p. 134).

But while this seems to be a straightforward solution to address the
disjuncture between communities in need and social service delivery, social
service agencies face multiple challenges in trying to design and implement
such a strategy. The lack of decision making power in the workplace(s) by
workers and social service providers, the increasingly fragmented and
contingent conditions of contemporary labor market participation by low-
wage workers, and as a consequence of these two factors, an increasing
temporal and spatial separation between individuals and communities in
need and the existing social service system, have created a context where
social service agencies must more closely monitor the needs of communities,
adjust and adapt program design and organizational practices to fit these
changing needs, and implement programs and policies that address these
needs.

Pressures on Social Service Agencies

to Address Barriers

The social services sector changed significantly during the 1990s. Twombly
(2001), in an analysis of human service agency growth and change from
1992 to 1996, found that ‘‘[t]he growth in the number of human service
nonprofits between 1992 and 1996 was particularly pronounced in met-
ropolitan areas . . . [increasing] by more than 41 percent [and] nearly 25
percent greater than in the nonprofit sector as a whole in metropolitan
regions’’ (p. 2). During the same period, however, Twombly also found a
high degree of organizational volatility and churning, with many organi-
zations leaving the social service system. This volatility is emblematic of
contemporary social service delivery systems, where instability both across
the organizations and within them (staff turnover, uncertain funding, and
increasing competition for funds) has stymied efforts to synchronize social
service delivery with community needs.

Researchers and practitioners have long argued that social services tar-
geting varying populations should be better coordinated and integrated.
Across public, private, and nonprofit organizations, significant time and
resources have been focused on ensuring that individuals and households in
need have current information about, and access to, available services. But
the social service delivery system remains ill-equipped to cope with the tur-
bulent and changing circumstances of many communities and ill-equipped
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to cope with the changing landscape of organizational funding. The con-
temporary pressures on social service agencies are enormous and challenge
even the most competent and effective organizations. These pressures can be
divided into three interrelated elements: (1) significant and rapid shifts in
funding availability, creating the need to become more entrepreneurial;
(2) the need for effective monitoring of the changing needs of individuals,
households, and communities and adaptation of programs and services to
meet those changing needs; (3) organizational volatility (e.g., rapid turnover
in staff) and the need for culturally sensitive andmultilingual staff to provide
appropriate services.

Funding Shifts

Social service constituencies have rarely been mistaken for groups with in-
fluence and power. Low-income persons of color, immigrants, substance
users, and homeless individuals lack the political connections to foundations
and private sector corporations that might provide funding to support
programs. In addition, changing political climates at the regional and na-
tional levels—where attention has shifted to economic stimulus, the rem-
edying of budget deficits, and not least, geopolitical conflict—have placed
low-income social service program funding low on the nation’s and states’
priority lists. An expansion of the population in need, along with budget
crises and deficits at the federal, state, and county levels, have contributed to
greater and more diversified needs and fewer resources for meeting those
needs. And the downward trends in public sector and philanthropic funding
have led to an increased need for private sector fundraising.

Especially in terms of providing services for employed persons, social
service providers remain quite constrained because of the regulations gov-
erning eligibility for programs supported by varying streams of federal
funding. Although many clients served by social service agencies are indigent
or are characterized as the ‘‘working poor,’’3 there remain strict eligibility
requirements that may prevent specific services aimed at employed persons,
especially when the monies are tied to specific agencies (e.g., programs
serving physically or mentally disabled).

There are also reporting and auditing obligations associated with publicly
funded programs. Consequently, though nonprofit medical and service
organizations have in the past relied heavily on public money, today many—
especially in communities of color—have increasingly sought private fund-
ing sources (e.g., individual donations, endowments, corporate grants).

Rapid Changes in Community Needs

When social services focused on specific target populations, such as families
on public assistance, homeless individuals living on Skid Rows, or physically
or mentally disabled veterans, there was a sense that while there was likely
diversity within each of these populations, social service agencies could
confidently plan for and provide targeted services because the needs of these
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populations did not change. However, welfare reform, welfare state re-
structuring, diversification in the population, and increasing economic
marginality has expanded the population that might seek social services and
changed the individuals, households, and communities that social service
agencies had targeted for services in the past.

Social service providers, increasingly recognizing the diverse and ex-
panding needs of their client populations and the obstacles facing those
populations, have shifted service delivery times and places (such as pro-
viding services during evenings and weekends in addition to weekdays, as
well as in accessible locations, such as parks) to accommodate labor market
participation and complex familial and social obligations. While difficult,
accommodating the schedules of people with hectic work and family ob-
ligations often works well, particularly if the many members of a target
population have similar time or place constraints (i.e., a large number of
people in a given area work at night, or cannot access a particular agency
because of distance or transit schedules). However, as contemporary social
service agencies are serving a diversifying and expanding population in need,
such commonalities are becoming harder to find.

Organizational Volatility and Multicultural Services

Social service agencies have experienced frequent volatility over the past few
decades, both in terms of the external funding and policy environment as
indicated earlier in the chapter and in terms of internal organizational
churning due to staff turnover, pressured work environments, and the need
for services that accommodate the expanding and increasingly diverse needs
of local communities. The decline in available funding has contributed to a
highly pressured work environment where staff turnover and burnout are
common. Hyde (2004) has argued that ‘‘workload issues, specifically com-
peting agency priorities and high work demands with inadequate support’’—
along with funding reductions—have created more work for the same or less
pay (p. 11). As Bednar (2003) has argued concerning child welfare workers,
‘‘[j]ob satisfaction, burnout, and staff turnover have been shown to be
strongly correlated, and decreased satisfaction and increasing burnout may
impair workers long before they decide to leave their positions’’ (p. 7). In
addition, employees drawn to social service delivery may be younger and
may, after a relatively short time, decide to return to school to obtain ad-
ditional educational credentials or change jobs to pursue better career op-
portunities.

The social service workplace is made even more challenging by the po-
tential for violence directed at providers. While the professional perception
of potential physical assault varies by client group, mental health providers
in particular have long been concerned with potential violence in varying
settings (including offices and homes) (Shields and Kiser 2003).

Even as funding opportunities are shrinking and becoming more com-
petitive, there have been added administrative burdens placed on those
agencies receiving grants and funds for performance and outcomes-based
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evaluation (often without funding to support such activities). Consequently,
social service agencies must now, in addition to designing and implementing
programs, also engage in frequent data collection, evaluation, and reporting
to their funders (Salamon 1995).

To better serve a rapidly expanding and diversifying populace in need,
more researchers and practitioners have called for cultural sensitivity and
competence in social service program design, delivery, and evaluation.
Culturally sensitive and appropriate social services requires more than the
employment of staff with multilingual skills. Researchers have called for the
‘‘multicultural development’’ of social service organizations, incorporating
the instrumental dimensions of communication (multilingual and ethnically
diverse staff) along with more process and long-term organizational trans-
formations aimed at power redistribution (e.g., from service agency staff to
broader stakeholders, including clients or service users), antiracism and
multicultural ideologies, and commitments to social justice (Iglehart and
Becerra 1995). In the current severely constrained fiscal environment,
however, efforts at ‘‘cultural competence’’4 will likely translate into
awareness building and attempts to employ diverse staff (Nybell and Gray
2004) rather than longer-term strategies to realign power relations, em-
power clients, aim at broader social justice goals, or include more stake-
holders in decision making.5 And even when the longer-term mission of
cultural competence is a primary goal for social service providers, staffing
challenges remain. Culturally competent programs require a relatively high
level of skills from social service providers, but with relatively low pay and
demanding work environments, retaining such employees is a daunting task.

Conclusion

Many social service organizations are aware that their client populations are
changing; some have been quick to adapt to this new client diversity by
offering services off-site, at night and on weekends, and with associated
supportive services (child care, transportation, food). Others have been slower
to change. Diversity and change, however, have become the preeminent
characteristics of contemporary social service delivery. Unstable and insecure
funding, lack of funding flexibility, and staff turnover and burnout contribute
to a highly turbulent and unpredictable social service organizational climate.

Social service organizations have attempted to cope with this turbulent
climate by diversifying their funding sources and collaborating with other
agencies to leverage scarce resources. Such strategies require additional staff
time and start-up resources, which are stretching local service providers to
the limit (Takahashi and Smutny 2002). More entrepreneurial activities and
coordinated action may constitute the predominant model for social service
delivery in the twenty-first century, and social service agencies targeting
communities of color will likely need to expand their capacities in these
areas to survive. On a positive note, diversifying their funding sources may
provide social service organizations the flexibility necessary to be responsive
to the needs of their expanding and diversifying client base.
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As this chapter has argued, in the context of this turbulent social service
organizational climate, there are clearly substantial obstacles to synchro-
nizing social service delivery with the realities of life for low-income com-
munities of color. The uncertainty and temporal/spatial impermanence
defined by low-wage labor markets, the rising costs of housing, transpor-
tation, and child and elder care, and the lack of social and economic re-
sources to deal with these issues have placed many individuals, households,
and communities of color in dire need of social services.

The realities of life in communities of color call for social service agencies
and planners to devise creative new strategies to design and implement ef-
fective and sustainable community economic development programs. Social
service agencies must continue to monitor and adapt to the changing needs
and capacity of communities of color to generate an integrated, coordin-
ated, and accountable service delivery system. As a first step, social service
agencies should recognize that communities of color are juggling multiple
obligations and that many of these obligations are contradictory and out-
side community control. To facilitate the use of existing services, social
service providers must investigate and understand the temporal and spatial
characteristics of these work, family, community, and individual obliga-
tions and offer programs that accommodate and fit—in terms of time and
location—within the busy schedules being balanced by these communities.

Second, social service providers should understand that the social services
funded by public and charitable sources may or may not mesh well with
the current needs of communities or with the communities’ desire for self-
sufficiency and self-determination. That is, while social service funding is
driven largely by funder mandates and priorities, community needs for
economic and social support may be derived from a distinctly different set of
assumptions and trade-offs. To address this potential disjuncture, social
service providers should seek out funding sources that can accommodate a
multicultural or empowerment model even as they pursue more traditional
client service program support.

Finally, though social service providers have tended to focus their efforts on
individual and household interventions, the contingent nature of the labor
market, welfare state, housing market, and other socioeconomic structures
makes a more structural approach a necessary element to any long-term
community building endeavor. A structural approach would require that
social service providers partner with groups, organizations, and agencies
working to change the economic, political, social, and environmental condi-
tions affecting communities of color. This longer-term approach is critical to
understanding the potentials and pitfalls of incorporating social service de-
livery in economic development strategies in communities of color. What this
chapter has argued is that the economic and social futures of communities of
color have largely been driven by structural forces that have severely mar-
ginalized them. A longer-term approach that addresses these structural con-
straints lies in the coordination of economic development and social service
delivery in addressing the fundamental challenges to communities of color in
their quest for empowerment, self-sufficiency, and self-determination.
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For planners and policy makers engaged in economic development
strategies, a fundamental component should be the socioeconomic safety net
that will enable communities of color to be long-term active participants in
local, regional, and global economies. To ensure this sustainable future,
planners and policy makers should (1) increase their awareness and
knowledge about existing social services and particularly how these social
services support the entry to and sustainability of labor market participation
by communities of color—such efforts might include passive activities (such
as using Internet and other information sources to identify social service
agencies in the region of interest) or proactive approaches (joining existing
partnerships, inter-agency groups, or consortia involved in social service
delivery); (2) identify and implement coordinated or collaborative efforts to
bridge the divide between economic development and social service delivery
and to work toward temporal and spatial synchronization among the work,
family, and community lives of persons of color—these efforts could include
revamping administrative or procedural issues (such as greater commu-
nication among public sector departments) and material projects (such as
designing small business incubators with job training and child care facilities
on site).

Researchers are increasingly exploring the time-space constraints and
opportunities experienced by low-income communities of color in their
quest to meet their varying—and at times conflicting—obligations. Future
research should continue to investigate the pressures placed on resource-
poor communities as they negotiate difficult and inflexible institutions (such
as work, school, and other institutions) and how they have developed
creative strategies to cope with these marginalizing circumstances. In addi-
tion, scholars should continue to explore the increasingly pressured world of
social service delivery, and identify those innovations and practices that have
addressed not only the expanding and changing needs of the community, but
also the organizational turbulence so common in social service employment.
Researchers focusing on social service delivery and economic develop-
ment should work together to develop cross-disciplinary and multimethod
analyses to better understand and address these complex issues. Through
creative strategies and innovative research that work to synchronize the
temporal and spatial obligations of communities of color, social service
delivery, and economic development, a longer-term future of self-sufficiency
and self-determination in communities of color is a realizable goal.

Notes

The survey data analyzed in this chapter was supported by a grant from the
University of California’s university-wide aids Research Program (R97-I-116).

1. Resilience can be defined as ‘‘the remarkable capacity of individuals to
withstand considerable hardship, to bounce back in the face of adversity, and to go
on to live functional lives with a sense of well-being’’ (Turner 2001:441).

2. A survey of 206 respondents living with hiv/aidswas conducted between June
21 and July 9, 1999 (Takahashi, Wiebe, and Rodriguez 2001). The convenience
sample was contacted at agencies providing medical or social services to persons
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living in hiv/aids in Orange County, California. Potential survey participants were
selected using a quota sampling technique to obtain a purposive sample to maximize
the number of persons of color and women. To contact potential respondents, a
trained survey team (many of whom were bilingual in English and Spanish), with the
permission of the executive directors and staff, waited in the lobbies of the service
organizations. As individuals entered the facilities, they were asked whether they
would be willing to participate in the survey, and were provided with a short
description of the project and its objectives. Twenty-six persons were unwilling to
participate (resulting in a response rate of 89 percent). If individuals were willing to
participate, the survey team obtained verbal consent (anonymity and confidentiality
were assured). Surveys were administered by research team members in English or
Spanish depending on the preference of the respondent. Each survey took twenty
minutes to complete, and participants upon completion of the survey received a five-
dollar food voucher.

3. The definition of ‘‘working poor’’ remains in dispute; see for example Acs et al.
(2000).

4. Sue and Sue (1990) outline the characteristics of a culturally competent
counselor as constant re-evaluation of assumptions and biases concerning human
behavior, exploring and comprehending the culturally distinct worldview of the
person seeking help, and developing appropriate and sensitive strategies.

5. Transforming power relations to create greater self-determination for
communities in need is a substantial challenge given the client-provider hierarchical
relationship and individually oriented therapeutic model still prevalent among
service providers and social workers (e.g., Jacobson 2001).
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Conclusion
Lessons for Community
Economic Development

The last 15 years have brought opportunities and challenges for
urban neighborhoods in America. The robust and protracted economic
expansion of the 1990s coupled with significant policy initiatives is credited
for an overall reduction and deconcentration of poverty. The progress, al-
though far from solving all of the problems of low-income minority neigh-
borhoods, offers a glimpse of what is possible. Unfortunately, the gains, like
the economic expansion, proved to be transitory. The burst of the dot-com
bubble and the deepening trend of outsourcing have hit domestic jobs hard.
While different labor market segments have suffered the pain of decreased
employment opportunities and diminished earnings, the impact has been
particularly hard on low-income and minority communities, which are in
the weakest position to cushion the financial blows. The job of community
economic development (ced) for these neighborhoods remains largely un-
finished, and for it to be effective in the decades to come, new approaches
and strategies are needed.

The preceding chapters have provided insights into the challenges facing
ced through case studies and quantitative analyses of a diverse set of
neighborhoods across the country. But the objective of this book is to not
only document and explain the varying circumstances affecting community
economic development but also to outline a policy framework and norma-
tive guidelines for such development to happen. With that objective in mind,
the book’s contributors have discussed the policy implications of their stud-
ies. Rather than repeating the chapter-specific strategies and recommen-
dations, this concluding chapter extracts the ‘‘collective wisdom’’ of the
previous writings to identify crosscutting lessons that often come from two
or more chapters. Collectively, the chapters tell a story about the complexity
of the problems facing low-income minority communities, and one of the
most repeated conclusions is that there is no panacea. The other lessons in
this concluding chapter are organized into two parts. The first contains five
recommendations about how community economic development should be
structured and practiced, and the second contains recommendations about
the role of three key actors.

Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris

and Paul Ong



Five ced Recommendations

The demographic and economic changes that American cities have experi-
enced in recent decades have been massive. Of course, not all the changes
have been negative, but nonetheless, there are new realities that make ex-
isting practices outdated. These changes coupled with significant shifts in
public policies for the poor call for a serious rethinking of the strategies and
processes that constitute our collective efforts for community economic
development. We have identified five ways that ced should be practiced in
today’s environment.

First, ced should be linked to the larger social, political, economic, and
policy framework that fundamentally shapes outcomes at the neighborhood
level. To respond to problems facing low-income minority communities we
have to adopt a broader vision that encompasses the fundamental dynamics
perpetuating poverty. This means tackling deeply embedded problems of
economic, social, and political injustices and changing the societal institu-
tions that produce and replicate inequality. We need public policies that
create opportunities and at the same time provide an adequate safety net
when things go wrong. Today’s disjointed and fragmented approaches to
urban development and redevelopment may lead to economic and social
imbalances, with gentrification chasing poor residents out of revitalized
neighborhoods or successful job development leading to the abandonment of
old neighborhoods by some residents. To prevent this, we should be careful
that our policies and practices do not balkanize neighborhoods and regions
into disconnected and competing enclaves. As noted in chapters 3, 10, and
11, this requires greater linkage with the world beyond the neighborhood.

Second, ced must reach beyond inner-city neighborhoods because the
traditional divisions between central cities and suburbs are no longer valid.
As chapter 1 by Evelyn Blumenberg clearly shows, the conventional di-
chotomy of wealthy suburbs versus desolate central cities and impoverished
reservations are seriously tested by new demographic realities, which show
that almost half of the low-income families now live in the suburbs, and
wealthy households may be encountered in central cities and on reserva-
tions. Even while pockets of concentrated poverty dot many central cities,
the last decade has also experienced selective revitalization as affluent res-
idents moved back to newly built lofts and condos. At the same time that we
are considering ways to link central city residents to suburban job oppor-
tunities, we also have to improve the economic opportunities offered in
central cities, reservations, and suburban neighborhoods.

Third, ced approaches should be tailored to the particularities of spe-
cific neighborhoods and populations. A number of authors drawing from
empirical evidence make the point that ‘‘one size does not fit all’’ because of
the enormous economic, demographic, and spatial diversity among and
within metropolitan areas and among different labor market segments
(chapters 2, 6, 8, and 9). This heterogeneity produces equally significant
variations in the outcomes from economic development policies and job
creation strategies. For this reason, economic development strategies should
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differ significantly across minority groups and neighborhoods. What would
be of most help to one neighborhood or group may not fit the type of help
needed by another neighborhood. Nevertheless, the strategies and the po-
tential long-term consequences for the specific neighborhoods and groups,
the broader area, and even the region must be considered before choosing
what kind of strategy or mix of strategies to be followed.

Fourth, ced must address the needs in both the formal and informal
sectors. Low-wage jobs in the formal economy may not be sufficient to
ensure the livelihood of households, thus household members may operate
in the informal economy to supplement their income. While undocumented
workers make up a disproportionate share of the informal economy, even
native-born minorities participate. As argued by Abel Valenzuela in Chapter
6, in some cases, the informal economy may even provide entrepreneurial
opportunities for minority households. Others may seek or be forced to
accept sporadic, part-time, and contingent informal work that pays under
the table. For many neighborhoods, the informal economy is a significant
share of the local economy, and many of the residents move back and
forth between the two sectors. ced must find ways to address the informal
sector—and the solution is not simply to eliminate it.

Fifth, multiple strategies focusing on people and place are needed to
promote economic and employment development. Increasing opportunities
requires working on both the demand side and the supply side of the labor
market. We need to break down the barriers that limit residents from finding
and holding jobs that pay a decent wage with decent benefits, and we need to
improve the residents’ educational and skill levels so they can successfully
compete for better jobs throughout the regional labor market (see chapters 4
and 5). As Thomas Boston argues in chapter 7, while local residents should
be better linked to economic opportunities well beyond their immediate
neighborhoods, it is also desirable to enhance the neighborhood economy
through business development. Clearly, a major benefit of revitalizing
businesses is the creation of jobs, but having a vibrant neighborhood
economy also helps meet the residents’ demand for goods and services and
makes the area more livable. The focus on jobs and businesses needs to be
part of a holistic approach to community economic development and will
need to incorporate goals for affordable housing, transportation, health, and
childcare services (see chapters 11 and 12).

The Role of Key ced Actors

To tackle a problem as structural and long-standing as poverty, combined
strategies and efforts of different actors are necessary. The combined re-
sponses and efforts of the state, the private sector, and the nonprofit sector
are necessary to pull communities out of poverty and generate jobs and
income. The failures of the past have shown that we cannot simply rely on a
market-driven model of economic development.

The impact of welfare reform in reducing poverty attests to the power of
federal policy. While welfare reform may be a step in the right direction,
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federal policies need fine-tuning and better outreach efforts to respond to the
needs of those that they leave behind: the marginal workers, the workers of
the informal economy, those who never apply for tax credits, and those who
despite their efforts cannot enter the labor force. Beyond welfare reform, the
role of the state is crucial in offering an enabling environment through tax
incentives and regulatory frameworks that nurture and support ethnic en-
trepreneurship, business investment in minority areas, and the hiring of
minority workers. The role of the federal government is crucial in fostering
these businesses by providing funds to the states for job training programs,
English as a Second Language and adult education, skill enhancement for
low-income workers, and business assistance to advance the capacity of
minority-owned firms. At the same time, federal and state legislation should
also do a better job of enforcing labor standards, minimum-wage ordi-
nances, and worker rights.

The private sector should be a very important partner in any ced effort in
minority, low-income communities. As the federal block grants for low-
income communities have consistently decreased over the last decades, the
major financial investment in business development comes from the private
sector. ced in minority, low-income communities is in desperate need of the
private sector to offer jobs and investment, support training programs for
workers, and plant the seeds for neighborhood revitalization. As chapters 7
and 8 indicate, minority entrepreneurs are among the most committed to
low-income minority communities, so they should play a major role in re-
vitalizing these neighborhoods. Because many small ethnic businesses are
characterized by high turnover rates due to meager starting capital, the role
of banking and financial institutions is essential in offering them loans with
low interest rates and enabling them to operate and grow. The challenge in
the next decade is to break the spatial, social, and structural barriers that
separate low-income communities from private-sector jobs. This challenge is
twofold: to persuade the private sector to locate and invest in low-income
communities and to make businesses a responsible partner in revitalizing
neighborhoods and providing upward mobility to workers.

The nonprofit sector has been proven to be an important partner in
neighborhood revitalization efforts. In addition to foundations that have
selectively funded projects in minority and low-income neighborhoods, re-
cent decades have witnessed the emergence of different types of grassroots
and community organizations. These organizations have been very active in
the provision of affordable housing and social services, and some have also
been involved in job training programs. More recently, some community
groups have played an important role in spearheading coalitions around
community economic development efforts in specific neighborhoods.

As argued in chapters 10, 11, and 12, social networks, collaborations and
coalitions among community groups, labor unions, social service providers,
and the private sector can help link communities to a larger pool of resources
and have a better impact in bringing about economic and physical change in
neighborhoods. One of the main obstacles that has in the past crippled low-
income communities of color is their social and political isolation. Poor
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households in such communities often remain cut off from the larger
framework of economic opportunities, and their neighborhoods remain
desolate and neglected by policy makers and politicians. To address this
important hurdle, economic development in low-income minority commu-
nities should work hand-in-hand with community development. Policy
makers should try to help neighborhoods acquire more social capital and
strengthen their ties to the outside world of political, financial, and civic
institutions. The role of local groups—community-based organizations,
community development corporations, and comprehensive community
initiatives—is crucial in developing coalitions and building bridges between
the neighborhood, the local government, the private and nonprofit sectors,
and labor interest groups. As Pastor, Benner, and Matsuoka argue in
Chapter 3, these groups should proceed with caution because effective re-
gional strategies require an evaluation of both opportunities and challenges.

We are not under any naive illusion that any of the above recommen-
dations will be easy to implement. In fact, our collective professional and
academic experiences tell us that progress is often slow and subject to set-
backs. The history of community economic development for low-income
minority communities is one of very mixed results. And things have gotten
more challenging given the demographic, economic, and policy changes
described earlier. Simply tinkering with existing approaches would only
provide Band-Aids for wounds that may get deeper if left unattended. In-
stead, we need to update and adapt our ced tools to the new social and
economic realities. We hope that this book represents a step towards this
direction.
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